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ABSTRACT 
The seismic assessment of an existing reinforced concrete building designed to pre-1970s 
codes during a major earthquake focuses on investigating the global post-elastic responses 
of the building. The global post-elastic response of a reinforced concrete building can be 
studied based on the local post-elastic behaviour of the individual structural components. 
In this study, simulated seismic loading tests were conducted on as-built reinforced 
concrete beam-column joint sub assemblages in order to obtain the information on the 
post-elastic behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete components. Simulated seismic 
loading tests included two as-built full-scale interior beam-column joint units, four as-built 
full-scale exterior beam - column joint units and one retrofitted as-built exterior beam-
column joint unit. The as-built test units contained the plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement and had the reinforcing details typical of an existing reinforced concrete 
structure constructed in the late 1950s in New Zealand. 
The two as-built interior beam-column joint units, Unit 1 and Unit 2, were identical. Unit 
1 was tested with zero column axial load and Unit 2 was tested with a compressive 
column axial load of 0.12Agfc'. According to the current codes, the two as-built interior 
beam-column joint units would develop premature shear failure in the joints, beams and 
columns. Both units when tested showed that, unlike the conclusion reached by the 
theoretical assessment using the current code method, the premature shear failure was 
precluded in the joint and members of the test units. For both units, the post-elastic 
behaviour of the reinforced concrete components was limited to the fixed-ends at the 
beam-column interfaces of the members, and it was in the form of a major flexural crack 
at the beam-column interfaces. Due to the plain round longitudinal reinforcement used, 
severe bond slip along the plain round longitudinal reinforcement occurred within and 
adjacent to the joint, resulting in significantly degrading flexural behaviour at the beam-
column interfaces of the members. For both units tested, the available structural stiffness 
and strength were low, especially the stiffness, and the degradation of the stiffness and 
strength was significant. Column bar buckling was also apparent, especially when the 
compressive axial load was present in the column. 
The four as-built exterior beam-column joint units, Units E11 to EJ4, were identical except 
for the beam bar hook details in the exterior columns. Identical units E11 and E13 had the 
beam bar hooks bent away from the joint cores. Identical units EJ2 and EJ4 had the beam 
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bar hooks bent away from the joint cores. Units EJl and EJ2 were tested with zero column 
axial load but Units EB and EJ4 were tested with a compressive column axial load of 
about O.25Agfc ' present. The retrofitted unit was the original as-built unit EJl with the 
beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core, and the retrofit was achieved by wrapping 
the column areas immediately above and below the joint core using fibre-glass after tested 
to test an alternative force path across the joint core. According to the current code 
method, the premature shear failure would occur in the joint of Unit EJl and in the beams 
of all the four as-built exterior beam-column joint units. Examination of the member force 
transfer across the joint showed that effective column transverse confinement within the 
beam bar hook range was critical in restraining the opening of the beam bar hooks and 
actuating the force transfer across the joint core, and an alternative force path across the 
joint core, in the case of the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core in the exterior 
columns, could be actuated if sufficient column confinement above and below the joint 
core was available. 
The as-built units when tested with zero axial column load demonstrated very poor force 
strength and stiffness behaviour. The final failures were dominated by the concrete tension 
cracking along the outer layer of column main bars adjacent to the joint core, which was 
initiated by the interaction between the opening of the beam bar hooks and the column bar 
buckling, irrespective of the beam bar hook details. The configuration of the beam bar 
hooks bent into the joint core was found to result in better seismic performance compared 
to that with the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint COre in the case of zero axial 
column load and small amount of column transverse reinforcement provided. The as-built 
units when tested with constant compressive axial column load of about 0.25Ag f; present 
demonstrated that the presence of compressive axial column load totally prevented the 
concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks, and the post-elastic behaviour of the 
test units was limited to the fixed-ends of the beams, in the form of a big beam fixed-end 
rotation. Generally, the compressive column axial load greatly improved the overall 
stiffness and force strength of the units. In this case the effects of different beam bar hook 
details on the seismic performance of the as-built exterior beam-column joint units 
became very insignificant. The test on the retrofitted as-built unit showed that fibre-glass 
jacketing in the column areas adjacent to the joint core restrained the opening of the beam 
bar hook and actuated the postulated altemative the force transfer path across the joint 
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when the axial column load was low, leading to much improved stiffness and force 
strength performance. 
Overall, for the as-built reinforced concrete members reinforced by plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement, the post-elastic seismic behaviour was governed by the 
degrading flexural behaviour at the member fixed-end at the beam-column interfaces, in 
the form of big fixed-end rotations. A rotational ductility factor at the fixed-end, rather 
than a curvature ductility factor associated with a plastic hinge length, became a more 
useful index to the member post-elastic flexural deformation. Member flexural strength 
and stiffness were lower than the theoretical estimations, and they were significantly 
influenced by the force transfer mechanism across the joint core. Typically, the 
compressive column axial load at the same joint resulted in much improved flexural 
behaviour at the beam fixed-end. Based on the test evidence, a method was tentatively 
proposed for allowing for the beneficial effect on the member flexural behaviour at the 
fixed-end of the compressive axial load on the transverse members at the same joint. 
Mter obtaining the information on the post-elastic behaviour of as-built structural 
components, non-linear static and dynamic analyses were conducted. for the subject 
building represented by the as-built test units. The non-linear static analysis showed that 
the earthquake-resisting capacity of similar structures do not satisfy the current design 
code requirements, a failure mechanism was very unlikely to form and the local member 
deformation capacity limited the structural performance during a major earthquake. No 
structural ductility can be relied on and the structural assessment has to be based on elastic 
response. Allowance for the masonry infills meant that the structural earthquake-resistant 
capacity was more inadequate. In this case, a soft storey failure mechanism could form, no 
ductility can be relied on. The non-linear dynamic analysis conducted for the subject 
building showed that similar existing reinforced concrete structures would survive during 
an earthquake with similar characteristics and magnitudes to the 1940 EI Centro NS 
record. 
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NOTATION 
fe' ::::; concrete compressive cylinder strength (MPa) 
fy = yield strength of longitudinal reinforcement (MPa) 
fyt ::::; yield strength of transverse reinforcement (MPa) 
N* ::::; compressive axial column load (N) 
Ag ::::; gross area of column section (mm2) 
b ::::; width of beam (mm) 
d = distance from extreme compression fiber of beam to centroid of beam tension 
reinforcement (rom) 
p ::::; ratio of area of the top beam longitudinal bars to bd of beam 
p' ::::; ratio of area of the bottom beam longitudinal bars to bd of beam 
Pt ::::; ratio of area of the total column longitudinal bars to column gross area 
ty steel yield strain 
db ::::; diameter of longitudinal steel (mm) 
s ::::; spacing of transverse reinforcement 
<P ::::; the strength reduction factor, being unity here 
hb beam depth (mm) 
he ::::; column depth (mm) 
<Pu = ultimate curvature (rom"l) 
<Py = yield curvature (mm"l) 
Vjh the nominal horizontal joint shear stress (MPa) 
Vjh ::::; the imposed horizontal joint shear force (N) 
Ai ::::; effective joint area (rom2) 
()cr ::::; the rigid horizontal movement due to the deformation within the test rig (rom) 
Ve ::::; the equivalent storey shear (N) 
P, ::::; the vertical shear applied to the right beam end (N) 
PI ::::; the vertical shear applied to the left beam end (N) 
11 ::::; the loading span of the left beam of 1755 mm 
l2 the loading span of the right beam of 1755 rom 
'¥j ::::; the joint shear distortion 
lj ::::; the initial length of the diagonal in the joint core (mm) 
()j ::::; the change in the length of one diagonal in the joint core (mm) 
()j' ::::; the change in the length of the other diagonal in the joint core (mm) 
Uj ::::; the angle of the diagonal to the horizontal axis 
Ke = the measured initial stiffness (N/mm) 
l1y, test::::; the measured first yield displacement (mm) 
/til ::::; the imposed displacement ductility factor, defined as the imposed displacement 
divided by the first yield displacement 
Aco = the equivalent storey deflection (mm) 
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Abl = the imposed vertical displacement at the left beam end (mm) 
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Vi = theoretical strength of the unit in terms of storey shear, based on the flexural 
strength of the members 
Vb = theoretical strength of beam in terms of beam shear, based on the flexural 
strength of the beam 
Ac = estimated storey displacement (mm) 
Ac,b contribution of beam deformation to the storey displacement (mm), referred as 
Beam Displacement Component (mm) 
Ac,c = contribution of column deformation to the storey displacement, referred as 
Column Displacement Component (mm) 
Ac,j contribution of joint deformation to the storey displacement, referred as Joint 
Displacement Component (mm) 
0b,i = rotation angle over the beam region Si 
0c,j = rotation angle over the column region R j 
16i = measurement of the top beam curvature potentiometer over the region Si 
b 6/ = measurement of the bottom beam curvature potentiometer over the region Sf 
r 6 j = measurement of the right column curvature potentiometer over the region R j 
16 j = measurement of the left column curvature potentiometer over the region R j 
161 = the top displacement measured by beam curvature linear potentiometer at the fixed-end 
interface 
b 61 = the bottom displacement measured by beam curvature linear potentiometer at the 
fixed-end interface 
1161 = measurement of the right column curvature linear potentiometer at the fixed-end 
interface 
L 61 = measurement of the left column curvature linear potentiometer at the fixed-end 
interface 
E 6 bl = the flexural deformation of east beam 
w 6 bl the flexural deformation of west beam 
u 6el = the flexural deformation of upper column 
11 6 cl = the flexural deformation of bottom column 
b 6 Ie = the deformation due to beam fixed-end rotation 
c 6 Ie = the deformation due to column fixed-end rotation 
¢b,i = measured average curvature over the region Sf 
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¢le,] = the measured average curvature over the region R j 
hi = vertical distance between the top and bottom beam curvature linear 
potentiometers over the region Si 
Si = longitudinal length of the region S i 
r] = longitudinal length of the column region R j 
d J = the horizontal distance between the right and the left column curvature potentiometers 
over the region R] 
11 = the distance from column face to the centre of west beam end pin (==1755 mm) 
Z2 = the distance from column face to the centre of east beam end pin (==1755 mm) 
l~ = 11 = 12 = the distance from the column face to the centre of the beam end pin, 
Z' = the distance from the beam face to the pin center of the upper column 
I ~ I' = the distance from the beam face to the column end pin center 
Xi the distance from column face to the centre of the region i 
Yj the distance from the beam face to the center of the region j 
r j = the joint shear distortion 
hb = the beam depth 
he = the column depth 
()b,fe the beam fixed-end rotation 
()e,fe = the column fixed-end rotation 
l~ = the vertical distance between the two fixed-end beam curvature linear potentiometers 
!::.b,fe = the equivalent storey displacement due to fixed-end rotation of the beam 
!::.e,fe = the component of storey displacement due to column fixed-end rotations 
d1 = the horizontal distance between the two linear potentiometers over the column fixed-
end zones 
!.t = a coefficient of friction used in estimating the shear strength of the masonry panels 
hm = the height of the masonry panel 
Lm = the length of the masonry panels 
Am = the area of the masonry panels in the horizontal plane 
r 0 == bond shear strength of masonry panels 

CHAPTERl 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 THE NEED FOR SEISMIC ASSESSMENT AND RETROFIT OF 
EXISTING REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
Seismic design procedures for concrete structures have advanced significantly since about 
the 1970s around the world, such as in New Zealand and the United States, and the main 
advances have been in the understanding of the factors influencing the post-elastic 
dynamic behaviour of structures, the introduction of capacity design philosophy and the 
methods for detailing reinforcement in reinforced concrete structures to achieve the 
structural ductile behaviour necessary to survive severe earthquakes [PI, P2, Nl]. These 
developments have brought the realisation that many reinforced concrete structures 
constructed before 1970s may be deficient according to the seismic requirements of current 
codes. 
The need for the seismic assessment of existing reinforced concrete building structures 
designed to outdated seismic codes, and to retrofit if necessary, has been further 
emphasised by the damage observed as a result of major earthquakes. Several recent 
earthquakes, such as the 1985 Mexico Earthquake [12, N2] and 1989 Lorna Prieta 
Earthquake in California, USA [B2], caused, severe collapse and/or damage to existing 
reinforced concrete structures designed to outdated codes. The 1985 Mexico earthquake 
with unique ground motions resulted in huge damage to about 2300 buildings, among 
which about 210 existing reinforced concrete structures collapsed, and left thousands dead 
[N2]. Once again, the damage caused by the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu Earthquake in Kobe 
provided renewed impetus for seismic assessment and retrofit of existing reinforced 
concrete building structures. In the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu Earthquake, the earthquake 
damage to reinforced concrete buildings was much more severe for buildings built before 
1981 when the most recent Japanese seismic code carne into effect. Most reinforced 
concrete buildings built after 1981 suffered only minor damage in the 1995 Hyogo-ken 
Nanbu Earthquake [P7]. 
As a result, there have been increased activities in many countries in the seismic 
assessment of existing reinforced concrete buildings and retrofit where necessary to 
improve their seismic performance. Several seismic assessment procedures have been 
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developed in many countries in recent years, and they are established on the basis of 
different principles. Most of the current seismic assessment procedures only check the 
dimensions and reinforcing details of each individual member, and they do not consider 
the post-elastic response of the whole structure, which is. the fundamental revolution in the 
understanding of structural seismic performance during a major earthquake. Basically, the 
principles on which theses procedures are developed is still the working stress design 
concept. There are more advanced seismic assessment procedures, which incorporate the 
capacity design philosophy and consider the global structural behaviour in post-elastic 
range. Also a number of experimental researches into the possible seismic behaviour of 
pre-1970s reinforced concrete structures have been carried out and the majority of the 
experimental work is to study t~e cyclic loading behaviour of reinforced concrete 
components designed to now out-dated code. The information on cyclic loading behaviour 
of individual members is needed for investigating the post-elastic seismic behaviour of the 
whole structure. 
1.2 BACKGROUND OF THIS RESEARCH PROJECT 
A research program on Seismic Assessment and Retrofit of Existing Reinforced Concrete 
Structures has been under way at the University of Canterbury for several years sponsored 
by the Earthquake Commission of New Zealand. An existing reinforced concrete frame 
building constructed in 1950s in New Zealand has been thoroughly investigated. 
Following this investigation, a number of cyclic loading tests on as-built reinforced 
concrete columns and beam-column joint subassembJages with rei~forcing details typical 
of the 1950s construction in New Zealand have been conducted [R2, HI, WI]. Although 
the tests on the columns used plain round bars for longitudinal reinforcement [Rl], the 
previous tests on beam-column joints used deformed bars for longitudinal reinforcement 
. [HI, WI]. Actually, plain round bar reinforcement was used in New Zealand until about 
the .mid 1960s when deformed bar reinforcement became widely available. The bond 
. 
strength of plain bar reinforcement is low, compared with deformed bar reinforcement, 
particularly during cyclic loading. Bond strength between the longitudinal reinforcement 
and the surrounding concrete plays a vital role in the performance of reinforced concrete 
members. Conventional theory for flexure and shear was established on the basis of the 
assumption of perfect bond between the longitudinal reinforcement and the surrounding 
concrete. Hence, plain round reinforcing bars when used for longitudinal reinforcement 
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may lead to very different seismic performance from the theoretical prediction, and the 
information obtained from the tests with deformed longitudinal reinforcement when used 
for assessing the seismic performance of reinforced concrete members with plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement may give misleading results. 
In addition, these previous beam-column joint tests were conducted with zero axial 
column load, and this was considered to be the most unfavourable condition for the joint 
core. It is necessary to investigate the influence of axial column load on the seismic 
performance of beam-column joint regions, especially on the bond performance of the 
beam bars passing through the joint core and the joint shear capacity. This is of particular 
importance when plain round bars are used for longitudinal reinforcing bars. The presence 
of the compressive axial column load can enhance the force transmission by bond within 
the joint core, introducing larger forces into the joint core and hence accelerating the joint 
shear failure. 
1.3 OBJECTIVES OF TillS RESEARCH PROJECT 
The objectives of this research project are: 
(1). To obtain, by tests, the information on the cyclic behaviour of as-built reinforced 
concrete components with plain round longitudinal reinforcement, which is needed for the 
seismic assessment of pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures. Emphasis is placed 
on identifying the weakest failure mode and its associated cyclic behaviour of the as-built 
reinforced concrete components reinforced by plain round bars. This is to be achieved by 
conducting simulated seismic loading tests on beam-column joint assemblies, which are 
reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars and have reinforcing details typical of the pre-
1970s construction in New Zealand. 
(2). To testify an effective method for strengthening and repair of existing reinforced 
concrete building frames for earthquake loading. 
(3). To develop a proper structural analytical method for assessing the seismic 
performance of existing reinforced concrete moment - resisting frame structures (pre-
1970s constructions) with plain round longitudinal bars. After employing the information 
obtained from the tests conducted in this project, a proper member modelling method, 
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which is capable of capturing the on-linear behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete 
components with plain round longitudinal reinforcement, is to be proposed. 
1.4 ORGANIZATION OF THE THESIS 
This thesis, which consists of 11 chapters, is classified into 6 parts. 
Part 1, which includes chapters 2 and 3, reviews the available seismic assessment 
procedures and the previous research projects relevant to this project conducted at the 
University of Canterbury. Review of the available seismic assessment procedures is to 
clarify the needed infonnation on local behaviour of reinforced concrete components for 
conducting the seismic assessment of existing reinforced concrete structures, and the 
review of the previous researches at the University of Canterbury relevant to this project is 
to identify what has been done in this research program and what needs to be done in this 
project. 
In Part 2, which includes chapters 4 to 5, the test scheme proposed in this project is 
described first. A detailed seismic assessment of the as-built test units is then conducted 
according to the current New Zealand design standard NZS310 1: 1995 [Nl] and the 
capacity design based 'seismic assessment procedure, leading to the identification of 
critical design deficiencies. The predicted design deficiencies in this way will be 
compared with the test observations later on in order to identify the effectiveness of the 
Current code method and the current seismic assessment method in assessing the seismic 
performance of existing reinforced concrete structures reinforced by plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement. Following that, the influence of the beam bar hook details on 
the shear mechanism of exterior beam-column joints is examined, and the possible retrofit 
methods in existing exterior beam-column joint regions are proposed. 
In part 3, which includes chapters 6 and 7, test results are presented. Chapter 6 introduces 
the results from the tests on two as-built interior beam-column joint units and chapter 7 
introduces the results from four as-built exterior beam-column joint units and one 
retrofitted existing exterior beam-column joint unit. Emphasis is placed on studying the 
effects of plain round bars used and axial column load on the seismic behaviour of 
existing reinforced concrete structures. In addition, the effectiveness of fibre-glass 
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jacketing technique as a retrofit technique in improving the structural strength and 
stiffness properties of existing exterior beam-column joint components is investigated. 
Part 4, which is chapter 8, outlines the characteristics of the observed local post-elastic 
behaviour of the as-built members with plain round longitudinal reinforcement in order to 
generalise the information on modelling the post-elastic behaviour of the as-built 
members. A method was proposed for determining the flexural capacity at the fixed-end 
of an as-built member, which is the dominant factor of the member post-elastic behaviour. 
The information on the post-elastic behaviour of the as-built members is the fundamental 
element in the seismic assessment of an existing reinforced concrete structure. 
In Part 5, which includes chapters 9 and 10, the seismic performance of the subject 
structure is assessed by conducting global non-linear analyses. Chapter 9 does not 
consider the influence of masonry infills so the subject structure is considered to be a bare 
frame. The proposed analytical models are developed based on the observed test evidence. 
Non-linear static and dynamic analysis is carried out for the structure to assess the 
possible seismic performance of the structure in a major earthquake. Chapter 10 allows for 
the effect of masonry infills. The masonry infills are considered to be non-integral infills 
as common for New Zealand construction. Non-linear static analysis is conducted for the 
subject structure. Then the possible effects of masonry infills on the seismic performance 
of existing reinforced concrete frame structures are identified: 
Part 6, which has only chapter 11, summarises the conclusions reached in this project and 
then gives the suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF PAST RESEARCH INTO SEISMIC 
ASSESSMENT AND RETROFIT OF PRE-1970S 
REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
As stated in section 1.1 "THE NEED FOR SEISMIC ASSESSMENT AND RETROFIT 
OF EXISTING REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES", the significant 
developments of design procedures for concrete structures since about 1970s brought 
about the realisation that existing reinforced concrete structures designed to pre-1970s 
codes may be deficient according to the seismic requirements of current codes. 
Consequently, several seismic assessment procedures have been developed, and extensive 
laboratory studies, which were aimed at obtaining the information on member strength and 
deformation/ductility capacities ofpre-1970s reinforced concrete structures, as required by 
the seismic assessment procedures, have been carried out. 
This chapter aims at reviewing the available seismic assessment procedures, the current 
methods for determining the member local behaviour and the possible retrofit methods. To 
achieve these aims, the typical design deficiencies present in pre-1970s reinforced 
concrete structures and the critical concerns in assessing the seismic performance of pre-
1970s reinforced concrete structures are identified first following the review of code 
developments. Based on this, the reliabilities of different seismic assessment procedures 
are clarified. Subsequently, the current methods for determining the member capacity are 
outlined and the possible retrofit methods are briefly reviewed. 
2.2 TYPICAL DESIGN DEFICIENCIES IN PRE-1970S REIFNORCED 
CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
Code required proportions and details for reinforced concrete frame structures changed 
dramatically in the early 1970s. Hence many design deficiencies are present in pre-1970s 
reinforced concrete structures. To facilitate the identification of the possible inadequate 
aspects of existing reinforced concrete building structures constructed before 1970s when 
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responding to a major earthquake, a brief review of design code development is given 
below. 
2.2.1 Development of Seismic Codes 
In New Zealand, the first code NZSS 95 to require all buildings to be subject to seismic 
design requirements was published in 1935 after the 1931 Hawkes Bay earthquake. 
Although the concept of ductility was introduced into New Zealand codes in the 1960s, no 
specification:s were given for detailing reinforced concrete structures to achieve the ductile 
. behaviour. The year 1976 was the milestone date when the current generation of codes for 
the seismic design of building structures commenced to be introduced, starting with the 
code for general structural design and design loadings for buildings 4203:1976. This code 
was followed in 1982 by NZS 3101:1982 which gave specific design provisions for 
concrete structures. NZS 4203 was amended and reissued in 1984 and 1992. NZS3101 
was amended and reissued in 1995. These current seismic codes, which were developed 
based on the capacity design philosophy, took into account the seismic performance of 
structures during cycles of lateral loading in the post-elastic range imposed by a severe 
earthquake. They focused on aspects of proportioning and detailing to achieve system 
overall strength and ductility by means of appropriate mechanisms of post-elastic 
behaviour, in order to survive severe earthquakes. 
Other countries, such as the United States and Japan [A2], have undergone similar 
evolution but a difference exists with regard to the degree of capacity design used and 
ductility expected from structures. 
The requirements of outdated and current codes are outlined below, in order to lead to the 
identification of general possible problem areas in existing reinforced concrete structures 
constructed before 1970s: 
(1). For each individual structural element, the capacity design philosophy underlying the 
current codes has requirements for the relative strengths of different possible failure 
modes of the member. Current codes not only require that the element have adequate 
strength (as did NZSS 95), but also that the relative strengths of its different failure modes 
so as to preclude the occurrence of undesirable modes of inelastic deformation, such as 
may result from shear or anchorage failures. This can be achieved by ensuring that the 
strengths of these undesirable failure modes of the element exceed the actions associated 
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with its flexural capacity at overstrength. This latter feature, which is intended to achieve 
the required post-elastic mechanism and member local ductile behaviour, was not required 
by pre-l 970s codes. 
(2). For a whole reinforced concrete building frame, the capacity design philosophy 
underlying the current codes requires that the plastic hinge regions be well defmed in 
order to lead to a preferred strong column-weak beam post-elastic failure mechanism 
where soft storey failures are precluded and regions of the structures other than plastic 
hinge regions remain essentially in the elastic range. For the potential plastic hinge 
regions, a generous supply of member transverse reinforcement is needed to ensure the 
expected ductile behaviour. This feature is intended to achieve the required global 
behaviour of the whole structure; namely, adequate overall load strength, deformation and 
ductility capacity of the post-elastic critical deformation mechanism of the whole 
structure. The now outdated codes, which were based on working stress design principles, 
had no requirements associated with the achievement of a satisfactory global structural 
behaviour. 
Therefore it is apparent that the possible deficiencies in the seismic performance of 
existing (old) reinforced concrete structures designed to pre-1970s seismic codes have two 
major categories. One category includes the deficiencies resulting from lack of the design 
specifications associated with member local ductility capacity, and the other category 
includes the deficiencies associated with the structural global behaviour during the 
inelastic loading cycles. In a wor~ the post-elastic behaviour of existing reinforced 
concrete frame structures during a major earthquake is the greatest uncertainty in assessing 
. the seismic performance of pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures. 
2.2.2 Typical Problem Areas ofPre-1970s Existing Reinforced Concrete Strudures 
2.2.2.1 Beams 
In existing, pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures, the beams often had the 
longitudinal bars with lap splices in the potential plastic hinge regions (see Figure 2.1). 
This means that yielding may concentrate over small lengths of bars outside the lap and/or 
slip of bars may occur at the lap, resulting in the inadequate member local ductility 
capacity. 
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Also the beams of pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures often had relatively 
sparse and inadequately-configured transverse reinforcement. This was because the design 
of beam transverse reinforcement according to pre-1970s codes was to resist the shear 
corresponding to code-specified lateral forces rather than the shear corresponding to the 
development of beam flexural plastic hinges, and the concrete was assumed to contribute 
to shear strength in plastic hinge regions. Current understanding is that transverse 
reinforcement in members is required not only for providing the shear force resistance but 
also for providing the lateral restraint against longitudinal bar buckling and the 
confinement of the compressed concrete. Hence the beams in pre-1970s reinforced 
concrete frame structures may end up with the occurrence of undesirable inelastic failure 
mode(s), resulting in a much reduced member local ductility capacity. 
2.2.2.2 Columns 
In existing, pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures, the quantity of column 
longitudinal reinforcement bars commonly was based on the bending moments obtained 
from code-specified lateral forces rather than the input moment strengths from the beams, 
as specified by current codes. The resulting columns may be weaker than the beams, 
possibly leading to undesirable column side sway mechanism, rather than the preferred 
beam sway mechanism. Consideration of the contribution of slab reinforcement to beam 
flexural strength in ways not originally envisioned further highlights the concern of the 
expected failure mechanism. 
Again it is common to find column longitudinal reinforcement spliced just above the joint 
where the maximum moments develop, as shown in Fig.2.2. Splice lengths and transverse 
reinforcement along the splice were often determined assuming. the splice acted only in 
compression, the resulting splice tensile strength and ductility are commonly inadequate 
for expected cyclic loadings. In this case, the column local ductility behaviour could be 
very inadequate. 
Similar to the beams, column transverse reinforcement was spaced too widely and may be 
inadequately configured to restrain longitudinal bar buckling and confine the compressed 
concrete in the potential plastic hinge regions. As a result, the columns in pre-1970s 
reinforced concrete frame structures may perform in a very brittle manner. 
2.2.2.3 Beam-Column Joints 
Jl 
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v 
Fig.2.1 Lap splice of beam longitudinal 
bars in plastic hinge regions 
=' 
t:l 
v 
Fig.2.3 No horizontal shear 
reinforcement in joint 
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Fig.2.2 Lap splice of column 
longitudinal bars above joint 
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Fig.2.4 Beam bars bent away from 
joint in exterior columns 
P 
The greatest uncertainty when assessing the seismic performance of pre-1970s reinforced 
concrete frame structures is the likely behaviour of beam-column joints. Most frame 
structures designed before about 1970 did not have any shear reinforcement in the joint 
cores [P3, HI], as shown in Fig.2.3. Lack of joint transverse reinforcement may lead to 
reduced load strength and reduced ductility of the beam-column joint or the adjacent 
framing members. 
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It is also common to fmd the longitudinal beam bars of larger diameter passing through 
relatively small interior columns in pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures, 
resulting in high bond stresses and bar slip. This occurs as a result of seismic loading 
which causes the beam bar to be in compression on one side of the column and in tension 
on the other side, which in the limit may require twice the yield force of the bar to be 
transferred to the joint core by bond. This situation would be more critical should the 
existing reinforced concrete frames be reinforced by plain round bars. However, current 
concrete design codes do not allow for the bond performance when calculating the joint 
shear capacity. Qualitatively, if slippage does occur, the beam bars will be in tension 
through the joint core and the "compression" reinforcement in the beam on one side of the 
column may actually be in tension. In this case, the "compression" reinforcement will not 
act as compression reinforcement, with a resulting loss in the available beam ductility [Pl] 
and a possible reduction in the attained flexural strength [lIS, 88]. Bond failure in interior 
beam - column joints will reduce the stiffness of the building but it may improve the shear 
strength of the joint core, since the beam compressive forces will be introduced into the 
j oint by concrete compression rather than by bond along compression reinforcement. 
Hence the shear carried by the diagonal compression strut will be increased, and the 
diagonal tension stress introduced into the joint core by bond forces will diminish, 
resulting in an increase in the shear strength of the joint core due to relatively sound joint 
core integrity. Thus some slip of beam bars through the joint, although resulting in less 
ductile behaviour of the beam, will actually increase the shear strength of the joint core. 
In exterior beam-column joints ofpre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures, it is not 
uncommon for the beam longitudinal bars to be bent away from the joint cores in the 
exterior columns, as shown in Fig.2A. Such an arrangement of the beam longitudinal 
reinforcement in the exterior columns does not provide the best configuration to enable the 
tensile steel force at the bend in the bar to be transferred into the diagonal compression 
strut which crosses the joint core. Current design codes require the hooks to be bent into 
the joint core so that the bearing stresses at the inside of the bend are at the end of the 
diagonal compression strut. 
In addition, it is also not uncommon to find that the beam bottom longitudinal 
reinforcement terminated a short distance into the joint, creating the possibility of bar slip 
(or pullout) under moment reversals and thus leading to brittle structural performance. 
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In many cases the presence of lap splices of beam and column longitudinal reinforcement 
adjacent to but outside of the joint cores in adjacent framing members will limit the input 
actions from those members so that joint shear failure before failure of the adjoining 
members will be unlikely. However, if the lap splices or inadequate anchorage in adjacent 
members are strengthened as part of a seismic upgrade scheme, the joint actions may be 
increased to a point where the joint will require strengthening as well. This means that the· 
investigation of structural global behaviour is necessary to preclude the occurrence of such 
problem shifting, instead of problem solving when the structure is to be retrofitted. 
Fig. 2.5 Observed Column Failure 
Fig. 2.6 Observed Joint Distress 
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2.3 OBSERVED EARTHQUAKE DAMAGE [MS, Pll] 
The most significant failings of existing reinforced concrete frames in past earthquakes 
have been attributed to failure of the columns, including column shear distress, spalling of 
column end regions, buckling of column longitudinal reinforcement, and formation of soft 
stories (Fig.2.5). Several collapses of one or more stories of buildings have been attributed 
to column failures. 
Distress in beam-column connections has been observed following several earthquakes. In 
several cases, joint failure has contributed to building collapse. Fig. 2.6 shows a common 
example of joint distress. 
Cases of observed distress in beams have been relatively few, in comparison with failures 
in columns and joints. Most cases have involved splice failure, shear failure, or 
flexural/shear failure where beam longitudinal reinforcement was curtailed prematurely. 
Reinforced concrete building frames often are characterised by their relatively low lateral 
stiffness. One result among many is that lateral response of the frame can be influenced 
strongly by the interaction with the nonstructural elements; A common interaction is 
between the frame and the infill elements. Several building failures in past earthquakes 
have been attributed to overstressing of columns that were partially restrained by 
nonstructural infills. Presence of the partial infill increases the column stiffness and 
increases the column shear-moment ratio. Interaction may occur between the frames and 
other nonstructural elements such as stairways. Low lateral load stiffness and the resulting 
lateral displacements may also lead to excessive nonstructural damage, pounding between 
adjacent structures, and collapse. 
Apparently, the observed earthquake damage to reinforced concrete frames in past 
earthquakes coincides with the possible problem areas covered in Section 2.2.2. 
2.4 REVIEW OF SEISMIC ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES 
The seismic assessment of an existing reinforced concrete frame structure can be carried 
out under the circumstance of the known reinforcing details, the known material strengths 
and the known cyclic loading properties of individual members and their connections. 
In recent years, several seismic assessment procedures have been developed in many 
countries, such as in New Zealand, the United States of American and Japan, and they can 
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be classified into two categories, namely check-list type of procedures and capacity design 
based procedures. 
2.4.1 Seismic Assessment of Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings in Japan[A1, S5] 
The first complete document in Japan for the evaluation of the seismic performance of 
existing reinforced concrete buildings was developed in 1977 as a result of the earthquake 
damage observed to low rise engineered reinforced concrete buildings in the 1968 
Tokachioki earthquake, and it was named as "StandardJor Seismic Capacity Evaluation of 
Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings". This document was revised in 1990 [AI, S5, 
05]. 
2.4.1.1 Basic Principles 
The basic principle underlying this "Standard" was that the extent of the seismic forces 
resisted by shear walls was the most important factor in structural responses to a major 
earthquake, and supply of sufficient shear capacity for structural vertical elements was the 
most effective way of meeting the requirements. 
The basic principle was based mainly on the observed earthquake damage as a result of 
the 1968 Tokachioki earthquake in Japan. The observed damage to the reinforced concrete 
frame structures in the 1968 Tokachioki earthquake was mainly the shear failure of 
columns and the earthquake damage statistics after the earthquake showed a close 
correlation between the load resisted by shear walls and the degree of damage. 
2.4.1.2 Proposed Procedures 
This Japanese procedure recommended three level screening procedures. The lower level 
procedure is simpler, and the result is believed to be more conservative for Japanese 
construction. The higher level procedure results in a less conservative conclusion, but 
involves more complicated analysis. The first level procedure is used to screen safe 
buildings while the second and third level procedures are used subsequently only for those 
buildings, which are found not to be satisfactory by the fITst level procedure. In general, 
the second and the third level procedures are of a similar complexity of analysis. 
For all three level procedures, the safety level of the existing buildings is assessed by 
comparing the 'Seismic Index' Is with the 'Seismic Protection Index' Iso' The 'Seismic 
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Index' Is is the total earthquake resisting capacity of a storey, and it includes information 
on the basic strength and deformation/or ductility capacity of a certain storey, the stiffness 
distributions in the plan and/or vertical extents of the buildings, the strength and stiffness 
deterioration with time and geological conditions. The 'Seismic Protection Index' Iso is a 
direct indicator of the degree of earthquake damage, and it is determined totally based on 
the earthquake damage observed in past earthquakes in Japan. 
The main difference in determining the 'Seismic Index' Is for different levels of 
screening is in the determination of basic strength and deformation/or ductility capacity of 
a certain storey. The first and second level procedures assess the strength of a storey by 
only considering the vertical lateral-resisting elements, but they have different 
complexities of estimation of the strength capacity of the vertical elements. The third level 
procedure not only considers the vertical lateral-resisting elements but also allows for the 
effect of the beams in determining the total strength of a certain storey. The highlight of 
the importance of the vertical lateral-resisting elements in determining Is is mainly 
because the observation of earthquake damage proves a good correlation between the 
earthquake damage and the amount of walls relative to total floor area during the past 
earthquakes in Japan. However it needs to be noted that all three level procedures assume 
completely rigid beam-column joint cores because of the lack of evidence of earthquake 
damage due to the insufficient strength of beam-column joints in Japan. This observation 
is most likely due to the large member sizes used in Japan .. 
2.4.1.3. Discussion 
Evidently, the Japanese Standard above reviewed has two characteristics as follows: 
Firstly, it is clear that the Standard was developed in such a way as to specifically apply to 
Japanese low rise reinforced concrete buildings because both the basic principles, on 
which the Standard was developed, and the determination of the 'Seismic Index' and the 
'Seismic Protection Index' were based on the earthquake damage to the reinforced 
concrete buildings of Japanese construction, observed in previous earthquakes 
experienced in Japan. Direct application to buildings of other countries certainly may not 
give satisfactory prediction. 
Secondly, this Standard ignores the evaluation of beam-column joints and ignores the 
influence of the horizontal elements on structural deformation and/or ductility capacity. 
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Especially it has no investigation into the post-elastic critical mechanism as well as the 
two-level limit states, resulting in failure to identify critical areas. Basically this approach 
is still based on the working stress concept, and is not in accordance with the capacity 
design philosophy. Once the specified earthquake intensity is exceeded, how much reserve 
structural capacity remains is still unknown. 
In addition, the damage indices were developed by relating damage levels of specific 
classes of structures to seismic intensity based on experience in past earthquakes, and it is 
inappropriate to use such damage indices in determining seismic risk of individual 
buildings. Also the application of a mean value from a data set with extremely wide 
scatter will provide little insight beyond indicating that there is a need for more detailed 
structural calculations. 
Hence this approach could only be applied in Earthquake Disaster Preparation Projects 
which only require a check as to whether the investigated structure is sufficient in a given 
earthquake, rather than determining the available capacity of the structure. Evidently this 
approach could not be used in retrofit type of projects because, for retrofit projects, it is 
important that the retrofit schemes do not shift the problem areas to somewhere else. 
Hence the investigation of the post-elastic critical mechanism of the structure after 
retrofitting would be necessary. 
2.4.2 Seismic Assessment of Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings in the USA 
In the United States of America, the most comprehensive assessment methodology is 
based on documents prepared by the Applied Technology Corporation ATC22[A3]. ATC 
22 is an ultimate limit state assessment procedure, and it provides a screening process to 
decide if further investigation is required. Priestley and Calvi have reviewed it in detail 
[P4]. 
2.4.2.1 Basic Principles 
The basic principles on which the ATC22 method was developed are as follows: 
(1). Concern is related only to life-safety: consequently, only an ultimate limit state is 
considered. 
(2). An ultimate strength of 67% of that required by the NEHRP design recommendation 
is accepted. 
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(3). A calculation of seismic demand and seismic capacity is performed, together with 
checks to ensure that excess shear strength is provided, and that specially vulnerable 
elements are protected. 
2.4.2.2 Proposed Procedures 
The basic assessment procedure of the ATC22 method is to check if a series of statements 
is true or false. Any "false" result identifies an issue requiring further investigation. 
"Further investigation" means essentially applying normal design procedures for a new 
building with the base shear scaled to 67% of NEHRP requirements. Also, quick check 
relationships are suggested for the evaluation of story shear and story drift. 
2.4.2.3 Discussion 
Priestley [P4] pointed out a few aspects which deserve comment as follows: 
(1). The use of a 67% NEHRP "new building" coefficient, which is based on historical 
precedent, is hard to justify on a rational basis. It is particularly inappropriate where the 
pro~abi1ity of occurrence of a major earthquake on a given fault (e.g., the Hayward fault, 
San Francisco) is assessed to be high. 
(2). The discussion of some beha~iour issues, such as the presence or absence of a strong 
column / weak-beam design should not be considered independent of reinforcement 
details. 
(3): The assessment of unsatisfactory detailing is handled in a simplistic fashion, as is 
the issue of the significance of masonry infills. 
(4). The assessment is directed towards delineation between " satisfactory " and 
"unsatisfactory". Although this is of prime importance to a regulatory authority, it is less. 
complete information than may be required by a building owner. 
2.4.3 Seismic Assessment of Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings in New Zealand 
[N3, N4] 
In New Zealand, a document "Guidelines for the Seismic Assessment of pre-1975 
Reinforced Concrete Structures and Structural Steel Buildings" [N3] was prepared for the 
Building Industry Authority by a study group of the New Zealand National Society for 
Earthquake Engineering in 1994, and this document, after being refined, became "The 
Assessment and Improvement of the Structural Performance of Earthquake Risk 
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Buildings, Draft for General Release" in 1996 [N4], which is referred to as "Draft" in the 
following. 
2.4.3.1 Basic Principles 
The basic principles on which the "Draft" was developed are as follows: 
(1). The "Draft" concentrates on matters relating to life safety, that is to say, 
performance at the ultimate limit state; 
(2). The "Draft" accepts a higher level of risk for pre~1975 reinforced concrete 
buildings, compared with those constructed to modem seismic design codes. Typically for 
Category IV pre~1975 reinforced concrete buildings, the risk factor is two-thirds of the 
corresponding risk factor for the new reinforced concrete buildings. This indicates an 
increase in risk for an existing reinforced concrete building of between two and three 
times over that of an equivalent new building for the same design life. The structural 
performance factor in assessing pre-1975 reinforced concrete buildings is 0.85, rather than 
0.67 as given in NZS4203: 1992 for structural design. Typically for Category IV pre-1975 
reinforced concrete structures, the combination of the modified risk factor and structural 
performance factor indicates that the numerical requirement for the assessment of a non-
ductile existing reinforced concrete structure is 85% of that for designing a new structure, 
noting that there are offsetting factors on the resistance or strength side of the equation 
such as the use of probable strengths. 
2.4.3.2 Proposed Procedures 
The "Draft" recommends a two-stage seismic assessment procedure; that is, the rapid 
evaluation and the detailed assessment. 
The rapid evaluation is established on the recognition and ranking of various building 
structure characteristics 'that are known to affect earthquake vulnerability, and is based on 
the observed damage characteristics of buildings in earthquakes. The rapid evaluation 
largely follows the process of ATC-21 [A4], but allowing for the features of New Zealand 
construction. When an existing reinforced concrete structure is assessed using the rapid 
evaluation method, the structural score needs to be obtained. The structural score is the 
sum of the indicatives of a number of potential damage parameters. The final assessment 
is expressed as a plot of the structural score and building area, and the decision whether or 
not the detailed assessment is needed is made based on such a plot. For a given structure 
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score, a detailed assessment is recommended if a building has an area larger than that 
shown in the plot. 
For the detailed assessment of an existing reinforced concrete structure, the "Draft" 
recommends two general procedures, force-based and displacement-based procedures. 
Both the force-based and the displacement-based procedures are based on the capacity 
design philosophy, and the major difference between these two procedures is the end 
product. Whereas the force-based procedure suggests comparing the structural demand 
and structural capacity in terms of forces, the displacement-based procedure suggests 
comparing the structural demand and structural capacity in terms of displacement. The 
detailed review of the two capacity design based assessment procedures will be conducted 
in section 2.4.4. 
2.4.3.3 Discussion 
Basically, the rapid evaluation procedure recommended in the "Draft" has similar 
characteristics to ATC procedure and the detailed assessment procedures recommended in 
the "Draft" are the capacity-design based seismic assessment procedures, including the 
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force-based and the displacement-based seismic assessment procedures, which were 
developed and discussed by Priestley et al [P5] and Park [P6]. 
2.4.4 Capacity Design Based Seismic Assessment Procedures 
The seismic assessment procedure based on the capacity design philosophy, which has 
been developed in recent years, emphasises the overall (global) post-elastic performance 
of the structure, rather than the member local behaviour only. 
The capacity design based seismic assessment procedure was initially suggested by 
Priestley and Calvi in 1991 [P4]. The procedure, when originally proposed in 1991, 
suggested comparing the structural demand and capacity in terms of forces, referred to as 
the forced-based seismic assessment procedure. This is the same concept as adopted by 
current codes. In 1995, Priestley [P5] introduced into the original force-based procedure a 
new idea, which was to compare the structural demand and capacity in terms of 
displacements, referred to as the displacement-based seismic assessment procedure. In 
1997, the displacement-based seismic assessment approach [P5] was further discussed by 
Priestley and Calvi [P21], and by Priestley [P22]. 
The displacement-based approach has apparent advantages over the force-based approach. 
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Although many designers prefers to assess earthquake-induced structural actions in terms 
of static equivalent loads or forces, it must be appreciated that actual seismic response is 
dynamic and is related primarily to imposed deformation rather than forces. Priestley et al 
pointed out that failure of a ductile system occurs not when the strength is reached but 
when the ductility capacity (Le., the ultimate displacement) is reached and the developed 
strain, therefore the attained displacement, is clearly a better indicator of the structural 
damage level. The displacement-based approach is hence more rational than the force-
based approach, especially for the seismic assessment of reinforced concrete structures. 
The weaknesses of the force-based approach, outlined by Priestley et al in references P5 
and P21, include: (1). the improper assumption of the relationships between ductile 
response and elastic response of the system, namely, the use of the force reduction factor 
as in current forced-based seismic design codes; (2). the lack of consideration of hysteretic 
energy dissipation characteristics, namely, the use of the initial elastic stiffuess. The use 
of initial elastic stiffness and the force reduction factors in the force-based approach could 
lead to, in terms of seismic risk, a change in probability of damage of as much as an order 
of magnitude, under a given event [P21]. The key element of the displacement-based 
assessment procedure is that a substitute structure, as suggested by Shibata and Sozen [S7] 
is constructed and the stiffuess and damping of the substitute structure are characterized 
by the secant properties at the maximum response, rather than initial elastic properties as 
for force-based procedure, leading to the elimination of the problems associated with the 
use of initial elastic stiffuess and the use of force reduction factor. Meanwhile, in 1997, 
Park [P6] further discussed the force-based seismic assessment procedure, and ·outlined, in 
detail, the static procedure for assessing the likely seismic performance of existing 
reinforced concrete moment-resisting frame structures. Park [P6] agreed that the 
displacement-based seismic assessment procedure has apparent advantages over the force-
based approach, but pointed out [park 1997] that since the current New Zealand design 
standard recommends seismic design in terms of design seismic forces and the associated 
ductility demand, and most engineers at present will prefer to use a force-based approach 
for seismic assessment of pre-1975 existing reinforced concrete structures until the New 
Zealand standard adopts the displacement based design. 
2.4.4.1 Basic Principles 
The basic principles underlying the capacity design based seismic assessment procedure 
are as follows: 
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(1). Two limit states, namely serviceability limit state and ultimate limit state, are 
considered. 
The force-based seismic assessment procedure defines the two limit states in exactly the 
same way as in current seismic design codes. The serviceability limit state is defined to be 
the state corresponding to the yield displacement (or yield curvature), -- l.e., a 
displacement ductility of Jls =1. A serviceability limit corresponding to Jls =1, while 
generally conservative, provides a very uneven protection against damage [P17]. The 
ultimate limit state is defmed to correspond to the formation of the critical post-elastic 
failure mechanism of the structure. 
The displacement-based seismic assessment procedure defmes the two limit states based 
on strain criteria. The serviceability limit state corresponds to the concrete cracking and 
acceptable large residual crack widths, as is suggested by Priestley and Calvi [P21] to be a 
maximum concrete strain of &e =0.004 and a maximum reinforcement tensile strain of 
&s =0.015, whichever is reached first. Hence, unlike the force-based approach, the 
displacement-based approach enables a consistent level of assessment to be achieved. The 
ultimate limit state also is defmed to correspond to the formation of the post-elastic failure 
mechanism of the structure. 
(2). The probability of exceedance for each limit state is determined by comparison with 
reference spectra representing code-specified seismicity, or a site-specific design 
spectrum. 
2.4.4.2 Proposed Procedures 
The seismic assessment procedures are summarised in Fig.2.7 and Fig. 2.8, for the force-
based procedure and the displacement-based procedure, respectively, and they have been 
respectively described in detail by Park [P6] and Priestley [P21]. 
1. Seismic Assessment at the Serviceability Limit State 
The structural response at the serviceability limit state is expected to be essentially elastic, 
hence elastic methods, such as modal analysis, are used to analyse the overall structural 
response at this state. 
Once the best estimation of elastic flexural and shear strengths of beams and columns as 
well as the best estimation of elastic shear strengths in the beam-column joints are 
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Member Flexural and Shear Strengths in Elastic Range 
Determine the Post-Elastic Mechanism of Deformation of the Frame 
and the Associated Lateral Seismic Force Capacity of the Frame Vu 
Determine the Probable Seismic Coefficient Ch (T, J..t) corresponding to 
the Lateral Force Capacity of the Frame, Vu , Ch (T, Il) Vu IW 
Determine the Fundamental Period of Vibration of 
the Structure Responding in the Elastic Range, T 1 
Estimate the Structural Ductility Demand J..l for the Estimated Ch (T, Il) and Tl 
Estimate the degradation in the Shear 
and Bond Strength of the Members and 
the Beam-Column Joints during Cyclic 
Deformations to the Imposed curvature 
Ductility in the Plastic Hinges 
Check whether any 
degradation in shear 
and/or bond strength will 
cause frame failure? 
Fig. 2.7 Procedures of Force-Based Seismic Assessment Approach 
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Member Strength 
Storey Sway Potential Sp 
ColunmSway Beam Sway 
Member Plastic Hinge Rotation capacity 
Modify Member Ductility 
Structural Displacement capacity 6.sc, Ductility J..t sc (from Mechanism) 
Substitute Structure Characteristics: Keff =V blAse, 11 from J.t sc , 
Mechanism, T","'2x ~ W Vb 11l~ 
gKeJf 
Structural Displacement Demand 6.sd from code displacement spectra, Teff, 11 
6.sJ ~sd, Annual Probability of Exceedence p 
Retrofit 
Fig.2.8 Procedures of Displacement-Based Seismic Assessment Approach 
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available, the serviceability limit state assessment can be carried out realistically. Here the 
elastic strengths are the strengths without considering strength degradation. 
The quality of the seismic assessment results depends on the quality of the estimation of 
member strengths. Apart from the utilisation of realistic material strengths, proper 
methods to estimate member strengths should be used, and provisions in current design 
codes should not always be used for the purpose of seismic assessment because these 
provisions are only applicable to the design of new buildings and usually very 
conservative. A brief review of the determination of material strength can be seen in 
section 2.5. 
2. Seismic Assessment at the Ultimate Limit State 
As seen in Figs. 2.7, for the force-based assessment procedure, the system lateral load 
strength and the overall structural deformation capacity of the post-elastic collapse 
mechanism need to be found, and the combination of the system lateral load strength and 
the overall structural ductility capacity of the post-elastic collapse mechanism gives an 
equivalent elastic response force level, which, by comparison with the design elastic 
response spectrum, could be used to determine annual probability of exceedence 
corresponding to development of structural capacity. 
Similar to the force-based assessment procedure, for the displacement-based assessment 
procedure, the system lateral load strength and the overall structural ductility capacity of 
the post-elastic collapse mechanism are also needed in order to construct the substitute 
structure, as seen in Fig. 2.8. 
In major earthquakes, a structure is expected to develop large non-linear deformations, and 
-hence the fundamental aspect in the seismic assessment of an existing reinforced concrete 
structure using capacity design based assessment procedures is the determination of the 
post-elastic collapse mechanism of the system and the estimation of its associated lateral 
load strength and the structural ductility capacity (or displacement capacity). 
2.4.4.3 Determination of the Critical Post-Elastic Collapse Mechanism 
According to capacity design philosophy, the ductile behaviour of the critical post-elastic 
failure mechanism at the ultimate limit state is achieved by inelastic flexural deformations 
in well defined plastic hinge regions (mainly in the beams), and the relative strengths of 
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undesirable failure modes should be high enough to preclude the occurrence of 
undesirable failure modes of inelastic deformation. A series of provisions regarding 
structural proportioning and reinforcing details are specified in current codes to achieve 
the desired structural ductile behaviour. However, for the existing reinforced concrete 
structures, the ductile structural response of the critical post-elastic collapse mechanism 
may be hampered by the occurrence of undesirable failure modes, as a result of lack of 
capacity design philosophy in now outdated seismic codes. 
The capacity design based seismic assessment procedure suggests that the determination 
of the critical post-elastic collapse mechanism be determined by using a modified form of 
capacity design principle which allows some local element failure provided that the 
overall structural integrity is not jeopardised. This will involve the identification of the 
critical collapse mechanism, the determination of the available lateral load strength and 
the overall structural ductility capacity of the post-elastic collapse mechanism and the 
check to see whether the occurrence of the undesirable failure modes of the element is 
possible [P5, P6]. 
Park outlined in detail the methods for determining the post-elastic collapse mechanism of 
the system [p6 by Park in 1997], and it is reviewed below. 
1. Identification of the Critical Post-Elastic Collapse Mechanism 
Many older reinforced concrete frame buildings can be expected to have a mixed post-
elastic mechanism, instead of simply a beam sidesway mechanism or a column sidesway 
mechanism (see Figure 2.9). The consequences of particular failures need to be assessed 
relative to each other. For example, column shear failure is very serious, since it is 
associated with the loss of gravity load capacity and could result in total collapse of the 
structure. Joint shear failure is less likely to result in catastrophic collapse. It must also be 
recognised that the shear strength of beams and columns in plastic hinge regions is 
dependent on the level of flexural ductility imposed. Hence a mechanism which initiates 
with flexural plastic hinges may degenerate into plastic hinges with shear failure as the 
ductility demand increases. 
To investigate whether the plastic hinges form in the beams or columns at a particular 
joint, the sum of the probable flexural strengths of the beams and the columns at the joint 
centroid can be compared, (see Fig. 2.10). The flexural strength ratio at the joint may be 
defined as: 
(a) Beam sidesway 
mechanism 
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III 
J. 1 J 
(b) Column sidesway 
mechanism 
• Plastic hinges 
x Shear failure 
(c) Mixed sideway 
mechanism with plastic 
hinges and shear failure 
Fig.2;9 Mechanisms of Post-Elastic Deformation of Seismically Loaded Moment 
Resisting Frames 
S = Mb/ +Mbr 
r Mea +Mcb 
where Mbi and M br = beam flexural strengths at the left: and the right of the joint, 
respectively, at the joint centroid, and Mro and Mcb =column flexural strengths above and 
below the joint, respectively, at the joint centroid. 
When Sr> 1 plastic hinges in the columns can be expected. 
To investigate whether a column sway mechanism (soft: story) can be expected, a sway 
potential index Sican be defined as the sum of all the Sr values for the beam-column 
joints at a floor level. Thus at a floor level, 
If the value of the flexural strength ratio Sr for the beam-column joints at the floors above 
and below a storey are all greater than 1.0, a column sidesway mechanism can be assumed 
to occur in that storey since plastic hinges can form at the top and bottom of all columns in 
that storey. 
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If the sway potential index Sf for the beam-column joints of the floors above and below a 
storey are both greater than 1.0, it is possible that a column sidesway mechanism will 
occur. However, the presence of some joints with' a flexural strength ratio Sr <1.0 will 
prevent a column sidesway mechanism even if Si > 1.0. 
-t 
r f 
Fig.2.10 Bending Moments Acting at a Beam-Column Joint at a Floor Level 
.Due to the possible increase in column moments due to higher mode effects, it is 
suggested that column plastic hinges can be assum~d to form if Sr>0.8. 
The probable lateral seismic load capacity of the critical post-elastic collapse mechanism 
of the frame in the general case can be found by assuming that the structural performance 
is dominated by flexure only. Whether the undesirable failure modes hamper the 
maintenance of the flexural strengths with the development of displacement will be 
checked later on. 
Park suggested three possible methods for determining the lateral load strength of the 
corresponding mechanism, when the probable lateral seismic load capacity of the frame is 
only dependent on the flexural strengths of members. 
• Method 1 
Linear elastic structural analysis is used to determine the lateral SelS1ll1C force 
corresponding to the development of the first plastic hinge. For this method, the equivalent 
static earthquake forces are increased from zero until the first plastic hinge forms. The 
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lateml seismic force corresponding to the development of the first plastic hinge gives a 
lower bound to the probable lateral force capacity of the critical collapse mechanism, and 
this will be equal to or less than the actual lateml force capacity. In reality, moment 
redistribution in the post-elastic range will permit higher lateral seismic forces to be 
resisted while further plastic hinges form until a mechanism develops. 
• Method2 
If the mechanism of post-elastic deformation is obvious from the onset, the lateral seismic 
force capacity corresponding to the critical collapse mechanism can be calculated directly. 
This estimate gives an upper bound to the probable lateral force capacity of the frame and 
will be always equal to or greater than the actuallateml force capacity. The danger of 
calculating the lateral force capacity by the upper bound approach is that the lateral force 
capacity may be overestimated as a result. The mechanism giving the least lateml force 
capacity is the correct one and must be sought. 
• Method 3 
The most complete approach is to use nonlinear push-over structural analysis. That is, the 
lateral seismic forces acting on the frame are gradually increased until the mechanism 
forms. The behaviour of the frame is in the elastic range until the first plastic hinge forms 
and then the post-elastic deformations at the plastic hinges need to be taken into account. 
The number of plastic hinges forming increases with the increase in the lateral force until 
a mechanism develops, giving the actual probable lateral force capacity. 
2. Determination of the Ductility Capacity of the Critical Post-Elastic Collapse 
Mechanism 
The available structural ductility can be estimated by taking into account the plastic hinge 
rotation capacity and lor section ductility according to the level of detailing. 
Park suggested three methods for determining the available structural ductility [P6]. 
• Method 1: 
A simplistic approach is to compare the detailing of the structure with that recommended 
by current codes for ductile structures and to assess the available ductility on that basis. 
Typically for a structure where a beam sidesway mechanism is expected, when the 
transverse reinforcement detailing in the potential beam plastic hinge regions meets the 
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current code requirement, an available displacement ductility factor of Jl = 6 may be 
assumed for the frame, but when the transverse reinforcement detailing in the potential 
beam plastic hinge regions are very sparse and poorly anchored, an available displacement 
ductility factor of Jl 2 may be assUmed for the frame. For the intermediate situation, 
interpolation method is used for determining the available displacement ductility factor. 
For potential plastic hinge regions at the base of columns where a beam sidesway 
mechanism is shown to be likely, or for frames of one or two storeys in height, where a 
column sidesway mechanism is likely, if the transverse reinforcement detailing is 
satisfactory according to current design code, an available structural ductility factor of Jl 
=6 may be assumed; and if the transverse reinforcement is not well anchored and has a big 
spacing, typically greater than 16 times the bar diameter, an available structural ductility 
of 2 may be estimated. For the frame structures of more than two storeys in height where 
the column sidesway mechanism is likely, an available Jl of 1.5 can be assumed if the 
transverse reinforcing details are poor . 
• Method2 
A more accurate method would be to first determine the available curvature ductility 
factors at the plastic hinge regions taking into account the amount of transverse 
reinforcement present. The available structural ductility may then be found from the 
mechanism by pushing the mechanism laterally until the critical available curvature 
ductility is reached. 
This is an approximate approach since not all the plastic hinges in the mechanism form 
simultaneously because for one reason, the vertical profile of horizontal displacement of 
the frame will not be linear, for example, as a result of the effect of the higher modes of 
vibration. That is, the drift (lateral displacement of a storey divided by the storey hight) 
will not be the same for each storey. 
• Method 3 
The most complete approach for determining the available displacement ductility Jl is to 
use a nonlinear structural push-over analysis in which lateral seismic forces on the frame 
are gradually increased until the available ultimate curvature is reached first at the critical 
plastic hinge. 
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This method is believed to be essential for frames in which mixed sidesway mechanisms 
form as shown in Fig.2.9 (c), since such frames can not be easily analysed by the simpler 
methods. 
3. Check the Possibility of Occurrence of Undesirable Member Failure Modes 
It needs to be realised that the determination of the lateral seismic load strength and the 
overall ductility capacity of the critical post-elastic collapse mechanism, described above, 
is based on the assumption that the flexural strengths of members dominated the seismic 
performance of the frame structures at the ultimate state. Whether or not the other non-
ductile failure modes possibly dominate the post-elastic performance of the system needs 
to be identified. Cyclic loading tests frequently demonstrate that the final failures of 
existing reinforced concrete members reinforced by deformed bars are likely to be 
dominated by shear failure due to the observed degradation in shear strength at plastic 
hinges and beam-column joints with the increase in the imposed ductility level. A 
mechanism which initiates with flexural plastic hinges may degenerate into plastic hinges 
with shear failure as the ductility demand increases. Hence the strength degradation 
associated with other failure modes (such as, shear failure and bond/anchorage failure) 
with increase in the imposed ductility levels needs to be checked to make sure that the 
degradation of the non-desirable failure modes (for example, shear strength and bond 
strength) in the plastic hinges does not hamper the maintenance of the flexural strength. 
2.4.4.4 Discussion 
As revealed by outlining the deVelopment of seismic design codes in section 2.2.1, the 
structural design without incorporation of capacity design philosophy, as was the case 
before mid 1970s around the world, contributes greatly to the uncertainty of the structural 
post-elastic behaviour. Therefore, the key point in assessing the seismic performance of an 
existing reinforced concrete structure is to investigate the global structural behaviour, that 
is, the structural lateral load capacity and structural ductility of the critical post-elastic 
mechanism of the structure, rather than only local behaviour. This is especially true for an 
existing reinforced concrete building frame where the post-elastic critical mechanism is a 
mixed sidesway mechanism with the development of the beam hinges, columns and shear 
failures likely at different locations within the frames. In this case, a simple check-list 
assessment procedure, which compares the local member details of the as-built reinforced 
concrete structures with the requirements of current seismic codes, will rarely be 
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successful. Furthermore, the evidence of tests and analysis as well as observed earthquake 
damage demonstrate that not all structures designed to now outdated codes will response 
poorly to severe earthquakes, even when according to current standards the detailing of 
reinforcement in some regions is substandard [P3]. 
. 
Apparently, capacity design based seismic assessment procedures are more realistic and 
more adequate, compared to check list procedures. Especially, if the decision to retrofit the 
structure has been made after structural assessment using a check list type of procedure, 
the prevention of problem shifting rather than problem solving resulting from one 
potential retrofit technique only can be fulfilled by using capacity design based seismic 
assessment procedures. This is apparently a prominent advantage of capacity design based 
seismic assessment procedures over the check-list type of procedures. 
To investigate. the global structural behaviour in the post-elastic range, the required 
infonnation on local behaviour of individual members includes the members' strength and 
defonnation capacity. On important aspect in the consideration of member local behaviour 
is to investigate the strength degradation of undesirable failure modes. For reinforced 
concrete members containing deformed bars, the major concern is the shear strength 
degradation of members and beam~colurnnjoints. 
Obviously, the quality of the seismic assessment of existing reinforced concrete structures 
greatly depends on how realistic are the estimation of the probable member strength and 
deformation capacity and the estimation of the strength degradation of undesirable failure 
modes. Hence the assessment of member strength and defonnation capacity by test and 
analysis becomes fundamental in achieving the best seismic assessment of structures. 
2.4.5 Summary 
. Check list assessment procedures, such as, "Standard" in Japan, ATC method in USA and 
the rapid evaluation method. in New Zealand, assess the seismic perfonnance of existing 
reinforced concrete structures by referring to the earthquake damage of structures of 
similar structural type observed in past earthquakes. Core element of check-list procedures 
is the statistical relationship between potential earthquake vUlnerable factors and the 
earthquake damage in the past earthquakes. Check list procedures only take into account 
the local behaviour of the individual concrete elements, and inadequately represent the 
interactions between the actions of different members, which is the key advance of current 
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design codes compared to the old design codes. Hence, the check-list seismic assessment 
procedures are basically based on working stress philosophy. However, the check-list 
seismic assessment procedures are easy to follow, and so can be used for City Earthquake 
Disaster Prevention and Preparation Programs. 
In contrast, capacity design based assessment procedures, force-based and displacement-
based procedures, aim at investigating the available strength and defonnation capacity of 
the post-elastic failure mechanism of the system, and hence realistically assess the 
structural post-elastic response. The infonnation needed for conducting seismic 
assessment using capacity design based·seismic assessment procedures includes the initial 
strength of individual existing reinforced concrete members and the strength degradation 
with the increase in the imposed displacement level. Typically, premature shear failure in 
members (beams and columns) and beam-column joints could occur when defonned bars 
are used for longitudinal reinforcement, hence shear strength degradation with the increase 
in the imposed displacement level should be investigated in this case. 
Current design code equations are considered not to be suitable for determining the shear 
strengths of existing reinforced concrete members, and the infonnation on probable 
strength and strength degradation of existing reinforced concrete components should be 
obtained from cyclic tests on as-built reinforced concrete components. 
2.5 METHODS FOR DETERMINING MEMBER STRENGTH AND 
DEFORMATION CAPACITY 
The determination of the post-elastic collapse mechanism is based on a knowledge of 
member's post-elastic behaviour in terms of member strength and defonnation capacity, 
as seen from Figs. 2.7 and 2.8. The basis of a realistic assessment should be to obtain a 
"best estimate" of member strength and defonnationproperties. Hence, apart from using 
realistic values of material strengths, proper methods rather than code design equations 
need to be used for determining member strength and defonnation <;:apacity. 
For the design of each individual concrete member, capacity design philosophy requires 
that its relative strengths of the different failure modes preclude the occurrence of 
undesirable modes of inelastic defonnation, such as may result from shear or anchorage 
failures. Hence, for existing reinforced concrete members, the study on member strength 
and defonnation performance should identify· the dominant failure mode, determine the 
probable flexural strengths of members and investigate whether the strength 
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corresponding to the most critical non-ductile failure mode could hamper the development 
of the post-elastic deformation due to the possible strength degradation with the progress 
of post-elastic cyclic deformations. 
When the deformed longitudinal reinforcement is used, the shear performance of the as-
built concrete members and beam-column joints was often observed to dominate the final 
failure [HI]. This occurred due to the shear strength degradation with the increase in the 
imposed displacement level in the post-elastic range. In this case, the degradation of shear 
strength with the increase in the imposed displacement level apparently needs to be 
investigated in order to find whether the degradation in shear strength can hamper the 
development of post-elastic deformation. Some laboratory testing has been carried out to 
study the shear strength degradation of as-built concrete components and beam-column 
joints reinforced by deformed bars in the post-elastic range. As a result, the methods for 
estimating the available shear strength and the shear strength degradation of as-built 
concrete members and beam-column joints have been tentatively developed. 
Representatives of the current methods, for determining the probable flexural strength and 
the shear strength degradation of as-built concrete members and beam-column joints when 
using deformed longitudinal bars, are the methods proposed respectively by Priestley et al 
[PS] and by Park [P6]. 
2.5.1 Material Strengths 
To achieve the best estimate of member strength and performance properties, it is 
inappropriate to use nominal or specified material strengths and strength reduction factors. 
This has been addressed by many researchers [C6, P5, P6]. 
2.5.1.1 Reinforcement 
Site sampling and testing in pre-1970s reinforced concrete structures frequently showed 
that the reinforcement used is likely to possess a characteristic yield strength, which is 
significantly greater than the specified value. For instance, Chapman [C6] reported that 
the reinforcement in New Zealand construction built during the 1930 to 1970 period is 
likely to possess a characteristic yield strength, which is 15 to 20% greater than the 
nominal value, which was 250 to 275 MPa at that time. Whenever possible, samples of 
steel from the structure should be tested to obtain a better estimation of the probable yield 
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strength of the reinforcement. Otherwise, a value of 1.1 i y should be adopted as the 
probable reinforcement yield strength, where i y is the nominal yield strength [P22]. 
A further consideration is whether the longitudinal reinforcement is from deformed or 
plain round bars. For instance, plain round bars were commonly used before the mid-
1960s in New Zealand. The use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement would result in 
very different structural performance, when compared with the case with deformed 
longitudinal reinforcement. This can be seen later from the test results of this research 
project. 
2.5.1.2 Concrete 
The actual concrete compressive strength of old reinforced concrete buildings is likely to 
considerably exceed the nominal value as a result of conservative mix design, age and the 
less finely ground cement particles. Results on the concrete of 30 year old bridges in 
California consistently showed compressive strengths approximately 1.5 times to twice the 
nominal strength [P22]. Concrete from the columns of the Thomdon overbridge in 
Wellington has. a measured compressive strength about 30 years after construction of 
about 2.3 times the specified value of 27.5MPa [P6]. 
The increase in concrete strengths usually has not a significant influence on a member's 
flexural and shear capacity. For instance, an increase of 50% in concrete compressive 
strength could only result in about 5 to 10% increase in flexural and shear capacities of 
beams and columns. Therefore the utilisation of 1.5fc' for probable concrete strength is 
accurate enough in seismic assessment of existing reinforced concrete structures when 
there is a lack of information on the actual concrete compressive strength. 
In addition, the quality of the concrete should be inspected since if compaction was poor a 
lower concrete compressive strength may need to be assumed. 
2.5.2 Flexural Strengths of Beams and Columns 
The probable flexural strengths of beams and columns were suggested by Priestley [P5] 
and Park [P6] to be calculated using the probable material strengths, standard theory for 
flexural strengths, and assuming a strength reduction factor of unity. 
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2.5.3 Shear Strength of Reinforced Concrete Columns 
Priestley, based on extensive laboratory testing, proposed a method for estimating the 
probable shear strength of columns. Priestley recommended using a shear strength 
reduction factor of 0.15 and he suggested that the probable shear strength of columns is 
the sum of components due to concrete contribution (Ve), transverse reinforcement (Vs) 
and axial load (Vn ). Thus, 
(1) 
In which, 
(2) 
--'---(cot300 ) for rectangular sections (3 a) 
s 
1C A f d" 
V = - sp yt (cot 30°) for circular sections 
s 2 s (3b) 
and 
* Vn N tan a (4) 
where: 
k = 0.29 prior to shear strength degradation 
ve = nominal shear stress carried by the concrete mechanisms, 
Ag = gross area of the column, 
f~ = probable concrete compressive cylinder strength, 
Av total area of hoops and cross ties in the direction ofthe shear force at spacing s 
Asp = area of spiral or circular hoop bar, 
fyt = probable yield strength qfthe shear reinforcement, 
d" = depth of the concrete core measured in the direction of the shear force for 
rectangular hoops and the diameter of the concrete core for spiral or circular 
hoops. 
N* = the axial load acting on the column 
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a = for a cantilever beam, the angle between the longitudinal axis of the column and 
the straight line between the centroid of the column section at the top and the 
centroid of the concrete compressive force of the column section at the base, and 
for a column in double curvature a is the angle between the longitudinal axis of 
the column and the straight line between the centroids of the concrete 
compressive forces of the column section at the top and bottom of the column. 
Evidently, Priestley assumed that the critical diagonal tension crack is inclined at 30° to 
the longitudinal axis of the column in calculating the shear resisted by transverse 
reinforcement, see Equations 3a and 3b. 
The degradation of shear strength of concrete members is due to the decrease in the 
contribution of the concrete mechanism with the increase in the imposed flexural 
displacement level. The degradation of shear strength of columns proposed by Priestley 
[P5] is depicted in Fig. 2.11, in terms of the degradation ofk. 
Park [P6] suggested using a shear strength reduction factor of 0.85, rather than 0.75 of 
Priestley. The general expression proposed by Park for estimating the probable shear 
strength of columns is exactly the same as equation (1) by Priestley. The determination of 
Vc and v" are also by equations 2 and 4 respectively. However, Park suggested that Vs be 
given as follows: 
Avf (d" -c) 
Vs = yt (cot300) for rectangular sections (3a') 
s 
7r As f (d" -c) 
Vs = - 'P yt (cot 30°) for circular sections (3 b ') 
2 s 
where: 
c = distance from neutral axis to the extreme compression fibre of the section 
Av' Asp, fyt, and a" have the same meanings as for Equations 3a and 3b. 
It is seen that the method proposed by Priestley and the method proposed by Park for 
estimating the probable shear strength of columns are basically the same, and the only 
difference is that Park uses d" - c, rather than a" as for the method proposed by Priestley 
[P5], in calculating the shear resisted by the shear reinforcement. Park[p6] points out that 
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Fig.2.11 Degradation of Concrete Shear Strength with Ductility for Columns [P22] 
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Fig.2.12 Degradation of Concrete Shear Strength with Ductility for Columns [P6] 
such a modification is based on the suggestion made by Kowalsky, which indicates only 
the portion of the transverse reinforcement on the tensile side of the neutral axis' crossing 
the potential shear failure plane. 
Proposed degradation of concrete shear strength with ductility for reinforced concrete 
columns by Park [P6] is depicted in Fig. 2.12. 
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In a word, Priestley and Park proposed basically the same method for estimating the shear 
strength of columns, except that they recommended using different shear strength 
reduction factors in estimating the column shear strength. 
2.5.4 Shear Strength of Reinforced Concrete Beams 
Priestley directly extended his model for estimating the shear strength of reinforced 
concrete columns to reinforced concrete beams [P22]. Priestley recommended that the 
probable shear strength of reinforced concrete beams with rectangular stirrups or hoops be 
given by: 
(5) 
where: 
i probable concrete compressive cylinder strength, 
Ag = gross sectional area of beams, 
Av area of transverse shear reinforcement at spacings, 
fyt = probable yield strength of the shear reinforcement, 
d effective depth of beam, 
d' = thickness of the concrete cover, 
The degradation of beam shear strength suggested by Priestley, expressed in terms of 
coefficient k, is described in Fig.2.13, and it is based on Hakuto's tests with deformed 
10ngitudin~11 bars. 
Park [P6] used an approach similar to the New Zealand code equation [NZS3101:1995] 
for estimating beam shear strength. Park recommended that the probable shear strength of 
beams with rectangular stirrups or hoops be given by: 
(5') 
where bw is the width of beam, and the other parameters have the same meanings as in 
Eq.(5). 
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Fig.2.13 Degradation of Concrete Shear Strength with Ductility for Beams 
The suggested degradation model for beam concrete shear resisting mechanism by Park 
[P6] is the same as depicted in Fig.2.13 by Priestley. 
Comparison of equations (5) and (5') shows that a major difference between the method 
proposed by Priestley and the method proposed by Park is the assumed inclination angles 
of the critical diagonal tension cracks. Priestley [P5] believes that there should not be 
much conceptual difference in the shear resisting mechanisms between a beam and a 
column with zero axial load, and that the critical diagonal tension cracks are inclined at 
30° to the longitudinal axis of the beam, similar to that for the columns. However, Park 
[P6] assumes that the critical diagonal tension cracks are inclined at 45° to the longitudinal 
axis of the beam, as is in NZS3101: 1995. 
As for columns, Priestley and Park suggested different shear strength reduction factors. 
The shear strength reduction factors were 0.75 and 0.85 respectively for the methods 
proposed by Priestley and Park. 
2.5.5 Shear Capacity of Reinforced Concrete Beam-Column Joints 
It is very common that there is no, or insignificant, transverse reinforcement in the beam-
column joint cores in pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures. In this case, 
NZS3101: 1995 implies that the shear strength of the joint core is negligible. However, 
Hakuto et al[Hakuto 1995] and Priestley [P22] pointed out that the beam-column joints 
without any, or insignificant, transverse reinforcement in the joint cores, do have some 
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shear strength, particularly if the joint core is uncracked or if plastic hinges undergoing 
cyclic defonnations in the post-elastic range do not occur adjacent to the joint core. 
Conceptually, the shear resisting mechanisms between interior and exterior beam-column 
joints are different. Hence the probable shear strength of the interior beam-column joints 
is expected to be different from that ofthe exterior beam-column joints. 
2.5.5.1 Interior Beam-Column Joints 
Having reviewed the vast body of test data, useful in this regard, assembled by Japanese, 
New Zealand and USA researchers, Priestley proposed tentative recommendations to 
estimate the shear strength ofinterior beam-column joints. 
Priestley [P5] outlined that the joint shear failure is due to either the principal tension 
stress or the principal compression stress in the joint concrete. 
When the beam longitudinal reinforcement is light or high column axial forces exist, the 
critical parameter is the principal tension stress in the joint, rather than the shear stress 
level. In this case, Priestley recommended using the model as shown in Fig.2.14, which 
was developed by Hakuto, Park and Tanaka, based on tests on as-built beam-column joints 
with defonned longitudinal reinforcement. The degradation of joint shear strength is 
expressed in tenns of kin Fig.2.14. Hakuto et al [HI] suggested that for beam-column 
joints without shear reinforcement the maximum probable horizontal joint shear force that 
can be resisted is: 
(6) 
where veil =nominal horizontal joint shear stress carried by a diagonal compressive strut 
crossing the joint, bj=effective width of the joint, h = depth of column, N· is the axial 
load on columns, and other parameters have the same meanings as before. 
When the shear stress level is high in the joint, interior beam-column joints tend to fail in 
shear, regardless of the amount of joint shear reinforcement. In this case, the failure is as a 
result of the principal compression stress. The model proposed by Priestley for estimating 
the joint shear strength in this case is the principal compression model. The postulated 
principal compression model is shown in Fig.2.15, which was deduced by setting the 
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Fig.2.14 Principal Tension Model of Degradation of Concrete Shear Resisting 
Mechanism of Interior Beam-Column Joints [Hakuto et a1199S] 
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Fig.2.1S Principal Compression Model of Degradation of Concrete Shear 
Resisting Mechanism of Interior Beam-Column Joints [P22] 
upper limit in association with the principal compression stress not greater than 0.5 
concrete compression strength. 
However, Priestley did not give clear definition for principal tension failure and principal 
compression failure. 
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Fig.2:16 Possible Shear Strength Model of Interior Beam-Column Joints [P22] 
In addition, Priestley also postulated a simpler model as shown in Fig.2.16 in order to 
allow for the influence of bond performance on the joint shear strength degradation. The 
degradation is assumed to start at 1 % drift, regardless of poor bond or adequate bond and 
regardless of the actual shear stress or principal stress leveL However, this model has no 
support from test results. 
Park also recommended using the model developed by Hakuto et al as shown in Fig. 2.14 
for degradation of shear strength resisted by the concrete mechanism of interior beam-
column joints without joint horizontal shear reinforcement, but without clarifying the 
failure type of the joints. This model is clearly the principal tension model Priestley used. 
Apparently, mQre testing needs to be conducted to identify different failure modes of the 
. joints and develop reliable models for estimating the degradation of joint shear strength 
correspondingly. 
2.S.5~2 Exterior Beam-Column Joints 
Similar to interior beam-column joints, the maximum probable horizontal joint shear force 
that can be resisted by exterior beam-column joints without shear reinforcement is 
suggested to be calculated by equation 6. 
The degradation of the horizontal joint shear strength, when expressed in terms of k, is 
proposed to be represented by Fig. 2.17 by Priestley, and it was based on the tests of 
unreinforced exterior and comer joints. The degradation of the horizontal joint shear force, 
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when expressed in terms of k, is proposed by Park to be represented by Fig.2.18, and it 
was based mainly on test results of Hakuto et al. 
0.58 two way (corner joint) 
k 
one-way joint with beam 
0.42 bars bent into joint 
one way with beam bars 
0.29 bent away from joint 
0.1 +-_______ ~ ___ 
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Fig. 2.17 Degradation of Joint Shear Force Resisted by Concrete Mechanism for 
Exterior Beam-Column Joints [Prietley P22] . 
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Fig.2.18 Degradation of Joint Shear Force Resisted by Concrete Mechanism for 
Exterior Beam-Column Joints [Park, P6] 
Both the model proposed by Priestley and the model proposed by Park assumed that the 
joint shear failure in exterior beam-column joints is as a result of large principal tension 
stress. A significant difference of the model proposed by Priestley, from the model 
proposed by Park is that Priestley prefers to use drift as an index of the post-elastic 
deformation. 
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It is noted that the models proposed by.Priestley and Park are based on very limited test 
results. Evidently, more tests on as-built beam-column joints are needed in order to refine 
the models. 
2.5.6 Flexural Deformation Capacity in Plastic Hinges 
Assessment of the displacement ductility capacity of the structures needs to derme the 
plastic rotation capacity of beams and columns. Rotational capacity of plastic hinges is 
given by 
(7) 
where: 
(A and ¢yare respectively the ultimate and yield curvatures of the members, and I p is the 
equivalent plastic hinge length. 
Priestley [P22] and Park [P6] proposed exactly the same methods for determining I p , 
1 p is calculated by: 
I p = 0.08L + 0.022 /y dh (8) 
where: 
/, is the yield strength of the longitudinal reinforcement, 
dh is the diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement 
and L is the distance from the critical section to the point of contraflexure. 
In calculating the ultimate curvatures of beams and columns, the ultimate concrete strain 
Bcu for unconfined concrete is suggested to be 0.005, and that for confined concrete is 
given by: 
(9) 
Ps (10) 
where: 
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Av =total area of transverse reinforcement in a layer at spacing s 
be = width of member core measured from centre to centre of the peripheral 
transverse reinforcement in the web 
fyh = the yield strength of transverse reinforcement 
8 cu = the strain of the transverse reinforcement at maximum stress 
and f;c = the compression strength of the confined concrete 
2.5.7 Summary 
To realistically estimate member strength and deformation capacity, probable material 
strength rather than nominal material strength should be used, In the case of the lack of 
information on the actual material strength, 1.1 times the nominal steel yield strength and 
1.5 times the nominal concrete compression strength should be used. 
Unlike modem reinforced concrete structures designed to current codes, premature shear 
failure of members (beams and columns) and joints of existing reinforced concrete 
structures, when reinforced by deformed longitudinal reinforcement, is observed to 
degrade with the increase in the imposed flexural deformation. As a result, a mechanism 
which initiates with flexural- plastic hinges may degenerate into plastic hinges with shear 
failure as the ductility demand increases. Consideration of degradation of shear strength is 
very critical in this case. Design code equations are considered to be not suitable in 
estimating the member strength and deformation capacity. 
The current method for estimating member flexural strength is basically the same as code 
equation, except that probable material strength and a strength reduction factor of unity are 
used. 
The current method for estimating the initial column shear strength and its degradation 
with the increase in the imposed flexural deformation is based on extensive test results, 
and one major difference from design code equation is that the influence of column axial 
load on the enhancement of column shear strength is taken as the horizontal component of 
the column compressive strut. 
Meanwhile, the current method for estimating the initial beam shear strength and· its 
degradation has not been adequately testified. There is no agreement for the assumed 
angles of the critical diagonal tension cracks to the longitudinal axis of the beam. 
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Estimation of shear strength of beam-column joints is still the most difficult task. Current 
models for predicting joint shear strength and deformation capacity propose to use 
different models for different failure modes, but only the principal tension models, which 
assume that the joint shear failure is due to large principal tension stress generated in the 
joint concrete, were established based on very limited test data. Apparently, the failure 
mechanism of beam-column joints is still unclear. 
A major concern is that the current methods are based on the tests with deformed 
longitudinal reinforcement. When plain round longitudinal bars are used, reinforced 
concrete components may have different critical failure modes. The strength and 
deformation capacity of correspondent critical failure modes in this case needs to be 
investigated. 
2.6 Retrofit of Existing Reinforced Concrete Structures 
2.6 .• 1 General 
In most cases retrofit methods are associated with an increase in the strength and stiffness 
of regions of the structure. Possible retrofit measures need to be carefully assessed to 
ensure that the seismic characteristics of the structure will be improved. Seismic 
assessment procedures based on capacity design can be used in this regard provided the 
informatioll on the strength and deformation capacity of retrofitted members is available. 
Retrofit methods typically involve adding new structural components to the existing 
structure, such as movement restrainers, walls, steel bracing, and jacketing [A7, HI, P23, 
P24, P25, RI, R2, S9]. 
2.6.2 RETROFITTING OF COLUMNS 
Columns are particularly vulnerable elements in buildings. Several methods for increasing 
the strength and/or ductility of existing columns have been developed, tested and used in 
the United States and New Zealand. These methods include jackets of new concrete 
containing longitudinal and transverse reinforcing [R2, S9], grouted site welded circular 
'thin jackets [P23], site welded elliptical thin steel jackets filled with concrete, grouted 
stiffened or built-up rectangular steel jackets, grouted composite fiberglass/epoxy jackets 
[P25], or prestressing steel wrapped under tension[P23]. Methods for calculating the 
required size of jackets are given elsewhere, for example reference P23. 
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The column retrofit can be designed so as not to increase the flexural strength, but to 
provide only additional transverse reinforcement for concrete confinement, restraint 
against buckling of existing longitudinal bars, shear resistance and restraint against bond 
failure of lap splices of longitudinal reinforcement. In such case the strengthening is not 
continued beyond the ends of the column, so that the flexural strength of the column ends 
is not increased. Alternatively, the strengthening can be continued beyond the ends of the 
column so that the flexural strength of the column ends is increased. This requires passing 
longitudinal reinforcement through the floors in the case of a building. 
The most successful technique for providing additional transverse reinforcement, without 
additional longitudinal reinforcement, has been the use of thin steel jackets[p23]. For 
circular columns the thin jacket is constructed slightly oversize in two semi circular halves 
which are welded up vertical seams in situ. The jacket is terminated about 25 rum from the 
face of the beams or footing at the column ends. The gap between the steel jacket and the 
column is subsequently pressure filled with a cement-based grout which contains a small 
quantity of water reducing expansive additive. For rectangular columns an elliptical thin 
steel jacket is used to provide continuous confmement, with concrete placed between the 
jacket and the column. A rectangular thin steel jacket would not be so effective for 
confinement, due to the sides bowing out when dilation of the concrete occurs during a 
major earthquake, resulting in confinement applied mainly in the column comers. 
The use of fiberglass/epoxy jackets for columns of buildings and bridges is becoming 
common in New Zealand. Typically the fiberglass sheets with epoxy are wrapped around 
the columns and are not grouted. 
2.6.3 RETROFITTING OF BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS 
Beam-column joint regions can be retrofitted by jacketing, using either external steel 
jacketing[A7] or jacketing with new reinforced concrete [P23]. This can be a very labour 
intensive and costly procedure, due to the drilling of holes through the existing joint to 
pass new reinforcement through. One solutio~, which has been proposed as a result of 
tests on full scale beam-column joint assemblies is to enlarge the existing beam-column 
joints without placing new hoops [A7]. It has been found that no new hoops are required 
in the added jacket if the resulting nominal horizontal shear stress in the enlarged joint 
core is reduced to less than O.3-Vfc' MPa [A7,HI]. 
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Another solution, which has been adopted for beam-column joints, has been to remove the 
existing concrete joints and to replace the whole joint region with new reinforced 
concrete. 
2.7 Conclusions 
The possible design deficiencies in existing reinforced concrete structures designed to pre-
1970s seismic design codes are as a result of two major failings in outdated seismic design 
codes. One is that the now outdated seismic codes did not have the design specifications 
associated with the member local ductility behaviour, the other is that the now outdated 
seismic codes did not have the design specifications associated with the global structural 
behaviour during the post-elastic loading cycles. As a consequence, the greatest 
uncertainty of the seismic performance of existing reinforced concrete structures is the 
post-elastic behaviour in a major earthquake. 
There are currently two types .of assessment procedures, the check list type and the 
capacity design type procedures. Check list seismic assessment procedures emphasise the 
statistical study of the observed earthquake damage in past earthquakes and emphasise 
member local behaviour,_ but do not identify the critical post-elastic failure mechanism, 
failing in adequately assessing the global structural post-elastic seismic performance, 
which is the core element needed to be investigated. Hence, check list assessment 
procedures could give irrational results. However, check list procedures are easy to follow, 
are suitable for statistical study of earthquake damage because of the procedures' nature. 
Therefore they can be used for City Earthquake Disaster Prevention and Preparation 
Programs. 
Capacity design based seismic assessment procedures aim at investigating the post-elastic 
response of existing reinforced concrete structures, and thus can realistically assess the 
seismic performance of the structures. 
When capacity design bflSed seismic assessment procedures are used for the seismic 
assessment of an existing reinforced concrete structure, the required information is 
member strength and deformation capacity in post-elastic range, namely, member local 
behaviour. The fundamental aspects here are to determine the most critical failure mode of 
the member and to determine the strength degradation of identified critical failure mode 
with the increase in the imposed flexural deformation. 
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When defonned bars are used for longitudinal reinforcement, shear failure in members 
(beams and columns) and beam-column joints is observed to be very critical. In this case, 
the detennination of degradation in shear strength of members and joints is of particular 
importance. Several models for detennining the post-elastic shear strength degradation of 
members and beam-column joints are developed, but they are based on very limited test 
results. This is especially true for the models for reinforced concrete beams and beam-
column joints designed to now outdated seismic codes. More testing is urgently needed to 
refine the current models. 
Variety of seismic retrofit techniques have been developed, some retrofit techniques aim 
at improving the member strength and/or ductility capacity, and the others aim at improve 
the structural global behaviour during the post-elastic loading cycles. One needs to 
investigate the post-elastic perfonnance of the upgraded structure during a major 
earthquake to make sure that the used retrofit technique did not shift the problem. 
Steel type (defonned bars or plain round bars) can make a big difference in the critical 
failure mode of the members and the associated strength and defonnation perfonnance in 
the post-elastic range. Therefore, the critical concern of the post-elastic response of 
existing reinforced concrete members reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars needs to 
be identified based on laboratory testing and proper models for estimating the 
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corresponding strength and defonnation capacity need to be studied. 
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CHAPTER 3 
REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH PROJECTS 
RELEVANT TO THIS PROJECT AT UNIVERSITY OF· 
CANTERBURY 
The research program "Seismic Assessment and Retrofit of Existing Reinforced Concrete 
Structures" started in 1989 at the University of Canterbury sponsored by the Earthquake 
Commission of New Zealand. Four research projects have been conducted since then and 
the proposed project here is a continuation of the previous four research projects. 
3.1 THE INVESTIGATED STRUCTURE 
The subject structure of the previous four research projects was a seven-storey reinforced 
concrete frame structure constructed in Christchurch, New Zealand, in the 1950s, and it 
has been thoroughly investigated. The typical deficiencies identified of this reinforced 
concrete frame building are as follows [Hi]: . 
(1). Columns with inadequate longitudinal reinforcement to ensure strong column-weak 
beam behaviour. 
(2). Columns and beams with inadequate transverse reinforcement for concrete 
confinement and prevention of premature buckling of longitudinal compression bars, 
and/or inadequate transverse reinforcement for shear resistance. 
(3). Small quantities of joint shear reinforcement or no joint shear reinforcement at all. 
(4). Greater diameter of the beam longitudinal reinforcement passing through the joints 
than that required by NZS3101: 1995 [N1], hence significant loss of anchorage of 
reinforcement would occur in that region if ductile structural behaviour is required. 
(5). Poor anchorage details of longitudinal beam bars in exterior columns. 
(6). Longitudinal beam and column bars with lap splices in potential plastic hinge 
regions near beam-column joints. 
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3.2 ANALYSIS OFTHEAS-BUILTSTRUCTURE 
Hakuto, Park, and Tanaka [HI] carried out a static analysis of the whole as-built building 
using the current code approach to estimate the lateral load capacity of the structure, and 
the shear and ductility demands of the members and beam-column joints; in addition they 
also conducted a non-linear dynamic analysis using the two-dimensional time-history non-
linear frame analysis program "RUAUMOKO" of the whole building to investigate the 
drift demand of the structure, and the shear and ductility demands of the members and 
joints under the EI Centro and the Bucharest earthquake records. The analysis of this 
reinforced concrete frame building indicated that the available lateral load strength of the 
complete structure approached the design seismic force, assuming an elastic response, 
required by the current New Zealand standards. The inelastic failure mechanism of the 
frame was identified to be a mixture of flexural and shear failures in the beams and 
columns. 
A critical aspect with respect to shear was found to be the behaviour of the beam-column 
joints with little or no shear reinforcement, as a result of the relatively large joint shear 
forces. The estimated maximum nominal joint shear stresses in the lower storey by the 
static analysis, calculated from the beam face moments and column shear forces acting on 
the joints, ranged from 1.2 Jt: MPa to 1.5 Jt: MPa for the interior beam-column joints, 
and ranged from 0.6 Jt: MPa to 1.0 Jt: MPa for exterior beam-column joints. These, by 
far, exceeded the joint shear stress level associated with the estimated joint shear strength 
reached at the stage of initial diagonal tension cracking of the joint core. Typically the 
maximum exterior joint shear capacity is 0.25 Jt: MPa for the case with the beam 
longitudinal reinforcing bars bent away from the joint core if estimated using the proposed 
procedures by Park [P6]. Hence, the seismic performance of the early reinforced concrete 
frames was likely to be governed by joint shear failure. 
The estimated maximum axial column load level obtained by the static analysis was 0.24 
for the interior column and 0.3 for the exterior column, in the first storey respectively, 
when the roof horizontal displacement was 1% of the total height. The estimated 
maximum axial column load level from the dynamic analysis was 0.26 and 0.31 for the 
interior column and exterior column in the first storey respectively. The axial column load 
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level was expressed as N* I Ag(. Evidently, axial column load was very significant in 
some cases, and neglecting its influence on the seismic behaviour of the beam-column 
joint units could give misleading results. 
The maximum inter-storey drift angle found by the static analysis using the code approach 
was approximately 1.20%, and the maximum interstorey drift angle found by the dynamic 
analysis was 0.7% under the EI Centro record and 2.9% under the Bucharest record. 
3.3 THE FIRST STAGE OF THE RESEARCH SERIES· COLUMNS 
The first stage of the experimental research series involved the simulated seismic loading 
tests on four near full-scale column replicas of the first storey of the subject building at the 
University of Canterbury [Rl, R2]. The aim of this project was to investigate the seismic 
performance of as-built columns and the increase of strength, stiffness, and ductility which 
can be achieved by jacketing existing damaged or undamaged reinforced concrete columns 
with new reinforced concrete. The as-built columns, which were 350 mm square, were 
reinforced by plain round reinforcement and contained low quantities of transverse 
reinforcement. The column units represented the column region between the mid-heights 
of successive stories. Two columns units were tested as-built to study the seismic 
behaviour and damage during major earthquakes, and then repaired and strengthened by 
reinforced concrete jacketing and retested. The other two column units were strengthened 
by reinforced concrete jacketing before being damaged and then tested. The new 
longitudinal reinforcement in concrete jacket was placed through the floor slab. Two 
arrangements of transverse reinforcement in the jacket were devised to properly tie the 
longitudinal reinforcement. The as-built columns displayed low available ductility and 
significant degradation of strength during testing due to inadequate column transverse 
reinforcement and severe bar slip owing to the utilisation of plain round longitudinal bars. 
The jacketed columns behaved in a ductile manner with higher strength and much reduced 
strength degradation during testing. The retrofit of columns using reinforced concrete 
jackets was found to be successful but labour intensive. 
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3.4 THE SECOND STAGE OF THE RESEARCH SERIES -INTERIOR BEAM-
COLUMN JOINT ASSEMBLIES 
The second stage of this experimental research series involved the simulated seismic 
loading tests on three full-scale replicas of the interior beam-column joint region of the 
perimeter frame of the subject building in order to investigate the seismic performance of 
existing reinforced concrete structures and the effectiveness of reinforced concrete 
jacketing as a repair and strengthening measure [Hi, H2]. 
The test units were identical to that part of the frame between the mid-span of the beams 
and the mid-height of the interior columns of the as-built reinforced concrete frame 
structure as described previously [Hi]. The reinforcing details in the members and joints 
were as in the as-built structure, and hence did not meet the requirements of the current 
New Zealand concrete design code NZS 3101:1995. Deformed reinforcement was used for 
longitudinal reinforcement. 
One of the interior beam-column joint replicas was tested as-built subjected to simulated 
seismic loading. The test confirmed that the performance of the as-built beam-column 
joint region would be poor in a major earthquake, mainly due to the lack of joint shear 
reinforcement and poor anchorage of longitudinal beam bars in the beam-column joint 
region. The damaged (tested) beam-column joint unit and the other two undamaged (not 
tested) beam-column joint units were then retrofitted I by jacketing with new reinforced 
concrete to increase the strength and ductility of the existing frame. All retrofitted interior 
beam-column joint units were then tested subjected to simulated seismic loading and 
performed in a very satisfactory manner. It was found that the concrete jacketing technique 
could be used for extending the life of existing reinforced concrete structures and for the 
repair of damage arising from major earthquakes. 
3.5 THE THIRD STAGE OF THE RESEARCH SERIES - INTERIOR AND 
EXTERIOR BEAM-COLUMN JOINT UNITS 
The third stage of the research series involved the seismic load testing and analysis of four 
full-scale replicas of other beam-column joint regions of the 1950s building frame [Hi, 
H3]. Deformed longitudinal reinforcing bars were used for longitudinal reinforcement 
again. Two of the subassemblies were further interior beam-column joint subassemblies 
which lacked joint shear reinforcement. These two specimens had different column depth 
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to beam bar diameter ratios and were tested mainly to investigate the effect of the bond 
conditions along the beam bars passing through the joint on the seismic behaviour of 
beam-column joints without joint shear reinforcement. Changing the beam bar diameter to 
column depth ratio from 1/25 to 1/18.75 was found not to have a significant effect on the 
seismic performance of joints without joint transverse reinforcement. The other two 
. specimens were exterior beam-column joints with limited shear reinforcement and with 
different arrangements of beam bar hooks in the joint core. One exterior beam-column 
joint &pecimen had the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core, as was common in 
many early frames; and the other exterior beam-column joint specimen had the beam bar 
hooks bent into the joint core, as is the current practice. Tests demonstrated that the 
seismic performance of the exterior beam-column joints with little shear reinforcement 
was significantly influenced by the directions in which the tails of the beam bars in the 
joint core were bent. It was found that the exterior beam-column joint subassemblies of 
early frames in which the tails of the beam bars were bent out of the joint core would 
behave unsatisfactorily during a major earthquake. 
3.6 THE FOURTH STAGE OF THE RESEARCH SERIES - INTERIOR BEAM-
COLUMN JOINT UNITS 
Two additional full-scale replicas of interior beam-column joints in which the longitudinal 
beam bars were lap spliced in the plastic hinge regions of the beams were also tested by 
Wallace 1996 [WI]. One specimen contained plain round longitudinal bars and the other 
contained deformed longitudinal bars. Tests illustrated very limited ductility available 
from this poor detail during seismic loading, especially when plain round bars were used. 
3.7 SUMMARY 
Evidently, the research work in this research program conducted so far has been focused 
on the study of the possible seismic performance and retrofit methods of as-built 
reinforced concrete frame structures, with the emphasis on the use of deformed bar 
reinforcement. Actually, plain round bar reinforcement was used in New Zealand until 
about the mid 1960s when deformed bar reinforcement became widely available. The 
reliability of using the obtained information in the past research stages for the existing 
reinforced concrete structures reinforced by plain round bars apparently needs to be re-
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examined. The observed evidence of severe bond slip for the tests on as-built columns 
conducted in the first stage already suggested the need for the investigation of the seismic 
performance of existing reinforced concrete structures with plain round longitudinal bars. 
In addition, these previous beam-column joint tests were conducted with zero axial 
column load. The estimated maximum column axial load level by Hakuto et al was as high 
as 0.31, the influence of so high axial column load on the seismic behaviour of the actual 
structural performance is apparently significant, and needs to be allowed for. 
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CHAPTER 4 
TEST UNITS AND THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Review of the researches at the University of Canterbury into the seismic assessment and 
retrofit of pre-1970s reinforced concrete frame structures, conducted in Chapter 3, 
indicates that the as-built beam-column joint subassemblies tested in the previous research 
projects used deformed longitudinal reinforcement and the resulting information on the 
member local behaviour is only applicable to the situations where deformed bars are used 
for longitudinal reinforcement. There is an urgent need for obtaining the information on 
the local behaviour of beam-column joint subassemblies, which are reinforced by plain 
round bars and designed to now outdated seismic design codes. 
The experimental work conducted in this current research project studied the seismic 
behaviour of as-built beam-column joint subassemblies with plain round longitudinal bars, 
including the weakest failure mechanism, the attainment and maintenance of the strength 
and stiffness with the increase in the imposed post-elastic deformations. The effective 
retrofit methods of as-built beam-column joint subassemblies reinforced by plain round 
bars are also tested where necessary. Emphasis is placed on the effect of the plain round 
longitudinal bars, when compared to the cases with deformed longitudinal reinforcement. 
This chapter introduces the units tested in this current research project. 
4.2 DETAILS OF TEST UNITS 
4.2.1 General 
The as-built beam-column joint subassemblies, reinforced by deformed bar reinforcement 
and representing the subject frame building constructed in 1950s in New Zealand, have 
been tested under simulated seismic loading by Hakuto et al at University of Canterbury 
[Hl]. The beam-column joint test units in the current research project were designed to be 
identical to the test units conducted by Hakuto et al [Hl], except that the plain round bars 
were used for the longitudinal reinforcement. Such a test unit design aimed at identifying 
the effect of the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement by comparing the observed 
test evidence in this project with the test evidence observed by Hakuto [Hl]. 
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The current project involved six as-built full-scale beam-column joint test units and one 
retrofitted exterior beam-column joint unit. The six as-built test units include two interior 
beam-column joint units and four exterior beam-column joint units. 
4.2.2 Details of the Interior Beam-Column Joint Units 
Two identical one-way interior beam-column joint units were constructed, each full-scale 
in size, containing plain round longitudinal reinforcement and with reinforcement details 
typical of the 1950s construction in New Zealand. These two units were identical to 
Hakuto's Unit 01 except that Hakuto used deformed longitudinal bars, and were referred 
to as Unit 1 and Unit 2. The overall dimensions and reinforcing details of the two identical 
as-built interior beam-column joint units are shown in Fig. 4.1. 
The beams were 500 rom in depth and 300 mm in width, and the columns were 300 mm in 
depth and 460 mm in width. The test units were identical to that part between the mid-
span of the beams and the mid-height of the columns of a seven-storey existing reinforced 
concrete frame structure constructed in the 1950s in New Zealand, which has been 
described previously [HI]. 
The beams were unsymmetrically reinforced, contained four 24 mm diameter Grade 300 
plain round bars in the top (p =0.013) and two 24 mm diameter Grade 300 plain round 
bars in the bottom (p'=0.0068). The beam transverse reinforcement was from 6 mm 
diameter Grade 300 plain round bars placed at 380mm centres, and the first stirrup was 
300 mm from the column face. The columns were symmetrically reinforced, and 
contained three 24 rom diameter Grade 300 plain round bars on both sides (Pt = 0.02). The 
column transverse reinforcement was from 6 mm diameter Grade 300 plain round bars 
placed at 230 mm centres, and the first tie was 100 mm from the beam face. The beam-
column joint cores contained no transverse reinforcement or intermediate column bars (at 
the mid-depth of the columns). 
The concrete for Units 1 and 2 was normal weight. The units were cast in one stage in the 
horizontal plane. Table 4.1 lists details of concrete compressive cylinder strengths of Units 
1 and 2 at the time of testing the units and the axial load ratios applied to the columns 
during testing. For both units, all R24 plain round longitudinal reinforcing bars were taken 
from the same steel batch. Similarly, all R6 transverse reinforcement was taken from the 
same steel batch. Table 4.2 lists details of the reinforcement for Units 1 and 2. 
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FigA.1 Reinforcement Details of the Two Interior Beam-Column Joint Specimens 
Table 4.1 Compressive strengths of concrete at the time of testing the Units 
Unit fe' (MPa) N*/Ag fe' 
Unit 1 44 0 
Unit 2 49 0.12 
Table 4.2 Details of Reinforcement in the Units 
Part of Longitudinal Reinforcement Transverse 
Reinforcement 
Unit db fy Ey P p' Pt db fyt s 
(mm) MPa X 10-6 % % % (mm) (MPa) (mm) 
Beam 24 321 1560 1.36 0.68 6 318 380 
Column 24 321 1560 1.97 6 318 230 
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4.2.3 Details of the Exterior Beam-Column Joint Units 
Four one-way exterior beam-column joint units, which were identical to each other except 
for the anchorage of the beam longitudinal bars in the exterior columns, were constructed. 
Each unit contained plain round longitudinal reinforcement and had other reinforcement 
details typical of the 1950s construction in New Zealand. 
The first two exterior beam-column joint units were identical to each other, and had beam 
bar hooks bent away from the joint core in exterior columns. The straight extension of the 
beam bars beyond the bends was four times the bar diameter, as was typical of pre-1970s 
construction in New Zealand. These two units are referred to as Units En and EB. Unit 
EIl and Unit EJ3 were identical to Hakuto's Unit 07 except that Hakuto used deformed 
longitudinal reinforcement. The overall dimensions and reinforcing details of the as-built 
test units En and EJ3 are shown in FigA.2 (a). The other two exterior beam-column joint 
units were also identical to each other, and had the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core 
in the exterior columns. The straight extension of the beam bars beyond the bends was 
twelve times the bar diameter, as. is the current practice [NI]. These two units are referred 
to as Units EJ2 and EJ4. Unit EJ2 and Unit EJ4 were identical to Hakuto's Unit 06 except 
that Hakuto used deformed longitudinal reinforcement. The overall dimensions and 
reinforcing details of the as-built test units EJ2 and EJ4 are shown in Fig. 4.2 (b). 
The beams of each exterior beam-column joint unit were 500 mm in depth and 300 mm in 
width and the columns were 460 mm square. The size of these units are identical to those 
of the perimeter planar frame of a seven-storey existing reinforced concrete frame 
structure constructed in the 1950s in New Zealand, which has been described previously 
[HI]. 
The beam was unsymmetrically reinforced, contained three 24 mm diameter Grade 300 
plain round bars in the top (p = 0.01) and two 24 mm diameter Grade 300 plain round bars 
in the bottom (p'=0.0066). The beam transverse reinforcement was from 6 mm diameter 
Grade 300 plain round bars placed at 380 mm centres. The columns were symmetrically 
reinforced, contained two 24 mm diameter Grade 300 plain round bars on both sides CPt = 
0.0085). The column transverse reinforcement was from 6 mm diameter Grade 300 plain 
round bars placed at 305 mm centres outside the joint region and at 250 mm centres within 
the joint region. The first column tie was 305 mm from the beam face. 
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The concrete was normal weight for all exterior beam-column joint units. The four units 
were cast in one stage in the horizontal plane. The R24 plain round longitudinal 
reinforcing bars of the four units were taken from the same steel batch. Similarly, all R6 
transverse reinforcement of the four units was taken from the same steel batch. Table 4.3 
lists details of concrete compressive cylinder strengths of Units EJI, En, EJ3 and EJ4 at 
the time of testing and the axial load ratios applied to the columns during testing. Table 
4.4 lists details ofthe reinforcement for Units EJI, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4. 
Table 4.3 Compressive strengths of concrete at the time of testing the Units 
Unit f;(MPa) N* lAg f; 
Unit EJl 33.7 0 
UnitEJ2 29.2 0 
UnitEJ3 34 0.25 
Unit EJ4 36.5 0.23 
Table 4.4 Details of Reinforcement in the Units of En, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 
Part of Longitudinal Reinforcement ITransverse Reinforcement 
Unit 
db fy Cy P p' Pt db fyt s 
(mm) MPa X 10-6 % % % (mm) (MPa) (mm) 
Beam 24 321 1605 1.0 ·0.66 6 318 380 
I Column 24 321 1605 0.85 6 318 305 
R24 short rods 
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(a) Units Ell and EJ3 with Beam Bar Hooks Bent Away from Joint (b) Units EJ2 and El4 with Beam Bar Hooks Bent into Joint 
Fig. 4.2 Overall Dimensions and Reinforcing Details of Exterior Beam-Column Joint Units 
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4.3 SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OF AS-BUILT TEST UNITS 
The probable seismic performance of the as-built test units were assessed theoretically. 
This assessment includes the identification of the critical failure mechanism, the 
calculation of the theoretical flexural strengths and the curvature ductility capacity of the 
members, the estimation of the probable shear strength capacity of beams, columns and 
beam-column joints. It also included the investigation of the anchorage details of 
longitudinal reinforcement especially within the beam-column joints. The details of the 
theoretical assessment of the as-built interior and exterior beam-column joint units can be 
seen in Appendix A. 
4.3.1 Interior Beam-Column Joint Test Units 
4.3.1.1 Theoretical Flexural Strengths 
Table 4.5 Theoretical Flexural Strengths and Curvature Properties of Members 
Flexural Yield Ultimate Curvature 
2: Mcolllmn strengths curvature curvature ductility 
(leN-m) ¢y(mm-l ) ¢u (mm-I ) factor 2: M beam 
(xlO-6) (x 10-5 ) ¢u /¢y 
+ + + 
Unit 1 Beam negative 250 5.0 8.3 16 
Beam positive 129 4.4 10.3 23 0.63 
Column • 108 8.6 10.6 12 
Unit 2 Beam negative 251 5.0 8.0 16 
Beam positive 129 4.4 10.8 25 1.16 
Column •• 198 1'0.7 6.4 6.0 
+ Calculated assuming no bond slip of longitudinal bars 
" with zero axial column load present 'w with axial column load present of 0.12 Agf: (=800kN) 
The flexural strengths of the beams and columns were calculated for the two interior 
beam-column joint units using the measured material strengths, assuming an extreme fibre 
concrete compressive strain of 0.003 and a rectangular compressive stress block as 
recommended by NZS310 1: 1995 [Nl] and a strength reduction factor ~ of unity. The 
calculation was made on the basis of the assumption of perfect bond between steel and 
concrete. The curvatures at first yield and at ultimate for the beams and the columns were 
also calculated for both units assuming no bond slip of longitudinal bars using standard 
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theory [PI]. The ultimate curvature was calculated assuming that the ultimate compressive 
strain of the concrete was 0.004, which is a lower limit for the strain just before crushing 
and spalling of the compressed concrete. The theoretical flexural strengths, yield 
curvatures, ultimate curvatures and curvature ductility factors of the members are 
summarised in Table 4.5. From Table 4.5, it is evident that Unit 1 would develop plastic 
hinges in the columns and Unit 2 would develop plastic hinges in the beams during 
simulated seismic loading test. The storey shear at the theoretical flexural strengths of the 
critical members of the units was 80 leN for Unit 1 and 128 leN for Unit 2. 
4.3.1.2 Investigation of Amount of Transverse Reinforcement 
The investigation of the amount of transverse reinforcement in the members and the joints 
of existing reinforced concrete structures is of particular interest because out-dated seismic 
codes did not specify capacity design philosophy. The amount of transverse reinforcement 
according to NZS 3101: 1995 [NI] not only has to meet the requirement associated with 
the shear strength, but also has to meet the requirement associated with the confinement of 
the compressed concrete and prevention of the longitudinal bars from buckling. 
In order to investigate the amount of transverse reinforcement associated with the shear 
strength, the imposed shear forces on the members and the joints during testing, which are 
associated with the above calculated theoretical flexural strengths of the units, are 
compared with the available shear strengths of the members and the joints in Table 4.6. 
The available shear strength of the plastic hinge regions were calculated using the methods 
ofNZS3101: 1995 [Nl] for structures designed for ductility, using the measured material 
strengths and assuming a strength reduction factor $ of unity. The shear strengths of the 
other regions were calculated using the non-seismic provisions of NZS3101: 1995. It is to 
be noted that NZS3101 does not give a method for calculating the shear strength of 
existing beam-column joints. The amount of transverse reinforcement needed to restrain 
the longitudinal bars against premature buckling in plastic hinge regions according to NZS 
3101: 1995 for structures designed for ductility are also compared with the actual 
quantities in Table 4.6. For the units, the column axial load ratios were low. Hence, the 
transverse reinforcement required to confine the compressed concrete of the columns was 
not as critical as that required for preventing the longitudinal bar buckling. 
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Table 4.6 Shear Forces Imposed and Shear Capacities of Beams, Columns, and Joints 
and Lateral Restraints of Longitudinal Bars 
I Parts of Shear Transverse Reinforcement for Lateral 
Units Requirement Restraint of Longitudinal Bars in Plastic 
Hinge Zones 
Max. Imposed Shear Force Required amount Actual amount 
Shear Force Capacity (kN) Spacing Area per Spacing Area per 
(kN) (rrun) set (mm2) (mm) set 
Unit 1 I Unit 2 Unit 1 Unit 2 (mm2) 
beam 67 143 146 22 115 91 380 57 
(204) (70) 
column 80 128 41 250 75 60 230 113 
(134) (358) 
joint (H) 483 744 (268) (550) 200 79 00 0 
Note: 1. (H) = horizontal direction 
2. Maximum imposed shear forces and shear force capacities are calculated assuming 
that the plastic hinges formed in the columns of Unit 1 and in the beams of Unit 2; and 
the maximum imposed shear forces are calculated assuming that the Units reached their 
flexural strengths at the plastic hinges. 
3. Shear force capacities shown without brackets are those calculated using the 
methods of NZS3101:1995 [N1] for ductile frames at the plastic hinges and for elastic 
behaviour elsewhere. 
4. Shear force capacities shown with brackets are those calculated using the methods of 
Reference P6 assuming curvature ductility factor greater than 10 at the plastic hinges 
and elastic behaviour elsewhere. That is, the values of k used were: 
Unit 1 : For beams k = 0.2, columns k = 0.1 and joint k = 0.3 
Unit 2 : For beams k = 0.05, columns k = 0.29 and joint k = 0.3 
5. The nominal shear stresses at the theoretical flexural strength of the columns of Unit 1 
was 0.10..Jl in the columns and 0.073..Jl MPa in the beams; 
The nominal shear stresses at the theoretical flexural strength of the beams of Unit 2 was 
0.15..Jl in the columns and 0.15..Jl MPa in the beams. 
6. The nominal horizontal joint shear stresses at the theoretical flexural strength of the 
columns of Unit 1 was 0.5..Jl MPa, and that at the theoretical flexural strength of the 
beams of Unit 2 was 0.8..Jl MPa. 
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From Table 4.6, it is apparent that, for both units, both the spacing and the diameter of the 
beam and column transverse reinforcement in the plastic hinge regions met neither the 
requirement of NZS3101: 1995 [Nl] for shear strength nor the requirements for the 
prevention of longitudinal bar buckling for structures designed for ductility. 
Also shown in brackets are the shear force capacities of the beams, columns and beam-
column joints calculated using the method recommended by Park [P6]. It is evident that 
the shear force capacities calculated using the methods proposed by Park are greater than 
those calculated using the methods of NZS3101: 1995 [Nl]. For the two interior beam-
column joint units, the shear force capacities calculated using the method recommended 
by Park [P6] were adequate except for the beams of Unit 2 and the beam-column joints of 
the units. 
4.3.1.3 Anchorage Development of the Longitudinal Reinforcement 
The development length of longitudinal reinforcing bars within the joint region is of 
concern, especially when plain round longitudinal reinforcement is used. The ratio of 
column depth to beam bar diameter, for both beam-interior column joint units, was 
h 
de =12.5. According to NZS3101: 1995 [Nl], the ratio of column depth to beam bar 
b 
diameter when deformed longitudinal bars are used should not be less than 14.7 for Unit 1 
assuming that plastic hinges form in the columns and 17.4 for Unit 2 assuming that plastic 
hinges form in the beams. The use of plain round longitudinal bars would require at least 
twice this needed development length, and on this approximate basis the ratio of column 
depth to beam bar diameter should not have been less than at least 30 for Unit 1 and 35 for 
Unit 2. Therefore, the available development length of the plain round beam bars was 
quite inadequate. 
NZS3101: 1995 also has a requirement for the development length of column longitudinal 
reinforcing bars within the joint region. The ratio of the beam depth to the column bar 
diameter for both interior beam-column joint units was 20.8. According to NZS3101: 
1995, for ductile frames, the ratio of beam depth to column bar diameter, when deformed 
longitudinal bars are used, should not be less than 15.1 for Unit 1 assuming that plastic 
hinges form in the columns and 11.5 for Unit 2 assuming that plastic hinges form in the 
beams. As before, the use of plain round longitudinal bars would require at least twice 
this needed development length, and this means that the ratio of beam depth to column bar 
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diameter should not have been less than at least 30 for Unit 1 and 23 for Unit 2. Again, the 
available development length of the plain round column bars was inadequate. 
Hence significant bond degradation, resulting in slip along the longitudinal bars, would be 
expected within the beam-column joint region of both units. Bond deterioration along the 
longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region may reduce the flexural strength and 
stiffness of the linear members and reduce ductility capacity of the whole building, but it 
may improve the shear strength of the joint core due to easier actuation of the joint 
concrete strut mechanism. The investigation into the joint performance is of particular 
importance because the beam-column joint cores of the as-built reinforced concrete 
structure were identified to be very critical in shear by the analysis of the whole structure. 
4.3.1.4 Discussion of the Seismic Assessment 
The seismic assessment of the two as-built interior beam-column joint units identified 
three design deficiencies for Units 1 and 2. 
(1). The amount of transverse reinforcement in the plastic hinge regions was not adequate 
for the prevention of the longitudinal bar buckling, according to current seismic code 
NZS3101: 1995. 
(2). The shear force resisting capacities in the beam-column joint cores of both units and 
in the beams of Unit 2 were inadequate. 
(3). Significant bar slip within the beam-column joint regions along the longitudinal 
reinforcement would be expected. This was due to the combined effects of relatively small 
anchorage development lengths of the longitudinal reinforcement and the use of the plain 
round longitudinal bars. 
However, it is to be noted that both the current seismic code NZS 3101: 1995 and the 
seismic assessment procedure proposed by Park [P6] are only applicable to the situations 
where the deformed longitudinal reinforcement was used, especially the procedure 
proposed by Park [P6], which was derived from limited experimental evidence obtained 
from beam-column joint assemblies reinforced by deformed longitudinal. reinforcement. 
The predicted significant bar slip along the longitudinal reinforcement within the beam-
column joint regions may improve the shear behaviour of the beam-column joint cores. 
This occurs due to the enhanced joint shear capacity resulting from the easier concrete 
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crack closing in the flexural compression side of the framing members. Also when plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement is used, the main shear resisting mechanism in linear 
reinforced concrete members becomes the robust concrete thrust, which is very different 
from the ones with deformed longitudinal bars, so the beams of Unit 2 may be not critical 
in shear. 
As a result, the most critical design aspects of the units became large fixed-end rotations, 
due to severe bond degradation and slip along the longitudinal reinforcement within the 
joint core andlor inadequate transverse reinforcement required for preventing the 
longitudinal bar buckling and confining the compressed concrete,especially for 
preventing the longitudinal bar buckling in this case with relatively low level of column 
axial load. 
4.3.2 Exterior Beam-Column Joint Test Units 
4.3.2.1 Theoretical Flexural Strengths 
As for the case of the interior beam-column joint units, the flexural strengths curvatures at 
first yield and at ultimate of the beams and columns of the four exterior beam-column 
joint units were calculated assuming no bond degradation and using the measured material 
strengths, a rectangular compressive stress block as recommended by NZS3101: 1995 
[Nt] and a strength reduction factor <I> of unity. Again the ultimate compression strain of 
the concrete was assumed to be 0.004 in calculating the ultimate curvature and 0.003 in 
calculating the flexural strengths of the members. The detailed investigation of the amount 
of transverse reinforcement in the members can be found in Appendix A. The theoretical 
flexural strengths, yield curvatures, ultimate curvatures and curvature ductility factors of 
the members are summarised in Table 4.7 for the four units. From Table 4.7, it is evident 
that all the four units would develop plastic hinges in the beams during simulated seismic 
load testing. The strengths of the test units in terms of storey shears at the theoretical 
flexural strength of the critical member, the beam, of Units E11, EJ2, E13 and EJ4 were 
about the same, being about 67 kN when governed by the beam negative flexural strength, 
and 45 kN when governed by the beam positive flexural strength. This was because the 
variation of concrete compressive strength has only a small effect on the flexural strengths 
of members, as described by Brunsdon and Priestley in 1975 [Bl], and the yield strength 
of the longitudinal reinforcement dominates the flexural strength of the members. The 
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longitudinal reinforcement steel used in Units EJI, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 was from the same 
steel batch and was of the same steel property. 
Table 4.7 Theoretical flexural strengths and curvature properties of members for exterior beam-
Column Joints EJl, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 
Unit Component Flexural strength 
of the Unit 
of members 
(kN-m) 
EJl beam 129 (+) 
190 (-) 
Column • 120 
EJ2 beam 128 (+) 
189 (-) 
column • 119 
EB beam 129 (+) 
190 (-) 
column·' 392 
EJ4 Beam 129 (+) 
190 (-) 
column .+. 400 
+ beam positive bending direction 
- beam negative bending direction 
• with zero axial column load present 
¢y (mm-1) 
(xlO--6) 
4.5 (+) 
4.9 (-) 
4.8 
4.6 (+) 
5.0 (-) 
4.9 
4.5 (+) 
4.9 (-) 
7.9 
4.5 (+) 
4.9 (-) 
7.7 
.. with axial column load present of 0.25 f;Ag 
••• with axial column load present of 0.23 f;Ag 
¢u (mm-1) P; 
(xlO-s) (=~) 
¢y 
9.9 (+) 22(+) 
8.6 (-) 18 (-) 
11.3 24 
9.8 (+) 21 (+) 
8.2 (-) 16 (-) 
10.9 22 
10 (+) 22(+) 
8.7 (-) 18 (-) 
2.4 3 
10 (+) 22(+) 
8.7 (-) 18 (-) 
2.5 3 
4.3.2.2 Investigation of Amount of Transverse Reinforcement 
L:Mcolumn 
M beam 
2.07 (+) 
1.40 (-) 
2.07 (+) 
1.40 (-) 
6.76 (+) 
4.59(-) 
6.90 (+) 
4.68 (-) 
Similar to the case for the interior beam-column joint units, the amount of transverse 
reinforcement in the members and the joints is also investigated for the four exterior 
beam-column joint units, and details can be seen in Appendix A. 
The imposed shear forces on the members, which are associated withthe above-calculated 
theoretical flexural strengths of the units, are compared with the available shear strengths 
of the members in Table 4.8. The available shear strengths of the members are calculated 
using the measured material strengths and assuming a strength reduction factor .p of unity. 
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T bI 48 Sh a e ear, concre e con memen an antl- uc mg t fi t d 'b kl' 
Part of Maximum Imposed She - 11,",,-1'\ Shear Force Capacity (kN) 
Units EIl EJ2 
I 
EJ3 EJ4 EJ3 EJ4 I-i 
Shear beams 113 113 ]13 113 22 22 22 22 
strength (62) (59) (62) (63) 
requirement 
columns 67.5 67.2 67.5 67.5 156 147 255 257 
(325) (304) • (512) (528) 
joint (H) 368 368 368 
1
368 (141) (361) (505) (933) 
Concrete Part of Required Amount Actual Amount 
confinement Units Spacing (mm) Area (mm2) Spacing (mm) Area (mm2) 
and anti-
buckling 
beam 115 68 380 56.6 
columns 153 43 305 56.6 
joint (H) 200 79 250 56.6 
.. 1. H means honzontal Jomt shear. 
2. The imposed horizontal shear force on the joint at the attainment of the theoretical 
strength of the units would result in a nominal horizontal joint shear stress Vjh = 
Vjh I Aj of 0.05 Ie' MPa, 0.06 Ie' MPa, 0.05 Ic'MPa and 0.05 I; MPa, for Units EIl, 
EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4, respectively. These Vjh values are also equivalent to 0.3.J/: MPa, 
0.3.J/: MPa, 0.3.J/: MPa and 0.3.J/: MPa, for Units EJ1, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4, 
respectively. 
3. The maximum nominal shear stresses in the beams of all the Units at the negative flexural 
strengths of the beams were 0.82MPa, being 0.14 .J/: MPa for EJ1, 0.15.J/: MPa for EJ2, 
0.14.J/: MPaforEJ3andO.14.J/: MPa for EJ4. 
4. The maximum nominal shear stresses in the columns were 0.35MPa, being 0.06.J/: MPa 
for Units En, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4. 
6. The values with brackets are the estimated shear force capacities using the seismic assessment 
proposed in Reference P6, and the values without brackets are the estimated shear force 
capacities using current code method of NZS3101: 1995. 
The available shear force strengths of the beams were calculated using the method of 
NZS3101: 1995 for structures designed for ductility because the beams of all the four tests 
were expected to form plastic hinges, and the available shear force strengths of the 
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columns were calculated using the non-seismic provisions of NZS3101: 1995, since they 
were not expected to develop plastic hinges. In addition, the available shear strengths of 
the members were also calculated using the seismic assessment procedures suggested by 
Park [P6] , and the values are shown in brackets in Table 4.8. Table 4.8 shows that the 
shear force capacities of the members estimated using the method of current code 
NZS3101: 1995 are very conservative, compared to those estimated using the seismic 
assessment procedures proposed by Park [P6]. It is apparent from Table 4.8 that, for all 
the four exterior beam-column joint units, the available beam shear force strengths were 
quite inadequate according to both the NZS3101 method and the seismic assessment 
procedure proposed by Park [P6]. The beam shear performance was hence expected to be 
very critical for all the four exterior beam-column joint tests. 
The imposed shear forces on the joints during testing are calculated at the theoretical 
strengths of the units and are compared with the available joint shear strengths in Table 
4.8 as well. The available shear strengths of the beam-column joints are estimated for the 
four exterior beam-column joint units only using the procedure proposed by Park [P6] 
because current code NZS3101 does not give a method for calculating the available shear 
force capacities of existing beam-column joints. Evidently, the available joint shear 
strengths estimated using the method proposed by Park [P6] are adequate except the joint 
shear capacity of Unit EJI, which was tested with zero axial column load and had the 
beam longitudinal reinforcement bent away from the joint core. 
Finally, the amount of transverse reinforcement needed for the confinement of the 
compressed concrete and for the prevention of the longitudinal bars from buckling by 
NZS3101: 1995 [Nl] was also calculated and compared with the actual quantities in Table 
4.8. The seismic assessment procedure proposed by Park [P6] gives no method for 
assessing the required amoq,nt of transverse reinforcement for preventing the longitudinal 
bar buckling and confining the compressed concrete. Table 4.8 illustrates that neither the 
spacing nor the cross sectional area of the beam and column transverse reinforcement met 
the requirement of NZS3101: 1995 for confinement of the compressed concrete and for 
the prevention of longitudinal bar buckling. In this case, significant bar buckling might 
take place, especially when high axial column load is present. For the tests, the axial 
column load was low, the column transverse reinforcement is more needed for anti-
buckling than for confining the compressed concrete. 
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Another issue of concern could be the distance between the first set of ties in the column 
and that within the joint core for column bars not restrained against buckling by beam. 
NZS3101: 1995 requires this distance not to be greater than 6 times the diameter of the 
column bar, namely, 124 mm. The actual distance was 305 mm, and this again indicates 
possible bar buckling of the outer column bars in the vicinity of the joint core. 
4.3.2.3 Anchorage of Beam Longitudinal Reinforcement in Exterior Columns 
The anchorage detail of the beam longitudinal bars in exterior column plays an important 
role in the transfer of the member forces across the joint core for exterior beam-column 
joint assemblies. NZS3101: 1995 requires the deformed beam longitudinal reinforcement 
to be bent into the joint core in exterior columns in order to engage the diagonal 
compression stmt and hence to achieve the best force transmission path across the joint 
core, that is, corner to corner joint diagonal concrete compression strut. Apparently, the 
bending configuration of the beam longitudinal reinforcement in the exterior columns of 
Units EJ2 and EJ4 satisfied the current code requirement, but the used steel type did not 
satisfy the current code requirement. For Units En and EJ3, neither the used steel type of 
the longitudinal reinforcing bars nor the bending configuration of the beam longitudinal 
reinforcing bars in exterior columns met the requirements of the current seismic code 
NZS3101: 1995. As a result, two questions arise: one is how the member forces can be 
transferred across the joint cores of Units En and EJ3, and the other is how the use of the 
plain round bars affects the postulated joint shear force path for Unit EJ2 and Unit EJ4. 
4.3.2.4 Discussion of the Seismic Assessment 
In summary, the conducted seismic assessment of units En, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 identified 
three critical issues. 
(1). The beam transverse reinforcement was not adequate according to the requirement for 
shear resistance. 
(2). The amount of transverse reinforcement in the beams and columns was inadequate for 
the prevention of buckling of the longitudinal reinforcement. 
(3). The beam bar hook details of Unit En and Unit EJ3 did not provide the best force 
transfer across the joint cores and this is further aggravated by the use of the plain round 
longitudinal bars. 
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As stated in Section 4.3.1.4, severe bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement 
due to the use of plain bar reinforcement could cause the shear resisting mechanism in 
linear reinforced concrete members and the joint cores to be very different from the 
postulated ones with the deformed bar reinforcement. The current seismic design and 
assessment procedures were established on the basis of the experimental data with 
deformed bars. Hence, the shear performance of the beam-column joint core of Unit En 
and the shear performance of the beam of the units may be not critical. 
Regarding the effects of the beam bar hook details in the exterior columns and the use of 
the plain round longitudinal bars, the joint shear resisting mechanisms of the exterior 
beam-column joints are examined in detail in Section 4.4 in order to facilitate the 
understanding of the possibility of actuating an alternative joint force path when the beam 
bar hooks were bent away from the joint cores and also to facilitate the understanding of 
the effect of the use of plain round longitudinal bars. 
4.4 SHEAR RESISTING MECHANISMS OF THE EXTERIOR BEAM-
COLUMN JOINTS 
4.4.1 Joint Shear Mechanisms of Exterior Beam-Column Joints EJ2 and EJ4 
In designing exterior beam-column joints according to NZS3101: 1995[N1], the deformed 
beam longitudinal bars are required to b~ bent into the joint cores in exterior columns and 
adequate joint shear reinforcement needs to be provided. The postulated joint shear 
resisting mechanisms in this case by NZS3101: 1995 are a corner to corner joint concrete 
strut mechanism and one joint truss mechanism as shown in Fig. 4.3 (a) and 4.3(b). 
As shown in Fig. 4.3, the resistance to the postulated joint concrete strut D induces lateral 
concrete tensile stresses around the beam bar hooks. This tendency is further exacerbated 
by the forces transmitted by the beam bar hooks to the outer layer of column longitudinal 
reinforcement, resulting in possible premature concrete failure due to tension cracking 
induced by the beam bar hooks. If this does occur, the beam bar hooks will open, similar 
to that of 90° stirrups after concrete cover spalling occurs, as suggested by the dotted line 
in Fig. 4.3 (c). 
For well-designed exterior beam-column joint assemblies, deformed beam bar hooks are 
bent into the joint core and adequate joint horizontal hoop reinforcement is provided in the 
region of the beam bar hooks. Patt of the beam tension force is transmitted to the joint 
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core concrete by bond and resisted by the postulated joint truss mechanism shown in Fig. 
4.3(b). Even if concrete tension cracking occurs along the beam bar hooks, adequate joint 
horizontal shear reinforcement can well restrain the opening action of the beam bar hooks, 
and an effective concrete strut mechanism can be activated within the joint core. 
I-
T 
(a) Concrete Strut Mechanism (b) Truss Mechanism 
ft~~~~==================~ 
possible opening I T b 
of the beam bar /<J 
hooks ~ Cb 
To C. 
(c) Potential Straightening Action of the Beam Bar Hook 
FigA.3 Shear Resisting Mechanism in Exterior Beam-Column Joints with the Beam Bar 
Hooks Bent into the Joint Core 
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The postulated joint concrete strut mechanism in Fig. 4.3( a) of exterior beam-column joint 
assemblies can only be actuated if the premature failure associated with the opening action 
of the beam bar hooks can be prevented. 
For Units EJ2 or EJ4, typical design deficiencies were the use of plain bar reinforcement 
and very limited joint horizontal shear reinforcement present. Regarding the use of plain 
bar reinforcement, 'the resulting severe bond degradation and slip from the use of plain 
round bar reinforcement along the beam longitudinal bars within the joint core could 
increase the demand for transmitting the beam steel tension force at the bends of the beam 
longitudinal bars by the joint diagonal concrete strut, enhancing the possible premature 
concrete tension cracking failure initiated by the beam bar hooks and leading to increased 
demand for the joint horizontal shear reinforcement to prevent such a failure, compared to 
the case with deformed reinforcing bars. However the joint core of Units EJ2 or EJ4 
contained only limited joint shear reinforcement and therefore premature failure associated 
with the opening action of the beam bar hooks could control the seismic performance of 
the system. As a consequence, the effectiveness of the joint concrete strut mechanism 
could diminish. 
Evidently, the exterior beam-column joint assemblies reinforced by plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement and with the beam bar hooks bent into the joint cores, as was 
the case for Unit EJ2 or Unit EJ4, emphasise the need for joint horizontal shear 
reinforcement within the beam bar hooks. 
4.4.2 An Alternative Joint Model for the Exterior Beam-Column Joints EJl and EJ3 
As stated in section 4.3.2.2, for Units EJI or EB, neither the arrangement of the beam bar 
hooks in exterior column nor the plain round bars used satisfied the requirements of 
NZS3101: 1995. Apart from this, the amount of column transverse reinforcement was 
very inadequate according to NZS3101: 1995 requirements for anti-buckling, especially 
above and below the joint core. 
When the beam longitudinal bars are bent out of the joint cores in exterior columns as for 
Units EJI or EB, the beam steel tensile force transfer within the bend has to be as 
illustrated in Fig. 4.4 (a). The resistance within the bend to the beam steel tension force 
could potentially cause the concrete tension cracking in the columns initiated by the beam 
bar hooks, and such concrete tension cracking could be further enhanced by column bar 
buckling above and below the joint core. If this does occur, the beam bar hooks will open 
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up as suggested in Fig. 4.4 (a). To restrain the opening ofthe beam bar hooks of Units En 
or EJ3 and to develop the concrete compressive struts, extensive column transverse 
reinforcement immediately above and below the joint core is required in the region of the 
beam bar hooks. 
Due to the use of plain bar reinforcement for Units EJl and EJ3, severe bond degradation 
and bar slip would be expected along the longitudinal reinforcement. As a result, column 
bar buckling adjacent to the joint core along the outer layer of longitudinal column bars 
which are not restrained by the lateral beam would be enhanced. Also the beam steel 
tension forces at the column inner face would be mainly transmitted within the bend of the 
beam bars. Hence the possibility of the above described premature failure associated with 
the interaction of column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks 
would increase, and the need for column transverse reinforcement above and below the 
joint core would further increase as well. However, the seismic performance of the whole 
system would be independent of the amount of joint core shear reinforcement in this case, 
contrary to Units EJ2 or EJ4. 
For the exterior beam-column joint Units EJl or EJ3, column transverse reinforcement 
was sparse and the first set of column transverse reinforcement was far away from the 
beam faces. Column bar buckling, especially along the outer layer of the column 
longitudinal bars, above and below the joint core, would be unavoided. As a result, 
concrete cover spalling could take place in this region, enhancing the opening of the beam 
bar hooks and leading to the premature concrete cracking failure associated with the 
interaction of column bar buckling and the opening of the beam bar hooks. 
However, an alternative force path with the beam bar hooks bent out of the joint cores in 
exterior columns could be developed should sufficient column transverse confmement be 
provided adjacent to but outside of the joint core [P9], as illustrated in FigA.4(b). 
Extensive column transverse confinement within the region of the beam bar hooks can not 
only control the above described premature concrete tension cracking failure, but also 
generate at the outer column face clamping forces which are necessary for the formation 
of the inclined concrete compression strut actions of D across the joint core and Dl in the 
columns. It should be appreciated that sufficient column compressive area beyond the 
beam bar hooks would make the actuation of the alternative joint force path more 
comfortable, as shown in FigAA( c). In this case, the effective force path for transmitting 
the member forces across the joint core is a steeper concrete strut D running 
possible "" Me 
opening 
\ 
induced 
tensile Tb 
stress 
Cb 
Te Ce. 
(a). Potential Straightening Action 
of the Beam Bar Hooks 
main bars in 
new'acket 
new column 
face after 
retrofit 
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Mb 
~Me 
) 
Cb 
Mb 
Tc C 
(b). An Alternative Force Path across 
the Joint Core 
(c). the Alternative Joint Force Path after Increasing Column Depth 
FigAA An Alternative Force Path across the Joint Cores of Units EJl and EJ3 
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from one joint corner to the midway of the confined column zone, rather than corner to 
corner joint diagonal strut. This is illustrated in Fig. 4.4 (b) and Fig.4.4(c). Actuation of 
the strut action, Dl, would lead to reduced column flexural strength, but the provided 
transverse confmement would significantly enhance the bond strength along the plain 
round column longitudinal bars, leading to the increase in the available column flexural 
strength. 
4.5 RETROFIT SCHEME USED FOR UNIT REJI 
As explained in section 4.4.2, the fundamental element of retrofitting the exterior beam· 
column joint assemblies with the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core is to 
provide extensive column transverse confmement above and below the joint core. The 
increase of the column depth would facilitate the actuation of the suggested alternative 
joint force path in Fig.4.4. Many retrofit methods can achieve this effect, for instance, 
external ordinary or prestressed reinforced concrete jacketing of the exterior columns, 
fibre·glass jacketing et al. Prestress reinforced concrete jacketing would give a much 
better effect of the retrofit. 
In this research project, the postulation for achieving the alternative joint force path shown 
in Fig.4.4 was testified by conducting simulated seismic loading test on the retrofitted Unit 
REJ 1, which was the damaged Unit EJ 1 and retrofitted by external fibre· glass jacketing. 
Fibre-glass jacket 
200mm 
200mm 
FigA.5 Retrofit Scheme Using 
Fibre-Glass Jacketing 
Table 4.9 Properties offlbre-glass 
Ultimate tensile strength 400MPa 
I lOOMPa : Design tensile strength 
Elastic Modulus 20000MPa 
Cross sectional area oer wrap 508mm2 
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A fibre-glass jacket of eight layers, which gave a cross sectional area per wrap of 508 
mm 2 , was used to wrap the column areas of 200 mm immediately above and below the 
joint core of the damaged Unit En (see FigA.5). The Unit then became Unit REn. The 
material properties of fibre-glass are shown in Table 4.9. Resin injection was used before 
the fibre-glass jacketing in order to enhance the damaged bond strength and to repair the 
cracked regions. 
4.6 EFFECT OF AXIAL COLUMN LOAD 
Should compressive axial load be present in the column, as for the tests on Units EB and 
EJ4, the depths of column flexural compression zones will increase, leading to enhanced 
concrete strut capacity and also leading to enhanced force transmission of the beam steel 
tensile forces to the concrete by bond within the joint core. Due to enhanced force 
transmission from the beam tension steel to the concrete by bond, the portion of the beam 
steel tensile forces to be transmitted at the bend in the form of the resistance to Dl reduces 
and the possibility of the premature failure caused by interaction of column bar buckling 
and the opening action of the beam bar hooks diminishes as well. At some stage when the 
axial column load is large enough, the concrete cracking initiated by the beam bar hooks 
may be totally avoided. In this case, retrofit using external passive confinement method in 
the column areas above and below the joint core will not make any difference in the 
seismic behaviour, compared with the seismic behaviour of the as-built units. However, 
the beneficial effect of column compressive axial load is not limitless. When the column 
axial load is large, the compressive strength of joint concrete compressive strut will 
govern the performance of the system. 
4.7 CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter, the overall dimensions and the reinforcing details of all the test units 
involved in this study were described. Possible seismic performance of the as-built beam-
column joint test units was assessed according to the code method and the capacity design 
based seismic assessment approach. In addition, the force transfer path across the joint 
core in as-built exterior beam-column joint subassemblages was examined and the 
alternative force path to transfer the steel force across the joint core of the exterior beam-
column joint unit with the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core was postulated. 
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Ba.<;ed on that, the retrofit method for the as-built exterior beam-column joint with the 
beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core wa.<; proposed. 
The current project involved two as-built full-scale interior beam-column joint units, four 
as-built exterior beam-column joint units and one retrofitted as-built exterior beam-
column joint unit. As-built beam-column joint units contained plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement and represented an existing reinforced concrete frame structure constructed 
in the later 1950s in New Zealand. Two as-built interior beam-column joint units were 
identical but tested under simulated seismic loading with different column axial load. The 
four as-built exterior beam-column joint units were identical except the beam bar hook 
details in the exterior columns and the four units were tested under simulated seismic 
loading with different column axial load. 
1. Seismic assessment conducted for the as-built interior beam-column joint units led 
to the following conclusions: 
(a). According to the New Zealand code NZS3101: 1995, the available shear force 
capacity in the columns was 51 % of the shear demands at developing the theoretical 
strength of the unit, when the unit was tested with zero column axial load, and the 
available shear force strength of the beams was only 15% of the shear demands at 
developing the theoretical strength of the unit, when the unit was tested with the column 
compressive axial load of 0.12Agfc' present. 
(b). The shear force capacities in the joint according to the seismic assessment method 
proposed by Park was respectively 55% and 74% of the shear demands for the case with 
zero column axial load and for the case with the column compressive axial load of 
0.12Agfc ' present. 
(c). The diameters' of the plain round longitudinal bars passing through the joint core were 
larger than the code permitted value,· and severe bond degradation would be expected 
within the joint region. 
(d). The transverse reinforcement in the beams and columns were very inadequate, 
according to the code requirements for anti-buckling and concrete confinement. 
2. Seismic assessment conducted for the as-built exterior beam-column joint units led 
to the following conclusions: 
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(a). The beam and column transverse reinforcement was inadequate for all the as-built 
exterior beam-column joint units, according to the requirement for preventing the 
longitudinal reinforcement from buckling and confining the compressed concrete, and/or 
the requirement for providing the shear force strengths. For all the as-built exterior beam-
column joint units, the available beam shear force capacity was only 20% of the shear 
demand at developing the theoretical force strength .of the unit, according to NZS3101: 
1995. 
(b). The shear force capacities of the as-built exterior beam-column joint cores were 
adequate except for the unit, which had the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core 
and was tested with zero axial column load. 
(c). The first set of column stirrups was not close enough to the beam face, according to 
NZS310l: 1995. As a result, column bar buckling would be expected adjacent to the joint 
core. 
3. Examination of the force transfer across the exterior beam-column joint core led to 
the following conclusions: 
(a). Due to the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement and only small amount of 
column transverse reinforcement within the beam bar hook range, premature concrete 
tension cracking failure along the beam bar hooks could occur. 
(b). Different beam bar hook details were expected to actuate different joint force transfer 
paths and therefore would emphasise the need for column transverse reinforcement at 
different locations. When the beam bar hooks are bent away from the joint core in the 
exterior columns, an alternative joint force path would be possible should sufficient 
column transverse confmement be available just above and below the joint core. Increase 
in the colunm depth, for instance, by external reinforced concrete jacketing of the exterior 
columns, would facilitate the actuation of the postulated alternative j oint forced path. 
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CHAPTERS 
TESTS ON THE INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR BEAM-
COLUMN JOINT UNITS 
5.1 LOAD APPLICATION AND REACTION 
Testing was carried out on the Structural Laboratory's Reinforced Concrete Strong Floor 
at the University of Canterbury. Each hold down point of the strong floor has a tensile 
capacity of 10 tonnes. 
For the two identical interior beam-column joint units, Unit 1 was tested under simulated 
seismic loading with zero axial column load and Unit 2 was tested under simulated 
seismic loading with a constant axial column load of 800 kN, producing a column axial 
load ratio of 0.12 for Unit 2. The column axial load ratio is calculated by N* I f;AII , where 
N* is the axial column compressive load; f: is the measured concrete compressive. 
cylinder strength; and Ag is the column gross cross-sectional area. 
For the exterior beam-column joint units, as-built Units En and EJ3 as well as the 
retrofitted Unit REJ1 were tested under simulated seismic loading with zero axial column 
load, and as-built Units EJ2 and EJ4 were tested under simulated seismic loading with a 
constant compressive axial column load N* of 1800kN, which produced a column axial 
load ratio of 0.25 and 0.23 respectively for Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4, based on the measured 
concrete compressive cylinder strengths 
Independent loading rigs were designed to accommodate the simulated seismic loading 
and the constant compressive axial load on the top ofthe columns, respectively. 
Seismic loading was simulated by applying vertical forces at the beam ends while the 
column ends were prevented from displacing horizontally by holding the columns in 
position using a horizontal strut to connect the top of column with the steel reaction frame 
(see Fig.5.l) in order to induce the desired moment reversed across the joint as sketched in 
Fig. 5.2. The ends of the beams and columns were free to rotate, and the ends of the beams 
were also free to move axially. For the tests on interior beam- column joint units, two 
independent hydraulic jacks were used to apply vertical forces at two beam-ends. 
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Fig. 5.1 Method of Loading Exterior Beam-Column Joints 
Vc 
(a). Interior Beam-Column Joints (b) Exterior Beam-Colunm Joints 
Fig. 5.2 Moment Reversed across the Joint Core during Earthquakes 
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Fig. 5.4 Overall Configuration of Loading Rigs for Testing Exterior Beam-Column Joint 
Units EJ2, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 
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Vertical displacement of each beam end was maintained equal but opposite during 
displacement-controlled loading stages. For the tests on the exterior beam-column joint 
units, one hydraulic jack was used to apply a vertical force at the beam-end. 
Apart from simulated seismic loading, a constant compressive axial load of 800 kN was 
applied to the column of Unit 2 by the axial loading rig which ran 45° to the lateral loading 
plane across the specimen and comprised of a triangular-shaped steel reaction beam and 
two strong steel reaction columns. Each of the two strong steel reaction columns in the 
axial loading rig was connected with the reinforced concrete strong floor by four high 
strength bolts to transmit the induced reaction forces to the strong floor. Maximum tensile 
capacity of each bolt in the strong floor is 10 tonnes, and it meant that the maximum 
tensile axial load capacity of each steel reaction column was 400 kN and hence that the 
maximum possible compressive axial load applied to the columns of Unit 2 was 800 kN. 
The specified concrete compressive cylinder strength was 30 MPa for Unit 2, and this 
meant a column axial load ratio of 0.2 for test of Unit 2. However, the measured concrete 
compressive cylinder strength at the time of testing Unit 2 was 48.9 MPa, and it was 60% 
higher than the specified concrete compressive strength. Hence the axial column load of 
800 kN gave only an column axial load ratio of 0.12 for Unit 2. The overall configuration 
of the loading rigs for testing interior beam-column joint units is shown in Fig. 5.3, where 
both the simulated seismic loading rig and the axial loading rig were employed. When 
Unit 1 was tested, the axial loading rig was removed. 
Similarly, a constant compressive axial load of 1800 kN was applied to the columns of 
Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4 by a self-contained steel loading rig, which consisted of the top and 
bottom steel loading heads (reaction beams), hydraulic rams as well as two high strength 
tension rods. The measured concrete compressive cylinder strength at the time of testing 
was 34 MPa for Unit EJ3, and 36.5 MPa for Unit EJ4. Hence, the constant compressive 
axial column load of 1800 kN produced a column axial load ratio of 0.25 for test of Unit 
EB and 0.23 for test of EJ4. The overall configuration of the loading rigs for testing 
exterior beam-column joint units is shown in Fig. 5.4, where both the simulated seismic 
loading rig and the axial loading rig were employed. When Units En and EJ2 and REH 
were tested, axial loading rig was removed. 
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To accommodate the column end rotations and maintain a vertical axial column load 
during testing, a rock seat was used for test of Unit 2 between the top of the column and 
the bottom surface of the triangular reaction beam. Similarly, a rock seat was used for tests 
of EJ3 and EJ4 between the bottom of the column and the top surface of the bottom steel 
reaction beam of the axial loading rig. 
5.2 INSTRUMENTATION 
5.2.1 Measurement to Determine the Hysteresis Loops 
A property that needs to be appreciated in the evaluation of structural seismic performance 
is the force-displacement hysteretic response. The force-displacement hysteretic response 
indicates the energy dissipation capacity of the structure by considering the area 
encompassed by the hysteresis loops. In this study, the beam end loads (beam shears) and 
the correspondent beam end displacements were measured. The storey shear and the storey 
displacement could be found by considering the equilibrium criteria and the geometry of 
the unit on the basis of the measured beam end forces and displacements as described in 
the following. Hence the measurements of the beam end load(s) and the corresponding 
beam end displacement(s) enables the acquisition of the hysteretic responses of both the 
individual beam and the whole test units. For the purpose of a check, the storey (column) 
shear force was also directly measured during testing for both the interior and the exterior 
beam-column joint tests. 
5.2.1.1 Force Measurement 
For each interior beam-column joint unit, three load cells were used to measure loads. 
Load cell Ll was used to measure storey (column) shear force, and Load cells L2 and L3 
were used to measure beam end loads, as shown in Fig.5.3 (a). 
For each exterior beam-column joint unit, two load cells were used to measure loads. Load 
cell Ll was used to measure storey (column) shear force, and load cell L2 was used to 
measure the beam end load, as shown in Fig.5.4 (a). 
Load cell Ll, which was used to measure the storey shear force, was made in this 
laboratory by placing 8 strain gauges on the horizontal strut in such a way that a full bridge 
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circuit was developed and the effects of flexure could be eliminated [H4]. Load cell Ll 
was calibrated in an Avery Universal Testing Machine. 
The beam end load cells, L2 and L3, have built-in electrical circuits, giving a total 
resistance of 700 ohms. Each beam end load cell was connected in series with a hydraulic 
jack and had two outputs. One output of each beam end load cell was read directly using a 
strain indicator against which the load cell had been calibrated in an Avery Universal 
Testing Machine. Therefore it was possible to apply load during load-controlled stages by 
directly reading the load from the strain indicator. The other output of the beam end load 
cell was used to drive the Y-axis of the X-Y plotter. The X-axis of the X-Y plotter was 
driven by the signal from a linear potentiometer that measured the correspondent beam 
vertical displacement, see Section 5.2.1.2 below. Hence it was possible to obtain an 
instantaneous plot of beam end vertical force versus beam end lateral displacement for 
each beam. 
5.2.1.2 Displacement Measurement 
The displacement instrumentation for the interior and exterior beam-column joint tests is 
shown in Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.6 respectively. For all the tests on both interior and exterior 
beam-column joint units, two linear potentiometers of 300 mm travel were used to 
measure the vertical displacements at each beam end, and the linear potentiometer closer 
to the beam pin end was connected with the correspondent X-Y plotter to drive its X-axis. 
It was therefore possible for the X-Y plotter to give instantaneous plots of the beam-end 
lateral load versus beam-end displacement correspondingly. Meanwhile each linear 
potentiometer to drive the X-axis of X-Y plotter was also connected in parallel with a 
Digital Voltage Meter (DVM). Readings from the DVM manually gave immediately the 
value of the gross beam deflection, which was used to monitor the imposed beam end 
displacement in the displacement-controlled loading stages. 
However, the recorded beam end load versus beam end displacement curves given by each 
of the X-Y plotters only served as a reference for monitoring the overall progress of the 
test unit, for the following reasons: 
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At first, the target positions for beam end displacement measurements are some distance 
away inward from the beam end pin positions, hence the measurements must be converted 
into beam end displacements at end pin positions by extrapolating. Also, the measured 
beam deflections included the components due to the sidesway of the seismic loading rig. 
The real displacement should be relative to the line joining the two column end-pins. 
The horizontal movements of the beam-column joint assemblies referred as to be the 
sidesway of the seismic loading rig were detected by the linear potentiometers, hi' hz and 
~ as shown in Fig.5.5 and Fig.5.6. The horizontal movement at the column top pin 
position was measured directly by potentiometer ~, but the horizontal movement at the 
column bottom pin position was found by extrapolating the measurements of 
potentiometers h2 and h3 • With the horizontal movements at the column top and bottom 
pin positions known, the movement of the centre of column top pin position relative to the 
centre of column bottom pin position, ocr' could be reasonably estimated by: 
(5.1) 
The equivalent storey drift, Aeo , and the equivalent storey shear force, Vc ' can be found by 
considering the geometrical and equilibrium relationships of the frame, as shown in Fig. 
5.7. According to the imposed vertical displacements and lateral forces at the beam ends, 
the equivalent storey displacements and storey (column) shear- force can be found as 
follows: 
The equivalent storey displacement is as follows: 
Aeo = [ Ab/ ; abr ] lc 
b 
for interior beam-column joint tests (5.2) 
for exterior beam-column joint tests (5.2), 
The equivalent storey (column) shear force is 
V = ~ll -P,lz 
c (, 
for interior beam-column joint tests (5.3) 
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(a). Interior Beam-Column Joint Units 
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(b) Exterior Beam-Column Joint Units 
Fig. 5.7 Determination of Equivalent Storey Shear and Storey Displacement 
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v :::; P"I" 
C Ie for exterior beam-column joint tests (5.3)' 
where: 
Ie = the storey height, which is 3200 mm for all test units 
I" = the beam span, being 3810 mm for the interior beam-column joint unit and 1905 
mm for the exterior beam-column joint unit 
6.h1 and 6."r = the imposed vertical displacements at the pin ends of the left beam and the 
right beam, respectively (negative downwards) for the interior beam-column joint units 
6." = the imposed vertical displacements at the beam pin end for the exterior beam-
column joint units. 
II and l2 = the loading spans of the left beam and the right beam, respectively, being 1905 
mm for both interior beam-column joint units. 
P
r 
and ~ = the lateral shears applied to the right beam and left beam, respectively 
(negative downwards), for interior beam-column joint units. 
Ph :::; the lateral load applied to the beam end for exterior beam-column joint units. 
6."0:::; the equivalent storey drift 
Vc = the equivalent storey shear force 
Upward acting forces and displacements, as shown in Fig.5.7, which is causing the 
hogging beam moments, are taken positive, while downward loads and displacements, 
which is causing sagging beam moments, are taken negative. 
The equivalent storey drift % is then given by 6.CII 132 for both interior beam-column joint 
tests and exterior beam-column joint tests. 
The real storey displacements should be obtained by deducting the components due to the 
deformations within the loading rig, ocr' This was necessary for plotting storey shear 
versus storey drift curves because considerable horizontal movement of the test unit was 
caused by the sidesway of the steel reaction frame. 
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5.2.2 Force Measurement to Determine the Axial Load on Column 
For the interior beam-column joint Unit 2, a compressive axial load of 0.12Ag !;(= 800 
kN) was applied to the column using a I DO-tonne hydraulic jack and maintained constant 
during simulated seismic loading of that unit. 
For the exterior beam-column joint Units EJ3 and EJ4, a compressive axial load of 1800 
kN was applied to the column using two 1 DO-tonne hydraulic jacks and maintained 
constant during simulated seismic loading of the units. 
The maintenance of the constant column compressive axial load was monitored by a 
pressure gauge calibrated against a Universal Avery Testing Machine. 
5.2.3 Measurement of Average Curvatures 
A number of linear potentiometers of 30 mm or 50 mm travel were used to monitor 
member curvatures. 
Each beam and each column employed several pairs of linear potentiometers in measuring 
the member curvatures within the gauged regions, and each pair of linear potentiometers 
were attached to the two ends of a steel rod embedded in the concrete. Fig. 5.8 (a) and Fig. 
5.8(b) illustrate the arrangement of the curvature linear potentiometers for the beams and 
columns of the interior beam-column joint units, respectively. Fig.5.9 (a) and Fig.5.9 (b) 
illustrate the arrangement of the curvature linear potentiometers for test of Unit EJI and 
the other three exterior beam-column joint units, respectively. All steel rods were fixed 
into the mould using external steel brackets to hold them firm during concreting. 
5.2.4 Measurement of Joint Shear Distortion and Joint Expansion 
The average joint shear distortions and expansions were monitored by two diagonally 
placed linear potentiometers on the joint core as shown in Fig. 5.10. 
The average joint shear distortion rj can be found by 
O. -0.. 1 
r. = rl + r2 = J J (tan a. + ) 
J 21. J tana. 
J J 
(5.4) 
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where OJ and oj' are the changes in the lengths of the diagonals AB' and A'B 
respectively, 1 j is the initial length of the diagonal in the joint core and Uj is the angle of 
the diagonal to the horizontal axis. 
The joint core expansion index is defined as the average value of the length changes of the 
two diagonals, that is, (OJ +0j')/2. because the joint expansion index so obtained is 
proportional to the increase in the volume of the joint core concrete. Evidently, the joint 
expansion index so obtained also can be used as an indicator of the joint core concrete 
failure. 
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5.2.5 Measurement of Reinforcement Strains 
Both electrical resistance strain gauges and linear potentiometers were used to measure 
reinforcement strains. 
5.2.5.1 Measurements by Electrical Resistance Strain Gauges 
The arrangement of electrical resistance strain gauges was exactly the same for the two 
interior beam-column joint units, and it is shown in Fig. 5.11. Eighty - six Showa 
120-ohm electrical resistance strain gauges ( Type Nll - FA - 120-11 ) were used to 
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monitor steel strain variations along the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement in the 
beams, columns and the joints of each unit. 
The arrangement of electrical resistance strain gauges was also the same for the four 
exterior beam-column joint units, and it is shown in Fig.5.12. Fifty-three Showa 120-ohm 
electrical resistance strain gauges (Type Nll-FA-120-11) were used for each Unit to 
monitor steel strain variation along the longitudinal and transverse reinforcement in th~ 
beams, columns and the joint. 
The electrical resistance strain gauges were put on two opposite faces at the same location 
within the joint region because the steel strains in the joint core were to be carefully 
investigated, and the average values were taken as the real steel strains. Elsewhere only 
one gauge was placed at each location. 
The distributions of electrical resistance strain gauges are summarised in Table 5.1 for the 
test units. 
Table 5.1 Distribution of Electrical Resistance Strain Gauges for Unit 1 and Unit 2 
Test Units Components No. of Strain gauges 
Beam longitudinal bars (R-24) 42 
Interior Beam- Column longitudinal bars (R-24) 28 
Column Joint Beam transverse steel (R-6) 4 
Units 1 and 2 Column transverse steel (R-6) 12 
Total 86 
Beam longitudinal bars (R-24) 22 
Exterior Beam- Column longitudinal bars {R-24) 24 
Column Joint Beam transverse steel (R-6) 2 
Units EJl, EJ2 Column transverse steel (R-6) 5 
EJ3 and EJ4 Total 53 
5.2.5.2 Linear Potentiometer Arrangement 
One objective of using linear potentiometers to measure steel strains was to obtain the 
information on bar slip along the reinforcing bars within the joint core. 
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Each interior beam-column joint unit used thirty-six linear potentiometers to measure steel 
strain variations and bar slips within the joint core along the beam and column 
longitudinal reinforcing bars. Each exterior beam-column joint unit used fifteen linear 
potentiometers to measure steel strain variations and bar slips within the joint core along 
the beam and column longitudinal reinforcing bars. 
The linear potentiometers for measuring steel strains were mounted to 10 mm steel rods 
welded to the beam and column main reinforcing bars. Therefore the measurements of the 
linear potentiometers represents the elongation of the reinforcing bars between the two 
gauged points. This method enabled the strain distribution in the reinforcing steel to be 
detected. With two static targets embedded in the joint core concrete, the bar slips within 
the joint region can be also detected. Fig.5.13 and Fig.S.14 show the positions of steel rods 
for mounting the linear potentiometers for the interior beam-column joint units and the 
exterior beam-column joint units, respectively. 
5.2.6 Data Acquisition 
Each of the two interior beam-column joints Unit 1 and Unit 2 required 173 channels, for 
3 load cells, 84 linear potentiometers and 86 electrical resistance strain gauges. Two data 
loggers, CEDACS of 64 channels and Metrabyte data logger of 128 channels, were 
therefore employed for each test. 
For the exterior beam-column joint Units Ell, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4, the required channel 
numbers for each test was less than 128 channels, and only Metrabyte of 128 channels was 
employed for each exterior beam-column joint test. 
Because each bank of the data logger is of the same amplification factor, each bank of the 
data logger contained either electrical resistance strain gauges of the same gain or linear 
potentiometers. 
Two different gains of 200 and 1000 (which are in fact the amplification factors) were set 
up for the electrical resistance strain gauges at critical locations and the electrical 
resistance strain gauges at the non-critical locations respectively, since very different steel 
strains were expected at the critical and non-critical locations. In other words, the gain for 
the electrical resistance strain gauges within the expected plastic hinge 
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regions was set to be 200 since these gauges were expected to record large strains. In 
comparison, the gain for the electrical resistance strain gauges outside the expected 
plastic hinge regions was set to be 1000 because they were expected to record 
relatively low strains. 
The linearity and repeatability of all linear potentiometers were checked after they 
were connected to the data loggers to make sure they would work properly during 
testing. 
5.3 LOADING SEQUENCE 
5.3.1 Cyclic Loading History 
All the tests on the interior and exterior beam-column joint units followed the same 
quasi-static cyclic loading histories on the beam ends as depicted in Fig: 5.15 except 
that the compressive axial load of 800 kN was applied to the column for test on Unit 2 
and the compressive axial load of 1800 kN was applied to the column for tests on Unit 
EJ3 and EJ4 in advance prior to cyclic loading. The first two loading cycles at the 
beam ends were 10ad-controlled, including one cycle to 50% of the theoretical strength 
of the unit and one cycle to 75% of the theoretical strength of the unit. These two 
cycles in the elastic range were followed by a series of deflection-controlled inelastic 
cycles comprising two ful1 cycles at displacement ductility factors of 1, 2 and 3. Each 
loading cycle included one half cycle clockwise loading and the other half anti-
clockwise loading cycle. Clockwise loading for the interior beam-column joints meant 
downward loading at east (right) beam and upward loading at west (left) beam while 
clockwise loading for the exterior beam-column joints meant downward loading at the 
beam end. 
5.3.2 Determination of Yield Displacement and Initial Stiffness 
It is widely accepted in New Zealand that the "first yield" displacement, 6y,test, is 
found experim~ntally by extrapolating the measured stiffness at 75% of the theoretical 
strength linearly up to the theoretical strength of the unit. This method is graphically 
explained in Fig. 5.16, where Vi is the theoretical strength in terms of storey shear of 
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the unit. The imposed displacement ductility factor flA' which was to be used in 
displacement-controlled loading stages, was then defined to be the imposed 
displacement divided by the measured yield displacement ~y.test. The measured initial 
stiffness of the unit, Ke, was then found to be: 
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Ke = Vi I/).y,test (5.5) 
It is clear that, in situations when the measured displacement at first yield as defined 
above is much larger than the theoretically predicted first yield displacement, the 
attained storey drift is a more useful measure of deformation capacity of the 
subassemblage than the displacement ductility factor, since in that case high 
displacement ductility factors are associated with unrealistic~lly high drifts. 
Alternatively, the imposed displacement ductility factor !1A' which was to be used in 
displacement-controlled loading stages, should be defined to be the imposed 
displacement divided by the theoretical yield displacement /).y, theoretical in this case. 
5.4 TEST PROCEDURE 
Before any forces were applied to the test units, two complete sets of readings from all 
transducers were taken over 16 hours to check the stability of their readings. 
After the specified compressive column axial load was applied to the test unit in 
advance, the cyclic vertical forces were applied to the beam-ends using hydraulic 
jacks. For the tests on interior beam-column joint units, the force application at the 
beam ends was coordinated manually to give equal rotations of the beams. The 
loading spans of the two beams were equal for the two interior beam-column joint 
units, hence equal beam rotations required equal amount of displacements applied at 
each beam end. In each load run, several force increments were taken before the target 
load or displacement was achieved so as to provide data for plotting continuous force-
displacement curves. 
After the maximum force or ductility level had been attained in each load run, 
unloading of the beams was carried out by two-step load control by removing 50% of 
the maximum force for that load run for the relevant beam. 
At the peak of each load run, cracks on the front and the back faces were checked and 
the cracks on the front face were marked with felt-tip pens on the white painted 
surface. Photographs were taken usually at the peak of each load run, but also at other 
stages when it was felt necessary. 
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5.5 DISPLACEMENT COMPONENTS 
5.5.1 General 
As described in Section 5.1, seismic actions were simulated by applying vertical forces at 
the beam-end(s) of the test units while the equivalent storey (column) displacements and 
storey shears were calculated according to Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3. The storey (column) 
displacements were a combination of the elastic and inelastic deformations of the beams, 
the columns and the joint core. Namely, 
(5.6) 
Where: Ae = the total storey displacement, 
Ae.n = beam displacement component; 
Ac.c = column displacement component; 
Ae,j = joint displacement component. 
Different displacement components can be estimated according to the measured member 
curvatures and the joint shear distortion, as stated in the following sections. 
5.5.2 Deformations of the Beams 
For the sake of the illustration of beam displacement estimation, the east beam in Fig. 
5.8(a) is reproduced in Fig. 5.17. 
The sign convention is defined as follows: 
Beam positive curvatures and positive rotation angles were induced by beam positive 
bending moment, that is, beam positive curvatures and positive rotation angles 
corresponded to the bottom fibre in tension and the top fibre in compression. Similarly 
beam negative curvatures and rotation angles were induced by beam negative bending 
moment and corresponded to the top fibre in tension and the bottom fibre in compression. 
The rotation over the region Sj is: 
(5.7) 
The average curvature over the region Sj is 
rl.L.=BL'/S, 
't'"", fI,' I (5.8) 
to? 
where: hi and SI are shown in Fig, 5.17, /°1 and bOi are the measurements of the top and 
bottom curvature linear potentiometers over the region i, and the measured compressive 
displacements by curvature linear potentiometers were taken as positive. 
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Fig.5.l7 Estimation of Beam Deformation 
The east beam end displacement E ObI due to its flexural deformation only then can be 
found as follows: 
(5.9) 
where: l2 is the distance from column face to the centre of the beam end pin (=1755mm), 
and Xi is the distance from column face to the centre of the region i. 
The west beam end displacement IV ObI due to its flexural deformation only could be 
obtained in the same way, namely, 
(5.9' ) 
No instrumentation had been set up to measure the beam shear deformations because the 
beams were not expected to fail in shear owing to the use of plain round bars. This was 
later on verified by the test observations. Therefore, it was reasonable to neglect the shear 
deformations in beams. 
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The equivalent storey displacement (column displacement), Ac '" resulting from beam 
deformations, E 0"1 and w 0"1 ' is calculated as follows: 
A"." = Ie / i" (w 0,,1' - EO,,}" ) for interior beam-column joint units (5.10) 
for exterior beam-column joint units (5-10)' 
where: 1" is the storey height, namely, vertical distance between the column end pins 
(3200mm) and 1" is the beam span or horizontal distance between the beam end pins 
(=381Omm for interior beam-column joint units, and = 1905 mm for exterior beam-
column joint units). 
In reality, the consequence of large beam deformations will complicate the structural force 
transfer path. Typically the increase in beam lengths will result in expansion of bay lengths 
. of the frame structures, actuating the restraints against the beam deformations from 
columns. As a result, compressive axial beam load develops, then the beam flexural 
capacities are enhanced. This finally causes an adverse effect on the desired ratio of 
column moment capacities to beam moment capacities at the same joint. 
5.5.3 Deformations of the Columns 
The upper column of Fig. 5.8 (b) was reproduced in Fig.5.l8. 
Similar to the definition for the beams, it was defined that positive column curvatures and 
positive column rotations were associated with the column left fibre in tension and the 
column right fibre in compression, and the measured compressive displacements by linear 
curvature potentiometers were taken as positive. 
Therefore, the average rotation over the column region Rj could be as follows: 
(4.11) 
and the average curvature over this region R j is 
(4.12) 
where: I OJ and r OJ are the measurements of the left and right column curvature linear 
potentiometers over the region j, and d j and rj are as seen in Fig. 5.18. 
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Fig.S.18 Estimation of Column Deformation 
The flexural deformation of the upper column, u oCf ' then can be derived as follows: 
u oCf = L Bc•i ( t - Yj ) 
j 
where: d i' rj , Yj and [' are shown in Fig. S.18. 
(S.13) 
Like beams, column shear deformations were thought to be insignificant and were hence 
neglected. The observed test evidence during the testing also supported this assumption. 
Similar schedules were used to find the deformations of the bottom column, B oc1 • 
The equivalent storey displacement, ~c.c, resulting from the column deformations, u ocf 
and B ocf ' is calculated as follows: 
(S.14) 
where: l~ =13S0mm, andlc =3200mm 
llO 
5.5.4 Deformations Due to Joint Shear Distortion 
The equivalent storey displacement due to joint shear distortion, 11 " can be obtained in C,] 
the following way: 
(5.15) 
where: r j is the joint shear distortion defined in Section 5.2.4, le is the storey height 
(=3200mm), lb is the beam span (=381Ornrn), h" is the depth of beam and he is the 
overall depth of the column. 
5.5.5 Beam Fixed~End Rotation 
The fixed-end rotation of the members adjacent to the joint is caused by the tensile strain 
or slip of the longitudinal bars anchored in the joint core. For these beam-column joint test 
units, significant bar slip would be anticipated due to the use of the plain round bars for 
longitudinal reinforcement and/or insufficient anchorage lengths within the joint core. 
Hence beam fixed-end rotations could be quite large. 
In this test series, the fixed-end rotations of the beams were estimated by a pair of linear 
potentiometers located next to the column faces. From Fig. 5.17, the beam fixed-end 
rotation Bb,Je can be derived by: 
(5.16) 
where: b 01 and t 01 are the bottom and the top displacement measured at the fixed-end 
interfaces and hi is the vertical distance between the linear potentiometers at the fixed-end 
interface. 
The deformation due to beam fixed-end rotation, hOle' can be obtained as: 
(5.17) 
where: Bb,fe is the beam fixed-end rotation defined above and l~ is the distance from the 
column face to the centre of the beam end pin. 
The equivalent storey displacement due to fixed-end rotation of the beam, I1b ,Je , can be 
obtained as: 
III 
(5.18) 
where: b.b,le is the equivalent horizontal storey displacement due to beam fixed-end 
rotation, Ie is the storey height (=3200mm), and Ib is the beam span (=381Omm for 
interior beam-column joint units, and =1905 mm for the exterior beam-column joint units). 
Although the linear potentiometers were placed as close as possible to the column faces, 
the fixed-end rotation so obtained includes some rotation due to elongation of the 
longitudinal bars over that region. 
5.5.6 Column Fixed-End Rotation 
Similar to beam fixed-end rotations, column fixed-end rotations were also monitored 
during testing because big column fixed-end rotations were anticipated. 
In this test series, the component of equivalent storey displacement due to column fixed· 
end rotations were monitored by a pair of linear potentiometers located next to the beam 
faces, see Fig.5.18, the fixed-end rotation 8c,le can be derived by: 
(5.19) 
where: 115. and r 151 are the measurements of the left and right column curvature linear 
potentiometers at the fixed-end interfaces; 
d. is the distance between th~ two linear potentiometers. 
The compo~ent of storey displacement due to column fixed-end rotations, b.e,fe ,is 
(5.20) 
where: ( is the distance from the beam face to the centre of the column end pin; 
and b.e,/e is the storey displacement due to column fixed-end rotation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
TEST RESULTS OF INTERIOR BEAM~COLUMN JOINTS 
6.1 TEST OF UNIT 1 
6.1.1 Introduction 
This test program involved two as-built full-scale interior beam-column joint units, Unit 1 
and Unit 2. Unit 1, which was tested under simulated seismic loading with zero axial 
column load, was characterised by an expected weak column-strong beam mechanism, the 
use of plain round longitudinal and transverse reinforcement, low quantities of transverse 
reinforcement in the beams and the columns, no shear reinforcement in the joint core at 
all, and large diameter longitudinal bars passing through the joint core, as was typical of 
1950s construction in New Zealand. Test on Unit 1 was identical to Hakuto's test on Unit 
01 except the use of plain round reinforcing bars. Such a test design aimed at investigating 
the seismic performance of existing reinforced concrete moment resisting frame structures 
and the possible effect of steel type used on the seismic performance of existing reinforced 
concrete moment resisting frame structures. 
According to the theoretical considerations conducted in Chapter 4, the emphasis is placed 
on the investigations into the effects of bond degradation and bar slip along the 
longitudinal bars and column bar buckling, and into the shear performance of the beams, 
columns and the joint core when plain round longitudinal bars are used. 
6.1.2 Cracking and Damage 
Fig. 6.1 shows the final appearance of Unit 1 at the end of testing. As illustrated by 
photograph in Fig. 6.1, the two columns of Unit 1 had major cracking at the final stage and 
the damage to Unit 1 was mainly limited to the columns. Evidently, a weak column -
strong beam failure mechanism formed during testing as predicted theoretically in Table 
4.5. 
The damage to the columns tended to mainly concentrate in column horizontal flexural 
cracks above and below the joint panel although some damage was also observed in the 
form of vertical cracks running along both layers of the column longitudinal bars across 
the joint core. The damage concentration in two major column horizontal cracks above and 
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Fig. 6.1 Final Appearance of As-Built Interior Beam-Column Joint Unit 1 
below the joint core for Unit 1 occurred as a result of rapidly increased column fixed-end 
rotations, which were associated with significant bond degradation and slip of the column 
longitudinal bars within the joint core. The damage in the form of column vertical cracks 
along the column longitudinal bars across the joint core occurred as a consequence of 
column bar buckling resulting from bar slip and inadequate lateral restraint against column 
bar buckling. 
The damage observed to the beams was by way of beam vertical flexural cracks adjacent 
to the joint panel, but it was not so pronounced as that for the columns, indicating that 
bond degradation and slip along the beam main bars within the joint core were not so 
critical as for the columns for this weak column-strong beam system. 
The joint panel performed satisfactorily during testing although the theoretical 
consideration showed that the joint shear performance would be very critical due to lack of 
joint horizontal shear reinforcement. Joint diagonal tension cracks did not develop with the 
increase in the imposed displacement level during testing, and the condition of the joint 
panel remained excellent till the completion of the testing, demonstrating that the joint 
shear failure did not govern the final failure. 
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No beam and column shear cracks were observed throughout the whole test history 
although the theoretical analysis showed insufficient column shear capacity, indicating that 
the use of plain round bars as was the case for Unit lied to a reduced demand for member 
transverse reinforcement in resisting shear. This is because bond degradation resulting 
from the use of plain round reinforcing bars changed the shear resisting mechanism in 
linear members into a thrust mechanism rather than a truss mechanism as was the case 
with deformed bars. The actuation of a thrust mechanism, unlike a truss mechanism, does 
not need the participation of transverse reinforcement in resisting shear. This was also 
reported by Maffei, J. 1997 [Ml, M2]. 
In a word, the bond degradation and bar buckling of the plain round longitudinal bars, 
especially in the columns, were believed to initiate the final failure of Unit 1. The member 
transverse reinforcement was more needed for preventing longitudinal bar buckling than 
for providing shear capacity when plain round bars are used for longitudinal 
reinforcement. 
Whereas in the case of Hakuto's test of Unit 01 the final failure was due to the joint shear 
failure and severe bond degradation along the column and beam longitudinal bars within 
the joint core, the final failure of Unit 1 was attributed to more severe bond degradation 
along the column longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region and column bar 
buckling. The appearance of the joint of Unit 1 at the final stage was of much better 
integrity than Hakuto's Unit 01. Hakuto's Unit 01 was identical to Unit 1 except that 
Hakuto's Unit 01 used deformed reinforcing bars. Evidently, the use of plain round 
reinforcing bars as was the case of Unit 1 increased the need of column transverse 
reinforcement for anti-buckling but led to greatly improved shear performance in the 
members and the beam-column joint. 
6.1.3 Hysteretic Response 
Fig.6.2 shows the storey (horizontal) shear force versus storey (horizontal) displacement 
hysteretic response measured for Unit 1. Also shown is the ideal theoretical storey shear 
strength of the unit, Vi, which was governed by the theoretical column flexural strengths 
calculated using the New Zealand code approach [Nl] but using the measured material 
strengths and assuming a strength reduction factor of unity as previously described. Figs. 
6.3 and 6.4 show the vertical deflections at the beam-ends plotted against the 
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Fig.6.2 Storey Shear versus Storey Displacement Hysteresis Loops of Unit 1 
corresponding beam shears for Unit 1. These plots confirm the poor seismic behaviour of 
the unit as a whole. 
The first yield displacement measured for the test of Unit 1 using the method described in 
section 5.3.2 was 57 mm. This was equivalent to a storey drift of 1.8% and 2.7 times the 
predicted first yield displacement of 21 mm. The predicted first yield displacement was 
based on member curvature distribution and assuming that the columns just reached yield 
but the beams were still in the elastic range. Also of interest is that the first yield 
displacement measured for the test of Unit 1 was 1.5 times the value obtained in a 
previous test on an otherwise identical beam-column joint assembly but reinforced by 
deformed bars in which the storey drift was 1.2% at the measured first yield displacement 
[HI]. Hence, when existing reinforced concrete structures use plain round bars for 
longitudinal reinforcement, the available stiffness of the structures would be much smaller 
than the predicted value due to severe bond degradation along the longitudinal bars within 
and adjacent to the joint cores. As a result, the type of structure tested would become 
extremely flexible. On this basis the displacement ductility factor calculated using the 
measured first yield displacement becomes meaningless. In this case, the displacement 
ductility should be calculated using the theoretically predicted first yield 
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displacement. Alternatively, a storey drift can be a much better index of the displacement 
of existing beam-column joint subassemblages. The use of the storey drift index for the 
imposed displacement level is also supported by the evidence that different beam-column 
joint test units achieved their maximum strengths at a similar drift level of 2% [A6, B3]. 
Significant pinching of the loops is evident in Figs. 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4, indicating very poor 
energy dissipating capacity of Unit 1. The pinching started at the early loading stages and 
became more and more pronounced with the imposed displacement levels. The softness of 
the test unit at the beginning of each loading run occurred at the stage before the 
commencement of the concrete contribution to the flexural compression. The softness was 
due to the major open flexural cracks adjacent to the joint core in the compression zones 
of the columns and beams caused by tension in the previous loading run. These wide 
flexural cracks adjacent to the joint core occurred due to the significant bond degradation 
and bar slip of the longitudinal re"inforcement within the joint region and at the adjacent 
ends of the members. After the two faces of the major cracks closed together, shear and 
compression could be transferred along and across these cracks and the stiffness increased 
rapidly again. 
Fig. 6.2 shows that, unlike well-designed beam-column joint units where the theoretical 
strength or even the overstrength can be attained, the maximum storey shear strength 
measured for Unit 1, which was attained in the first loading run at a storey drift of almost 
4%, was about 10% less than the theoretical storey shear strength of Unit 1 of 80 kN. In 
comparison, the theoretical storey shear strength of Hakuto's Unit 01 was reached during 
testing. The low attainment of the storey shear strength for Unit 1 was due to severe bond 
" ,degradation and slip of the longitudinal reinforcing bars, especially in the columns, which 
caused the plane section theory to overestimate the actual flexural strengths of the 
members at the plastic hinges, similar to the findings reported by Lees and Burgoyne [L2] 
and by Hakuto, Park and Tanaka [H5]. 
Figure 6.2 also shows that Unit 1 demonstrated a significant reduction in strength with 
increase in the imposed displacements after the maximum strength was attained. Apart 
from this, the second loading cycle had very significant strength degradation compared 
with the first cycle at the same displacement level, due to progressive bond slip and 
buckling of the longitudinal column bars under cyclic loading. Hence cyclic loading effect 
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on the strength degradation is of concern when the members contain plain round 
reinforcement. 
It was also noticed from the hysteresis loops of each individual beam measured for Unit 1 
in Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 that the attained strength of each beam at a certain displacement level 
for two loading directions was not proportional to their theoretical flexural strengths. 
Typically, for Unit 1, the beam which was experiencing downward displacement balanced 
a higher percentage of the column bending moments imposed on the same joint while the 
beam which was experiencing upward displacement balanced a lower percentage of the 
imposed column bending moments. This occurred due to much more severe bond 
degradation along the bottom beam bars than that along the top beam bars resulting from 
the initial higher bond stresses in the bottom beam bars during load-controlled elastic 
loading stages. Hence it is concluded that the more severe the bond degradation along the 
longitudinal bars, the less the attained strength in terms of the percentage of the 
corresponding theoretical flexural strength. 
In summary, Unit 1 reached storey shears that were approximately 15% and 10% less than 
the theoretical storey shear strengths at storey drifts of approximately 2% and 4%, 
respectively, accompanied by a great deal of softening with cyclic loading and pinching of 
the hysteresis loops. Bond degradation and bar slip along the longitudinal bars played the 
major rule in the attainment of the member flexural stiffness and strength. 
6.1.4 Column Behaviour 
6.1.4.1 Column Deformation Characteristics 
Fig.6.5 illustrates the measured average column curvature profiles by linear potentiometers 
for Unit 1. In Fig.6.5, the average column curvatures are calculated using the method 
described in Section 5.5.3, the positive column curvatures mean the column left side in 
tension and the column right side in compression, and the negative column curvatures 
mean the column left side in compression and the column right side in tension as defined 
in Section 5.5.3. In tbe legend of Fig.6.5, + and represent positive and negative loading 
respectively, 0.5, 0.75, 1 and so on represent the loading cycle of 0.5 Vj, 0.75V j and 
ductility 1 so on. The theoretical column curvatures at first yield are the same for both 
loading directions and they are 8.6E-06. Columns of Unit 1 were expected to develop 
plastic hinges. 
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Measured column curvature profile shown in Fig.6.S is characterised by the following: 
1. Heavy concentration of column deformation in the column fixed-ends 
For a well-designed reinforced concrete member, the progress of the member post-elastic 
deformation is due to the steel yielding penetration within the member over a region called 
as "plastic hinge region", which has a length of about SO% to 100% member depth. At the 
ultimate stage, the generated curvature over the plastic hinge region is many times larger 
than the yield curvature and spreads over the whole plastic hinge region. In this case, the 
available curvature ductility over "plastic hinge region" in association with a certain 
plastic hinge length is an important index to the member non-linear deformation capacity. 
Fig.6.5 shows that the column post-elastic deformation distribution for Unit 1 was 
different from that described above. In Fig.6.S, the column post-elastic deformation 
heavily concentrated on the fixed-ends. This becomes more evident in Fig.6.6, which 
shows the measured column deformation components attributed to the fixed-ends and the 
other regions, referred as to be "elastic portion" here. Deformation component of column 
fixed-ends increased as the loading progress, suggesting that column fixed-ends were the 
major source of column non-linear deformation and the deformation over the "elastic 
portion" can be neglected. Column fixed-end regions were very small and actually the 
observed column deformation occurred mainly in the major flexural cracking at beam-
column interfaces (see Fig.6.1), which had a length much smaller than ordinary plastic 
hinge length. In this case, a better index to member non-linear deformation capacity is the 
rotational ductility in the fixed-ends, rather than its curvature ductility associated with a 
certain plastic hinge length. 
It needs to be highlighted that member non-linear flexural deformation in the form of 
lumped fixed-end rotation as observed for Unit I is different in nature from that in the 
form of spreading oyer well-defined plastic hinge regions as for well-designed members. 
The non-linear deformation within the well-designed plastic hinge region is due to the 
yield penetration within the member and it is independent on the cross sectional details 
and actions of the other members framing into the same joint. However, the deformation in 
the fixed-ends occurs mainly due to severe bond degradation along the plain round 
longitudinal bars within the joint region, namely outside the member, and it is closely 
related to the force transfer mechanism from the member longitudinal reinforcement 
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Fig. 6.9 Discrepancies between Measured Column Curvatures and Theoretical Ones 
across the joint core. Hence, the deformation in the fixed-ends is dependent on the cross 
sectional details and the actions of the discussed member itself and the members framing 
into the same joint. Current computer programs cannot cope with such interaction between 
the beams and columns at the same joint. Therefore, there is a need for developing a new 
member model, which is capable of interrelating the member's fixed-end rotation with the 
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sectional details and actions on the other members framing into the same joints. This will 
be further discussed in chapter 8. 
2. Violation of Plane Section Assumption 
Although the column deformation was observed to be mainly in its fixed-ends, the column 
deformation over the rest regions is still studied here in detail to facilitate the 
understanding of the effect of severe bond degradation along the member longitudinal 
reinforcement on its curvature properties. 
Fig. 6.7 shows the measured column curvature profiles without the inclusion of the fixed-
end regions for the sake of explicit illustration. Form Figs.6.S and 6.7, it is seen that big 
discrepancies existed in the magnitudes of the measured column curvatures and the 
theoretical predictions. The theoretical curvatures are based on plane section assumption 
and the measured member shear force. For instance, the measured column curvatures over 
fixed-end regions as well as some other regions in the loading to clockwise O.SVi were 
much larger than the theoretical column curvatures at first yield of 8.6E-06. The imposed 
bending moments over those regions at this stage were much smaller than the theoretical 
column moment capacity at first yield. 
Fig. 6.9 shows the discrepancies at the specified loading stages for regions 3, 4, 7 and 8, 
using the region definition in Fig.6.8. From Fig.6.9, it is seen that the measured column 
curvatures were generally larger than the theoretical predictions, and the discrepancies 
increased as the loading progressed. In comparison, the discrepancy was especially 
pronounced over the column fixed-end regions. The measured column curvature over the 
fixed-end regions in Fig.6.S reached up to about 150 times the theoretical prediction 
obtained using conventional flexural theory and plane section assumption. 
The cause of the above-described discrepancies could be well explained by looking at the 
curvature measurement method used as described in Section 5.2.3. It is to be realised that 
the measurements of the linear potentiometers in measuring the column curvatures include 
the concrete deformations and the widths of cracks within the gauged regions. Severe bond 
degradation violated plane section assumption and led to wider concrete cracks as a result 
of the sustained large steel strain; hence the induced column curvatures would be generally 
larger than the theoretical predictions. Bond degradation along the column longitudinal 
bars was much more significant within the fixed-end regions, so the discrepancies between 
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the measured column 'curvature and the theoretical prediction were much larger over the 
fixed-end regions. 
3. Summary 
Flexural deformation of existing concrete members reinforced by plain round 
reinforcement was mainly limited to the fixed-ends and this was due to severe bond 
degradation along the member longitudinal reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint 
core. In this case, a suitable index to member post-elastic deformation behaviour is the 
rotational ductility in the fixed-ends, rather than the curvature ductility associated with a 
certain plastic hinge length. The characteristic of such a flexural deformation is that is 
depends on not only the member itself but also the other members framing into the same 
joint. Hence it is different in nature from that for a well-designed member. In addition, 
severe bond degradation along the member longitudinal reinforcement caused violation of 
ordinary plane section assumption, leading to generally larger member curvatures than the 
theoretical predictions. 
6.1.4.2 Column Non-linear Behaviour 
For well-design concrete members, the non-linear deformation spreads over a plastic hinge 
region and the force strengths of other non-ductile failure modes in plastic hinge regions 
do not degrade significantly with the progress of imposed non-linear deformation. 
Consequently, the force strength can be well maintained as the imposed non-linear 
deformation increases, leading to ductile member behaviour. Member deformation 
capacity in this case is evaluated by means of the available curvature ductility. 
However, as described above, the observed evidence of column deformation behaviour for 
Unit 1 suggests that a better index to member non-linear deformation capacity be the 
rotational ductility in terms of its fixed-end rotation, rather than its curvature ductility 
associated with a certain plastic hinge length. So the maintenance of column force strength 
with the progress of non-linear deformation in the fixed-ends becomes a major concern. 
The method for determining the rotational ductility in the fixed-ends is described as 
follows: 
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Cantilever Moment diagram Curvature distribution 
(a) For a well-designed reinforced concrete cantilever column 
Cantilever Moment diagram Fixed-end rotation 
(b) For an existing reinforced concrete cantilever column 
Fig.6. lONon-linear Defonnation Characteristics of A Cantilever Column 
Fig.6.l0 illustrates the difference in the non-linear deformation characteristics for well-
designed concrete members and existing concrete members, with reference to the 
cantilever column with a lateral load at the end. 
For well-design reinforced concrete column, the lateral deflections at the top at the first 
yield and at the ultimate moment are respectively 
!:l = ¢lyl 2l 
y 2 3 (6-1) 
(6-2) 
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where I ::::: length of column and I p ::::: equivalent length of the plastic hinge. 
The curvature ductility is 
II _ ¢u 
r¢--
¢y 
The displacement ductility is 
l1il ::::: ::::: 1 + (_¢u_-=-
Ay ¢y 
(6-5) 
12) 
(6-6) 
For an existing reinforced concrete cantilever column, the lateral deflections at the top at 
the first yield is still estimated using equation 6-1, that is, 
¢y121 
A =--y 2 3 (6-1)' 
Theoretically, the total rotation over the full length of the column is 
t/Ji 
e y,theoreticai::::: 2 (6-7) 
However, the observed evidence is that the member flexural deformation prior to first 
yield is also lumped in the fixed-ends. Assuming that the total deformation is due to the 
rotation in the fixed-end at first yield, the rotation in the fixed end at first yield is 
(6-8) 
The lateral deflection at the top at the ultimate state is calculated by allowing for the 
rotation in the fixed-end only, as observed from the tests, namely, 
il. u ::::: Of I (6-9) 
Using the yield rotation given by Eq.6-8, the displacement ductility in this case is equal to 
the displacement ductility, that is, 
(6-10) 
Should the yield rotation be given by Eq.6-7, the resulting rotational ductility would be 
two-thirds the rotational ductility given by Eq.6-7. In this study, the yield rotation is 
calculated using Eq.6-8. 
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Fig.6.11 Measured column force strength versus the rotational ductility 
Fig.6.11 shows the measured rotational ductility in column fixed-ends versus the measured 
column force strength for Unit 1. The attained column strength degraded at later stages as 
the deformation within column fixed-end regions increased. However a rotational ductility 
of 4 to 6 still can be achieved, although the columns were expected to behave in a brittle 
way. 
6.1.4.3 Column Longitudinal Reinforcement Strains 
As stated in Chapter 5, the column longitudinal reinforcement strains were monitored by 
both the electrical resistance strain gauges and the linear potentiometers. 
1. Measurements by Electrical Resistance Strain Gauges: 
The electrical resistance strain gauges behaved abnormally after the completion of 
displacement ductility factor of I, so only the readings before the displacement ductility of 
1 were studied here. It has to be pointed out that the electrical resistance strain gauge 
readings should be carefully explained in the case of severe bond degradation between the 
longitudinal steel and the concrete. Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 show the measured strains along 
the column longitudinal reinforcement by electrical resistance strain gauges for column 
bars 1 and 2 of Unit 1. 
Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 show that the measured column reinforcing steel strains outside the 
joint region increased gradually as the test progressed due to the corresponding increase in 
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the imposed bending moment, and the column longitudinal steel strain distribution along 
the column longitudinal axis agreed with the imposed bending moment distribution. 
However the column longitudinal reinforcing steel strain profiles within the joint region 
displayed abnormal behaviour as the test progressed, and were characterised by the 
following features within the joint region: 
• Severe bond degradation along column longitudinal reinforcing bars within the joint. 
Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 demonstrate that severe bond degradation took place along the column 
longitudinal reinforcing bars within the joint region even at very early loading stages. As 
early as the loading stage of 0.5Vj, the column longitudinal reinforcement had been in 
tension throughout the whole joint region due to inadequate bond strength within the joint 
region. 
Compared to the test on an identical interior beam-column joint unit which used deformed 
bars [HI] where the column bars of the test unit were anchored at the opposite beam face 
(equal to 500 mm) at the loading stage of 0.5Vj, the column bars of Unit 1 were observed 
to be anchored in the opposite column at a distance of about 1100mm from the considered 
beam face at the loading stage of 0.5Vj, indicating that plain round bars require much 
longer anchorage length than that associated with the deformed bars. Severe bond 
degradation along the plain round longitudinal bars within the joint core caused very large 
column fixed-end rotations, greatly contributing to the enlarged first yield displacement. 
• Discrepancies between the measured steel strains and the predicted steel strains 
Figs 6.12 and 6.13 show that big discrepancies exist between the measured steel strains 
and the predicted steel strains along both flexural tensile bars and flexural compressive 
bars. The discrepancies for the flexural compression bars were obvious, and the column 
main bars on the flexural compression side were actually in tension at the beam face as a 
result of severe bond degradation and bar slip along the reinforcing bars within the joint 
core. The measured column flexural tension steel strains were generally larger than the 
theoretical ones. For example, the measured column flexural tension steel strains at beam 
faces reached yield at the displacement ductility of 1 while the imposed bending moment 
on this section was only about 80% of column theoretical yield strength. This once again 
illustrates that plane section assumption made in conventional flexural theory was violated 
due to severe bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement. However, when 
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compared with the measured curvature properties, the discrepancies for the measured steel 
stresses were much smaller. 
However, it is to be realised that the maximum steel stress could not exceed steel yield 
strength, therefore the above evidence means that severe bond degradation due to the use 
of plain round reinforcing bars would cause the available strengths to be lower than the 
theoretical flexural strengths as was seen in the test of Unit 1. This is very important in 
assessing the available strength of existing reinforced concrete structures. 
The above-described discrepancies will affect the estimation of the joint shear inputs 
because the joint vertical shear force input is estimated using plane section assumption on 
the basis of the column shear force and the estimated column flexural steel tension forces 
at beam faces. Bond degradation along the reinforcing bars within the joint core would 
cause the flexural compression steel force to be in tension, greatly reducing the joint shear 
input, but the larger measured steel strains caused by bond degradation would cause the 
joint shear input to increase. Evidently, the estimation of the actual joint shear inputs 
should take these two factors into account. 
• Occurrence of column bar buckling 
Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 also show the evidence of column bar buckling within the joint region 
after the loading cycle to 0.75Vj . It was observed that the column reinforcing bars 1 and 2 
were in tension throughout the whole joint region up to the loading to 0.75Vj, but turned to 
be in significantc~ession in the lower part of the joint region after the completion of 
the loading to 0.75 Vi\~rrespective of the loading directions. Apparently, the remaining 
bond strength within the\joint region after the loading to 0.75 Vi was not high enough to 
\ 
convert the column steel t~Qsion forces at beam face into such large compression forces, 
\ 
and it was local column bar \~uckling that caused the column bars to be in significant 
\ 
compression on the face with the gauges. 
Hence it is concluded that, although the test of Unit 1 was conducted with zero axial 
column load, column bar buckling did occur at the later loading stages of the test due to 
inadequate amount of column transverse reinforcement, as predicted in Chapter 4 
"Theoretical Consideration". 
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2. Column Bar Slip Measured by Linear Potentiometers 
Column bar slip within the joint core was found according to the measurements of linear 
potentiometers mounted on the steel rods welded on the column main bars, and this 
estimation is valid only if the joint core concrete deformation is negligible. The 
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instrumentation for estimating column bar slips is shown in Fig.S.13. The slips of the 
column bars at points cS and cS' relative to the static point embedded in the concrete were 
estimated at first, the slips at points c6, c4, c6' and c4' can be found by adding the 
measured deformations at these points relative to the points cS or cS' then. This is 
graphically demonstrated in Fig. 6.14. 
Fig. 6.1S shows the column bar slips within the joint region estimated for Unit 1. The 
maximum slips measured for column bars within the joint core for Unit 1 were as much as 
10 mm. This means that the use of plain round reinforcing bars led to very significant 
column bar slips within the joint core, then very large member fixed-end rotations. 
Evidently a proper method for calculating the first yield displacement should take into 
account the estimation of fixed-end rotations. 
6.1.4.4 Column Transverse Reinforcement Strains 
The measured column transverse reinforcement strains were all well below the steel yield 
strain. This was because the use of plain round reinforcing bars actuated mainly arch 
action in resisting shear as described previously, and the transverse reinforcement does not 
engage in resisting shear in this case. Therefore the members reinforced by plain round 
bars are not shear critical and this is different from the case with deformed bars. 
6.1.5 Beam Behaviour 
6.1.5.1 Beam Curvature Distribution \ \ 
'\ 
Figs.6.16 shows the measured beam curvature profiles monitored using the methods 
/ 
described in Section S.S.2. The positive and negative beam curvatures were definedJo'be 
induced by positive and negative beam bending moments, respectively, and tne theoretical 
negative and positive beam curvatures at first yield are also shown. During testing, the 
beams of Unit 1 were theoretically expected to be in the elastic range . 
. The measured beam curvature behaviour generally has similar characteristics to the 
columns. 
As shown in Fig.6.16, beam deformation was observed to be mainly in their fixed-end 
regions and the beam curvature over the fixed-end regions was very large, although the 
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Fig.6.17 Beam deformation components measured for Unit 1 
"', beams were expected to be in elastic range. This occurred due to significant bond 
"'~, 
'.de!~rioration of the beam bars within the joint region. Fig.6.17 shows the decomposition 
"'~~"'., 
of measUred beam deformation. Apparently, the deformation over the beam fixed-end 
regions can be adequately approximated to be the total beam deformation, even when the 
beams were supposed to be in elastic range. 
Significant discrepancies exist between the measured beam curvatures and the theoretical 
predictions as revealed by the measured column curvature distributions for this test and the 
. discrepancies were especially significant within beam fixed-end regions. The measured 
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beam curvatures over beam fixed-end regions in the first elastic loading cycle reached 
more than 20 times higher than the theoretical predictions, see Fig.6.16. 
In addition, Fig. 6.17 shows the gradual decrease in the measured beam curvatures for 
Unit lwith the loading progress, indicating that the beam failure did not initiate the final 
failure of the unit, as anticipated. 
Fig.6.18 shows the measured rotational ductility in beam fixed-ends versus the beam force 
strength expressed as the percentages of the theoretical beam force strength at the 
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development of theoretical beam flexural strength. The beam deformation was by far 
beyond their theoretical yield deformation and the rotational ductility reached as high as 4, 
although the beams were expected to be in elastic range. 
6.1.5.2 Beam Longitudinal Reinforcement Strains 
The beam longitudinal reinforcement strains were monitored for Unit 1 by electrical 
resistance strain gauges as described in Section 5.2.5.1. 
Figs. 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 show the beam longitudinal steel strain profiles measured by 
electrical resistance strain gauges. Generally the recorded steel strains along the beam 
longitudinal bars had the similar features to the column longitudinal bars. 
1. Better agreement between the measured beam steel strains and the imposed bending 
moments was seen, compared to the beam curvature properties. The measured beam 
flexural steel strains, although generally larger than the theoretical values predicted 
assuming plane section theory as was the case for the column bars, varied linearly from the 
column face toward the beam pin end as was the case for the imposed beam bending 
moment. For instance, the measured beam flexural tension steel strain at the column face 
was 0.00145 at the peak of the first clockwise displacement ductility I and this was 1.4 
times the theoretical strain which was predicted using plane section theory and the 
measured west beam lateral load at this specific stage. However the measured curvature in 
beam fixed-ends reached up to 20 times the theoretical predictions. The amplification of 
the measured beam flexural steel strains was not caused by tension shift because of no 
observed diagonal tension cracks in the beams and columns, and it was due to the 
violation of plane section assumption by severe bond degradation along the flexural 
reinforcing bars. Severe bond degradation along the flexural reinforcing bars caused the 
longitudinal bars in the flexural compressive side not to be so effective in resisting 
compression as predicted, leading to larger demand on the concrete compressive force. As 
a result, the concrete compressive depth increases and the lever arm becomes smaller, 
leading to lower flexural strengths, when compared to the theoretical values. 
2. Even at very early loading stage of O.5Vj, the beam flexural compression bars were 
actually in tension in the region adjacent to and within the joint region due to severe bond 
degradation along the beam longitudinal bars within the joint region. This is seen from 
Fig. 6.19 to Fig.6.21. 
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3. The measured beam steel strains were generally not larger within the joint core than 
those at the column faces, indicating that the beam flexural steel did not engage in the joint 
shear resisting mechanism. This evidence is different from the test observation of 
Hakuto's Unit 01, hence the joint shear mechanism associated with plain round bars was 
different from that associated with deformed bars. 
6.1.6 Joint Behaviour 
Fig. 6.22 illustrates the joint shear distortion rj and expansion !(OJ + oj') estimated using 
2 
the method as described in Section 5.2.4. Theoretical considerations shows that the joint 
shear capacity was only 55% the maximum shear demand at developing the theoretical 
strength of the system. 
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The joint diagonal tension cracks initiated at the first clockwise ductility of 2, and this was 
also the stage of the attainment of the maximum force strength of Unit 1. The estimated 
nominal horizontal joint shear stress based on plane section theory at this stage was 
3.2MPa, or 0.5 R MPa for Unit 1. A common approach to assess the shear capacities of 
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beam-column joints without shear reinforcement at the stage of diagonal tension cracking 
of the joint cores is to use Mohr's circle for stress, and assume perfect bond and the 
diagonal tension strength of concrete of 0.3 fl MPa. This· gives that the joint shear 
strength at developing the joint diagonal tension cracking, in terms of the nominal 
horizontal joint shear stress, is 0.3 fl MPa in the case without axial column load. Hence, 
the joint shear capacity measured for Unit 1 at diagonal tension cracking of the joint core 
was 1.7 times the theoretical prediction, indicating that the use of the above method 
derived from the cases with deformed longitudinal reinforcement would significantly 
underestimate the joint shear strength of existing reinforced concrete structures reinforced· 
by plain round longitudinal bars. 
Although rapid increases in the joint shear distortion and expansion was observed after the 
development of joint diagonal tension cracks, subsequent loading cycles caused gradual 
decreases in the measured joint shear distortion and expansion as seen in Fig. 6.22. Hence 
the joint shear performance did not govern the seismic performance of the test unit, 
although the theoretical assessment in Chapter 4 predicted very inadequate joint shear 
capacity, indicating that the current method for assessing the joint shear capacity cannot be 
used for existing beam-column joint with plain round longitudinal bars. Rapid increases in 
the joint shear distortion and expansion after the development of joint diagonal tension 
cracks were because joint diagonal elongation and expansion are mainly controlled by the 
joint shear reinforcement after joint tension cracking but the joint core of Unit 1 had no 
shear reinforcement. 
The observed joint behaviour of Unit 1 is compared with that for Hakuto's Unit 01, which 
was identical to Unit 1 except the use of deformed reinforcing bars. Whereas in the case of 
Hakuto's Unit 01, the final failure was attributed to the joint shear failure, the observed 
joint performance for Unit 1 was excellent until the test completion. The attained 
maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stresses were 0.5 fl MPa or 0.075 f: MPa, for 
Unit 1, and 0.61 fl MPa or 0.095 f: MPa for Unit 01, and the induced maximum joint 
shear distortions were 0.37% for Unit 1 and 0.77% for Unit 01. Much improved joint 
shear performance of Unit 1 compared to Hakuto's Unit 01 was due to a much enhanced 
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joint concrete strut for Unit 1 resulting from severe bond degradation along the main beam 
bars. 
Bearing in mind that bond degradation caused the actual steei stresses to be larger than the 
theoretical predictions, it could be concluded that the actual joint shear input may be larger 
than the theoretical predictions employed in the estimation of the nominal horizontal joint 
shear stress for Unit 1. Hence the attained maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stress 
or the attained nominal horizontal joint shear stress at developing joint diagonal tension 
cracking of Unit 1 may be actually larger than 0.5 fi: MPa or 0.075 fe' MPa. 
In a word, the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement actually enhanced the joint 
concrete strut mechanism, leading to much improved joint shear performance. The current 
method, which was derived from limited tests with deformed longitudinal bars, would not 
give adequate prediction when used for assessing the joint shear capacity of existing 
reinforced concrete beam -column joints with plain round longitudinal bars. 
6.1. 7 Displacement Components 
Fig. 6.23 illustrates the measured displacement components for the test of Unit 1 at the 
peaks of the loading cycles, in terms of percentages of the measured storey displacement. 
The methods for the estimations of displacement components were described in Section 
5.5. 
Figure 6.23 shows that the system deformation was mainly from the column fixed-end 
rotation. The contribution of the column fixed-end rotation to storey drift increased as the 
loading progressed, and reached up to about 81 %of the storey drift at the final loading 
/" 
st~ges. In comparison, contributions of column flexural deformations outside the column 
/ . 
/ fixed-end regioQs to storey drift were very small, only about 8% of the total storey drift at 
the final loading stages. In comparison, the contributions of the column fixed-end rotations 
and column flexure to the total storey displacement measured for Hakuto's Unit 01 were 
about 25% and 30% respectively. Evidently, the use of plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement resulted insignificant concentration of member flexural deformation on the 
member fixed-ends, especially in the fixed-ends of weaker members. 
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The contribution of the beam deformation to the storey drift was small and fairly constant, 
and was about 10% throughout the whole loading history. In contrast, the beam 
displacement contribution measured for Hakuto's Unit 01 was about 22%, and it was also 
fairly constant. 
The contribution of the joint deformation to the total storey drift reached its maximum 
value of about 7% of the total storey displacement at the stage of displacement ductility of 
2 where the maximum storey force strength of the test unit was achieved, and it decreased 
at the later loading stages, indicating that the joint condition did not deteriorate as the 
loading progressed. In comparison, the displacement component of joint deformation 
measured for Hakuto's Unit 01 kept increasing as the loading progressed, and the 
maximum contribution of the joint deformation accounted for 31 % of the total storey drift. 
This illustrated that bO!1d deterioration along the longitudinal bars within and adjacept to 
the joint core of Unit 1 greatly enhanced the joint shear behaviour. 
This meant that, when plain round reinforcement is used, the shear performance in the 
joint and the members is greatly enhanced and the current methods would significantly 
underestimate the shear capacity of the members and the joint. In this case, the 
deformation of the system is significantly concentrated in the fixed-ends of the weaker 
linear members. 
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6.2 TEST OF UNIT 2 
6.2.1 Introduction 
As-built full-scale interior beam-column joint Unit 2 was identical to Unit 1 and it was 
tested under simulated seismic loading with the existence of a compressive axial column 
load of 0.12 Ag f: in order to investigate the influence of the compressive axial load. 
According to the theoretical considerations conducted in Chapter 4, Unit 2 was an 
expected marginal weak: beam-strong column mechanism (the beam and column flexural 
strengths were almost identical, see Table 4.5). Theoretically, the quantities of transverse 
reinforcement in the beams and the columns were very inadequate for preventing bar 
buckling arni--res1sting shear and .the joint shear force capacity..was also very inadequate. In .. ----
addition, bond degradation along the longitudinal bars would be expected within the joint 
region due to larger diameter of the longitudinal reinforcement passing through the joint. 
Column bar buckling was anticipated to be more significant for Unit 2 than that for Unit 1. 
. 6.2.2 Cracking and Damage 
The appearance of Unit 2 at the end of testing is shown in Fig. 6.24. 
Fig.6.24 Final Appearance of Unit 2 
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Whereas in the case of Unit 1 the damage concentrated mainly in the columns and the 
column displacement component contributed as much as 90% of the total storey deflection 
at the final loading stage, the damage caused to Unit 2 spread throughout the whole test 
unit in the vicinity of the joint core. The measured column displacement component was 
57% of the total storey deflection while the joint and beam displacement components 
contributed about equally to the rest of the total storey deflection at the final testing stage 
of Unit 2. 
The damage to the columns of Unit 2 concentrated in the areas adjacent to the joint core as 
a result of concrete spalling caused by severe buckling of the column longitudinal bars 
which was associated with significant bar slip and the existence of the compressive' axial 
column load. The damage to the columns progressed with the loading progress, indicating 
that the column failure triggered the final failure of the unit. The damage to the beams 
concentrated in the wide beam flexural cracks adjacent to the joint core, and it did not 
progress during later loading stages, indicating that beam failure did not trigger the final 
failure of this theoretically marginal weak beam-strong column system. The damage in the 
joint core was by way of extensive diagonal tension cracks. The compressive axial load on 
the columns enhanced the transmission of longitudinal beam bar forces to the joint region 
through bond. Bond force induced shear flow type of forces, leading to more concrete 
diagonal cracks in the joint core. In addition, the enhanced column bar buckling adjacent 
to the joint core due to the compressive axial load on the columns led to extensive 
concrete spalling adjacent to and within the joint core, weakening the joint force strength 
and increasing the joint deformation. As a consequence, the contribution of the joint core 
deformation to the total storey drift was much bigger, compared with the test of Unit 1.' 
The damage to the joint core of Unit 2 progressed as the test progressed and the joint shear 
failure also attributed the final failure of the unit. Evidently, the observed joint shear 
behaviour is different from that where deformed longitudinal reinforcement is used. For 
instance, NZS310 1: 1995 recognises the beneficial effect of the compressive column axial 
load on the joint shear strength. According to NZS3101: 1995, the joint performance of 
Unit 2 would be better than that of Unit 1. 
As was the case in the test of Unit 1, no diagonal tension cracks were observed in the 
beams and columns of Unit 2 throughout the test, indicating that transverse reinforcement 
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in the members reinforced by plain round bars was more needed for preventing bar 
buckling than for providing shear strength. 
In a word, column bar buckling, which was more significant for Unit 2 than for Unit 1 due 
to the compressive column axial load for Unit 2, initiated the final failure of Unit 2. 
Column bar buckling enhanced the failure of the columns and enhanced the damage to the 
joint core, facilitating the premature failure in the vicinity of the joint core of Unit 2. 
6.2.3 Hysteretic Response 
Fig. 6.25 shows the storey (horizontal) shear force versus storey (horizontal) displacement 
hysteresis loops for Unit 2. The measured hysteresis loops for each individual beam, in 
terms of beam shear and vertical displacement at beam end, are shown in Figs. 6.26 and 
6.27 respectively. The measured hysteresis loops for Unit 2 in Figs. 6.25 to 6.27 confirm 
that the existence of the compressive axial column load could not improve the general 
performance of the test unit. 
The measured first yield displacement for Unit 2 was equivalent to a storey drift of 2%, 
and this was about 2.6 times the theoretically predicted first yield displacement. The 
theoretical first yield displacement was predicted based on sectional moment- curvature 
analysis and assuming that the columns were in the elastic range and the beams just 
reached the first yield. The measured first yield displacement for Unit 2 was comparable 
with that for Unit 1. Hence, the existence of the compressive axial column load in Unit 2 
did not improve the structural stiffness behaviour even for this initial weak column-strong 
beam unit and this disagreed with the observations made with deformed bars by Beres, 
White and Gergely in 1992 [B3, B4]. The compressive axial column load for Unit 2 did 
improve severe slip of longitudinal beam and column bars through the joint, reducing the 
contributions of beam and column deformations to the total storey deflection. At the same 
time, the compressive axial column load enhanced the column bar buckling in the vicinity 
of the joint panel and enhanced the beam steel force transfer by bond within the joint 
region, resulting in more joint diagonal tension cracks and thus a greater contribution of 
joint deformation to the total storey drift. 
Significant pinching is observed in Figs.6.25 to 6.27. This occurred due to bar slip along 
the longitudinal reinforcement, premature column bar buckling and extensive joint 
diagonal tension cracking. 
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As shown in Figure 6.25, the maximum strength reached by Unit 2, which occurred in the 
first loading cycle at a storey drift of 2%, was 23% less than the theoretical strength of 128 
kN for the unit. This can be compared with the test of Unit 1 where the achieved 
maximum strength at a storey drift of 2% was 15% less than the theoretical prediction. The 
lower percentage of the available force strength reached by Unit 2 was because the failure 
trigger, column bar buckling, was more severe for Unit 2 due to the presence of 
compressive axial column load and to the small amount of column transverse 
reinforcement. 
The strength degradation after the maximum strength was attained, demonstrated by test of 
Unit 2 in Fig.6.25, was more significant, compared with that of Unit 1 in Fig. 6.2. This 
was again because the column bar buckling was accelerated by the existence of the 
compressive axial column load. 
Compared with the test of Unit 1, pinching observed for test of Unit 2 in Figures 6.25 to 
6.27 was more significant, the presence of the compressive column axial load caused 
earlier attainment of the maximum force strength of the unit, but more rapid strength 
degradation as reported in 1992 by Beres, White and Gergely [20,21]. 
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6.2.4 Column Behaviour 
6.2.4.1 Column Curvature Distribution 
Fig.6.28 illustrate the measured column curvature distributions using linear potentiometers 
for Unit 2, where the sign conventions were the same as for Unit 1. The theoretical column 
curvatures at first yield after taking the effect of axial column load into account are 
10.7 x 10-6 (mm-I ) for either loading direction. Columns of Unit 2 were expected to be in 
elastic range. 
The observed column curvature profiles for Unit 2 as illustrated in Fig.6.28 shows similar 
characteristics to Unit 1. Column deformation was mainly limited to the fixed-end regions. 
The discrepancies also existed between the measured column curvatures and the 
theoretical column curvatures calculated based on plane section theory. The measured 
column curvatures in the column fixed-end regions at the loading peak to 75%V j were 
more than 7 . times the theoretical prediction based on plane section assumption, 
demonstrating significant violation of plane section assumption. Hence, even for the 
members, which theoretically should respond in the elastic range, the member curvature 
properties would deviate significantly from the theoretical predictions when severe bond 
degradation occurred. 
6.2.4.2 Column Longitudinal Reinforcement Strains 
Figs.6.29 and 6.30 show the column longitudinal reinforcement strains monitored by the 
electrical resistance strain gauges for Unit 2. 
The column longitudinal reinforcement strain profiles measured for Unit 2 show very 
severe bar buckling along the column flexural tension bars of Unit 2 as described in 
Section 6.2.2 "cracking and damage". Column bar buckling occurred in Unit 2 caused the 
measured steel strains along the column flexural "tension" steel to be well beyond steel 
yield strain in compression in Figures 6.29 and 6.30. Significant bond degradation under 
tension action caused the column bars to be less confined laterally at the side of the joint 
core SUbjected to column flexural tension action, and the flexural compression steel forces 
applied to these bars at the other side of the joint core forced these bar to buckle. 
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When compared with the test of Unit 1, the influence of column bar buckling on the 
column bar strains occurred earlier and spread to a bigger area due to the enhancement of 
column bar buckling by the column compressive axial load. Typically, the changes of 
column steel strains from tension to compression at the flexural tension side due to bar 
buckling for test of Unit 2 occurred after the completion of loading cycle of 0.5Vi instead 
of being after the completion of loading cycle of 0.75Vi as for Unit 1, indicating that more 
severe column bar buckling occurred for Unit 2. Regarding the column bar strains, the 
areas influenced by column bar buckling for Unit 2 spread to the joint region and the 
column areas adjacent to the joint core, see Fig. 6.30. 
6.2.5 Beam Behaviour 
6.2.5.1 Beam Deformation Characteristics 
Unit 2 was a weak beam-strong column system and the beams were expected to develop 
plastic hinges. Fig.6.31 shows the measured beam curvature distributions for Unit 2. The 
theoretical beam curvatures at first yield were tPy = 4.4xlO-6 for positive bending and 
tPy =5xlO-6 for negative bending respectively. The sign definition in Fig.6.31 is the same 
as for the beams of Unit 1. 
In general, the beam curvature profiles measured for Unit 2 had similar trends to that of 
Unit 1. 
Pronounced discrepancies between the measured beam curvature and the theoretical 
prediction exist, especially in the beam fixed-ends. Measured curvature over beam fixed-
end regions in the anti-clockwise loading to 0.75Vi was 234xlO-6 and 323xlO-6 for 
positive and negative bending directions respectively, and they were 54 and 65 times the 
theoretically estimated curvatures at first yield. The theoretical member curvature at first 
yield was estimated at the attainment of the yield strain by the flexural tensile 
reinforcement based on plane section assumption. Such significant discrepancy between 
the measured member curvatures and the estimated curvatures was due to severe bond 
degradation along the beam longitudinal reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint 
core. The discrepancies between the measured member curvatures and the estimated 
curvatures were much smaller over the elastic portion due to much less significant bond 
degradation in that region. Evidently severe bond degradation along the beam flexural 
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bars caused the plane section assumption to underestimate the member local curvatures, 
especially within the fixed-end significantly. Hence the detailed investigation on the local 
curvature ductility is not of much interest for this specific case. 
Again, beam deformation was mainly limited to the fixed-ends, as seen in Fig.6.32, Which 
shows the beam deformation components of fixed-ends and the other gauged regions, 
referred to as elastic portion. Hence, a rotational ductility, defined as the ratio of the 
rotation over the beam fixed-ends to the theoretical rotation over the whole beam at first 
yield as described before, is used here for the index to the member deformation. 
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6.2.5.2 Beam Non-linear Behaviour 
Theoretically, beams of Unit 2 were expected to develop plastic hinges. Rotational 
ductility index is used for the indicator of the beam non-linear deformation. Fig. 6.33 
shows the observed beam non-linear behaviour. Fig.6.33 was plotted in terms of the 
measured beam rotational ductility and the attained beam force strength, expressed as 
the percentages of the measured beam force strength to the theoretical beam force 
strength at the development of the theoretical beam flexural strength. 
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6.2.5.3 Beam Longitudinal Reinforcement Strain 
Figs 6.34 to 6.36 show the measured beam longitudinal steel strains along beam bars 1 
2 and 3 of Unit 2 by electrical resistance strain gauges. 
Similar to the test observations made for Unit 1, the measured beam longitudinal steel 
strains showed significant bond deterioration along the beam longitudinal 
reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint core. The measured strains along the 
beam reinforcement at the flexural compression side were in tension not only within 
the joint core but also adjacent to the joint core. This occurred as early as in the 
loading stage of O.5Vj (Fig. 6.34), at which the beams were supposed to behave in the 
elastic range. The measured beam longitudinal reinforcement strains at the centre-line 
of the joint core demonstrated a sudden change of the steel strain properties from 
tension to significant compression. This must have been attributed to local buckling. 
The limited bond strength could not have changed the large tensile strains into 
significant compression strains over such smallregion. 
6.2.6 JOINT BEHAVIOUR 
On the basis of plane section assumption and the measured beam lateral loads, the 
estimated nominal horizontal joint shear stress at joint diagonal tension cracking was 
0.63--Jfc' MPa or 0.09fc' MPa. As described in section 6.1.6, the estimated joint shear 
strength at developing the joint diagonal tension cracking by assuming perfect bond 
and the diagonal tension strength of concrete of 0.3 K MPa, in terms of the nominal 
horizontal joint shear stress, is 0.3 K MPa in the case without axial column load. 
One approach to estimate the influence of compressive axial column load on the joint 
'" 
shear capacity is to use the equation 1 + N fZ ' and this gave the joint shear 
O.3Ag Ie 
capacity of 0.42K MPa for Unit 2, which was much smaller than the measured 
value of 0.63--Jfc'. Hence, when the applied compressive column axial load is lower 
than 0.12Agfc' as for Unit 2, the enhancement of the joint shear capacity associated 
with the concrete strut mechanism due to bond degradation along the longitudinal 
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reinforcement within the joint is still significant and the theoretical estimation based 
on current method would still significantly underestimate the joint shear strength of 
existing reinforced concrete structures reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars. 
However, the compressive column axial load of Unit 2 did enhance the bond 
mechanism along the longitudinal reinforcement within the joint and this resulted in 
more joint diagonal tension cracking. This can be seen below by comparing the 
observed joint shear deformation for Unit 2 with that for Unit 1. 
Fig. 6.37 shows the measured joint shear distortion and the storey shear strength 
versus the joint displacement component hysteresis loops measured for Unit 2. Unlike 
" 
the test evidence of Unit 1 where the joint diagonal tension cracks did not develop 
with the increase in the imposed displacement level, joint diagonal tension cracking, 
which initiated at the clockwise loading to 0.75Vj, progressed with the loading for 
Unit 2, the joint shear distortion and the joint displacement component continued to 
increase after the maximum strength of the unit was reached at the displacement 
ductility of 1 as shown in Fig.6.37, indicating that joint shear failure did contribute to 
the final failure of Unit 2. Quantitatively, Fig. 6.38 compares the joint shear 
distortions measured for Unit I and Unit 2. The maximum joint shear distortion 
measured for Unit 2 was more than 10 times that measured for Unit L More severe 
joint shear failure of Unit 2 than that of Unit 1 was because the force transfer from the 
steel to the surrounding concrete within the joint region by bond was enhanced for 
Unit 2 by the compressive axial column load. Force transfer from the steel to the 
concrete by bond induced shear forces in the joint concrete. As a result, large diagonal 
principal tension stress was developed in the concrete, leading to extensive concrete 
diagonal tension cracking. In addition, more significant concrete spalling resulting 
from column bar buckling occurred in Unit 2 also contributed to the more severe joint 
shear failure of Unit 2. 
The maximum joint displacement component was 7% of the total storey drift for Unit 
1, but about 40 % of the total storey drift for Unit 2, illustrating much more severe 
joint shear failure for Unit 2 compared to Unit 1. The compressive column axial load 
for Unit 2 enhanced the force transmission from steel to the concrete by bond within 
the joint and enhanced column bar buckling within and adjacent· to the joint core, 
leading to extensive concrete spaUing. As a consequence, the compressive column 
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axial load for Unit 2 enhanced the joint shear cracking and resulted in large increase in 
the joint displacement component, compared to that of Unit 1. 
The maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stress of Unit 2, which was reached at 
the first clockwise displacement ductility of 1, was O.6S-.Jfc' MPa or O.09fc' MPa. 
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6.2.7 Displacement Components 
Fig. 6.39 illustrates the measured displacement components for Unit 2 at the peaks of 
the loading cycles, expressed as percentages of the measured storey displacements. 
'The displacement components were estimated as defined in Chapter 5. 
Fig.6.39 shows that the column and joint displacement components, especially the 
component of column fixed-end rotation, progressed as the loading progressed. This 
indicates that the degrading column flexural behaviour in the fixed-end regions and 
the joint shear performance triggered the final failure of the unit. 
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For individual members, Fig.6.38 shows that the deformation components from 
member fixed-ends were much larger than that from their so-called elastic portions 
and such tendency of deformation lumping was more and more pronounced as the 
loading progressed, as revealed by the member deformation characteristics. 
6.3 CONCLUSIONS FROM THE TESTS ON AS-BillLT INTERIOR BEAM-
COLUMN JOINTS 
Simulated seismic load tests were conducted on two identical as-built full-scale one-
way interior beam-column joint units, Unit 1 and Unit 2. For the two units, the 
longitudinal and transverse reinforcement was from plain round bars, the beams and 
the columns had small amount of transverse reinforcement, the joint core had no shear 
reinforcement at all, and the diameter of the longitudinal bars passing through the 
joint core was larger than that permitted in NZS3101: 1995, as was typical of pre-
1970s construction in New Zealand. Unit 1 was tested with compressive column axial 
load of zero but Unit 2 was tested with compressive column axial load of 0.12Agfc' . 
For Unit 1, the beams were flexurally stronger than the columns. For Unit 2, the 
columns were marginally stronger than the beams due to the presence of compressive 
axial load. Theoretical consideration showed that the shear force capacity in the 
columns of Unit 1, the beams of Unit 2 and the joints of both units would be very 
inadequate. According to the New Zealand code NZS3101: 1995, the shear force 
capacities of the beams of Unit 2 and the columns of Unit 1 were only 15% and 51 % 
of the shear demands at developing the theoretical strength of the units. The shear 
force capacities in the joint was 55% and 74% of the shear demands for Unit 1 and 
Unit 2 respectively, according to the method proposed by Park. The transverse 
reinforcement in the beams and columns were very inadequate, according to the code 
requirements for anti-buckling and concrete confinement. 
Conclusions drawn from the two tests on as-built interior beam-column joint units are 
as follows: 
1. The overall seismic performance of similar existing reinforced concrete 
structures designed to out-dated seismic codes would be very poor in terms of the 
attainment and maintenance of the stiffness and strength in a major earthquake. Severe 
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bond degradation, which occurred along the plain round longitudinal bars within and 
adjacent to the joint, and column bar buckling triggered the final failure of both tests. 
The attained structural initial stiffness was about 40% of the theoretical predictions at 
first yield for both Unit 1 and Unit 2. The attained storey shear strength was about 
10% and 23% less than the theoretical predictions for Unit 1 and Unit 2 respectively. 
The attainment of the force strength for Unit 1 and Unit 2 occurred at a storey drift of 
4% and 2% respectively. Significant strength and stiffness degradation after the 
attainment of the maximum strength was observed. 
2. Unlike the case with deformed longitudinal bars where compressive column 
axial load would enhance the system's overall performance and enhance the joint 
shear performance, the observed overall system performance for Unit 1 and Unit 2 
showed totally different evidence. Compressive column axial load for Unit 2 did not 
improve the system's stiffness performance and led to more joint shear cracking. In 
addition, compressive column axial load for Unit 2 caused the attained system 
strength to be reduced if expressed as the percentage of the theoretical prediction, 
when compared to that for Unit 1. 
For both tests, severe bond degradation occurred along the plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint core. The compressive column axial 
load for Unit 2, when combined with severe bond degradation, enhanced the 
premature column bar buckling within and adjacent to the joint core due to very small 
amount of column transverse reinforcement present, resulting in extensive concrete 
spalling adjacent to the joint core and larger damage areas adjacent to the joint core. 
As a result, the compressive column axial load for Unit 2 could not have improved the 
system's overall performance. Regarding the joint shear performance, the compressive 
column axial load for Unit 2 enhanced the force transfer from the longitudinal 
reinforcement to the surrounding concrete within the joint, resulting in more joint 
shear cracking, when compared with that for Unit 1. 
3. For the as-built reinforced concrete members and beam-column joints, 
compared to the case with deformed longitudinal reinforcement, the use of plain round 
longitudinal bars resulted in severe bond degradation along the longitudinal 
reinforcement. As a result, the shear strength associated with the concrete compressive 
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strut mechanism was enhanced for both reinforced concrete members and the beam-
column joints. Hence, the seismic performance of the system was much less shear 
critical, compared with the case with deformed longitudinal reinforcement. For the 
beams of Unit 2, their performance was observed to be totally dominated by flexure, 
although the theoretical prediction by New Zealand code NZS3101:1995 concluded 
that the shear force capacities were only 15% of the shear demands at developing the 
theoretical strength of the units. Evidently, the current code methods and other seismic 
assessment methods derived from the tests with deformed longitudinal reinforcement 
would significantly underestimate the shear force capacity in existing reinforced 
concrete members and joints, when the structures contain plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement. 
However, the use of plain round longitudinal bars significantly facilitated the column 
bar buckling. The transverse reinforcement requirements for preventing the 
longitudinal bars from buckling and for confining the compressed concrete became 
much more critical than that for resisting shear. 
Another consequence of severe bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement 
was that the member flexural behaviour was much less satisfactory and much less 
. predictable, when compared to the cases with deformed longitudinal bars. Due to 
severe bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement, the plane section 
assumption was violated. Compared with the theoretical predictions based on the 
plane section assumption, member longitudinal reinforcement strains were higher and 
member flexural curvature deformations were larger. The discrepancies for the steel 
strains were smaller than for the deformation properties and this was compatible with 
the observation for the test units that the strength was slightly lower than the 
theoretical prediction but the stiffness was significantly lower than the theoretical 
prediction. 
Of particular interest is that member post-elastic flexural deformation was limited to 
its fixed-ends at beam-column interfaces due to severe bond degradation within and 
adjacent to the joint core and a rotational ductility, rather than the curvature ductility 
associated with a certain plastic hinge length, became a proper index to member non-
linear deformation. In this case, the force transfer of the member longitudinal 
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reinforcement within the joint, namely the joint force transfer mechanism, determined 
the flexural behaviour of the member. The determination of a member's flexural 
performance in this case could be strongly affected by the compressive axial actions 
and the cross sectional dimensions of transverse members framing into the same joint. 
This disagrees with the current understanding that the flexural performance of a 
reinforced concrete member is completely determined by the member itself. 
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CHAPTER 7 
TEST RESULTS OF EXTERIOR BEAM-COLUMN JOINTS 
7.1 GENERAL 
Four full-scale one-way exterior beam-column joint units, named as EIl, EJ2, EB and 
EJ4, were constructed into two groups of two units each. The four units had identical 
overall dimensions and reinforcing details except the different arrangements of the beam 
bar hooks in the joint core. The longitudinal and transverse reinforcement was from Grade 
300 plain round steel, the joint cores contained very limited shear reinforcement, and the 
columns and the beams contained small amount of transverse reinforcement, as was the 
case for pre-l 970s construction in New Zealand. 
For each two identical test units of each group, one unit was tested under simulated 
seismic loading with zero axial column load, and the other unit was tested under simulated 
seismic loading with the existence of a constant compressive axial column load of 1800 
kN. The as-built exterior beam-column joint Unit Ell with the beam bar hooks bent away 
from the joint core was retrofitted by wrapping the column parts above and below the joint 
core using fibre-glass jacket after testing as-built with zero axial column load, in order to 
testifY the alternative force path as described in Chapter 4. The retrofitted unit, named as 
REJl, was tested again under simulated seismic loading with zero axial column load. 
Seismic assessment of the test units conducted in Chapter 4 using New Zealand Code 
approach and the seismic assessment procedure proposed by Park shows that beam and 
column transverse reinforcement was inadequate for all the tests, according to the 
requirements for preventing the longitudinal reinforcement from buckling and confining 
the compressed concrete, and/or the requirement for providing shearforce strength. Due to 
only small amount of column transverse reinforcement present above and below the joint 
core, the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement and the inadequate anchorage 
configuration, which had the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint cores, meant that it 
was very critical to transfer the member forces across the joint core. Examination of 
exterior beam-column joint shear mechanisms conducted in Chapter 4 identified that 
different beam bar hook details could actuate different joint force transfer paths and 
therefore emphasise the need for column transverse reinforcement at different locations. 
Concrete tension cracking failure initiated by the opening of the beam bar hooks could 
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occur prior to the actuation of postulated joint force paths due to insufficient column 
transverse reinforcement within the beam bar hook ranges and the utilisation of plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement. Seismic assessment based on the method proposed by 
Park also showed that the shear force capacities of the beamMcolumn joint cores were 
adequate except for the test of En, which had the beam bar hooks bent away from the 
joint core and was tested with zero axial column load. 
It is noted that the New Zealand code approach and the method proposed by Park are 
established on the basis of experimental results with deformed longitudinal reinforcement. 
Experimental evidence observed for the two as-built interior beam-column joint units 
reinforced by plain round longitudinal reinforcement conducted in this project revealed 
that reinforced concrete linear members (beams and columns) with small amount of 
transverse reinforcement are not shear critical if plain round longitudinal reinforcement is 
used. Reinforced concrete linear members designed according to a similar design 
philosophy, that is, to similar codes, must be of similar behaviour, irrespective of whether 
they are part of interior or exterior beam-column joint assemblies. Therefore for the 
exterior beam-column joint test units, beam and column behaviour would be more likely 
to be dominated by flexure, rather than by shear, but the member flexural behaviour would 
degrade significantly due to expected severe bond degradation along the longitudinal 
reinforcement. Hence, the member behaviour is studied with emphases on the member's 
degrading flexural behaviour. For the joints, the investigation emphasises the member 
force transfer across the joint core, the column transverse reinforcement strains at different 
locations, and the potential concrete tension cracking failure along the beam bar hooks. Of 
course the effects of different beam bar hook details and compressive axial column load 
are also investigated in a comparative way. 
Similar to the tests on the two as-built interior beam-column joint tests conducted in this 
project, where big discrepancies between the measured member curvatures and the 
theoretical values were observed due to the violation of the plane section assumption and 
the flexural deformation of such linear members tended to concentrate on the fixed-end 
regions, the rotational deformation in the fixed-end of an existing reinforced concrete 
member, rather than the detailed member curvature properties along the member, becomes 
a proper index to the member's post-elastic flexural behaviour. 
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7.2 TEST OF UNIT EJ1 
7.2.1 Introduction 
As-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit Ell had the beam bar hooks bent away 
from the joint core and it was tested under simulated seismic loading with zero axial 
column load. Test on Unit En was identical to Hakuto's test on Unit 07 except that 
Hakuto used deformed longitudinal reinforcement. This test aimed at investigating the 
seismic performance of exterior beam-column joint components when reinforced by plain 
round longitudinal bars and containing reinforcing details typical of pre-1970 existing 
reinforced concrete moment resisting frame structures in New Zealand. Theoretically, test 
on Unit Ell would achieve a weak beam-strong column mechanism. The ratio of the 
column moment capacity to the beam moment capacity relative to the joint centre-line was 
2.1 and 1.4 respectively when determined by the beam negative moment capacity and 
positive moment capacity. The theoretical storey shear strength of Unit En for clockwise 
loading, which was determined by the beam negative bending moment capacity was 67 
kN, and the theoretical storey shear strength of the unit for anti-clockwise loading, which 
was determined by the beam positive moment capacity, was 45 kN. 
7.2.2 Crack Development and Damage 
The crack development and the flnal appearance of Unit Ell are illustrated in Fig. 7.1. 
Concrete tension cracking, orientated by the anchorage configuration of the top beam bars, 
initiated above the joint core in the upper column as early as at the peak load -attainment of 
clockwise 0.5Vj (loading run 1). This occurred due to the interaction of the column bar 
buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks in tension as described in Fig 
4.4(a). The development of flexural cracks in the beam and columns at this speciflc stage 
was also observed and the beam and columns were still in the elastic range. In loading run 
3, which attempted to achieve clockwise 0.75 Vi, the existing crack directed by the 
anchorage configuration of the top beam bars rapidly extended into the upper .column as 
well as into the joint core although the storey shear strength remained nearly unchanged 
after it reached only O.55Vj. This was due to the failure in actuating the alternative joint 
shear model as a consequence of insufficient column transverse reinforcement adjacent to 
the joint core. In comparison, the observed development of the existing flexural 
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(a). Loading at Clockwise 0.5Vi (b). Loading at Anti~Clockwise O.5Vi 
(c). Loading to Attain Clockwise 0.75Vi (d). Final Appearance 
Fig.7.1 Crack Development and Final Appearance ofEJl with Failure Initiated by 
Concrete Tension Cracking Orientated by Beam Bar Hooks 
cracks was less apparent in loading run 3. Reversed anti-clockwise loading led to crack 
development similar to that with clockwise loading. In loading run 4 which attempted to 
achieve anti-clockwise 0.75Vi, concrete tension cracking orientated by the bending 
configuration of the bottom beam bars initiated below the joint core in the column at the 
drift angle of 1 % (see Fig.7.1(d)) and it rapidly developed into the bottom column in the 
vertical direction and into the joint core in the diagonal direction, although the observed 
increase in the storey shear strength was not significant after 60% of the theoretical storey 
shear strength in the anti-clockwise loading direction. 
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The testing of as-built Unit En was terminated after the completion of two loading 
cycles, and the peak loading of O.75Vi was not attained in either directions. It was 
believed that subsequent loading could only cause further development of the cracks 
orientated by the anchorage configuration of the beam bar hooks without achieving any 
higher strength. 
In general, the observed flexural cracks in the columns were much less pronounced than 
those in the beam, indicating the formation of a weak beam-strong column failure 
mechanism as theoretically predicted. The flexural cracks in the beam were sparsely 
spaced with one major flexural crack adjacent to the joint core as a result of severe bond 
degradation and slip along the beam longitudinal reinforcing bars within and adjacent to 
the joint core. No beam and column shear cracks were observed for Unit En, similar to 
that observed for linear members of Units I and 2. The joint core of Unit En was 
observed to be of good integrity throughout the whole test, although the theoretical 
seismic assessment identified that the shear capacity of beam-column joint core of Unit 
Ell was only 38% the required strength at developing the theoretical strength of the unit 
. (see Table 4.8). The seismic performance of individual members was therefore dominated 
by flexural failure, instead of shear failure. This demonstrated that both the current code 
method and the current seismic assessment procedure of Reference P6 could not give 
good prediction of the available shear strength for as-built linear members and as-built 
exterior beam-column joints should plain round longitudinal reinforcing bars be used, as 
revealed by other tests on concrete components reinforced by plain round bars [LI, MI, 
M2]. 
The influence of the steel type used on the overall seismic performance of exterior beam-
column joint components is identified by comparing the observed test evidence of Unit 
EJl and Hakuto's Unit 07. Hakuto's Unit 07 was identical to Unit En except that 
Hakuto's Unit 07 used deformed longitudinal reinforcing bars, and both Unit En and 
Unit 07 were tested under simulated seismic loading with zero axial column load. For 
Hakuto's test on Unit 07, the final failure was due to the joint shear failure and the 
development of the joint diagonal tension cracks occurred earlier than the development of 
the crack orientated by the beam bar hook in the column. In comparison, the joint core of 
the as-built Unit EJl was of good integrity at the fmal stage, the development of joint 
diagonal tension cracks for Unit En occurred after the development of the crack 
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orientated by the beam bar hook in the column. The fmal failure of Unit En was 
attributed to concrete tension cracking failure along the beam bar hooks in tension, which 
was due to the interaction between the column bar buckling and the opening action of the 
tensile beam bar hooks. 
This means that the use of plain round reinforcing bars enhanced the shear force 
capacities of the beam and beam-column joint, and this shear performance enhancement 
of the beam and beam-column joint reached a point where their seismic performance is 
governed by flexure, rather than by shear. However, the use of plain round reinforcing 
bars enhanced column bar buckling, facilitating concrete tension cracking failure 
associated with the opening action of the be~ bar hooks and leading to an increased 
need for column transverse reinforcement within the beam bar hook range, compared to 
the case with deformed bars. Evidently, the member force transfer across the joint core is 
of more concern if plain round bars are used for longitudinal reinforcement. 
7.2.3 Load-versus-Displacement Response Measured for Unit En 
Fig.7.2 shows the storey (horizontal) shear force versus storey (horizontal) displacement 
and storey drift hysteresis loops for the as-built unit EJ1. Also shown in Fig. 7.2 is the 
theoretical storey shear strength Vi of the unit at the attainment of the theoretical flexural 
strength of the unit, calculated using the New Zealand code approach but using the 
measured material strengths and assuming a strength reduction factor of unity as 
previously described. The plots in Fig. 7.2 confirm very poor general seismic behaviour 
of the as-built exterior beam-column j oint unit EJ1. 
The first yield displacement could not be obtained using the adopted method specified in 
Section 5.3.2 due to failure to attain the peak of 0.75Vj. The stiffuess measured at the 
loading cycle of O.5Vi was 1.7 kN/mm, and this was only 42% of the theoretically 
predicted initial stiffness of 4.0 kN/mm. Significant stiffness degradation observed in the 
loading cycle of 0.75Vj indicated that the measured initial stiffness would be lower than 
1.7 kN/mm should the loading peak of 0.75Vi be attained. Significant disparity between 
the measured stiffness and the theoretically predicted stiffuess was partially because the 
theoretical prediction of the initial structural stiffness did not take the effect of member 
fixed-end rotations into account. The observed structural stiffuess property of Unit En 
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Fig.7.2 Storey Shear versus Storey Displacement Hysteretic Loops of Unit EJI 
also can be contrasted with the measured initial stiffness of Unit 07 tested by Hakuto et 
al [HI] which was otherwise identical but reinforced by deformed bars. The measured 
initial stiffness for Unit 07 at 75% of the theoretical storey horizontal load strength of the 
test unit was 3.4 kN/mm on average, being 2 times the measured stiffness for Unit E11 at 
0.5Vi. The use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement led to a more than 50% 
reduction in the initial stiffness, compared to the available stiffness with deformed 
longitudinal reinforcement. Compared to the test evidence of as-built interior beam-
column joint Unit I, where the initial stiffness observed was about 60% of that observed 
for an otherwise identical test but reinforced by deformed bars, the adverse effect 
resulting from the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement on the structural stiffness 
property is more significant for as-built exterior beam-column joint subassemblages than 
for as-built interior beam-column joint subassemblages. This occurred because both the 
severe bond degradation along the beam longitudinal bars and the concrete tension 
cracking orientated by the beam bar hook configuration had contributed to large beam 
fixed-end rotation. This once again demonstrated that the type of structure tested would 
become very flexible when plain round bars are used for longitudinal reinforcement. 
Fig. 7.2 shows that unlike well-designed exterior beam-column joint units where the 
theoretical strength or even the over-strength can be achieved [P13], the maximum storey 
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shear strengths measured for the as-built unit EJI in the clockwise loading direction and 
anticlockwise loading direction were respectively only 55% and 60% of the theoretical 
force strength of the unit, and they were attained at a storey drift of 2 % and 1% 
respectively. The low load capacity was attributed to failing to control the concrete 
tension cracking along the beam bar hook due to insufficient column transverse 
reinforcement above and below the joint core within the beam bar hook range. 
Comparison with the simulated seismic loading test on Hakuto's Unit 07 could lead to 
the identification of steel type with the seismic behaviour. The available strength of Unit 
EJI was only 70% of the available strength of Unit 07 after eliminating the influences of 
material strengths. The lower load capacity of Unit EJI compared to Hakuto' s Unit 07 
was due to severe bond degradation along the .column and beam longitudinal bars of Unit 
EJI. Severe bond degradation along the column longitudinal bars enhanced premature 
column bar buckling, and severe bond degradation along the beam longitudinal bars of 
Unit EJI increased the need for the joint concrete strut mechanism and increased the 
induced concrete lateral tensile stress around the beam bar bend. As a result, the capacity 
in association with premature concrete tension cracking orientated by the beam bar hooks 
was very low and it triggered the final failure of Unit EJI. 
Such low available load force strength and stiffness of the test unit EJI meant that 
investigation of other structural properties, such as, strength degradation and energy 
dissipating capacity, would be not meanipgful. 
7.2.4 Observed Steel Strains and Member Curvature Behaviour 
The measured beam and column longitudinal reinforcement strains were below the steel 
yield values. 
The beam of Unit EJI was expected to develop a plastic hinge and the columns of Unit 
EJl were expected to remain in the elastic range during testing. Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.4 show 
the measured curvature profiles for the beam and columns respectively. 
In Figs.7.3 and 7.4, it is seen that the curvatures in the fixed-ends were much higher than 
the curvature over the elastic portion for the beam and columns although the beam and 
columns of the unit were expected to be still in the elastic range then, similar to the 
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member deformation characteristics observed for the as-built interior beam-column joint 
units. Fig.7.5 and Fig.7.6 show the deformation components measured for the beam and 
the columns, respectively. The meaSured beam fixed-end rotation contributed as high as 
90% of the total beam flexural deformation and the column fixed-end rotation contributed 
about 98% of the measured total column deformation. 
Apparently, for linear concrete members reinforced by plain round bars, the fixed-end 
rotation is the major source of the member deformation, irrespective of whether the 
member is in the elastic range or in the inelastic range. 
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7.2.5 Joint Behaviour 
7.2.5.1 Joint Shear Stress 
The estimated maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stress for clockwise loading 
direction, based on the measured force strength and plane section theory, was 1.0 
MPa, or 0.17 K MPa. In comparison, the estimated maximum nominal horizontal 
joint shear stress for anti-clockwise loading direction was lower, being 0.72 MPa, or 
o.12K MPa. For both clockwise and anti-clockwise loading directions, the 
attainment of the maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stresses coincided with the 
extension diagonally into the joint core of the cracks orientated' by the hook 
configuration of the tensile beam bars in the columns. 
If the shear force strengths of beam-column joints at the stage of diagonal tension 
cracking of' the joint cores is assessed by using Mohr's circle for stress and the 
diagonal tension strength of concrete is assumed to be 0.3 K MPa, the joint 
horizontal shear strength at the stage of joint diagonal tension cracking, in terms of the 
nominal horizontal joint shear stress, is 0.3 K MPa when axial column load is zero 
as was for test on Unit EJI. Evidently, the maximum joint shear input of 
0.17 K MPa in terms of the nominal horizontal joint shear stress would not have 
induced the concrete diagonal tension cracking in the joint core of Unit EJI, should 
the unit contain the deformed longitudinal reinforcement. Due to severe bond 
degradation along the beam flexural tensile reinforcement resulting from the use of 
plain round longitudinal reinforcement, the beam steel tensile force was mainly 
transmitted into the concrete around the beam bar bend, resulting in high local 
concrete tensile action around the beam bar bend and subsequently inducing the 
concrete tension cracking, which initiated around the beam bar hook. In this case, the 
actual local concrete tensile stresses could be much higher than the estimated tensile 
action using the nominal horizontal joint shear stress. In addition, severe bond 
degradation along the beam flexural tensile reinforcement significantly violated the 
plane section assumption. As a result, the plane section theory would overestimate the 
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member flexural strength, namely, the actual tensile force along the beam flexural 
tensile reinforcement was larger than the theoretical value and the nominal horizontal 
joint shear stress calculated based on the plane section theory underestimated the shear 
input action in the joint. However, the latter cause was believed to be not so 
prominent as the former one. 
Apparently, when plain round longitudinal reinforcement is used and the beam bar 
hooks are bent away from the joint core as for Unit En, premature concrete tension 
cracking failure initiated at the beam bar bend due to the resistance to the beam steel 
tensile force, rather than the joint shear, is very criticaL 
Comparison of the joint behaviour of Unit En and Hakuto's Unit 07, which was 
identical to Unit En except the use of deformed reinforcing bars, could lead to the 
identification of the influence of steel type on the joint performance. The joint 
performance observed of Unit En was much better than that ofHakuto's 07 in terms 
'of the final appearance, as seen in Fig.7.!. Whereas in the case of Unit 07 the nominal 
horizontal joint shear stress at which the crack running along the beam bar hooks 
initiated was about 0.23.fl MPa for the clockwise loading cycle and 0.21 .fl MPa 
for the anti-clockwise loading cycle respectively, the estimated nominal horizontal 
j oint shear stress at which the crack running along the beam bar hook initiated for Unit 
En was 0.17.fl MPa and 0.12.fl MPa for clockwise and anti-clockwise loading 
directions respectively, where /; is the measured concrete compressive strength. This 
illustrated that the use of plain round bars for longitudinal reinforcement enhanced the 
need to transmit the beam steel tension force at the bend, compared to the case with 
deformed bars. As a consequence, the failure associated with the concrete tension 
cracking orientated by beam bar hooks in tension was facilitated, which triggered the 
final failure ofthe test Unit En. 
7.2.5.2 Joint Shear Distortion 
Fig. 7.7 illustrates the joint shear distortion and storey shear strength observed for 
Unit En using the method as described in Section 5.2.4. 
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Fig.7.8 Storey Shear and Measured Elongation of Joint Diagonals for Unit En 
The induced maximum joint shear distortion was 0.52% for Unit En and it occurred 
at the achievement of the maximum storey shear strength when the existing crack was 
extending into the joint core. The maximum joint shear distortion measured for Unit 
En was only about 15% of the maximum joint shear distortion measured for Unit 07 
by Hakuto et aI, which was about 3.5% for both loading directions. Much better joint 
integrity observed for Unit En was attributed to less steel force transmitted into the 
concrete by bond within the joint core of Unit En due to more severe bond 
degradation and bar slip along the beam bars, compared to the test on Unit 07. 
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Fig.7.8 shows the storey shear force versus joint diagonal elongation measured for test 
on Unit En. Evidently, the joint shear deformation was mainly a consequence of 
concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks and the concrete compressive 
strains along the supposed diagonal concrete strut was very small. 
7.2.5.3 Joint Shear Reinforcement Strains 
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Fig.7.9 Measured Column Transverse Reinforcement Strains at Different Locations 
The measured steel strains in the column transverse reinforcement during the test on 
Unit En by electrical resistance strain gauges were generally well below the steel 
yield strain. However, the measured strain of the column transverse reinforcementCT-
4 at the top beam face was much larger than the steel yield strain of 1.59 x 10-6 , as 
shown in Fig. 7.9. Due to the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement for Unit 
En, severe bond degradation along the beam longitudinal bars occurred and hence the 
beam tension steel force was mainly transferred within the bend. Due to the beam bar 
hooks bent away from the joint core, the member force transfer across the joint core 
for Unit EJI would follow the alternative force path as suggested by Fig. 4.4(b). The 
actuation of this alternative force path caused the column transverse reinforcement 
within the beam bar hook range to be significantly strained in tension. Because there 
was only one set of column stirrups within the beam bar hook range, the measured 
strain for CT -4 was very large. 
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7.2.6 Displacement Components 
Fig. 7.10 shows the measured displacement components for Unit EJl. The maximum 
beam and column displacement components accounted for about 70% and 40% 
respectively of the measured total storey displacement while the joint displacement 
component was less than 20%. It should be appreciated that concrete tension cracking 
orientated by the beam bar hook also contributed to the beam displacement 
component. Severe bond degradation and slip along the beam bars within the joint 
core not only enhanced the beam fixed-end rotations but also enhanced the concrete 
tension cracking orientated by the beam bar hook. Hence the utilisation of plain round 
reinforcing bars as was the case of Unit EJl enhances the beam displacement 
contribution significantly, but reduces greatly the joint displacement component. 
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Fig. 7.10 Displacement components measured for Test of Unit En 
7.2.7 Summary 
An as-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit En was tested under simulated 
seismic ~oading without axial column load. The design deficiencies of test unit EJ1 
were (1). The beam longitudinal reinforcing bars were bent away from the joint core 
in the. exterior column. As a result, the force transfer across the joint core was a 
critical concern. (2). The longitudinal reinforcePlent was from plain round bars. (3). 
The joint core contained very limited shear reinforcement and the estimated joint 
shear capacity was only 38% of the demand at developing the system's theoretical 
strength. (4). The transverse reinforcement in the beam and columns was very 
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inadequate according to the requirement for preventing the longitudinal reinforcement 
from buckling and/or for resisting shear. The tendency of the potential column bar 
buckling was further accelerated because the first set of transverse reinforcement was 
not close enough to the beam and column interface, according to current code 
requirement. The estimated beam shear strength was only 20% of the maximum shear 
demand. 
Conclusions drawn from this test are as follows: 
1. Very poor overall seismic performance 
The overall performance of the unit was very poor. The experimental initial stiffness . 
using the method described in section S.3.2 could not be obtained due to being unable 
to attain 7S% of the theoretical strength. The initial stiffness measured at the. loading 
cycle of O.sVl was 1.7 kN/mm and this was only 42% of the theoretically predicted 
structural stiffness. The available strength of Unit En was also very low and it was 
only about SS% of the theoretical strength of the unit. The strength development of 
Unit EHwas governed by premature concrete tension cracking along the beam bar 
hooks, which occurred prior to the joint concrete diagonal tensIon cracking. Severe 
. bond degradation between the longitudinal reinforcement and the surrounding 
concrete enhanced column bar buckling and enhanced the opening action of the beam 
bar hooks. Consequently, premature concrete tension cracking failure along the beam 
bar hooks, rather than the shear failure in the beam and/or the joint, triggered the final 
failure of the unit. 
2. Enhanced need for hoop transverse reinforcement adjacent to the joint core 
For the existing reinforced concrete exterior beam-column joint components with the 
beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core in the exterior columns, the column 
hoops adjacent to the joint core, rather than the ones in the centre of the joint, are 
highly stressed. This suggests that the column transverse reinforcement adjacent to the 
joint core is more needed than the joint hoops within the joint core. The plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement used facilitated the failure associated with the premature 
concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks, hence facilitating the need for the 
column transverse reinforcement adjacent to the joint core. 
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3. Sfgnificant concentration of member flexural deformation at the fixed-ends 
The seismic performance of the beam and columns of Unit Ell was totally governed by 
flexure, rather than· by shear. The flexural deformation of the beam and columns was 
significantly concentrated in the member fixed-ends even when the beam and columns 
were expected to remain in the elastic range. The contribution of the rotation in the fixed-
end(s) was more than 90% of the total flexural deformation of the member. This indicates 
that allowance only for the member fixed-end rotation in estimating the member 
deformation is adequate. 
4. More significant adverse effect due to the plain round longitudinal bars used 
Comparison with an otherwise identical Unit 07 but reinforced by deformed bars showed 
that the use of plain round bars for the longitudinal reinforcement of as-built exterior 
beam-column joint assemblies I}ot only caused the attained overall system strength to 
reduce by about 30% after eliminating.the effect of material strengths, but also caused the 
attained stiffness of Unit EJ1 to reduce by more than 50%. 
Compared with the test on as-built interior beam-column joint Unit 1, where the attained 
initial stiffness was about 60% of that observed for Hakuto's test of Unit 01 which was 
otherwise identical to Unit 1 but reinforced by deformed bars, the adverse effect of the 
utilisation of plain round longitudinal reinforcement on the structural stiffness property is 
more severe for as-built exterior beam-column joint assemblies. Hence the tested structure 
would be very flexible if plain round longitudinal reinforcement is used. 
5. Enhanced shear performance of the members and the joint 
Similar to the test evidence of the as-built interior beam-column joint units, the use of 
plain round longitudinal reinforcement for Unit Ell led to much improved joint shear 
performance due to severe bond degradation along the beam longitudinal reinforcement 
within the joint core. As a consequence, the problem area of as-built exterior beam-column 
joint unit was shifted from the joint shear failure for Unit 07 to concrete tension cracking 
orientated by the beam tensile steel hooks. 
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7.3 TEST OF RETROFITTED UNIT REJ1 
7.3.1 Introduction 
As-built Unit EJl was retrofitted by wrapping the column areas adjacent to the joint core 
using fibre-glass jacketing after tested as-built under simulated seismic loading with zero 
axial column load, and then became Unit REn. Unit REIl was tested under simulated 
seismic loading with zero axial column load in order to testify the actuation of the 
postulated alternative joint force transfer model in Section 4.4.2. 
7.3.2 Crack Development and Damage 
The crack development and the appearance of Unit REIl at the completion of testing are 
shown in Fig. 7.11. 
The existing beam and column flexural cracKs, which were repaired by injecting epoxy 
resin before jacketing the damaged as-built :Unit En using fibre-glass, started to open 
again as early as in the loading cycle to O.5V j , especially the beam flexural crack at the 
inner column face. Apart from this, a vertical crack along the outer layer of the column 
main bars was observed within the joint core in the later loading stages. This was 
associated with the reopening of the existing cracks orientated by the beam bar hook and 
the column bar buckling within the joint core, However, the development of this vertical 
crack within the joint core was not so pronounced as that of the major beam flexural crack 
at the column face. 
Similar to the test observation for Unit EJ1, no concrete diagonal tension cracks were 
observed in the beam and columns of Unit REJ1. Hence the performance of individual 
linear members was dominated by flexural behaviour. There were no new joint diagonal 
tension cracks developed within the joint core of REn. It is noted that the theoretical 
sei&mic assessment conducted in section 4.3 "Seismic Assessment of As-built Test Units" 
showed that the provided horizontal joint shear force capacity was only 38 % Of the 
imposed horizontal joint shear force at developing the beam negative theoretical flexural 
strength and the attained storey shear strength by test of REH was 75% of the theoretical 
storey shear strength for both loading directions. Furthermore the theoretical seismic 
assessment conducted in Section 4.3 showed that the available shear force capacity of the 
beam of Unit En was only 20% and 55% of the imposed shear at developing the 
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theoretical strength of the unit by code approach and the approach suggested in reference 
P6 respectively. Hence both the current code method and the current seismic assessment 
method proposed in Reference P6 would underestimate the shear force capacity in linear 
concrete 'members and beam-column joints if plain round bars are used for longitudinal 
reinforcement. 
Hence, the seismic performanCe of the test of REH was totally governed by beam flexural 
behaviour. Beam flexural deformation concentrated in the major flexural crack at the 
column face due to severe bond degradation and slip along the beam main bars within and 
adjacent to the joint core of Unit REH and beam fixed-end rotation became the major 
source of the beam flexural deformation. 
Whereas in the case of the test on as-built unit EJ1 concrete tension cracking orientated by 
the beam bar hook configuration governed the strength attainment and triggered the final 
failure, test of Unit REJ1 evidently demonstrated that fibre-glass jacketing in the column 
areas adjacent to the joint core 'for Unit REJ1 controlled such premature concrete tension 
cracking and actuated the alternative force path postulated in Section 4.4.2. Consequently, 
the'seismic performance of Unit REJ1 was governed by the flexural performance of the 
beam for this weak beam-strong column system. 
7.3.3 Load-versus-Displacement Response Measured for Unit REJ1 
Fig.7.12 shows the storey shear force versus storey displacement and storey drift 
hysteresis loops measured for the' retrofittea-as-built exterior beam-column joint unit 
REJ1. The theoretical storey ,shear strength of Unit REJ1, Vi' which was the same as that 
of the as-built unit EJ1, is also shown in Fig.7.12 for both loading directions. Compared to 
the hysteresis properties measured for Unit EJl in Fig.7.2, the hysteresis loops measured 
duririg the test of Unit REJ1 in Fig.7.12 demonstrated that wrapping the column parts 
above and below the joint core using fibre-glass greatly improved the seismic behaviour of 
as-built exterior beam-column joint assembly which had plain round beam longitudinal bar 
hooks bent away from the joint core in the exterior columns. 
A large increase in the stiffness was observed for the test on Unit REJ1, when compared to 
the test on Unit EJ1. The stiffness measured at clockwise O.5Vi for the test on Unit REH 
was 4.26 kN/mm and it was 2.37 times the measured initial stiffness of 1.7 kN/mm 
(a) Loading at O.5Vi (b) Loading at O.75Vi ( c) End of Loading at Ductility 1 
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Fig. 7 .11 Crack Development and Final Appearance of Unit REJ1 
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Fig. 7 .12 Storey Shear Versus Storey Displacement Hysteresis Responses of REJI 
for the as-built unit EJI at loading cycle of 0.5 Vi. This occurred because the 
development of concrete tension cracking orientated by the beam longitudinal bar hooks 
in exterior columns was controlled by the lateral confinement provided by fibre-glass 
jacketing. The average initial stiffness measured for Unit REJI at the loading cycle to 
0.75 Vi was 2.1kN/mm, and this was about 50% of the theoretical prediction of the initial 
stiffness. Obviously the available stiffness of the retrofitted as-built exterior beam-
column joint Unit REJI was still very low. The low stiffness was anticipated because of 
the following reasons: Firstly, the clamping actions in column areas adjacent to the joint 
core, which was necessary for actuating the alternative force path, was at the expense of 
large crack opening when passive jacketing, such as fibre-glass jacketing, is used as was 
the case as for REJ1. Secondly, severe bond deterioration along the beam longitudinal 
bars within and adjacent to the joint core must have led to a very low beam flexural 
stiffness. 
Also observed was a large increase in the attained strength for Unit REJI, in comparison 
with as-built Unit EJ1. The maximum storey shear strengths attained by Unit REJ1 for 
both clockwise and anti-clockwise loading directions, although still about 25% less than 
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the corresponding theoretical storey shear strengths of the unit, were more than 15% 
higher than the attained strengths by the as-built Unit En. The lower strength of the unit 
was mainly due to severe bond degradation along the member longitudinal reinforcement. 
As revealed by the tests on Unit 1 and Unit 2, the plane section assumption could 
. overestimate the available member flexural strength if severe bond degradation along the 
member longitudinal reinforcement occurs as was the case for Unit REn. 
Significant pinching is also observed in the loops of Fig.7.12, and the pinching was 
observed to progress with the increasing level of the imposed displacement. The softness 
of the test unit at the beginning of each load run occurred due to the major beam flexural 
crack at the inner column face, which formed as a consequence of severe bond 
degradation and slip along the longitudinal beam reinforcement within and adjacent to the 
joint core. 
In summary, the retrofitted Unit REJl demonstrated much better seismic performance. 
The attained initial stiffuess, although only about 40% of the theoretical value based on 
the plane section assumption, was more than 2 times the measured initial stiffuess for the 
as-built unit EJI. The attained storey shear strengths occurred at storey drifts of 
approximately 0.86%, and although only about 75% of the theoretical storey shear 
strengths, were about 15% higher than that achieved by the as-built unit EJI. However, 
the retrofitted unit still showed a great deal of strength and stiffuess degradation. 
7.3.4 Strains of Longitudinal Reinforcement Measured by Strain Gauges 
The readings from electrical resistance strain gauges were checked first to verify their 
reliability. For a certain strain gauge, the variation of its readings was compared with the 
variation of the imposed member forces, as the testing progressed. If the strain gauge 
readings fluctuated in the same way as that of the imposed member forces, the strain 
gauge was thought to behave properly. Otherwise, the strain gauge readings were 
eliminated. 
Fig.7.13 and Fig.7.14 show the measured strain profiles by electrical resistance strain 
gauges for beam bar 1 and beam bar 2, respectively. The beam bar strains were taken as 
the average values if two gauges were used at the same location. For beam bar 2, the 
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strain gauges glued at inner column face did not work properly, hence the strains of beam 
bar 2 at this location could not be obtained. It is seen from Fig.7.13 and Fig.7.14 that the 
measured tensile strains for beam bar 1 and beam bar 2 within the joint region did not 
apparently reduce, compared with the strains measured at inner column face throughout 
the testing history. Hence it could be said that very severe bond degradation must have 
taken place along the beam longitudinal bars 1 and 2 within the joint region. 
Fig.7.15 compares the measured strains with the theoretical strains at the inner column 
face for beam bar 1 when beam bar 1 was in flexural tension in the early loading cycles 
until the completion of loading at ductility 1. After ductility 1, some strain gauges went 
out of order. Fig.7.15 shows that generally the measured beam steel strains matched 
re~onably well with the theoretical predictions at the inner column face. The measured 
steel strains were larger than the theoretical values at later stages. The theoretical values 
were predicted using the plane section assumption. Such a comparison could not be 
conducted for beam bar 2 because the readings from the strain gauges on beam bar 2 at 
inner column face did not make sense. 
Measured strains along the column longitudinal bars were much smaller than the steel 
yield strain and theoretically the columns were expected to response in elastic range. 
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7.3.5 Deformation Characteristics of Beam and Column Members 
For the retrofitted as-built unit REJl, the beam was expected to develop plastic hinges 
and the columns were expected to behave in the elastic range. 
Fig.7.16 and Fig. 7 .17 show the measured curvature profiles for the beam and columns of 
Unit REB, respectively. It is evident that the measured curvatures over the fixed-end 
regions of the members were much larger than the curvatures measured elsewhere and the 
member flexural deformation was mainly limited to the fixed-end regions. For the 
columns, which were expected to behave in the elastic range, the measured curvatures 
over the fixed-ends reached up to 29 times the theoretically predicted yield curvature of 
4.8E-06. The measured beam curvatures over the fixed-end regions reached up to nearly 
100 times the theoretically predicted beam yield curvature although the attained beam 
flexural strength has never reached the theoretical strength. The theoretical beam yield 
curvature is 4.5E-06 for positive loading, and 4.9E-06 for negative loading. 
Fig.7.18 shows the deformation components measured for the beam and columns of Unit 
REJl. From Fig.7.18, it is evident that the tendency ofthe concentration of beam flexural 
deformation in the fixed-end became more significant, compared with the columns. The 
beam was weaker than the columns for Unit REn. 
Fig.7.19 shows the beam rotational ductility in the fixed-end versus the beam strength of 
Unit REB and the beam of Unit REB was expected to develop plastic hinges. TIle 
strength degradation with the increase in the imposed displacement level is significant, 
but a rotational ductility of about 6 could still be achieved. 
7.3.6 Joint Behaviour 
7.3.6.1 Joint Shear Stress 
The measured maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stress for Unit REJl was 
1.37MPa or 0.23 R MPa, based on the measured member forces and plane section 
theory. In comparison, the estimated maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stress for 
anti-clockwise loading direction was lower, being 0.9 MPa, or 0.15 R MPa. 
Theoretically, the joint shear force at the development of the joint diagonal cracking was 
0.3 a MPa in the case of zero axial column load if expressed in terms of the nominal 
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horizontal joint shear stress. Evidently, the maximum nominal horizontal joint shear 
stress in Unit REJ1 was low enough to have no joint shear failure. 
7.3.6.2 Measured Strains in Joint Shear Reinforcement and Fibre-Glass 
Jacketing 
The strains in three joint hoops were measured by electrical resistance strain gauges, one 
set of the joint hoop was located at the centre of the joint core and the other two sets were 
located at the beam faces. The measured joint hoop strains were contrasted to the strains 
measured for column transverse reinforcement adjacent to the joint core in Fig.7.20, 
where the positions of the five sets of column transverse reinforcement were also 
illustrated in Fig.7.20. 
For well-designed exterior beam-column joint subassemblages, the beam bar hooks are 
bent into the joint cores and the member forces will be transferred across the joint core by 
a concrete diagonal strut. Hence the joint horizontal hoops at the joint core centre will be 
subjected to higher tensile stresses due to Poisson's effect as for axially loaded columns 
in compression, compared to those close to beam faces [p13]. However, Fig.7.20 shows 
different behaviour, that is, the strain measured in the joint hoop CT-4 of Unit REJI, 
which was located at the beam face, was much larger than the measured strains in CT-3, 
which was at the centre of the joint core. This was because the bending out configuration 
of the beam bars as was the case of Unit REIl required the actuation of an alternative 
force path as postulated in Chapter 4, and hence the joint hoops at the beam flexural 
tensile face were more stressed. Severe bond degradation in this case resulted in a greatly 
reduced joint shear force assigned to truss action. Hence the joint shear reinforcement 
provided at the centre of the joint core would make no difference to the shear 
performance of the as-built exterior beam-column joint components. 
Fig. 7 .20 also shows clearly that CT -4 was subjected to a much higher tensile stress 
compared to column transverse reinforcement CT-l and CT-5. Apparently the cause for 
the joint hoop at beam flexural tensile face to be highly stressed was not because of high 
column shear resistance demand, but was due to the requirement for control of concrete 
tensile cracking along the beam bar hook and the actuation of the alternative force path to 
transmit the member forces across the joint core. 
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Fig.7.21 Measured Strains in Fibre-Glass Jacketing by Clip Gages for Unit REJ1 
Fig.7.21 shows the measured strains in fibre-glass jacketing by clip gages, where 
positive strains represent tensile strains and negative strains represent compressive 
strains, similar to the definition of steel strains measured by electrical resistance strain 
gauges. Apparently, the fibre-glass jacketing was more stressed adjacent to the joint 
core as for CT -4, as seen from the measurement of clip gages 2 and 3, than that far 
away from the joint core as seen from the measurements of clip gauges 1 and 4. Severe 
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bond degradation caused the beam steel tension force to be mainly transmitted within 
the bend, hence the concrete tension cracking associated with the resistance to the 
beam steel tension force started from the beginning of the beam bar bend. The fibre-
glass jacketing started to be stressed only after column concrete cracking within the 
confined column area. As a result, the fibre-glass jacket was more stressed in tension 
adjacent to the beam faces. 
7.3.6.3 Joint Shear Distortion and Expansion 
Whereas in the case of test on Unit EJl the measured maximum joint shear distortion 
was 5.38 x 10 -3, the measured maximum j oint shear distortion for Unit REn was 
1.63 x 10-3 , which was much smaller, although the maximum horizontal nominal joint 
shear stress for Unit REn was about 36% higher than that with Unit EJl. Better joint 
shear performance of Unit REn than that of Unit En occurred as a result of the 
actuation of a stiff concrete strut mechanism for Unit REJ1. Therefore in the case of 
the beam longitudinal bars being bent away from the joint core, the external jacketing 
in the column areas above and below the joint core can actuate an alternative concrete 
strut mechanism to transmit the member forces across the joint core as postulated in 
Section 4.4.2. 
The influence of the used steel type on the joint shear behaviour also can be identified 
if the maximum joint shear distortion of Unit REn was contrasted to that of Unit 07. 
The maximum joint shear distortion measured for Unit 07 was 35 x 10-3 , which was 
about 22 times the measured maximum joint shear distortion measured for Unit REJ1, 
although the two tests achieved similar storey shear strengths, being about 75% of the 
theoretical storey shear strengths. Severe bond degradation and slip along the beam 
longitudinal reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint core, although greatly 
increased the structural flexibility by causing a big beam fixed-end rotation, resulted in 
much improved joint integrity. 
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7.3.6.4 Discussion of Alternative Force Transfer across the Joint Core 
As discussed above, the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement enhances the 
concrete tension cracking failure along the beam bar hooks, resulting in an increased 
need for actuating the alternative force path when the beam longitudinal bar hooks are 
bent away from the joint core as for Unit EJl. External fibre-glass jacketing for the 
columns above and below the joint core as used for Unit REJ1 is effective in 
improving the overall performance of as-built exterior beam-column joint components 
with the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core and containing plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement. 
However, the attainment of the strength and the stiffness of the retrofitted unit REJ1 
was still low. It is believed that, should the external reinforced concrete column 
jacketing technique be used and the depth of the exterior columns be sufficiently 
enlarged, the improvement of the overall performance of the unit would have been 
more significant, compared to that of Unit REJ1. The generous increase in the column 
depth would resolve the complication incurred with the simultaneous formation of the 
strut D across the joint core and the strut Dl (see Fig.4.4), and make the actuation of 
the alternative force transfer across the joint much easier. 
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7.3.7 Displacement Components 
Fig.7.22 shows the estimated storey horizontal displacement components, where the 
horizontal displacement components were expressed as percentages of the measured 
storey displacement at the peaks of the selected loading cycles. Fig.7.22 shows that, 
similar to the test of Unit En, beam displacement component generally had been very 
large throughout the whole test, being about 85% of the storey displacement. As far as 
the beam deformation is concerned, the beam fixed-end rotation increased gradually 
with the loading while the beam curvature contribution decreased gradually. Evidently, 
the poor stiffness performance demonstrated by Unit REJl was mainly due to progress 
of the beam fixed-end rotation resulting from severe bond degradation along the beam 
bars within and adjacent to the joint core .. 
When compared with the test observation for Unit 07 where the contribution of joint 
shear distortion to the total storey displacements reached up to 66% for positive 
loading cycle and 68% for the negative loading cycle, the contribution of joint shear 
distortion estimated for Unit REn was much smaller, being about 9.6% of the storey 
displacement although both tests achieved similar storey shear strength in terms of the 
percentages of the theoretical storey shear strength of the unit. Unit 07 was identical to 
Unit REJI except that Unit 07 was reinforced by deformed bars and Unit REJI was 
retrofitted by fibre-glass jacketing in the column areas above and below the joint core. 
The much smaller joint displacement component for Unit REn was because of two 
reasons. One reason was that severe bond degradation along the beam main bars 
within the joint core of Unit REJ1 caused much less beam steel tension force 
transmitted into the joint core by bond, hence the joint shear deformation reduced 
significantly. The other reason was that wrapping the column areas adjacent to the 
joint core using fibre-glass jacketing actuated the postulated robust concrete strut 
mechanism, and concrete strut mechanism has much higher stiffness than truss 
, mechanism with deformed bars. In this case, the critical part of the retrofitted exterior 
beam-columnjoint unit REJ1 was shifted to the beam fixed-end rotation. 
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7.3.8 Summary 
The damaged as-built exterior beam-column joint unit was retrofitted by wrapping the 
column areas immediately above and below the joint core using fibre-glass jacketing, 
and it became Unit REIl. Unit REIl was subjected to simulated seismic loading with 
. zero axial column load, as for test on Unit EIl. This test investigated the possibility of 
actuating the postulated alternative force path in Section 4.4.2 when the plain round 
beam longitudinal bars were bent away from the joint core in the exterior columns. 
1. Test on Unit REIl demonstrated that fibre-glass jacketing in the column areas 
adjacent to the joint core significantly improved the general seismic performance of 
as-built exterior beam-column joint assemblies where the plain round beam 
longitudinal bars are bent away from the joint core. The fibre-glass jacketing in the 
column areas adjacent to the joint core controlled the concrete tension cracking along 
the beam bar hook, actuated the postulated concrete strut mechanism which could 
transmit the member forces across the joint core. As a result, the seismic performance 
of the test unit was governed by beam flexural behaviour, rather than by the premature 
concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks as for Unit En. 
2. The storey shear strength of the retrofitted unit REIl was 135% of the measured 
storey shear strength for as-built unit En, but it was sti1125% less than the theoretical 
storey shear strength of the unit, although the seismic performance of the unit was 
dominated by the beam flexure. Bond degradation alonR the beam longitudinal bars 
meant that the theoretical beam flexural strength estimated using ordinary flexure 
theory could not be attained. 
3. The meausred initial structural stiffness for Unit REn at loading .of 75% of the 
theoretical storey shear strength of the unit was about 50% of the theoretical 
prediction, which was based on the sectional analysis and assuming that the beam was 
just yielding and the columns were still in elastic range. The stiffness measured at the 
loading of 50% of the theoretical storey shear strength was about 2.4 times that for as-
built unit En. Apparently, the enhancement for the stiffness achieved by wrapping the 
column areas adjacent to the joint core was more pronounced than that for the strength. 
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4. External column jacketing adjacent to the joint core activated the postulated joint 
shear force path, which was a robust concrete strut mechanism. Therefore, although 
the maximum joint. horizontal shear input for Unit REJI was larger than that for as-
built unit EJI, due to the enhanced available storey shear strength, the joint shear 
performance was at least as good as that observed for Unit EJI. 
5. As far as the individual reinforced concrete beams and columns with plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement are concerned, the seismic performance is governed by 
flexure, rather than by shear. However, the theoretical flexural behaviour of the 
member was poor, especially the flexural stiffness. 
6. Comparative study of the test results of Units EJI, REJI and Unit 07 revealed 
the following fmdings: 
(1). The most critical part of as-built exterior beam-column joint EJI with the plain 
round beam bar hooks bent out of the joint core was the failure associated with 
concrete tension cracking orientated by the beam bar hook if sufficient column 
transverse reinforcement is not available adjacent to the joint core. Under such 
circumstances, external column jacketing adjacent to the joint core as employed for 
test on Unit REJI could improve the overall seismic performance. Such a retrofit 
. technique can control the concrete tension cracking orientated by the beam bar hook 
and mobilise the postulated concrete strut mechanism to transmit the member forces 
across the joint core. As a result, the overall performance of Unit REJI was no longer 
dominated by the concrete tension cracking in the column as was the case for test of 
EJ1, but it was dominated by the large beam fixed-end rotation. 
It is believed that external column jacketing by using reinforced concrete jacketing 
technique would achieve better structural performance, in comparison with the 
external fibre-glass jacketing abOve and below the joint core as for Unit REn. 
(2). The most critical part of as-built exterior beam-column joint deformation 
components with typical reinforcing details of pre-1970s construction became the joint 
shear failure in the case of using deformed bars for longitudinal reinforcing bars, as 
was the case oftest ofHakuto's 07. However, the use of deformed reinforcement was 
not common at that time. 
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7.4 TEST OF UNIT EJ2 
7.4.1 Introduction 
As-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit EJ2 was otherwise identical to Unit 
EJ1 except that Unit EJ2 had the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core. As for Unit Ell, 
Unit EJ2 was also tested under simulated seismic loading with zero axial column load. 
This test aimed at investigating the influence of the beam bar hook details in exterior 
column on the seismic performance of as-built reinforced concrete exterior beam-column 
joint components containing plain round longitudinal bars and other reinforcing details 
typical ofpre-1970 existing reinforced· concrete moment resistiJig frame structures in New 
Zealand. In addition, test on Unit EJ2 was identical to Hakuto's test on Unit 06 [Ht] but 
Hakuto used deformed longitudinal reinforcement. Comparative study of test results of 
Units EJ2 and Hakuto's Unit 06 is conducted to identifY the effect of the plain round bars 
used on the seismic performance of existing reinforced concrete frame structures. 
7.4.2 Crack Development and Failure Mode 
Fig. 7.23 shows the crack development and the fmal appearance observed for Unit EJ2. 
In loading run 1, which was the peak of clockwise 0.5~, flexural cracks initiated in the 
beam and columns as expected. Also observed in the loading run 1 was the development 
of the vertical crack running along the outer layer of the column longitudinal bars in the 
upper column adjacent to the joint core, and this occurred due to column bar buckling 
resulting from inadequate column transverse reinforcement adjacent to the joint core and 
bond degradation along the column longitudinal bars. 
In the loading run 3 at the peak of clockwise 0.75 ~ where the maximum storey shear 
strength was attained, the existing vertical crack extended vertically from the upper 
column into the joint core due to the progress of column bar buckling and the opening 
action of the beam bar hooks. The development of the existing vertical crack into joint 
diagonal tension cracks was also observed at this stage. The development of the beam and 
column flexural cracks was mainly limited to the beam and column interfaces due to 
severe bond degradation and slip along the longitudinal reinforcement within and adjacent 
to the joint core. The column flexural crack development was observed to be not so 
apparent as that for the beam, indicating that bond degradation was more severe along the 
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beam main bars than that along the column main bars as expected for a weak beam-strong 
column system. 
Observed crack development during anti-clockwise loading was similar to that during 
clockwise loading, and the maximum storey shear strength of the unit was attained at anti-
clockwise loading peak of O. 75Vj. 
During subsequent loading cycles after the loading cycle at O.75Vj, the attained storey 
shear strength degraded gradually, and the prominent crack development was in the major 
beam flexural crack at column face and in the damage resulting from interaction between 
the column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks. Progressive bond 
degradation and slip along the beam bars within the joint core not only had caused the 
development of the major beam flexural crack at column face but also had caused the 
increase in the beam steel force needed to be transferred at the bend. Higher beam steel 
force required to be transmitted at the bend, together with outer joint concrete cover 
spalling resulting from progressive column bar buckling, enhanced the opening action of 
the beam bar hooks. Hence the degrading beam flexural performance and the damage 
caused by the column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks governed 
the strength development of the unit and became the final failure triggers of Unit EJ2. 
Throughout the whole test history of Unit EJ2, no diagonal concrete tension cracks were 
observed in the beam and columns, similar to the tests on Units EJ1 and REJ1. This 
indicates once again that the seismic performance of concrete members reinforced by plain 
round longitudinal bars is more likely to be dominated by flexure, rather than by shear. 
The observed test evidence for Unit EJ2 was significantly different from that for Hakuto's 
Unit 06, which was identical to Unit 'EJ2 except that Hakuto's Unit 06 used deformed 
reinforcing bars. Whereas in the case ofHakuto's test on Unit 06 the final failure was due 
to the shear failure in the beam and in the joint, the joint core of Unit EJ2 only suffered 
minor concrete cracking, and the performance of its beam was totally governed by flexure. 
Also, the observed joint crack orientation for Unit EJ2 was very different from that for 
retrofitted Unit REJ1. The observed joint shear cracks of Units EJ1 and REJ1 were about 
45 0 to the horizontal axis and initiated from the midway ofthe beam bar hook, whereas the 
joint diagonal tension cracks observed of Unit EJ2 were approximately comer to comer 
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joint diagonal cracks. This led to the conclusion that the joint concrete strut mechanisms 
are of different orientations for different beam bar hook configurations in the exterior 
columns. 
7.4.3 Load-versus-Displacement Response Measured for Unit EJ2 
Fig.7.24 shows the measured storey shear versus storey displacement and drift hysteresis 
lopps for Unit EJ2. Also shown in Fig. 7 .24 is the theoretical storey shear strength of the 
I 
unit, Vi , at the attainment of the beam flexural strength for both clockwise and anti-
clockwise loading directions. Fig. 7.24 demonstrates thatthe detail of the beam bar hooks 
bent into the joint core in the exterior columns greatly improved the seismic behaviour of 
exterior beam-column joint subassemblages, when compared with the similar test unit EJI 
with the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core in the exterior columns. 
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Fig. 7.24 Storey Shear versus Storey Displacement and Storey Drift Hysteresis Loops 
Measured of Unit EJ2 
The maximum storey shear strength attained by Unit EJ2 was 75% ofthe theoretical storey 
shear strength for both loading directions and it occurred at a storey drift of approximately 
1.3% in the loading cycle of O.75Vi. The storey shear strength achieved by Unit EJ2 was 
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higher than that by Unit EJI, indicating that the bending configuration of the beam bars in 
the exterior columns will have significant effect on the available strength. The storey shear 
strength of Unit EJ2, if expressed as the percentages of the theoretical storey shear 
strength, was comparable to that of75% for Unit REJI, which was retrofitted by wrapping 
the column areas immediately adjacent to the joint core. Hence, for as-built exterior beam-
column joint units; the inadequate anchorage configuration of the beam bar hooks bent 
away from the joint cores in the exterior columns will lead to a lower force strength if the 
column transverse reinforcement adjacent to the joint core is insufficient. But the 
inadequate anchorage configuration of the beam bar hooks when bent out of the j oi!1t cores 
in exterior column will not impair the available structural strength property of exterior 
beam-column joint components if sufficient column transverse reinforcement is available 
adjacent to the joint core. The strength behaviour observed for Unit EJ2 was also 
contrasted to that for Hakuto's Unit 06. Hakuto's Unit 06 attained the unit's theoretical 
storey shear strength. The lower load strength attainment of Unit EJ2 in comparison with 
Hakuto's Unit 06 was not only because of severe bond degradation along the beam 
longitudinal reinforcement but also because of premature concrete tension cracking along 
the beam bar hooks. Severe bond degradation along the beam longitudinal reinforcement 
resulting from the use of plain round longitudinal bars caused the available beam flexural 
strength to be lower than its theoretical prediction, as explained earlier. Premature concrete 
tension cracking along the beam bar hooks was associated with the interaction of the 
column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks and it was facilitated 
by the use of plain round beam longitudinal bars. Consequently, the storey shear strength 
of Unit EJ2 was lower than that of Hakuto's Unit 06. 
Measured first yield displacement was determined using the method described in Section 
5.3.2 for the test of Unit EJ2, and it was equivalent to a storey drift of 1.5%. It is surprised 
to notice that the first yield displacement determined for Unit EJ2 was 3.6 times the 
displacement at first yield meas~ed from Hakuto's test on Unit 06 [HI]. In Chapter 6, it 
was found that the use of the plain round longitudinal reinforcement caused an increase in 
the measured displacement at first yield by 50% for as-built interior beam-column joint 
units. Hence the adverse influence of the longitudinal steel type on the structural stiffness 
property is more significant for as-built exterior beam-column joint units, compared to as-
built interior beam-column joint units. Also of interest is that the measured initial stiffness 
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for Unit EJ2 was 1.2kN/mm and it was only 57% of the average initial stiffness of 2.1 . 
kN/mm measured for Unit REJ1 at loading cycle of 0.75 Vi. This demonstrated that, if the 
alternative force path across the joint core can be achieved, namely sufficient column 
transverse reinforcement is available adjacent to the joint core, the bending out 
configuration of the plain round beam bars in the exterior columns can result in similar 
strength and stiffness performance to that with the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core. 
Significant pinching of the loops is evident in Fig. 7.24, similar to the test evidence of Unit 
En, indicating very poor energy dissipating capacity of Unit EJ2. Pinching of the 
hysteresis loops is a typical feature of beam-column joint components reinforced by plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement because of the formation of a major beam flexural crack 
at the column face as a consequence of severe bond degradation along the plain round 
beam longitudinal reinforcement. 
Fig. 7.24 also shows significant strength degradation after the maximum strength was 
attained for Unit EJ2. Strength degradation was also observed for the second loading cycle 
at the same deformation level, compared to the first loading cycle. This was mainly due to 
the progressive failure of the bond mechanism along the beam longitudinal bars within and 
adjacent to the joint core and the progressive failure associated with interaction of column 
bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks. 
In summary, the test on Unit EJ2 attained a maximum storey shear that was approximately 
25 % less than the theoretical storey shear strengths at a storey drift of approximately 
1.3%. The measured hysteresis loops demonstrated significant pinching with cyclic 
loading. Configuration of the plain round beam bar hooks bent into the joint cores in 
exterior columns increased the available force strengths. The utilisation of plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement greatly improved joint shear performance, but caused the 
member flexural strengths and the structural stiffness to reduce a great deal, and the 
reduction in the available structural stiffness was especially significant, when compared to 
the available strength. However, the inadequate anchorage detail of the plain round beam 
bar hooks bent away from the joint cores will not impair the available strength and 
stiffness if sufficient column transverse reinforcement is provided adjacent to the joint 
core. 
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Fig.7.26 Comparison of measured and theoretical steel strains at column face 
7.4.4 Measured Strains of the Longitudinal Reinforcement 
Fig. 7 .25 shows the measured strain profiles by electrical resistance strain gauges for beam 
bar 1 and beam bar 2 respectively. Evidently, significant bond degradation and bar slip 
must have taken place within the joint core and adjacent to the joint core along the beam 
flexural tension bars. Measured steel stresses in the flexural beam tension bars were nearly 
the same from the point 65 mm away at the right from joint centre-line, to the point 100 
mm at the left from joint centre-line in the beam. Fig.7.26 compares the measured steel 
strains with the theoretical strains for beam bars 1 and 2 at inner column face when the 
beam bars were in flexural tension in the early loading cycles until the completion of 
loading at ductility 1. For beam bar 1, the measured strains matched with the theoretical 
strain better than that for beam bar 2, and beam bar 2 tended to be more subjected to bond 
slip. However, the measured strains showed very big differences from the theoretical 
values, based on the plane section theory. The more severe the bond degradation along the 
member longitudinal bars is, the larger the measured steel tensile strains are, in 
comparison with the theoretical predictions. 
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Measured steel strains along the column longitudinal bars were small, and they disagreed 
with the theoretical prediction significantly, giving a signal that caution needs to be taken 
in using these measured steel strains. Slippage between the longitudinal reinforcement and 
the concrete could have damaged the strain gauges. 
7.4.5 Member Deformation Characteristics 
The beam of Unit EJ2 was expected to develop a plastic hinge and the columns were 
expected to remain elastic. Fig.7.27 and Fig.7.28 show the measured curvature profiles for 
the beam and columns respectively. 
The beam flexural deformation was observed to be significant and again the beam 
deformation was mainly in the fixed-ends. The column deformation over the fixed-ends 
was much smaller than that of the beam. For the columns, only the curvatures over the 
fixed-ends were measured. 
Fig.7.29 shows the measured beam deformation components and Fig.7.30 shows the beam 
fixed-end deformation versus the measured strength curves. I~ Fig.7.30, the deformation in 
the beam fixed-end increased even as the attained force strength decreased at later loading 
stages, indicating that the non-linear deformation occurred in the beam fixed-end and the 
non-linear performance of the system was governed by the non-linear behaviour in the 
beam fixed-end. 
Fig.7.31 shows the measured beam rotational ductility in the fixed-end versus the 
measured beam force strength relationship for Unit E12. It is evident in Fig. 7.31 that the 
beam flexural strength degraded with the cyclic loading progress more significantly when 
compared with the increase in the imposed displacement level. Available rotational 
ductility in the beam fixed-end was less than 4 after considering the adverse effect of the 
cyclic loading effect, should the force strength degradation be within 20%. Compared with 
the test evidence observed for the beam of the as-built interior beam-column joint unit, the 
available rotational ductility for the beam of the as-built exterior beam-column joint unit 
was smaller. 
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7.4.6 Joint Behaviour 
7.4.6.1 Joint Shear Stress 
The measured maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stress for Unit EJ2, based on the 
measured member forces and plane section theory, occurred when the joint core of Unit 
EJ2 developed diagonal tension cracking at the loading peaks ofO.75V i, and it was 
1.37MPa or 0.23K MPa for the clockwise loading, and 0.9 MPa, or 0.15K MPa for 
anti-clockwise loading. Evidently, the attained maximum nominal horizontal joint shear 
stress was well below the theoretical joint shear capacity at diagonal tension cracking of 
0.3 K MPa in terms of nominal joint shear stress. 
The development of the concrete diagonal tension cracks in the joint core of Unit EJ2 at 
such low shear input action was again due to the use of plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement, as described in section 7.2.5.1. The use of plain round bars for longitudinal 
reinforcement enhanced the local concrete tensile stress due to the concentration of steel 
force transfer to the beam bar bend, and increased the discrepancy between the actual local 
concrete tensile stresses and the estimated nominal horizontal joint shear stress, when 
compared to the case with deformed longitudinal bars. Hence, when plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement is used,concrete diagonal tension cracks develops when the 
estimated nominal horizontal joint shear stress is lower, compared with similar exterior 
beam-column joint unit with deformed longitudinal reinforcement. 
7.4.6.2 Joint Shear Distortion 
Fig. 7.32 illustrates the variations of the joint shear distortion, joint displacement 
component and storey shear with the loading estimated for Unit EJ2. The maximum joint 
shear distortion was only approximately 0.63 %. Gradual increases in the joint shear 
distortion and joint displacement components were observed as the loading progressed 
after the joint diagonal crack occurred at the loading of clockwise 0.75Vb but he joint 
shear distortion generally was very small. 
The maximum joint shear distortion reached by test of Unit EJ2 was comparable to the 
maximum joint shear distortion of 0.52% measured for Unit EJ1. The joint cores of Units 
EJ2 and EJ1 were of sound integrity throughout the whole loading histories due to severe 
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Fig.7.32 Joint shear distortion, joint displacement component and storey shear of Unit EJ2 
bond degradation along the beam bars within the joint core resulting from the use of plain 
round longitudinal reinforcing bars. Whereas in the case of Hakuto's test on Unit 06 the 
maximum joint shear distortion was 1.5%, the maximum joint shear distortion observed 
for Unit EJ2 was only about 50% of that amount with Unit 06, indicating that the use of 
plain round longitudinal reinforcement led to much less cracked joint cores. 
7.4.6.3 Joint Hoop Strains 
The strains in three joint hoops, CT3, CT2 and CT -4, were measured by electrical strain 
gauges for Unit EJ2. CT-3 was located at the centre of the joint core and CT2 and CT4 
were located at the beam faces. Two sets of column transverse reinforcement adjacent to 
the joint core of Unit EJ2 were also measured by electrical resistance strain gauges. 
Fig.7.33 shows the measured strains in joint hoops and two sets of column transverse 
reinforcement. 
Evidently, the joint hoop at the centre of the joint core of CT -3 was subjected to higher 
tensile strain than the other joint hoops located close to the beam faces of CT -2 and CT -4. 
This evidence agrees with the evidence observed for exterior beam-column joint 
components with the beam bars bent into the joint core [P13, HI]. When the member 
forces are transferred across the joint core by the way of comer to comer joint diagonal 
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concrete strut, the diagonal strut behaves like a column, which is axially loaded in 
compression with loading heads at both ends. In this case, the lateral expansion of the 
column will reach the largest value at the mid-height of the column. However this 
evidence was different from the observed evidence for Unit En where the joint hoops at 
the beam faces were more stressed in tension compared to the joint hoop at the centre of 
the joint core. The difference between the test of Unit En and test of Unit EJ2 was the 
bending configuration of the beam bar hook. 
Hence, when the beam bars of exterior beam-column joint components are not bent into 
the joint core, the joint hoops adjacent to the beam faces were more effective and the joint 
hoops within the joint core was not of much use for improving the force transfer across 
the joint core. However, when the beam bars of exterior beam-column joint components 
are bent into the joint core, the joint hoops at the centre of the joint core were very 
effective in providing the joint shear resistance, compared to the joint hoops located away 
from the joint core centre. 
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7.4.7 Displacement Components 
Fig.7.34 shows the displacement components estimated for Unit EJ2. Contribution to the 
total storey displacement by beam fixed-end rotation increased rapidly with the loading 
progress, and reached up to 80% of the total storey displacement. Contribution of the 
column fixed-end rotation to the total storey displacement, although was high at the 
beginning of the loading, decreased gradually with the loading progress, indicating the 
damage concentration in the beam due to the formation of a weak beam-strength column 
failure mechanism during the testing as predicted theoretically. 
In general, the contributions of the beam curvatures and the joint shear distortions to the 
storey displacement were very small throughout the whole testing history. 
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7.4.8 Summary 
A full-scale one-way exterior beam-column joint unit EJ2, which was reinforced by plain 
round bars and had the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core, was tested under 
simulated seismic loading with zero axial column load in order to investigate the 
influence of the beam bar hook details on the overall performance of existing reinforced 
concrete frame structures. Unit EJ2 had small amount of transverse reinforcement in the 
beam and columns and contained only limited joint shear reinforcement. Unit EJ2 was 
identical to as-built exterior beam-column joint Unit En except the arrangement of the 
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beam bar hooks, and it was also identical to Hakuto's test Unit 06 except that Hakuto's 
Unit 06 used deformed longitudinal reinforcement. 
Conclusions drawn from this test are as follows: 
1. Poor overall seismic performance although the beam bars are bent into the joint 
The overall performance of the test on Unit EJ2 was unsatisfactory in terms of the 
attainment and maintenance of the structural strength and stiffness properties. Seismic 
behaviour observed for Unit EJ2 was dominated by the beam flexural behaviour and the 
premature concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks. Premature concrete 
tension cracking along the beam bar hooks was associated with the interaction of column 
bar buckling adjacent to the joint core and the opening action of the beam bar hooks, due 
to inadequate joint horizontal shear reinforcement and severe bond degradation along the 
longitudinal reinforcement. Severe bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement 
not only caused the degrading beam flexural behaviour, but also facilitated column bar 
buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks, hence leading to the concrete 
tension cracking failure along the outer layer of the column bars adjacent to and within 
the joint core. 
The storey shear strength was attained at storey drift of 1.5% by Unit EJ2, was about 25% 
less than the theoretical storey shear strength. Also observed was significant strength 
degradation for Unit EJ2 due to the development of bond degradation along the 
longitudinal beam bars as the loading progressed. 
The initial stiffness attained of Unit EJ2 was 1.2 kN/mm. The initial stiffness measured 
for Unit EJ2 was only 30% of the theoretical prediction and it was equal to a storey drift 
of 1.5% at first yield. The adverse effect of the plain round longitudinal reinforcement on 
the structural stiffness is more significant for as-built exterior beam-column joint 
components than it was for interior beam-column joint components. 
2. Violation of the plane section assumption in predicting the flexural behaviour 
Observed individual beam and column behaviour was similar to that for interior beam-
column joint units. The plane section assumption was. violated and therefore it would 
overestimate the flexural strength and underestimate local curvature deformations. 
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Member deformation significantly concentrated in the fixed-ends. As a result, a rotational 
ductility in the member fixed-end is a better index to member deformation. 
3. The test on Unit EJ2 demonstrated that the seismic performance of individual beam 
and columns was dominated by flexure only. The joint horizontal shear reinforcement is 
more needed for preventing the failure associated with the column bar buckling and the 
opening action of the beam bar hook than that for providing joint shear capacity. 
4. Comparative study of the test results of Units En and EJ2 revealed the followings: 
(1). The beam bar hook configuration in exterior column has an important influence on 
the available force strength property of exterior beam-column joint components when the 
columns contained small amount of transverse reinforcement adjacent to the joint core. 
The configuration of the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core as for Unit EJ2 led to 
about 25% increase in the available storey shear strength of the unit, when compared to 
that of Unit En which had the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core. 
(2). The overall seismic performance of existing exterior beam-column joint 
components is dependent on the amount of joint horizontal shear reinforcement at the 
centre of the joint core if the beam bar hooks are bent into the joint cores, but it is 
dependent on the column transverse reinforcement immediately above and below the 
joint cores if the beam bar hooks are NOT bent into the joint cores. 
5. Comparative study of the test results of Unit EJ2 and Hakuto's Unit 06 identifies 
that the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement for Unit EJ2, although leading to 
much better integrity of the joint core due to the occurrence of severe bond degradation 
along the beam longitudinal bars within the joint core for Unit EJ2, caused significant 
reduction in the available strength and stiffness of the unit, especially in the available 
stiffness. Compared with the case with deformed longitudinal reinforcement, exterior 
beam-column joints reinforced by plain round longitudinal reinforcement need more 
column transverse reinforcement adjacent to and within the joint core for preventing 
column bar budding and controlling the opening action of the beam bars in tension. 
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7.5 TEST OF UNIT EJ3 
7.5.1 General 
As~built full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit E13 was identical to as-built exterior 
beam-column joint Unit EJl, and it was tested under simulated seismic loading with the 
presence of a constant compressive axial column load of 0.25 Ag/: in order to investigate 
the influence of compressive axial column load on the seismic performance of as-built 
exterior beam-column joint assemblies designed to out-dated seismic codes when the 
beam bar hooks are bent away from the joint core. 
7.5.2 Crack Development and Damage 
The crack development and the fmal appearance of Unit EJ3 are shown in Fig.7.35. 
Throughout the whole testing histories, flexural cracks were only observed to develop in 
the beam, not in the columns, indicating the fOlmation of the predicted weak beam-strong 
column failure mechanism. The beam flexural cracking was characterised by being 
sparsely spaced and having one major beam flexural crack adjacent to the joint core. lbis 
was due to severe bond degradation and bar slip along the beam longitudinal bars within 
and adjacent to the joint core. At the later stages of clockwise loading at displacement 
ductility of 2, a vertical crack along the outer layer of the column main bars was observed 
in the lower left comer of the joint core, but it was not so pronounced. The development 
of the vertical crack alon.g the outer layer of the column bars occurred mainly due to 
column bar buckling. The fmal seismic perfolmance of Unit EJ3 was controlled by the 
degrading beam flexural performance. 
Evidently the test evidence of Unit E13 was very different from that of Unit EH. Test 
specimens EJl and E13 were identical, but one unit was tested with zero axial column 
load while the other unit was tested with the existence of constant column compressive 
axial load of 0.25 Ag/:. For test on Unit EJl, the interaction of column bar buckling and 
the opening action of the beam bar hooks, which occurred due to inadequate column 
transverse reinforcement adjacent to the joint core and severe bond degradation along the 
longitudinal reinforcement, initiated the final failure of the unit. 
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(f) Final appearance of Unit EB with a major beam flexural crack at column face 
Fig.7.35 Crack development and final appearance of Unit EJ3 
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Existence of constant compressive axial column load of 0.25 Ag /; for test on Unit EB 
enhanced the force transfer from the beam tension steel to the joint core concrete by bond 
within the joint region, resulted in a smaller proportion of the beam steel tension force to 
be transferred at the bend, consequently leading to much relieved opening action of the 
beam bar hooks. As a result, the development of concrete tension cracking orientated by 
the bending configuration of the beam longitudinal reinforcing bars in exterior columns 
was totally prevented for the test on Unit EB. 
In addition, the compressive axial column load of 0.25 Ag /; also prevented the 
development of the column flexural cracks for test of Unit EB, and greatly improved the 
stiffness perfonnance of the columns. 
Throughout the whole testing history of EB, no shear cracks were observed in members 
and the joint core although the theoretical considerations conducted in Chapter 4 
indicated a possibility of very inadequate beam shear perfonnance as seen in Table 4.8. 
7.5.3 Observed Load versus Displacement Hysteresis Response 
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Fig.7.36 shows the storey (horizontal) shear versus storey (horizontal) displacement and 
storey drift hysteresis loops measured for Unit EJ3. Also shown in Fig.7.36 is the 
theoretical storey shear strengths of the unit, V;, at the attainment of beam flexural 
strengths for both loading directions. 
Fig.7.36 illustrates that the existence of constant compressive axial column load of 
0.25 Ag /; for test on Unit EJ3 resulted in much improved general seismic performance, 
compared to the test observations of Unit EJl. 
The displacement at first yield, which was measured usmg the method described 
previously, was equal to a storey drift of 0.66% and 0.51 % respectively for clockwise 
loading and anti-clockwise loading. Alternatively, the measured initial stiffuess was 3.19 
kN/mm and 2.75 kN/mm for clockwise and anti-clockwise loading respectively. 
Compared to the measured initial stiffuess of 1.7 kN/m for Unit EJI in the loading of 
clockwise loading at 0.5 V;, the measured initial stiffuess for test on Unit EJ3 was about 
1.88 times that observed for test on Unit EJI. Significantly improved structural stiffness 
property observed for test of Unit EJ3 resulted from significant reduction in beam and 
column fixed-end rotations. Existence of constant compressive axial column load of 
0.25 Ag /; for test on Unit EJ3 greatly reduced the induced tensile strains in column 
longitudinal bars and enhanced the force transfer from the beam tension steel) to the 
surrounding concrete by bond within the joint core. Compared to the test on Unit EJ2, 
which had the beam longitudinal bar hooks bent into the joint core, the measured 
maximum beam and column fixed-end rotations for Unit EJ3 were respectively only 70% 
and 40% of the measured values for Unit EJ2, although the attained force strength by 
Unit EJ2 was only about 88% of the attained strength by Unit EB. 
During clockwise loading, the storey shear strength was attained by Unit EB at a storey 
drift of 1.3% in the loading to displacement ductility of2, and it was about 12% less than 
the corresponding theoretical storey shear strength of the unit at the attainment of the 
beam negative flexural strength. However, the storey shear strength of Unit EJ3 was 
about 1.6 times the storey shear force strength attained by Unit EJI. During anti-
clockwise loading, the storey shear force strength was attained by Unit EB at a storey 
drift of 0.6% in the loading to displacement ductility of 1, and it was about 15 % less than 
the corresponding theoretical storey shear strength of the unit at the attainment of the 
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beam positive flexural strength. But this was about 1.5 times the storey shear force 
strength attained by Unit EJI. Significant strength enhancement observed for EJ3 
compared to test on Unit EJI was because the existence of constant compressive axial 
column load of 0.25 Ag /; for test of Unit EJ3 suppressed the premature concrete tension 
cracking failure along the beam bar hooks. 
Observed pinching of the hysteresis loops for the test on Unit EJ3 although still 
significant was much less pronounced when compared to that observed for similar 
exterior beam-column joint units but tested with zero axial column load, for example, 
Unit EJ2. Pinching of the hysteresis loops observed for test on Unit EJ2 occurred due to 
the major flexural cracks at beam and column interface. The existence of the compressive 
axial column load for test on Unit EJ3 resulted in a reduced beam fixed-end rotation and 
enhanced column stiffness performance, consequently leading to less pinched hysteresis 
loops for test of Unit EJ3. 
In summary, the existence of compressive axial column load for the test on Unit EJ3 
enhanced the available storey shear force strength and stiffness and improved the 
structural energy dissipating capacity. The test on Unit EJ3 reached the maximum storey 
shear that was approximately 15% less than the theoretical storey shear strengths at storey 
drift of approximately 1.3% for clockwise loading but at storey drift of 0.6% for anti-
clockwise loading. Softening with cyclic loading and pinching of the hysteresis loops 
observed for test on Unit EJ3 were not so significant as that observed for similar tests but 
tested with zero axial column load. Existence of the compressive axial column load for 
the test on Unit EJ3 also enhanced the force capacity associated with the opening of the 
beam bar hooks in tension, shifting the weakest link of the unit to be the beam flexural 
behaviour. 
7.5.4 Strains in Longitudinal Reinforcement of Beam and Columns 
For Unit EJ3, the beam was expected to develop a plastic hinge. Fig.7.37 show the 
measured strain profiles by electrical resistance strain gauges along beam bar 1 and beam 
bar 2 respectively. Compared with the measured steel strain profile along the beam 
longitudinal bars of Unit EJ2, bond degradation and bar slip along the beam longitudinal 
bars of Unit EJ3 were improved within the joint region. 
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Fig.7.38 Comparison of measured and theoretical beam bar strains at column face 
Fig.7.38 compares the steel strain discrepancies versus the imposed steel tensile stress 
level for beam bars 1 and 2 at inner column face when the beam bars were in flexural 
tension in the early loading cycles until the completion of loading at ductility 1. The steel 
strain discrepancies are expressed as the ratio of the measured steel strains, em' to the 
theoretically predicted steel strains, e p' The imposed steel stress levels on the beam 
longitudinal bars were expressed as the ratios of the imposed beam shear to the 
theoretical beam shear strength, namely, Vm,b I V;,b (%) , where Vm,b and ~,b are respectively 
the imposed shear on the beam and the theoretical beam shear strength calculated based 
on the beam flexural strength. 
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In Fig.7.38, it seems that the discrepancies between the measured steel strains with the 
theoretical strains for flexural tension bars at inner column face did not increase with the 
increase in the stress level of the beam longitudinal bars. Theoretically, the higher the 
reinforcement is stressed, the more severe the bond degradation along the reinforcement 
should be. This again meant that the readings from electrical resistance strain gauges 
could be wrong due to the slippage between the longitudinal reinforcement and the 
concrete. 
7.5.5 Member Deformation Characteristics 
Fig.7.39 shows the measured curvature profiles for the beam, which was expected to 
develop a plastic hinge. For the columns, only the curvatures over the fixed-ends were 
measured and the columns were expected to remain elastic. 
Fig.7.39 shows that the beam deformation was mainly concentrated in the beam fixed-end 
and the tendency of the concentration of beam flexural deformation in the fixed-end 
became more and more evident as the loading progressed. The measured beam 
deformation components are shown in Fig.7.40. Hence the source of post-elastic beam 
deformation is in the fixed-end. 
Fig.7.41 shows the measured beam rotational ductility in the fixed-end versus the 
measured beam force strength relationship for Unit En. In Fig.7.41, the maximum beam 
force strength was attained, when the rotational ductility in the beam fixed-end was 3 and 
4.8 for positive and negative beam bending respectively. More than 80% of the beam 
strength can be well maintained when the rotational ductility in the beam fixed-end was 
not larger than 6 in the first loading cycle, but the strength maintenance degraded 
significantly with the loading cycles. The rotational ductility in the beam fixed-end was 
similar to the beam displacement ductility defined to be the ratio of the imposed 
displacement to the theoretical yield displacement. Hence the strength maintenance and 
ductile behaviour of the beam was more affected by the cyclic effect of the loading than 
the increases in the imposed displacement levels, when the members contain plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement. 
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Fig. 7 AO Beam deformation components measured for Unit EJ3 
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Fig.7.42 compares the observed beam behaviour for Units En and EB, in terms of 
rotational ductility in the fixed-end and the flexural force strength. The compressive axial 
column load of 0.23 Agfc' for Unit EB apparently enhanced the cyclic behaviour of the 
beam, when compared with the test evidence of Unit EJI. In Fig.7.42, the initial stiffuess 
observed for the beam of Unit EB, in terms of rotation in the fixed-end and the flexural 
force strength, was about 1.46 times that for Unit EJl. The attained flexural strength for 
Unit EB was 1.15 times that for Unit EJl. Hence, due to the existence of the compressive 
axial column load for Unit EJ3, the beam post-elastic flexural behaviour in the fixed-end 
was significantly enhanced, especially the beam flexural stiffness behaviour. This 
disagrees with the current understanding that the beam flexural behaviour is completely 
determined by the overall dimensions and the reinforcing details of the discussed beam 
itself. 
7.5.6 Joint Behaviour 
7.5.6.1 Joint Shear Stress 
The estimated maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stress for Unit EJ3 during 
clockwise loading occurred at a storey drift of 1.3% at displacement ductility of 2, and it 
was 1.6 MPa, or 0.27..Jl MPa. In comparison, the estimated maximum nominal 
horizontal joint shear stress for anti-clockwise loading direction occurred at a storey drift 
of 0.6% at displacement ductility of 1, and it was 1.04 MPa, or 0.17 ..Jl MPa. Evidently, 
the joint shear stress level of Unit EJ3 in both loading directions was well below the joint 
shear stress level of 0.78..Jl MPa, which corresponds to the joint shear force strength at 
developing the diagonal tension cracking in the joint core concrete, estimated using 
Mohr's circle for stress and assuming the concrete diagonal tension strength of 
0.3 ..Jl MPa. This agrees with the observation that no joint diagonal tension cracks 
developed throughout the testing of Unit EJ3. 
7.5.6.2 Joint Hoop Strains 
Fig. 7.43 shows the joint hoop strains measured for Unit EB using electrical resistance 
strain gauges. 
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Fig. 7.43 Measured strains injoint hoops and column transverse reinforcement 
Whereas in the case of test on Unit EJl the measured maximum' strain in joint hoop CT-4 
was well beyond the steel yield strain, the measured joint hoop strain in CT-4 for test of 
Unit EJ3 was very low, and it was less than 2.5% of the steel yield strain. Unit EJI and 
Unit EJ3 were identical but tested with different compressive axial Column loads. Due to 
the existence of the constant compressive axial column load of 0.25Agfc' for test on Unit 
EJ3, the bond mechanism along the beam longitudinal bars was significantly enhanced, 
introducing the shear flow type of force input from the beam steel to the concrete. As a 
consequence, the transfer of the beam steel tensile force to the concrete was mainly in the 
form of shear flow to the joint core concrete, rather than in the form of the bearing around 
the bend within the column area. Prior to the concrete tension cracking as for Unit EJ3, 
the shear flow type of input can be resisted by a group of principal tension and 
compression stresses generated in the concrete and it is independent on the provided joint 
shear reinforcement [CI]. Apparently, there was no need for actuating the alternative joint 
shear mechanism as proposed in Chapter 4 to transfer the member forces across the joint 
core of Unit EJ3 and the joint shear reinforcement would not be highly stressed. 
7.5.6.3 Joint Shear Distortion and Joint Expansion 
For the test ofEJI, the induced maximum joint shear distortion was 0.52%. However, the 
maximum joint shear distortion measured for test of EJ3 was approximately zero 
(0.007%). For Unit EJ3, concrete diagonal tension cracking of the joint core was totally 
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prevented. In this case, the joint shear distortion was only attributed to the concrete 
deformation and it must be very small. 
7.5.7 Displacement Components 
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Fig. 7.44 Displacement Components Measured for Test of Unit EJ3 
Fig. 7.44 shows the decomposition of different deformation components, expressed as 
percentages of the measured storey horizontal displacement. 
Fig.7.44 shows that the beam fixed-end rotation was the major source of the structural 
deformation and it increased significantly as the loading progressed. The strength 
degradation behaviour in the post-elastic range of the unit was attributed to the degrading 
beam flexural behaviour in the fixed-end. 
7.5.8 Summary 
An as-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit EJ3 was constructed. Unit EJ3 was 
identical to as-built test Unit En but tested under simulated seismic loading with the 
presence of a constant compressive axial column load of 0.25 Ag fe'. In addition, test on 
Unit EJ3 was identical to test on Unit EJ4 except that Unit EJ4 had the beam longitudinal 
bars bent into the' joint core in the exterior column. The longitudinal and transverse 
reinforcement was from plain round bars. Theoretical considerations showed that 
transverse reinforcement in the members of Unit EJ3 was very inadequate, especially in 
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the beam, according to the requirement of shear force capacity and the requirement for 
preventing longitudinal bar buckling and confining the compressed concrete. 
1. Simulated seismic loading test on Unit EB showed that the overall seismic 
performance of Unit EB was dominated by the beam flexural behaviour only, the 
degradation of the beam flexural performance with the loading was mainly limited in the 
major beam flexural crack at the column face. Compressive axial column load enhanced 
the force transfer by bond from the beam tension steel to the surrounding concrete ahead 
of the bend, and reduced the beam steel tension force transferred at the bend. In addition, 
the presence of compressive axial column load for test of EB enhanced the joint shear 
capacity prior to the diagonal tension cracking, leading to perfect joint core integrity. As a 
result, premature concrete tension cracking resulting from the interaction between the 
column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks as occurred for test on 
Unit EJl was entirely prevented for test on Unit EJ3, and the most critical area was shifted 
to the major beam flexural crack at the column face for Unit EJ3, which was associated 
with severe bond degradation along the beam longitudinal reinforcement adjacent to the 
joint core. 
2. The presence of constant compressive axial column load of 0.25 Ag /; greatly 
improved the strength and stiffness performance of the unit, especially the stiffness 
behaviour. The storey shear strength of Unit EJ3 was approximately 12% less than the 
theoretical storey shear strength for both clockwise and anti-clockwise loading. The storey 
shear strength of the unit was attained by unit EB at storey drift of approximately 1.3% for 
clockwise loading but at storey drift of 0.6% for anti-clockwise loading. The attained 
displacement at first yield was equal to a storey drift of 0.66% and 0.51% respectively for 
clockwise loading and anti-clockwise loading. 
Results of test on Unit EB were compared with the results of test on Unit EJl. Such a 
comparison revealed that the presence of compressive axial column load of 0.25 Ag/; 
caused the initial stiffness to be about 1.8 times the measured initial stiffness for Unit EJl 
and the storey shear strength to increase by about 33% of the theoretical storey shear 
strength. In addition, the presence of compressive axial column load of 0.25 Agfc' also 
greatly improved the energy dissipating capacity of the system. 
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3. A very interesting test observation for the test on Unit EJ3 was that the beam's post-
elastic flexural behaviour was affected by the axial action imposed on the columns framing 
into the same joint. This disagrees with the current understanding that the member's 
flexural behaviour is completely detennined by the overall dimensions and reinforcing 
details of the considered member itself and it is independent on the other members. 
7.6 TEST OF UNIT EJ4 
7.6.1 General 
As-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit EJ4 had the beam bar hooks bent into 
the joint core and it was identical to the as-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit 
EJ2. Unit EJ4 was tested under simulated seismic loading with a constant compressive 
axial column load of 0.23 Ag /; present in order to investigate the influence of compressive 
axial column load on the seismic perfonnance of exterior beam-column joint components 
when the test units had the reinforcing details typical of pre-1970s reinforced concrete 
frame structures. 
In addition, Unit EJ4 was identical to Unit EJ3 except the beam bar hook arrangement in 
the exterior columns and both Unit EJ4 and Unit EB were tested under simulated seismic 
. loading with a constant compressive axial column load of 1800 kN. 
7.6.2 Crack Development and Damage 
The crack development and the final appearance of Unit EJ4 at the end of testing are 
shown in Fig.7.45. 
The observed damage throughout the whole testing for Unit EJ4 was mainly the flexural 
crack developed in the beam at the beam-column interface. A vertical crack also 
developed along the outer layer of column bars in the upper left comer of the joint core 
and 'it occurred in the loading at antic10ckwise displacement ductility of 3. However, the 
development of this vertical crack was much less apparent compared to that of the major 
beam flexural crack at the column face. The beam flexural cracking at beam-column 
interface occurred due to the occurrence of severe bond degradation and bar slip along the 
beam longitudinal bars adjacent to and within the joint core. The development of the 
vertical crack along the outer layer of the column longitudinal reinforcement occurred 
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(a) Loading at O.5Vi 
(b) Loading at O.75Vi 
(c) End of loading at ductility 1 
242 
(d) End of loading at ductility 2 
( e) End of loading at ductility 3 
(f) Final appearance with damage mainly in the beam flexural crack at column face 
Fig. 7.45 Crack development and final appearance of Unit EJ4 
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because of column bar buckling, which was associated with severe bond degradation along 
the outer layer of the column bars. No damage was observed to the columns throughout 
the whole testing, and the final failure trigger for test on Unit EJ4 was due to the degraded 
beam flexural behaviour, which occurred due to the progressive bond degradation along 
the beam longitudinal bars adjacent to and within the joint core . 
. 'Throughout the whole testing of EJ4, no shear cracks developed in the members and the 
joint although theoretical consideration conducted in chapter 4 showed very inadequate 
beam shear performance (see Table 4.8). Hence the code method is too conservative when 
used for estimating the shear resisting capacity of reinforced concrete members containing 
plain round longitudinal bars. 
The test evidence observed for test on Unit EJ4 was obviously very different from that for 
test on Unit EJ2. The prominent damage development observed for the test on Unit EJ2 
was the damage resulting from the interaction between the column bar buckling and the 
opening action of the beam bar hooks due to inadequate column transverse reinforcement 
adjacent to and within the joint core. The difference in the observed evidence of tests of 
EJ2 and EJ4 was apparently attributed to the compressive axial column load. The 
existence of the constant compression axial column load for test of EJ4 enhanced the force 
transfer by bond within the joint region from the beam tension steel to the joint core 
concrete, hence greatly reduced the amount of the beam steel tension force needed to be 
transferred at the bend by bearing force, leading to much reduced possibility of the failure 
associated with the beam bar opening action. 
7.6.3 Hysteretic Response of Test on Unit EJ4 
Fig. 7.46 shows the measured storey shear versus storey displacement and drift hysteresis 
loops for Unit EJ4. Also shown in Fig. 7.46 is the theoretical strength of the unit in terms 
of the storey shear, Vi, at the attainment of beam flexural strength for both clockwise and 
anti-clockwise loading directions. 
The general seismic performance of test on Unit EJ4 was greatly improved, compared with 
test on Unit EJ2. The evident improvement was mainly because the premature concrete 
tension cracking along the beam bar hooks in tension was entirely suppressed due to the 
compressive axial column load of 0.23 Ag /;. Also, the seismic performance demonstrated 
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Fig. 7.46 Storey Shear Force versus Horizontal Storey Displacement Loops ofEJ4 
by test of Unit EJ4 was better when compared with that by test on Unit EB, and this was 
attributed to the more adequate configuration of the beam longitudinal bars in the exterior 
columns of Unit EJ4. 
In Fig. 7.46, the theoretical storey shear strength determined at the attainment of negative 
beam flexural strength was attained during clockwise loading and it occurred at a storey 
drift of 1.1 %, which was equal to a displacement ductility factor J1 t. of 2. The attained 
storey shear strength by test on Unit EJ4 for anti-clockwise loading was about 16% less 
than the theoretical storey shear strength determined at the attainment of positive beam 
flexural strength and it occurred at a storey drift of 0.6%, which was equal to a 
displacement ductility factor J1t. of 1. Compared to test on Unit EJ2 where the attained 
storey shear strength was only about 75% of the theoretical storey shear strength for both 
loading directions, the attained storey shear force strength observed for test on Unit EJ4 
increased by 9% to 25%. The compressive axial column load present for test on Unit EJ4 
enhanced the force transfer from the beam tensile steel to the concrete by bond within the 
joint core, greatly relieving the opening action of the beam longitudinal bars and 
preventing the concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks, in comparison with 
test of EJ2. When compared to test on Unit EB where the available storey shear strength 
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was about 90% of the theoretical storey shear strength, the increase in the attained storey 
shear strength by test of EJ4 was small. Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4 were identical except the 
difference in beam bar hook arrangements and both units were tested with a constant 
compressive axial column load of 1800 kN present. lIDs suggests that the beam bar hook 
details have no significant influence on the structural force strength performance of as-
built exterior beam-column joint components if the concrete tension cracking failure 
associated with the interaction between column bar buckling and the opening action of the 
beam bar hooks can be prevented. 
The measured displacement at first yield for test of Unit EJ4 using the method described in 
. Section 5.3.2 was equivalent to a storey drift of 0.53% at fust yield. The initial stiffness 
thus was 3.3 kN/mm on average for test on Unit EJ4 and it was 2.75 times the measured 
initial stiffness of 1.2 kN/mm for Unit EJ2. Significant improvement in the observed 
initial stiffness for test on Unit EJ4 was attributed to much reduced bond degradation 
along the beam longitudinal bars within the joint core owing to the presence of 
compressive axial column load. When compared to test of Unit EJ3 where the measured 
initial stiffness was 3.0 kN/mm, the improvement in the stiffness performance of test of 
EJ4 was very small. Hence if the premature concrete tension cracking along the beam bar 
hooks in tension can be totally prevented, the beam bar hook confIguration in the exterior 
columns will not significantly influence the structural stiffness performance. 
Some pinching of the storey shear force versus storey displacement hysteresis loops was 
observed in Fig. 7.46 for test of EJ4 and the pinching was observed to progress as the 
loading progressed. The low stiffness at the beginning of each load run was due to 
displacement across the major open beam flexural crack at the inner column face in the 
flexural compression zone of the beam, which was caused by tension in the previous 
loading run. Increase in the stiffness occurred mainly after the major beam flexural crack 
closed and the flexural compression started to be transmitted across the major beam 
flexural crack. Strength degradation was also observed in Unit EJ4, and it was of similar 
significance to that in Unit En. However, the strength degradation observed for test on 
Unit EJ4 was much less significant than that for Unit EJ2. Progress of bond degradation 
along the beam longitudinal reinforcement adjacent to and within the joint core caused the 
attained beam flexural strength to reduce with the loading progress, leading to the 
observed strength degradation. The compressive axial column load for Unit EJ4 greatly 
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enhanced the bond mechanism to transfer the beam steel tension force to the surrounding 
concrete, leading to much improved energy dissipating capacity, when compared to test on 
Unit EJ2. Also compressive axial column load totally prevented the premature concrete 
tension cracking along the beam bar hooks in tension in Unit EJ4, consequently, the effect 
of the beam bar hook configuration in the exterior column became insignificant on the 
structural energy dissipating capacities, as demonstrated by Units EJ3 and EJ4 .. 
In summary, test on Unit EJ4 demonstrated that the existence of compressive axial column 
load enhanced the available strength and stiffness of the unit, especially the stiffness, and 
also improved the structural energy dissipating capacity, when compared to test on Unit 
EJ2. Unit EJ4 reached the theoretical storey shear strength of the unit at a storey drift of 
approximately 1.1% for clockwise loading but it reached the storey shear strength which 
was about 15% less than the theoretical storey shear strengths at a storey drift of 0.6% for 
anti-clockwise loading. The observed attainment of the available storey shear strength by 
Unit EJ4 was at similar drift level to Unit EJ3. Softening with cyclic loading and pinching 
of the hysteresis loops observed for Unit EJ4 were of similar significance to Unit EB and 
were not so significant as that observed for Unit EJ2. The compressive axial column load 
of 0.23 Agf: to 0.25 Agf: present for tests on Unit EB and Unit EJ4 caused the influence 
of the beam bar hook details on the structural strength performance, stiffness performance 
and the energy dissipating capacity to be very insignificant. 
7.6.4 Strains in Beam Longitudinal Reinforcement 
For Unit EJ4, the beam was expected to develop a plastic hinge. 
Fig.7.47 shows the measured strain profiles by electrical resistance strain gauges along 
beam bar 1 and beam bar 2 respectively. Compared with the measured steel strain profile 
along the beam longitudinal bars of Unit EJ2 (see Figs.7.25 and 726), bond degradation 
and bar slip along the beam longitudinal bars of Unit EJ4 were apparently improved within 
the joint region and the strains of beam flexural tensile reinforcement gradually decreased 
within the joint region relative to the steel strain at the inner column face. When compared 
to the observed strain profile of beam tension bars of Unit EJ3 (Fig.7.38 and Fig.7.39), it 
was found that units EJ3 and EJ4 had generally similar bond condition along the beam 
longitudinal bars within the joint region. 
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Fig. 7.48 compares the measured steel strains, 8 m , with the theoretically predicted strains, 
8 p' for the beam flexural tension bars at the inner column face for Unit EJ4. The 
theoretical predictions were based on the measured beam shear forces and ordinary flexure 
theory established on the basis of plane-section assumption. The measured tension strains 
for the beam flexural tension bars at the column face were higher than the theoretical 
predictions and the discrepancies increased generally as the loading progressed. The 
measured tension strains, expressed as the percentages of the theoretical predictions, can 
vary from 105% to 200%. When compared with Unit EJ2, the discrepancies between the 
measured steel strain and the theoretically predicted strains were larger, even Unit EJ4 was 
expected to have better bond performance. The cause for this was not clear. However, very 
severe bond condition along the member longitudinal reinforcement could cause slippage 
between the longitudinal reinforcement and the concrete. As a result, the readings from the 
electrical resistance strain gauges could significantly deviate from the real steel strains. 
7.6.5 Member Deformation Property 
Unit EJ4 was a weak beam and strong column system. Fig. 7.49 shows the variation of the 
attained strength and deformation relationship for the beam of Unit EJ4. The observed 
beam rotation over the fixed-end region kept increasing at later loading stages even as the 
strength reduced. Hence the non-linear deformation was limited in the beam. 
The measured member deformation was again concentrated into the member fixed-ends. 
Fig. 7.50 shows the measured deformation components for the beam. In Fig. 7.50, it is 
evident that the beam non-linear deformation was limited to the beam fixed-end. 
Fig. 7.51 shows the observed rotational ductility in the fixed-end versus the attained 
flexural strength for the beam of Unit EJ4. It is seen that the beam can sustain a rotational 
ductility of 6 without significant strength degradation. Fig. 7.52 compares the observed 
beam behaviour, in terms of the strength versus non-linear deformation in the beam fixed-
end, for Units EJ2 and EJ4. Units EJ2 and EJ4 were identical and both tests were expected 
to develop beam plastic hinges. Units EJ2 and EJ4 were tested with different column 
compressive axial load, zero for Unit EJ2 and 0.25Agfc' for Unit EJ4. 
Fig. 7.52 shows that the beam flexural strength and the rotational ductility in the beam 
fixed-end was significantly affected by the compressive axial actions on the columns of 
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Fig. 7.52 Comparison of force strength and deformation capacity for Units EJ2 and EJ4 
the unit. The observed initial stiffness for the beam of Unit EJ4, in terms of the flexural 
strength versus the rotational capacity, was 1.8 times that observed for the beam of Unit 
EJ2. The beam flexural strength of Unit EJ4 increased by more than 15%, when 
compared with Unit EJ2 due to the compressive column axial load. Enhancement of the 
beam initial stiffness due to compressive axial column load was much more significant, 
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when compared with the enhancement of the attained beam strength. This meant that the 
beam post-elastic flexural behaviour in the fixed-end was strongly dependent on the 
axial action on the columns transversely framing into the same joint. This evidence was 
similar to the rmding obtained by comparing the observed beam force strength versus 
the rotations inthe beam fixed-end for Units En and En. 
According to conventional flexural theory, the non-linear flexural deformation of a beam 
occurs due to the steel yielding penetration within the plastic hinge region. In this case, 
the non-linear force strength and the deformation behaviour of the beam is completely 
determined by the considered beam itself. However the observed evidence for Unit EJ4 
was that severe bond degradation along the member longitudinal reinforcement occurred 
within and adjacent to the joint core and hence the post-elastic flexural deformation of 
the beam was concentrated into the fixed-end and it was mainly attributed to the long-
sustaining steel tensile strain within and adjacent to the joint core. Therefore, the beam 
post-elastic flexural behaviour in the fixed-end was strongly dependent on the joint force 
transfer mechanism. The bond mechanism along the beam longitudinal reinforcement 
within the beam-column joint, namely, the joint force transfer mechanism, depends on 
not only the axial action on the columns but also the column cross sectional properties. 
As a result, the post-elastic behaviour of the beam in the fixed-end could be significantly 
influenced by the axial action and the cross sectional properties of the columns framing 
into the same joint, as observed for Units EJ2 and EJ4. 
This is true even when the deformed longitudinal reinforcement is used because the 
flexural deformations of the reinforced concrete members in their fixed-ends are 
similarly strongly dependent on the joint force transfer mechanism. 
7.6.6 Joint Behaviour 
7.6.6.1 Joint Shear Stress 
The estimated maximum nominal horizontal joint shear stresses for Unit EJ4, based on 
the measured member forces and the plane section assumption, were of similar 
magnitude to those of Unit En in both clockwise and anti-clockwise loading direction, 
and were 1.8 MPa, or 0.3.fl MPa in clockwise loading direction and 1.04 MPa, or 
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0.17 K MPa in anti-clockwise loading direction respectively. The maximum nominal 
horizontal joint shear stresses estimated for Unit EJ4 evidently were well below the joint 
shear capacity at the stage of diagonal tension cracking of the joint cores, which was 
0.78K MPa, estimated using Mohr's circle for stress and assuming the concrete 
• 
diagonal tension strength of 0.3 K MPa [HI], if expressed in terms of nominal 
horizontal joint shear stress. The joint core of Unit EJ4 was of excellent integrity till the 
end of testing ofEJ4. 
7.6.6.2 Joint Shear Distortion and Joint Expansion 
The maximum joint shear distortion measured for EJ4 was very small, being 0.0063%, 
which was of similar magnitude to Unit EJ3. Hence the joint core of Unit EJ4 was in 
excellent condition. In contrast, Unit EJ2, which was identical to Unit EJ4, had a 
maximum joint shear distortion of 0.52%. The significant improvement of the joint 
shear performance demonstrated by Unit EJ4 was due to the total prevention of the 
concrete tension cracking along the hooks of the beam bars in tension as a result of the 
enhancement of the beam steel tensile force transfer to the concrete by bond ahead of the 
bend, similar to the test of Unit EJ3. 
Apparently, the contribution of the joint shear deformation to the storey deflection can 
be neglected should the compressive axial column load be greater than 0.2 Agt; for 
exterior beam-column joint components. 
7.6.6.3 Joint Hoop Strains 
Fig. 7.53 shows the measured strains in the joint hoops and the column transverse 
reinforcement adjacent to the joint core for test on Unit EJ4. All the measured strains 
were very small, and none of them was larger than 35x10-6. Whereas in the case of the 
test on Unit EJ2 the joint hoop strains in the mid-depth of the joint core were up to the 
steel yield level of 1600xlO-6, the joint hoops of Unit EJ4 were not significantly 
strained. As described in section 7.5.6.2, the joint shear capacity prior to the diagonal 
concrete tension cracking is provided by a group of principal tensile and compressive 
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stresses generated in the concrete, and the joint shear reinforcement won't be highly 
stressed at this stage. 
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7.6.7 Displacement Components 
Fig. 7.56 shows the measured displacement components for test of EJ4, where the 
contribution to storey displacement by the joint displacement was within 0.15 mm and it 
was ignored here. The contribution of column deformation to storey deflection 
considered here only came from the column deformation within the fixed-end region. 
Fig. 7.54 clearly shows that the major contribution to storey deflection was from the 
beam deformation and it consisted of 80% to 99% of the total storey displacement. The 
contribution of column deformation to storey displacement was relatively small because 
the columns were basically only in the elastic range throughout the whole testing 
history. Evidently, the damage to the test unit EJ4 was limited to the beam. 
7.6.S Summary 
A full-scale exterior beam-column joint unit EJ4 was fabricated and Unit EJ4 was 
identical to Unit EJ2. The plain round beam longitudinal reinforcing bars were bent into 
the joint core in the exterior columns as is current practice. Unlike Unit EJ2 which was 
tested under simulated seismic loading with zero axial column load, Unit EJ4 was tested 
under simulated seismic loading with the presence of a constant compressive axial 
column load of 0.23 Ag fe' in order to investigate the effect of axial column load on the 
seismic behaviour of exterior beam-column joint components. Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4 
were also identical except the arrangement of the beam bar hooks, and both units were 
tested with constant axial column load of 1800 kN present. Theoretical considerations 
showed that transverse reinforcement in the members could be very inadequate for Unit 
EJ4, especially in the beam, according to the requirement of shear resisting capacity and 
the requirement for preventing longitudinal bar buckling and confining the compressed 
concrete. 
1. The test on Unit EJ4 showed that the overall performance of the unit was again 
dominated by flexure. The presence of a constant compressive axial column load of 
0.23 Ag fe' for test of EJ4 greatly improved the seismic performance of the as-built 
exterior beam-column joint assembly, when compared to the test on the otherwise 
identical unit EJ2 but tested with zero axial column load. 
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2. The compressive axial column load on Unit EJ4 enhanced the force transfer by 
bond from the beam tension steel to the surrounding concrete ahead of the bend, and 
greatly reduced the beam steel tension force needed be transferred at the bend. 
Consequently, the premature concrete tension cracking failure along the beam bar hook, 
I 
which was associated with the interaction between the column bar buckling and the 
opening action of the beam bar hooks as occurred for the test on Unit EJ2, was entirely 
prevented during the test on Unit EJ4. The fmal failure of Unit EJ4 was initiated by the 
degrading beam flexural behaviour as for Unit En. 
The storey shear strengths were attained by the test on Unit EJ4 at a storey drift of 1.1 % 
during clockwise loading but at a storey drift of 0.6% during anti-clockwise loading. 
The storey shear strength during clockwise loading was equal to the theoretical storey 
shear strength determined at the attainment of negative beam flexural strength, and the 
storey shear strength during anti-clockwise loading was about 16% less than the 
theoretical storey shear strength determined at the attainment of positive beam flexural 
strength. 
The measured displacement at first yield for test of Unit EJ4 was equivalent to a storey 
drift of 0.53%. 
3. Results of Unit EJ4 were compared to the results of Unit EJ2. Such a comparison 
revealed that the presence of compressive axial column load of 0.23 Ag!; for Unit EJ4 
caused the initial stiffness to be 2.75 times the initial stiffness for Unit EJ2 and the 
storey shear strength of Unit EJ4 increased by about 15% of the theoretical storey shear 
strength. Furthermore, the compressive axial column load of 0.23 Ag!; for Unit EJ4 also. 
greatly improved the energy dissipating capacity of the system due to a significant 
improvement of beam flexural stiffness. 
4. The results of Unit EJ4 were also compared to the results of Unit EJ3. The 
presence of the compressive axial column load of 1800 kN for the tests on Unit En and 
Unit EJ4 caused the· effects of the different arrangements of the beam bar hooks in 
exterior column on the stiffness, strength and the energy dissipating capacity of the units 
to be very small. 
5. Due to the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement, the post-elastic flexural 
behaviour of the beam, which was weaker than the columns, was mainly limited into the 
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beam fixed-end. ~e beam post-elastic flexural behaviour in the fixed-end in this case 
was strongly dependent on the axial actions and the cross sectional details of the 
columns, which transversely framed into the same joint. This test finding disagrees with 
the conventional flexural theory but it was similar to the one revealed from test on Unit 
E13. 
7.7 . CONCLUSIONS 
Simulated seismic load tests were conducted on four as-built reinforced concrete 
exterior beam-column joints and one retrofitted as-built exterior beam-column joint The 
simulated seismic load tests on the as-built exterior beam-column joints were conducted 
as part of an investigation of the behaviour of existing reinforced concrete structures 
designed to pre-1970s codes when subjected to severe earthquake forces. The simulated 
seismic load test on the retrofitted as-built exterior beam-column joint was conducted to 
investigate the possible retrofit technique for existing reinforced concrete building 
structures. The four as-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint units, En to EJ4, 
were identical except the arrangement of the beam bar hooks in the exterior columns. 
The longitudinal and transverse reinforcement was from plain round bars. Two units, 
Units En and E13, had the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint cores as was not 
uncommon in existing reinforced concrete structures designed to pre-1970s codes, and 
the other two units, Units EJ2 and EJ4, had the beam bar hooks bent into the joint cores 
as required by current design codes. Units EJI and EJ2 were tested subjected to 
simulated seismic loading with zero column axial load but Units E13 and EJ4 were 
tested subjected to simulated seismic loading with the compressive column axial load of 
about 0.25 Ag /; present. As-built Unit En was retrofitted by wrapping the column areas 
above and below the joint core using fibre-glass material after tested subjected to 
simulated seismic loading with zero axial column load, and the retrofitted unit, referred 
to as Unit REJI, was tested subjected to simulated seismic loading with zero axial 
column load again. In addition, as-built test units En and E13 were identical to 
Hakuto's test units 07, and as-built test units EJ2 and EJ4 were identical to Hakuto's 
Unit 06, except that Hakuto used deformed longitudinal reinforcement. 
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Theoretical consideration shows that the shear force capacity of the beam-column joint 
was inadequate for the test of Unit EJ1. In addition, the beam and column transverse 
reinforcement was inadequate for all the tests, according to the requirements for 
preventing the longitudinal reinforcement from buckling and confining the compressed 
concrete, andlor the requirement for providing the shear force strength. Concrete tension. 
cracking failure initiated by the opening of the beam bar hooks could occur due to 
insufficient column transverse reinforcement within beam bar hook ranges and the 
utilisation of plain round longitudinal reinforcement. Different beam bar hook details 
were expected to actuate different joint force transfer paths and therefore emphasise the 
need for column transverse reinforcement at different locations. The use of plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement and inadequate anchorage configuration of the beam bar 
hooks when bent away from the joint cores made it very critical to transfer the member 
forces across the joint core. 
Comparison of the results of tests on Units EJl and EJ2 led to the following 
conclusions: 
1. The overall seismic performance of the as-built exterior beam-column joint 
subassemblages was very poor. The final failure of the as-built units was dominated by 
premature concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks, which was initiated by 
the interaction between the column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar 
hooks, irrespective of the beam bar hook details. 
2. Different beam bar hook details in the exterior columns significantly influenced 
the strength and stiffness performance of the unit, when the compressive axial column 
load was low. 
The attained storey shear strength by the as-built exterior beam-column joint unit with 
the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core was only 55% of the theoretical storey 
shear strength of the unit. In contrast, the attained storey shear strength by the as-built 
exterior beam-column joint unit with the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core was 
about 75% of the theoretical storey shear strength of the unit. The observed 
improvement in the available storey shear force strength due to more adequate beam bar 
hook configuration was as high as 20% of the theoretical storey shear strength when the 
axial colunm load was very low. 
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The attained stiffness in the elastic loading range by the unit with the beam bar hooks 
bent into the joint core was about 1.4 times the attained stiffuess by the unit with the 
beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core. 
3. Different beam bar hook details in the exterior columns were found to enhance the 
need for column transverse reinforcement at different locations. When the beam bar 
hook were bent away from the joint core, the column stirrups immediately above and 
below the joint core played an important role in actuating the postulated alternative force 
path across the joint core. When the beam bar hook were bent into the joint core, the 
shear reinforcement at the joint centre was more effective in controlling the opening of 
the beam bar hooks and actuating the comer to comer concrete strut mechanism, than 
the shear reinforcement far away from the joint centre. 
4. When contrasted to the results from Hakuto's tests on Units 06 and 07 where the 
shear failure in the beam and/or the joint core triggered the final failure of the units, the 
use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement for Unit EJ4 totally suppressed the shear 
failure in the beam and the joint core, but it significantly enhanced the opening action of 
the beam bar hooks in tension, resulting in the premature failure of concrete tension 
cracking along the beam bar hooks and leading to low attainment and poor maintenance 
of the force strength and the stiffness of the unit, especially the stiffness. 
When compared to the identical cases but with deformed longitudinal reinforcement, the 
decrease in the available strength of the unit due to the use of plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement was 20 to 25% of the theoretical strength of the units, when the units were 
tested with zero axial column load. Meanwhile, the decrease in the initial stiffuess due 
to the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement was about 70% for the exterior 
beam-column joint unit with the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core. Apparently, the 
use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement caused a much more significant decrease 
in the initial stiffness of the unit, compared to that in the storey shear strength of the 
unit. The adverse effect of the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement on the 
initial stiffness was more significant for the as-built exterior beam-column joint units, 
than for as-built interior beam-column joint units. 
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Comparison of the results of tests on Units EJ3and EJ4 led to the following 
conclusions: 
5. The presence of a compressive axial column load of about 0.25 Ag /; resulted in 
much improved seismic performance, in terms of the structural stiffuess, strength and 
the energy dissipating capacity. Due to the presence of compressive axial column load of 
about 0.25 Ag /;, the force transfer by bond from the beam tension steel to the 
surroUnding concrete was enhanced ahead of the bend. As a result, the beam steel 
tension force needed to be transferred at the bend reduced, premature concrete tension 
cracking failure along the beam bar hook was entirely suppressed and the seismic 
performance of the test units was completely dominated by the beam flexural behaviour. 
The strengths attained by Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4 were of similar magnitudes in terms of 
their theoretical storey shear strengths, and they were measured at similar storey drift 
levels. The storey shear strengths were attained by Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4 at a storey 
drift of about 1.1 to 1.5% for clockwise loading direction but at a stQrey drift of about 
0.6% for anti-clockwise loading, and they were approximately 10 to 12% less than the 
theoretical storey shear strengths. The initial stiffnesses measured for Unit EJ3 and Unit 
EJ4 were about 75% of the theoretical predictions based on the plane section assumption 
and the initial stiffnesses measured for Units EB and EJ4 were equivalent to a storey 
drift of about 0.6% at fIrst yield. 
6. In comparison with the tests on the identical units but with zero axial column load, 
namely, Unit En and Unit EJ2, the presence of a compressive axial column load of 0.23 
to 0.25 Ag /; not only caused the measured initial stiffness to increase by 180% and the 
available storey shear strength to increase by about 20 to 33% of the theoretical storey 
shear strengths, but also greatly improved the energy dissipating capacity of the system 
by reducing softening and pinching of the hysteresis loops. 
Simulated seismic load test on the retrofitted unit REJl led to the following 
conclusions: 
7. When the column axial load was low, there was a need for actuating the 
alternative force path across the joint core when the beam bar hooks were bent away 
from the joint core. External wrapping the column areas above and below the joint core 
of the exterior beam-column joint subassemblage could actuate the postulated 
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alternative force path across the joint core, improving the general behaviour of the unit. 
Fibre-glass jacketing in the column areas above and below the joint core for Unit REJI 
controlled premature concrete tension cracking failure and actuated the alternative joint 
force transfer path. 
The final failure trigger of the retrofitted unit became the degrading beam flexural 
behaviour. However, the available strength aI1d stiffness of the retrofitted unit REJI 
were sti11low. 
8. Should sufficient column transverse reinforcement be available immediately above 
and below the joint core, an alternative force transfer path across the joint core of the 
exterior beam-column joint subassmblages can be actuated if the beam bar hooks are 
bent away from the joint core. In this case, the overall seismic assessment of the system 
would be comparable to that with the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core. 
Generalised strength and deformation behaviour for as-built reinforced concrete 
members are as follows: 
9. Similar to the fmdings from the tests on two as-built interior beam-column joint 
units, the seismic performance of the as-built concrete members were totally governed 
by the degrading flexural behaviour, rather than by premature shear as observed for the 
members reinforced by deformed bars. Member deformation was concentrated in the 
fixed-ends at beam-column interfaces not only in post-elastic range but also in elastic 
range and this was due to severe bond degradation along the member longitudinal 
reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint core. Hence the post-elastic behaviour of 
an as-built reinforced concrete member was determined by the flexural behaviour at the 
fixed end of the member. 
A rotational ductility in the member fixed-ends, rather than the curvature ductility 
associated with a certain plastic hinge length, becomes a proper index for member non-
linear deformation. 
Due to severe bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement resulting from the 
use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement, conventional flexural theory based on the 
plane section assumption would overestimate the member flexural strength and stiffness, 
especially the stiffuess. The member non-linear property, in terms of the flexural 
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strength and rotational defonnation in the fixed-ends, was found to be very strongly 
dependent on the members transversely framing into the same joint. For example, when 
compared with the cases with no column axial load, a column axial load of 0.25Agfc' 
could lead to the increase of about 15% in the strength and the increase of 50% to 80% 
in the initial stiffuess for the beams. This evidence disagre~s with the conventional 
flexure theory, which assumes the member's flexural behaviour to be completely 
detennined by the member itself and it has nothing to do with other members. 
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CHAPTERS 
ANALYSIS OF TEST RESULTS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 
SEISMIC ASSESSMENT AND RETROFIT OF EXISTING 
REINFORCED CONCRETE STRUCTURES 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
A major earthquake imposes large deformations on structures and the structural . 
deformation is usually well beyond the elastic response range in this case. Hence the key 
element in assessing the seismic performance of existing reinforced concrete structures 
during a major earthquake is the post-elastic seismic responses of the structures. The 
capacity design based seismic assessment procedure examines the global post-elastic 
structural behaviour by investigating the seismic performance of the critical post-elastic 
failure mechanism of the structure. Once the available lateral load strength and the 
available structural displacement capacity of the critical post-elastic collapse mechanism 
are determined, the structural performance in a major earthquake can be assessed. 
The global non-linear behaviour of the whole structure depends on the local non-linear 
behaviour of individual reinforced concrete members. With an analytical model capable of 
reproducing the inelastic response of individual reinforced concrete components with 
reasonable accuracy, the global post-elastic behaviour of the whole structure can be 
adequately estimated by integrating the local behaviour of individual structural 
components, as demonstrated by tests and analysis conducted by Bracci et al [B2]. Hence, 
the information on the post-elastic behaviour of the individual reinforced concrete 
members is the fundamental element in conducting the seismic assessment of existing 
reinforced concrete structures, although the global behaviour is more relevant to the 
structural performance during a major earthquake. For the individual reinforced concrete 
components, it is necessary to identify the regions where non-linear deformations are 
expected, to find the available strengths of these identified regions, and also to check 
whether the available strengths of these regions can be maintained as the non-linear 
deformations progress. 
Simulated seismic loading tests on as-built reinforced concrete components reinforced by 
deformed longitudinal reinforcement revealed that the current code methods were not 
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adequate, especially when used for estimating the shear performance and the stiffness 
performance of individual reinforced concrete components. The situation was even worse 
when the concrete components had plain round longitudinal bars (see Chapters 6 and 7). 
Also the seismic performance observed for as-built concrete beam-column joint 
components reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars was very different from that for 
similar test units reinforced by deformed longitudinal bars. Hence there is a need for 
developing new methods, which can be used for assessing the seismic behaviour of 
existing concrete components containing plain round longitudinal bars. 
There are two main parts in this chapter. In the first part, the characteristics of the 
observed post-elastic responses for as-built concrete beam-column joint components 
reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars are outlined and the critical considerations in 
assessing the post-elastic behaviour of similar concrete components with plain bar 
reinforcement are identified. In the second part, suggestions for seismic assessment and 
retrofit wherever necessary of existing reinforced concrete frame structures are presented, 
including the suggestions for member modelling, the suggestions for the determination of 
the static flexural strength versus deformation relationship of as-built reinforced concrete 
members and the suggestions for possible retrofit techniques to improve the inadequate 
member flexural performance. 
8.2 OUTLINES OF TEST RESULTS 
8.2.1 Critical Aspects of Post-elastic Behaviour of Individual Existing Reinforced 
Concrete Sub assemblages 
As-built full-scale beam-column joint subassemblages, tested under simulated seismic 
loading in this test series, represent an existing reinforced concrete structure constructed in 
1950s in New Zealand. Identical as-built test units but reinforced by deformed 
longitudinal bars had been tested under simulated seismic loading in the past at the 
University of Canterbury by Hakuto et al [HI]. Influences of the use of deformed 
longitudinal bars or plain round longitudinal bars on the' seismic behaviour of beam-
column joint components have been studied in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7. From Chapters 6 
and 7, it is clear that whether the longitudinal reinforcement is from deformed bars or 
plain round bars can greatly influence the structural seismic behaviour. A detailed 
comparison of Hakuto's tests on as-built units and the tests conducted on as-built units in 
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Table 8.1 Comparison of Test Results of As-Built Units with Deformed Bars and As-
Ul ntsWl am oun ngltu ma B 'It U 't 'th PI 'R d La . d' 1 B ars 
Unit & Ry Rill Va Final failure trigger 
-(%) 
Vi Ke V' l (%) (%) (%) Anticlock clock at R::;; 2% 
Unit 1 90 37 1.8 3.7 4 85 degrading column flexure in 
fixed-ends 
UnitOl 95 50 1.2 2 2.3 90-100 joint shear 
Unit 2 77 39 2 2.2 2 75 degrading beam and column 
flexure in fixed-ends plus joint 
shear 
UnitEJl 57 42* 33* I 2 I 57 premature concrete tension 
cracking along beam bar hooks 
Unh07 77 40 0.5 0.48 I 87 premature concrete tension 
cracking along beam bar hooks 
and joint shear 
UnitREJl 75 50 0.8 0.5 0.8 75 degrading beam flexure 
UnitE12 75 30 1.3 1.3 1.3 75 degrading beam flexure in fixed-
end and premature concrete 
cracking along beam bar hooks 
Unit EJ3 85 62 0.6 1.3 0.6 85 degrading beam flexure in fixed-
end 
Unit 06 100 47 0.42 1.8 1.8 100 shear failure in beam and joint 
Unit EJ4 90 68 0.53 1.1 0.6 90 Degrading beam flexure in 
fixed-end 
Note: values with * are measured in the loading cycle of 0.5Vp rather than in the loading cycle 
ofO.75Vp 
Va and Vi = the attained force strength and the theoretical force strength, respectively 
Ka = the attained initial stiffness in terms of the storey shear versus the storey 
displacement, 
K e = estimated initial stiffness, which was the value using the sectional analysis for the 
beams and columns for the current test programme but was based on 0.5 times the gross 
sectional moment of inertia for Hakuto's tests., 
R)' = the storey drift at first yielding, the first yielding is determined by extrapolating the 
force and deformation line at 0.75 Vi to Vi' 
Rm = the storey drift when the maximum force strength was attained, 
clock and anti-clock = the clockwise and anti-clockwise directions respectively, 
R = storey drift 
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this test series was made in Table 8.1, in terms of the failure trigger of the system, the 
attainment of the force strength and stiffness. 
For Hakuto's tests [HI], the concrete members yielded in flexure first, then the shear force 
strength in the potential plastic hinge regions degraded a~ the nonlinear deformation 
progressed. As a consequence, the possible premature shear failure due to the degradation 
of the shear force strength as the imposed non-linear deformation progressed could 
threaten the maintenance of the attained force strength. Typically, premature shear failure 
was observed in the beam-column joints and/or the beams for Hakuto's tests on as-built 
Unit 01, Unit 07, and Unit 06, and it triggered the final failure of the units. Hakuto's as-
built units 01, Unit 07 and Unit 06 were otherwise identical to the current units 1, EJl 
and EJ2, respectively, except that Hakuto's units contained deformed longitudinal 
reinforcement. The beam-column joint cores of the as-built test units contained no or very 
small amounts of joint shear reinforcement and the beams of the test units contained very 
small quantities of transverse reinforcement. Hakuto et al concluded that the critical aspect 
present for the investigated reinforced concrete frame structure was the shear performance 
in the joints and the beams, and the shear performance after the flexural yielding could 
govern the overall seismic performance of the individual concrete members. Hence the 
information they tried to get was (l). the attainment of the shear force capacity of the 
beam-column joints without the joint shear reinforcement and the degradation of the joint 
shear force capacity with the increase in the imposed post-elastic deformation levels of the 
adjacent members; (2). the attainment of the beam shear force capacity and its 
maintenance with the increase in the imposed post:'elastic deformation, which is limited to 
the plastic hinge regions. 
However, the seismic performance observed for as-built concrete beam-column joint 
components reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars in the current project was very 
different. The shear performance in the beam-column joints and the beams was much less 
problematic, and the post-elastic behaviour of individual concrete components was due to 
the degrading member flexural behaviour, which was mainly limited in the fixed-ends. 
The degrading member flexural behaviour occurred as a result of progressive bond 
degradation along the plain round longitudinal bars with the increase in the imposed 
displacement levels and the loading cycles. 
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Apparently, for the individual reinforced concrete members with plain round bars, the 
attainment and maintenance of the flexural strengths and stiffnesses in the fixed-ends with 
the increase in the imposed post-elastic deformation levels and the cyclic loading cycles 
need to be investigated, rather than the degradation of the shear force strength as for the 
members reinforced by deformed bars. 
8.2.2 Flexural Behaviour of As-built Reinforced Concrete Members Reinforced by 
Plain Round Longitudinal Bars 
8.2.2.1 General 
To investigate the flexure-dominated non-linear performance of an individual reinforced 
concrete member during a major earthquake, the key elements are the identification of the 
critical areas, which are expected to experience post-elastic deformation, and the 
determination of the flexur3I strength and deformation performance within the critical 
regions. The information on the locations of the critical areas is useful for modelling the 
stiffness distribution along the members, called member modelling. The information on 
the strength and deformation hysteretic behaviour within the critical regions is useful for 
modelling the member hysteretic behaviour, called hysteretic modelling. 
8.2.2.2 Characteristics of Member Stiffness Distribution 
For well-designed reinforced concrete members, energy-dissipation during a major 
earthquake is mainly by steel yielding penetration within the member over well-defined 
plastic hinge regions. Many methods have been developed to estimate the plastic hinge 
lengths [PI]. Modelling of the member non-linear behaviour focuses on the plastic hinge 
regions. 
For as-built reinforced concrete members reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars, 
observed evidence showed that the member post-elastic deformation was mainly in the 
major flexural crack at beam-column interfaces, referred to as fixed-end rotation, with the 
remaining part of the member in the elastic range. A rotational ductility at the member 
fixed-end is demonstrated to be a proper index to the member non-linear deformation 
capacity. Member non-linear behaviour in this case should be better represented in terms 
of the flexural strength versus the rotational ductility in the fixed-end region. 
Actually, even for reinforced concrete members reinforced by deformed longitudinal 
reinforcement, the observed magnitude of member fixed-end rotation, which occurred 
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mainly due to bond degradation within the beam-column joint region, was often too 
significant to be neglected [HI, K2, LA, Til. Takeda [Tl] reported that deflection caused 
by slip of the reinforcement and depression of the concrete at the beam-column interface 
was up to 31 % of the total deformation. 
Therefore, adequate modelling of the member's post-elastic behaviour in terms of the 
flexural strength versus the rotational ductility at the fixed-end region plays an important 
role in the seismic assessment of existing reinforced concrete structures in a major 
earthquake. 
8.2.2.3 Characteristics of Member Flexural Behaviour at the Fixed-End 
Conventional flexural theory assumes that the non-linear flexural deformation of an 
individual reinforced concrete member is due to steel yielding penetration over well-
defined plastic hinge regions, the post-elastic flexural behaviour of the member in this 
case is completely determined by the cross sectional details of the member. 
However, member flexural deformation in terms of the rotation in the fixed-end region is 
fundamentally different from the member flexural deformation in terms of curvature 
ductility associated with a given plastic hinge length. Observed significant lumping of 
member non-linear deformation in a major flexural crack at beam-column interfaces 
mainly occurred due to severe bond degradation along the plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement within the joint. As a result, the post-elastic flexural behaviour at the fixed-
end was associated with the bond mechanism along the member longitudinal 
reinforcement within the joint region and hence was associated with the member force 
transfer across the joint core. A beam-column joint is the connection of the beams and the 
columns, hence the non-linear flexural behaviour of a member is also dependent on the 
actions and the cross sectional details of the other members framing into the same joint. 
For example, the tests on as-built units EJ2 and EJ4, which had plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement, demonstrated that a compressive column axial load of about 0.25 Agfe' led 
to an increase up to 15% in the beam flexural strength and an increase in the initial 
stiffness of up to 80% in terms of the member flexural strength versus the member fixed-
end rotation. Hence, a proper member model to represent the non-linear behaviour of the 
as-built member should capture the influences of other members framing into the same 
joint. 
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For plain round longitudinal reinforcement, the bond mechanism of the member 
longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region is developed due to friction and 
therefore is mainly developed over the flexural compressive zones of the member 
transversely framing into the same joint. The factors affecting the bond mechanism of 
plain round longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region include: (a). axial actions on 
the members framing into the same joint in transverse direction. Large axial action in 
compression on the transverse members will enhance the clamping action for the 
longitudinal reinforcement of the member within the joint region, and therefore enhanced 
the bond mechanism, leading to an enhanced member flexural behaviour in the fixed-end 
region, as revealed by the tests on the as-built units EJI to EJ4 in the current project. (b). 
the overall section depth of the members framing into the same joint in transverse 
direction. Member flexural compressive depth can be approximated to be a fraction of the 
member overall depth in the elastic range. The greater the flexural compressive depth of 
the transverse members are, the better the anchorage condition is along the member 
longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region. As a result, member strength would be 
slightly enhanced and member stiffness performance would be significantly improved. (c). 
confinement provided for the member adjacent to the joint. Member deformation in the 
fixed-ends are partially from the bond degradation in the member areas adjacent to the 
joint core. Transverse confinement for the members will enhance the bond mechanism 
along the plain round bars in the member areas adjacent to the joint core and subsequently 
enhance the member flexural strength and the stiffness performance. 
Hence, the flexural behaviour of an as-built member at the fixed-end can be significantly 
affected by the axial actions and the cross sectional details of the transverse members at 
the same joint. However, except the tests conducted in this project, there have been no 
tests conducted to study the influences of the other members at the same joint on the 
member flexural behaviour at the fixed-end, when plain round longitudinal reinforcement 
is used. Evidently, more tests need to be conducted on the as-built reinforced concrete 
components reinforced by plain round longitudinal reinforcement in order to 
quantitatively study the influence of above-stated factors. 
For deformed longitudinal reinforcement, the bond mechanism of the longitudinal 
reinforcement within the joint region is developed due to friction and mechanical 
mechanism. Usually the bond strength component from friction is very samll, compared to 
the mechanical mechanism. Many factors affect the bond mechanism of deformed bar 
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reinforcement. Apart from the above-stated factors which affect the bond mechanism of 
plain round bar reinforcement, the existence of joint horizontal and vertical shear 
reinforcement would actuate the force transfer mechanism from the steel to the concrete 
outside the main comer to comer concrete strut, easing the sustaining of large steel strain 
over a long range. Tests conducted by Lin et al [L4] demonstrated the beneficial effect of 
interior column bars on' the enhancement of the bond mechanism along the beam 
longitudinal bars within the joint. Lin et al also studied the enhancement of the bond 
strength along the beam deformed longituidnal bars by column axial load [L4]. A database 
of seven test units, which were tested subjected to an axial load larger than 0.1 Agfc' , was 
used and all test units used Grade 300 deformed longitudinal reinforcement. It was found 
that the average bond stress along the beam deformed longitudinal reinforcement within 
the joint increased with the column compressive axial load. The average bond stress of the 
beam deformed longitudinal reinforcement is found to be Ua = 1.2 g when the 
compressive column axial load N* is zero, and the effect of the compressive column axial 
load N* on the average bond stress of the beam deformed longitudinal reinforcement was 
found to be: 
ua = 1.2 R 1+ • • [ N* 
1.SAgle 
(8-1) 
Although the extensive study on the bond mechanism along the deformed longitudinal 
reinforcement within the joint region, especially the effect of compressive axial column 
loads on the enhancement of the bond mechanism along the beam deformed longitudinal 
reinforcement, has been conducted, no research has been conducted by aiming at revealing 
the relationship between the bond mechanism along the deformed longitudinal 
reinforcement within the joint region and the member flexural behaviour at the fixed-ends. 
Apparently, extensive test study needs to be conducted on reinforced concrete beam-
column joint components reinforced by deformed longitudinal bars in order to investiagte 
the member flexural behaviour at the fixed-ends. 
8.2.2.4 Attainment and Maintenance of Member Flexural Strength and Stiffness 
Measured storey shear versus storey displacement hysteresis curves for the as-built beam-
column joints with plain bar reinforcement were characterised by the following: 
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(1). Very low initial stiffness and significant stiffness degradation. 
The measured initial yield stiffness if plain round bars are used for longitudinal 
reinforcing bars was very low, being about 40% of the theoretical predictions for 
deformed bars. The stiffness degraded significantly as the loading progressed. Apart from 
this, the stiffness in the second cycle was apparently lower than that in the first cycle at the 
same displacement amplitude. The unloading stiffness was generally much higher than the 
correspondent loading stiffness. 
(2). Low member flexural strength and significant strength degradation. 
No shear failure was observed for the reinforced concrete linear members and the joint 
cores for the tested units, and the beams and columns with plain bar reinforcement were 
flexural-failure dominated. This means that the strength is determined by the available 
member flexural strength. However it is to be noted that the member flexural strength was 
less than the theoretical flexural strength based on the plane section theory for the 
conducted tests due to the violation of the plane section assumption resulting from severe 
bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement. 
Also the flexural moment capacity in the second cycle was generally much lower than that 
in the first cycle at the same displacement amplitude. 
(3). Significant pinching. 
Significant pinching was observed to occur prior to the initial member yielding in both 
positive and negative directions for both as-built beams and columns. The pinching is 
characterised by very low stiffness at the beginning of the loading then a suddenly much 
increased stiffness after the wide crack formed during the previous tensile stress closes in 
the flexural compressive side. Such pinching is not associated with that often observed 
from a member failing in shear, but rather associated with a wide flexural crack at the 
beam-column interfaces due to previous tensile action. This wide flexural crack at the 
beam-column interface formed owing to severe bond deterioration along the longitudinal 
bars. 
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(4). Uneven moment strengths. 
The available negative and positive flexural strengths for unsymmetrically reinforced 
beams were NOT proportional to the corresponding theoretical flexural strengths. Lower 
theoretical flexural strength corresponded to lower available strength in terms of the 
percentage of the theoretical flexural strength. 
8.3 A PROPOSED METHOD FOR MODELLING FLEXURAL BEHAVIOUR OF 
AS-BUILT REINFORCED CONCRETE MEMBERS WITH PLAIN ROUND 
BAR REINFORCEMENT 
8.3.1 A Member Model for Representing Member Flexural Behaviour at Fixed-end 
As revealed by the tests in this project, when a reinforced concrete member contains plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement, the non-linear behaviour of the member is mainly 
dominated by the non-linear flexural behaviour at the fixed-end and a proper index to 
represent the member's non-linear behaviour is in terms of the flexural strength verSus the 
rotational ductility in the fixed-end. In this case, member non-linear flexural behaviour at 
the fixed-end is strongly dependent on the axial actions and cross sectional details of the 
other members transversely framing into the same joint, (see Section 8.2.2.3). 
Clearly, the above-stated concept contradicts the current understanding that the nonlinear 
behaviour of a member is completely determined by the member itself. Currently, no 
member models are capable of capturing the influences of other members framing into the 
same joint. A tentative suggestion for the development of such a proper member model at 
the member fixed-end is to use a joint member model to represent the member's non-
linear flexural behaviour. A beam-column joint is the connection of the members with the 
transverse members at the joint and a joint member model can be a feasible option to 
interrelate the members framing into the same joint. Alternatively, a simplified method for 
modelling the member flexural behaviour could be the use of two separate flexural springs 
at one member end. The two tlexural springs are connected in series and hence their 
bending moment actions are the same. One spring is used for representing the flexural 
behaviour associated with the steel yield penetration within the member's plastic hinge 
region and its properties are determined by the cross sectional details of the discussed 
member, as for the conventional theory. The other spring is used for representing the 
member flexural behaviour associated with the fixed-end rotation and its properties are 
determined by the considered member itself then are modified based on the cross sectional 
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details and the imposed axial actions on the members transversely framing into the same 
joint. In this latter way, the effect of the joint horizontal and vertical shear reinforcement 
. on the bond mechanism along the member longituidnal reinforcement within the joint 
region could not be allowed for, but this is believed. to be adequate because there is no or 
very limited joint shear reinforcement for as-built reinforced concrete structure and also 
such an effect would be very insignificant if the longitudinal ·reinforcement is from plain 
round bars. Development of such a member model is beyond the scope of this study. 
8.3.2 Determination of Member Static Flexural Behaviour at Fixed-End 
8.3.2.1 General 
Non-linear flexural behaviour of reinforced concrete members is usually described in 
terms of the static (monotonic) force strength versus deformation skeleton curve and the 
internal hysteretic rules to allow for the cyclic loading effect. The static force strength 
versus the deformation skeleton curve is especially important and it gives all the 
information required by a non-linear static analysis. A non-linear static analysis (namely 
push-over analysis) is the core element for capacity design based seismic assessment and 
is also an important method recommended by design codes. This section aims at 
establishing the static non-linear behaviour in terms of the flexural strength versus the 
deformation behaviour for as-built reinforced concrete members. 
It is common that the static flexural strength versus deformation skeleton curves for the 
reinforced concrete· members are approximated by a tri-linear curve. The stiffness changes 
for the skeleton curves are the point at first yielding, the point at attainment of the ultimate 
force strength and the point after the attainment of the member flexural strength. 
Especially important is the determination of the flexural strength and the stiffness at first 
yield. Initial stiffness plays an important role in the success of the structural non-linear 
dynamic analysis [04]. Studies frequently show that different hysteresis models with the 
same initial stiffness lead to similar final structural responses. 
Although the tests in the current project showed severe violation of the plane section 
assumption for as~built reinforced concrete members, the theoretical predictions based on 
the plane section assumption are still used as a benchmark here in determining the static 
flexural strength and deformation skeleton curves of as-built reinforced concrete members. 
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8.3.2.2 Theoretical Determination of Member Properties at First Yield 
Mu 
Mil ,--
II 
II 
I 
First 
Yield 
Curvature 
Fig.8.1 Typical Moment-Curvature Relationship [PI8] . 
It is widely realised that the cracking effect on the yield stiffness is necessary to be taken 
into account [D2]. After concrete cracking, the member stiffness depends on the steel used 
and the sectional overall depth, rather than the gross sectional moment of inertia. This is 
obvious from the calculation of the concrete compressive depth at first yielding and the 
corresponding moment capacities according to conventional flexural theory [PI], see 
equations Al-l and Al-2, reproduced from Appendix A. 
. •• I 
k = [(p + p')2 n 2 + 2(p + P d )n]2 - (p + p')n 
d 
1 .. 1 ' • 
M }.=A.I• f). (d-'3 kd) + As fl' ('3 kd -d) if N =0.0 
1 .. 1 
M J::: As fr ( d - 2. h) + As X fl' ( d - 2. h) 
1 1 1 
+ - kd J.b (-h-- kd) 2 t 2 3 if N*"# 0.0 
(AI-I) 
(AI-2) 
(AI-2') 
The determination of member yield stiffness is equivalent to the determination of 
equivalent moment of inertia, Ie, which is actually the yield stiffness in terms of concrete 
elastic modulus if the force-deformation relationship is a moment-curvature relationship. 
The choice of the moment of inertia, Ie, directly affects the estimated member yield 
stiffness. 
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Theoretically, the equivalent moment of inertia of a member can be found by conducting a 
sectional moment-curvature analysis, which can be done by employing the concrete and 
steel stress-strain relationships and using plane section theory. A typical moment-
curvature relationship for a given section is shown in Fig.8.1. In Fig.8.1, the equivalent 
moment of inertia of. the member can be found according to the member yield moment 
capacity My and the corresponding curvature <pyas Ie = My I <j>y • 
In many design codes and genera] engineering practice, the equivalent moment of inertia 
of a member, after allowing for the effect of concrete cracking, is generally assumed to be 
proportional to the gross moment of inertia of a member. For reinforced concrete beams, 
the New Zealand concrete code NZS31 0 1: 1995 recommends a value of Ie = 004 Ig for 
rectangular beam sections, and Ie = 0.35 Ig for T- and L-beam sections. For reinforced 
concrete columns, the New Zealand concrete code recommends a value depending on the 
level of column axial load. According to NZS3101: 1995, Ie = 0.8Ig when N* I Alit:?: 
0.5, Ie = 0.6Ig when N* I Alit; = 0.2, and Ie = Oo4Ig when N* I Agt; = -0.05. Paulay and 
Priestley [Pl1] proposed that equivalent member moment of inertia, Ie, of reinforced 
concrete members in calculating member initial stiffness be taken as Ie = 0.35 Ig for beams 
and Ie = 0.6 Ig for columns, where: Ig is moment of inertia of the gross concrete section. 
The same recommendations for assessing the seismic performance of pre-1970s reinforced 
concrete moment resisting frame structures were used by Park 1997 [P6] in the seismic 
assessment procedure outlined in. Chapter 2. 
In recent years, the above-stated engineering method for determining the equivalent 
moment of inertia of a member was extensively examined by many researchers [PI7, 
P 18]. Priestley et al found,. after sectional moment-curvature analysis for some reinforced 
concrete members designed to current codes, that the member yield curvature is a function 
of member overall depth and the steel yield strain, rather than the gross moment of inertia 
of a member which was widely used in general engineering practice and design codes. 
It is to be noted that such arguments about the equivalent moment of inertia of a member 
are on the basis of the sectional analysis using the plane section assumption. For the pre-
1970s reinforced concrete moment-resisting frame structures, severe bond degradation and 
local bar slip along the member longitudinal reinforcement due to the use of plain bar 
reinforcement significantly violates the plane section assumption as observed for the as-
built beam-column joint tests. Hence the determination of the equivalent moment of 
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inertia based on the sectional analysis as recently proposed by Pristley et al is not always 
expected to give adequate results for this specific case. 
In this study, the theoretical flexural initial stiffness is determined by conducting sectional 
moment - curvature relationship at first yield, which is defined to be the stage when the 
longitudinal tensile reinforcement starts to yield, and it is then expressed as the ratio of the 
equivalent moment of inertia to the gross moment of inertia of the member section. The 
theoretically estimated initial stiffness is calibrated against the test evidence. 
8.3.2.3 Proposed Skeleton Curve To Represent Flexural Behaviour of Members 
Reinforced by Plain Round Longitudinal Reinforcement 
1. General 
The tests conducted in the current project demonstrated that the non-linear deformations 
of the test units were mainly attributed to the theoretically predicted weak members. The 
non-linear flexural behaviour of an as-built reinforced concrete member was mainly 
limited to its fixed-end and it was strongly affected by the axial actions and the cross 
sectional details of the transverse members at the same joint. The effect due to the axial 
actions of the transverse members is especially important when the plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement is used, and it needs to be taken into account. This section 
proposes a method for determining the member non-linear flexural behaviour at the fixed-
end and the proposed method can allow for the enhancement effect on the member 
, flexural behaviour at the fixed-end due to the compressive axial actions of the transverse 
members at the same joint. 
The test results of the weak members were employed here to calibrate the proposed 
skeleton curve. Theoretically, Units EJ2, EB and EJ4 were expected to develop plastic 
hinges in the beams. For the tests on Units EJ2, Units EJ3 and EJ4, the overall post-elastic 
performance of the systems was totally or partially governed by the beam's non-linear 
flexural behaviour. Figs.S.2 and S.3 show the observed member moment strength versus 
rotation skeleton curves for the beam of Unit EJ2, and the beams of Units EB and EJ4, 
respectively. Fig.SA shows comparison of the observed monotonic moment strength 
versus rotation skeleton curve for the beams of Units EJ2, EB and EJ4. Unit EJ2 was 
tested subjected to simulated seismic loading with zero column axial load, but Units EJ3 
and EJ4 were tested subjected to simulated seismic loading with the presence of a 
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compressive column axial load of about 0.25Agfc' • A study of the flexural behaviour of the 
beams of Unit E12, and Units E13 and E14 can identify the influence of column axial loads 
on the beam flexural behaviour at the fixed-end. 
The theoretical beam flexural strengths at the ultimate limit state were 190kN-m and 
129kN-m respectively for the negative bending and positive bending for Units E12 to E14. 
The theoretical initial stiffnesses of the beams at the first yield are calculated using 
sectional moment - curvature relationship as described in Section 8.3.2.2 and they are also 
shown in Fig.8.2 and Fig.8.3, correspondingly, in terms of the equivalent moment of 
inertia. The theoretical initial stiffness is equivalent to Ie = 0.33Ig and 0.46Ig respectively 
for positive and negative bending for the beam of Units EJ2 to EJ4. Ie and Ig are the 
equivalent sectional moment of inertia and gross sectional moment of inertia of the 
member, respectively. 
2. Flexural Strength Determination for the Proposed Skeleton Curves 
Member flexural strength would be lower than the theoretical strengths when severe bond 
degradation occurs along the member longitudinal reinforcement and this was verified 
both by the tests in this study and by the theoretical analysis conducted by Hakuto et al 
[H1]. Hakuto assumed that the concrete compressive strain profile and the strain profile 
along the flexural tension reinforcement still satisfied the plane section assumption and he 
concluded that, under the extreme case where the tensile stress in the flexural compression 
. steel reached the yield strength as the steel stress along the same bar but at opposite beam-
column joint interface, the resulting decrease in the member flexural strength was about· 
15%. When there is the compressive column axial load at the joint, the bond mechanism 
along the beam longitudinal reinforcement and then the beam flexural strength will be 
enhanced. However the strength enhancement is insignificant, as shown in Fig.8.4 where 
the compressive column axial load was about 0.25 A,:!; and the beam flexural strengths 
were still about 10 to 12% less than the theoretical strengths. Hence, for the proposed 
member flexural strength versus the rotation at the fixed end curves, the flexural strengths 
of the members at the first yield state and at the ultimate limit state are taken as 85% of the 
theoretical strengths at the corresponding stages, irrespective of the magnitudes of the 
compressive axial actions of the transverse members. Equivalently, the flexural strengths 
of an as-built reinforced concrete member at the first yield state and at the ultimate limit 
state can be estimated using 85% of the steel yield strength. 
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3. Determination of Initial Flexural Stiffness for Proposed Skeleton Curves 
For the beam of Unit EJ2, there was no compressive column axial action. Fig.8.2 shows 
that Ie = 0.2Ig, which is about 50% of the predicted initial stiffness based on sectional 
analysis, gives an adequate modelling of the initial stiffness of the observed skeleton 
curve. Hence, the initial stiffness of an as-built beam member at the first yield is taken as 
50% of the theoretical prediction, when the columns at the same joint have zero axial load. 
Fig.8.3 shows that the initial stiffness of the observed skeleton curves for the beam of 
Units EJ3 and EJ4 are adequately represented by using of Ie=O.3Ig, which is about 75% of 
the theoretical predictions. Units EJ3 and EJ4 were tested subjected to simulated seismic 
loading with the presence of the compressive column axial load of about 0.25 Ag /; . 
Apparently, the enhancement of the beam flexural stiffness due to the compressive column 
axial load was much more significant, when compared to the enhancement effect on the 
flexural strength. This is more evident in Fig.8.4, which compares the skeleton curves for 
the beams of Units EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4. The initial stiffness of an as-built beam member at 
the first yield is taken as 75% of the theoretical prediction, when the compressive column 
axial load is not less than 0.25 Ag/;, where Ag and f; are respectively the gross sectional 
area and the compressive concrete strength of the columns. For the cases between, the 
enhancement effect on the beam initial stiffness due to the compressive column axial 
action can be estimated by using the interpolation method. 
4. Proposed Skeleton Curves 
The generalised skeleton curves proposed in this section are illustrated in Fig.8.5, in terms 
of the flexural strength versus the rotation at the fixed-end. 
In Fig.8.5, Oy is the theoretical member flexural deformation at first yield, in terms of the 
rotation at the fixed end, as defined in Chapter 6. Oy is estimated based on the sectional 
analysis and hence is completely determined by the member itself. Oy,m is the modified 
member flexural deformation in terms of the rotation at the fixed-end at first yield. 0y,m 
is determined based on the theoretical initial stiffness and then modified according to the 
compressive axial action of the transverse members at the same joint, as described above 
in "Determination of Initial Flexural Stiffness for Proposed Skeleton Curves". The 
deformation at the attainment of the member flexural strength is taken as 2 times the 
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flexural deformation at first yield, namely, 2By,m' irrespective of the magnitudes of the 
compressive axial actions of the transverse members. The strength degradation after the 
attainment of the member ultimate mpment strength varies with the axial load level on the 
transverse members. The compressive column axial load accelerated the degradation of 
the beam flexural strength. When the compressive axial load on the columns at the same 
joint is zero as for the beam of Unit EJ2, the beam flexural strength at the flexural 
deformation equivalent to 8By,m degrades to 65% of its ultimate theoretical strength. 
When the compressive axial load on the columns at the same joint is 0.25 Ag f;, the beam 
flexural strength at the flexural deformation equivalent to 6 By,m degrades to 50% of its 
ultimate theoretical strength. If the member flexural strength degradation is limited to 
20%, namely, the maintained member flexural strength is not less than 80% of the 
maximum strength, the rotational ductility capacity at the fixed-end of a member can be as 
high as 7 if the axial action on the members transv~rsely framing into the same joint is 
zero, but it drops to less than 4 if the axial action on the members transversely framing 
into the same joint goes up to 0.25 Agi. 
The skeleton curves modified in such a way for the beams of Units EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 are 
also shown in Figs.8.2 to 8.4 correspondingly and they show a reasonable match to the test 
results. 
Due to no test data available for the column members, the proposed method for 
determining the member flexural strength versus the rotation at the fixed end curves is 
only limited for beam members with plain round longitudinal reinforcement. For the as-
built columns, the flexural behaviour in terms of the column flexural strength versus the 
rotation at the fixed end is assumed to be independent on the beams at the same joint. The 
initial flexural stiffness is taken as 75% of the theoretical prediction, the deformation at 
the ultimate state is 2 times the yield deformation and the flexural strength degrades to 
50% of its theoretical prediction when the deformation reaches 6 times the yield 
deformation. This means that the column flexural behaviour at the fixed-end is similar to 
the beams where the bond mechanism along the beam longitudinal reinforcement IS 
greatly enhanced within the joint region due to significant transverse clamping action. 
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8.4 SUGGESTIONS FOR STRUCTURAL RETROFIT 
From the simulated seismic loading tests on as-built interior and exterior beam-column 
joints, it is clear that severe bond degradation along the member longitudinal bars within 
and adjacent to the joints would result in low attainment and poor maintenance of both the 
strength and stiffness and the non-linear deformation was only limited in a major flexural 
crack at beam-column interface, rather than in an area known as plastic hinge region. 
Deformation concentration over a narrow area means that the structural performance could 
not be ductile although the available deformation capacity could be very large. The real 
concern is the degradation of beam flexural behaviour, rather than the shear behaviour as 
for the case with deformed bars. Should the bond mechanism along the member 
longitudinal bars be improved, the member flexural performance will be upgraded. 
External wrapping of the as-built lap-spliced reinforced concrete columns tested at the 
University of Canterbury conducted by Restrepo et al was demonstrated to be able to 
enhance the bond mechanism along the plain round column longitudinal bars. It is 
suggested that external wrapping, say fibre-glass wrapping, be applied to the beam area 
adjacent to the joint core for the existing exterior beam-column joint components when 
plain round longitudinal bars are used. Such a retrofit is expected to improve the bond 
mechanism along the beam longitudinal bars adjacent to the joint core, leading to the 
increases in the beam flexural strength and the beam flexural stiffness, especially the beam 
flexural stiffness. As a result, the degradation of the beam flexural behaviour can be 
greatly reduced and the overall seismic performance of similar weak beam-strong column 
systems can be greatly improved. 
8.5 CONCLUSIONS 
. This chapter discusses the test results and proposes the method for assessing the seismic 
behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete members. The conclusions drawn are: 
1. Unlike an as-built reinforced concrete member with deformed longitudinal 
reinforcement where the non-linear seismic behaviour of the member is likely to be 
dominated by the premature shear failure [HI], the non-linear seismic behaviour of an as-
built reinforced concrete member with plain round longitudinal reinforcement is governed 
by the non-linear flexural behaviour at the fixed-end of the member. 
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Member non-linear flexural behaviour at the fixed-end is associated with the bond 
mechanism along the member longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region· and 
therefore depends on not only the member itself but also strongly depends on the other 
members transversely framing into the same joint, especially the axial actions and the 
cross sectional details of the members transversely framing into the same joint. This 
concept differs from the conventional understanding that the non-linear flexural behaviour 
of a member is completely determined by the member. 
2. A proper member model to represent the flexural behaviour at the member fixed-end 
could be a joint model in order to capture the influences from the other members framing 
into the same joint on the flexural behaviour at the member fixed-end. Alternatively, two 
separate flexural springs could be used to represent the flexural behaviour at one member 
end, one representing the non-linear flexural behaviour due to the steel yielding 
penetration within the plastic hinge region as for conventional flexural theory and the 
other representing the non-linear flexural behaviour at the member fixed-end. The 
properties of the former spring are determined based on the overall dimensions of the 
considered member itself and the properties of the latter spring are determined based on 
the considered member first then are modified based on the axial actions and the overall 
dimensions of the members transversely framing into the same joint. 
3. Due to severe bond degradation along the member longitudinal reinforcement 
resulting from the use of plain round longitudinal bars, the flexural strength of an as-built 
reinforced concrete member is slightly lower than the theoretical flexural strength 
estimated based on the plane section assumption and the flexural initial stiffness of the 
member at the first yield is significantly lower than the theoretical predictions based on 
sectional analysis. When the members transversely framing into the same joint have 
compressive axial action present, the bond mechanism along the member longitudinal 
reinforcement is enhanced within the joint region. As a result, the member flexural 
strength and stiffness performance at the fixed-end, especially the stiffness performance, is 
improved. However, the compressive axial action on the transverse members will facilitate 
the member flexural strength degradation. 
A tri-linear skeleton curve, in terms of the flexural strength versus the rotation at the 
fixed-end, is proposed to represent the non-linear static flexur~l behaviour at the fixed-end 
of an as-built reinforced concrete member, and the effect of the compressive column axial 
load on the beam flexural behaviour at the fixed-end is tentatively considered. It is 
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proposed that the flexural strengths of the member at different stages can be taken as 85% 
of the corresponding theoretical values, irrespective of the magnitudes of the compressive 
axial actions of the transverse members at the same joint. The beam flexural initial 
stiffuess at the first yield can be taken as 50% of the theoretical prediction based on 
sectional analysis, when the column axial load at the same joint is zero, and it can be taken 
as 75% of the theoretical initial stiffuess, when the compressive column axial load at the 
same joint is not less than 0.25 Ag /;, where Ag and f~ are respectively the gross sectional 
area and the compressive concre.te strength of the columns. For the cases between, the 
interpolation method is used to estimate the enhancement effect on the member flexural 
stiffuess at the first yield due to the compressive axial action on the transverse members. 
For the as-built columns, the flexural initial stiffuess can be taken as 75% of the 
theoretical initial stiffuess, irrespective of the beam actions at the same joint. . 
The compressive column axial load, although enhances the available flexural strength and 
the initial stiffuess for the beam at the same joint, signillcantly facilitates the flexural 
strength degrad,ation of the beam. If the degradation of the member flexural strength is 
limited to 20%, the available rotational ductility at the beam fixed-end can reach up to 7 
when the compressive column axial load is zero, but it drops to less than 4 when 
compressive column axial load is about 0.25 Ag /;. 
4. The degrading flexural behaviour of the as-built reinforced concrete members can be 
upgraded by using external passive or active jacketing adjacent to the member areas 
adjacent to the joint core. External jacketing will enhance the bond mechanism along the 
plain round longitudinal reinforcement. As a consequence, the attained member flexural 
strength will be enhanced slightly, and the member fixed-end rotation and therefore the 
deformation at first yield will reduce, leading to the enhancement of the initial stiffuess. 
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CHAPTER 9 
EVALUATION OF A REINFORCED CONCRETE 
BUILDING CONSTRUCTED IN 1950S IN NEW ZEALAND 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
The information on the non-linear behaviour of reinforced concrete members with plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement has been outlined in Chapter 8, based on the simulated 
seismic loading tests on as-built reinforced concrete beam-columnjoints in this test series. 
Hence, the probable seismic performance of a similar reinforced concrete structure in a 
major earthquake can be assessed by conducting the global non-linear analysis for the 
structure. 
The as-built reinforced concrete components tested in this test series represented an 
existing reinforced concrete structure constructed in the late 1950s in New Zealand, 
referred as to the subject building. The seismic assessment of this subject building has 
been conducted in the past at the University of Canterbury by Hakuto et al [HI]. Hakuto et 
al assumed the use of deformed longitudinal bars and used the code equations for 
assessing the flexural and shear strengths of the members and beam-column joints. 
Actually, plain round bar reinforcement was used in New Zealand until about the mid 
1960s when deformed bar reinforcement became widely available. As outlined in Chapter 
8, when plain round reinforcing bars are used, the code equations could not give adequate 
results, especially when used for estimating the shear-resisting capacity of as-built 
reinforced concrete members and beam-column joints. Due to severe bond degradation 
along the plain round longitudinal reinforcement within and adjacent to the beam-column 
joints, the premature shear failure in the linear members and the joints were precluded, 
however the flexural behaviour of the reinforced concrete members was greatly affected. 
Apparently, there is a need for re-assessing the seismic performance of the subject 
building in a major earthquake by employing the most updated information on the local 
behaviour of reinforced concrete members reinforced by plain round longitudinal bars, in 
order to identify how the local non-linear behaviour of individual members influences the 
global non-linear structural responses. 
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Both non-linear static analysis and non-linear dynamic analysis are conducted in studying 
the global behaviour of the subject building. Non-linear static analysis (also referred to as 
push-over analysis) of the subject building is carried out to detennine the force strength 
and defonnation capacity of the post-elastic critical collapse mechanism. This infonnation 
is required by capacity design based seismic assessment procedures, such as the 
procedures proposed by Park and by Priestley (see Chapter 2). The structural capacities 
determined in this way are then compared with the seismic demands detennined by New 
Zealand design code in order to investigate whether or not the subject building meets 
current code requirements. Non-linear dynamic analysis of the study building is carried 
out to provide information on the probable seismic force demand and the likely order of 
inelastic deformation demands of the subject reinforced concrete building during certain 
earthquake shakings. Global post-elastic structural analysis is essential in determining 
whether retrofit procedures need to be undertaken and whether the retrofit technique can 
really improve the structural seismic performance. 
This chapter at first describes the subject building structure. Then the structural modelling 
and the analytical method for studying the global behaviour of the whole structure are 
described, accompanied with an extensive review in every aspect. Finally the results of 
non-linear static and non-linear dynamic analyses are presented. 
9.2 STRUCTURAL MODELLING OF THE SUBJECT BUILDING 
9.2.1 Description of the Building 
The subject building is a reinforced concrete structure constructed in the late 1950's in 
New Zealand and it has been thoroughly investigated in the past. The typical floor plan 
and the elevation of the building are shown in Fig.9.1. There are 5 spans in the X 
(longitudinal) direction and the longitudinal span length is 4 meters. There are 3 spans in 
the Y (transverse) direction and the transverse span length is 4.9 meters. There are seven 
stories and the storey height is 3.2 meters except the first story where the storey height is 
3.81 meters. 
Regarding the plane configuration of the subject structure, three small service cores 
enclosed by reinforced concrete walls are eccentrically located within the building. Except 
this, the structural plane configuration is reasonably symmetric in both the X and Y 
directions. Regarding the elevation configuration of the subject building, there is an abrupt 
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. change in the load path at the sixth floor, where frame B has no interior columns at all and 
frame C has no interior columns at axis 2 and axis 5 either, possibly resulting in the 
concentration of structural actions at this level. 
In addition, all the perimeter frames, longitudinal frames A, D and transverse frames 1 and 
6, have masonry infills with small to medium openings. The masonry infills are two layer 
brick masonry infills with 100 mm gap betyieen the two layers and the thickness of the 
masonry panels is· 200 mm. The foundation system of the building consists of large 
foundation beams and reinforced concrete piles. 
9.2.2 General Structural Assumptions 
In conducting the non-linear static and dynamic analysis of the whole subject structure, 
some realistic assumptions are needed to develop a feasible but simple analytical model of 
the whole structure. The following assumptions are made in this analysis: 
1. Two-dimensional analysis 
For an unsymmetrical structure, the structural seismic response in one direction will 
couple with that in the orthogonal direction even when the building is subjected to the 
horizontal seismic loading in only one direction, referred to as structural torsional 
responses. For the subject building, the eccentrically located service cores are small, and 
except the eccentrically located service cores, the subject building is reasonably symmetric 
in both X and Y directions. To simplify the analysis, the horizontal earthquake motion is 
considered to be in the X direction only and the service cores are not considered, 
consequently, the torsional effects are eliminated. Hence, the seismic response of the 
subject building becomes a two-dimensional analysis. 
It is noted that, due to the lack of the interior columns for the longitudinal internal frames 
Band C at the sixth floor, the load path from the longitudinal beams at the sixth floor must 
be adequately modelled. For the subject building, the loads on the longitudinal beams at 
the sixth floor are supported by the transverse beams at the same level and the load was 
then transferred from the transverse beams to the longitudinal external frames. 
Equivalently, the transverse beams provide vertical supports to the longitudinal beams at 
the axes 2, 3, 4, and 5 at the sixth floor. The structural model used by Hakuto in the 
seismic assessment of the subject building did not model the support actions at the sixth 
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floor, and the structural model used by Satyarno assumed that the longitudinal internal 
frames had interior columns at the sixth floor. In this study, such support actions are 
modelled as vertical shear springs between the longitudinal internal frames and the 
external frames. The properties of the shear springs are calculated based' on the cross 
sectional details of the transverse beams, see Appendix B. 
2. Rigid floor slabs 
Tests on as-built reinforced concrete beam-column joint sub assemblages representing the 
subject structure showed very low available lateral structural stiffness. Hence floor slabs 
can be assumed rigid in their own planes. As a consequence, the horizontal displacements 
of all the joints are the same at the same floor level if the horizontal earthquake motion is 
in the X direction. In this case, the analysis of the two-dimensional building in the X 
direction can be represented by two parallel plane frames, one external frame A and one 
internal frame B, connected by the vertical shear springs at the sixth floor. 
However, contributions of the reinforced concrete floor slabs to the beam stiffness and 
flexural strength are allowed for and this can be found in Section 9.2.5. 
3. Rigid beam-column joints 
Beam-column joints are modelled infinitely rigid. This assumption is also believed 
adequate because simulated seismic loading tests on as-built reinforced concrete· 
components representing the subject building showed good integrity of the joint panel 
when plain round longitudinal reinforcement was used. 
4. No interaction between upper structure and foundation 
The test results in the current test series showed that similar reinforced concrete frame 
structure would be very flexible during a major earthquake. Hence, it is assumed that the 
foundation is infInitely rigid and the columns are rigidly connected to the foundation at the 
ground floor. 
5. Small deformation assumption 
Deformations are considered to be sufficiently small to allow the original member 
dimensions to be unchanged throughout the analysis. 
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6. P-Ll effect allowance 
It is known that the P-Ll effect, also referred as gravity load effect, increases the structural 
response significantly when a story drift exceeds 1 %. In this study, P~delta effects are 
taken into account because very low available lateral stiffness was observed during this 
test ~cheme. The measured story drift at first yield reached 1.8-2% for the as-built interior 
beam-column joint assemblies with zero axial column load, 1.5% for the as-built exterior 
beam-column joint assemblies when tested with zero axial column load but 0.5-0.6% for 
the as-built exterior beam-column joint assemblies when tested with a compressive axial 
column load of 0.23-0.25 Agfe'. The storey drift at the maximum storey shear strength was 
about 2 to 4 % for the as-built interior beam-column joint tests and 1.2 to 1.5 % for the as-
built exterior beam-column joint tests. 
For the sake of comparison, the non-linear dynamic analysis of the structure was also 
conducted without the consideration ofP-delta effect. 
7. Base earthquake motions occur in the plane of the two-dimensional·frame structure 
in the horizontal direction. 
8. Allowance for masonry infills 
Masonry infills are considered to be non-structural elements. Hence masonry infills are 
considered to contribute to the seismic weight but not to the structural stiffness for both 
the non-linear' static analysis and the non-linear dynamic analysis. 
It is also very common in general engineering practice that the structural analysis does not 
allow for the contribution of masonry infills to either the seismic weight or the structural 
stiffness. For the sake of comparison, the non-linear static analysis also studies the case 
where the masonry infills are not considered to contribute to the seismic weight, that is, 
the subject building is a reinforced concrete bare frame. 
All the masses are lumped at each floor level. The analytical model of the subject building 
in the longitudinal direction is shown in Fig.9.2. 
However, in Chapter 10, the subject building "will be analysed as an infilled frame building 
where the masonry panels are considered in estimating both the seismic weight and the 
structural stiffness in order to investigate the effects of masonry infills on the structural 
global responses. 
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Fig.9.2 Structural model used for the analysis in longitudinal direction 
9.2.3 Material Mechanical Properties 
As described in section 2.5.1, probable material properties should be used here in order to 
give realistic seismic assessment result. 
The specified concrete compressive strength in the original design was 20MPa for the 
subject building. Assuming the concrete strength increase of 50% due to conservative mix 
and the time effects, the probable concrete compressive strength is taken as 30 MPa. 
Specified steel yield strength in the original design was 275 MPa. Considering the likely 
steel yield strength is about 15% higher than the nominal strength, the probable steel yield 
strength is taken as 316 MPa. The material properties are summarised in Table 9.1. 
Table 9.1 Material Properties 
Strength Elastic Modulus cr - e Relationships 
(MPa) (MPa) 
Concrete f: 30 25084 Parabolic as proposed by Hognestard 
Steel fy 316 200000 Bi-linear curve with post-yielding stiffness of zero 
Note: 25084 MPa is calculated using the equation for normal weight concrete recommended 
by the current New Zealand concrete design code NZS31 01: 1995. Be = 3320Vfc' +6900 
(MPa) where: ( is the compressive strength of concrete in MPa, ( = 30 MPa. 
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9.2.4 Estimation of Seismic Weight 
Seismic weight includes the dead load and the seismic live load. The dead load includes 
the reinforced concrete frame members and the masonry infills. The sum of the seismic 
live load and the dead load of the frame members is assumed to be 8kPa and this is a 
slightly conservative estimation. The seismic weight on each node is calculated based on 
the floor area tributary method [PH]. In estimating the dead load of the brick masonry 
infills in the external frame A, the openings of the brick masonry infills are neglected and 
. the masonry panels are treated as solid. For brick masonry panels, the volumetric weight 
varies from 130 kN/m2 to 220 kN/m2 [C5]. The volumetric weight of the masonry is taken 
as 150 kN/m2 in this study. 
9.2.5 Determination of Member Section Geometry 
9.2.5.1 Beams (T- or L-Beams) 
The reinforced concrete beams were analysed as T - or L- shaped beams in order that the 
contributions of slabs to the beam strength and stiffness, especially in the negative' 
bending direction, can be allowed for. 
The effective flange widths of T-shaped beams need to be determined with reasonable 
accuracy and the contribution of slab to stiffness and strength of a beam under negative 
bending is demonstrated to be very significant [P2, B2, Kl, K2J. To increase the· 
confidence when calculating beam sectional properties, a short review of the existing 
methods for determining the effective flange width of a beam is first presented. 
Current New Zealand concrete design code (NZS 3101:1995) specifies that the width of 
slab assumed to be effective as aT-beam flange resisting stresses due to flexure shall not 
exceed one quarter the span length of the beam, and the effective overhanging slab width 
on each side of the web shall not exceed (a). eight times the slab thickness, nor (b). half 
the clear distance to the next web. For the investigated structure, the span length of the 
beam is 4 metres, the slab thickness is 120 mm and the clear distance between the webs is 
3.7 metres. According to NZS3101: 1995, the 'eqlJivalent width of aT-beam flan.ge 
f 
(namely for interior beams) is 1 metre, i.e. 500 mm on each side. In thls case, the 
overhanging slab width on each side of the web is 500 mm and it is less than 960 mm (8 
times 120 mm) and also less than 1850 mm (0.5 times 3.7 meters). In this way, the 
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equivalent flange width of a T- beam, according to NZS3101: 1995, is about one beam 
overall depth. 
Pantazopoulou et al 1988 proposed a simple analytical model based on strain 
compatibility assumption of a plane section to account for the contribution of the slab to 
the strength and stiffuess of beams under negative bending at a beam-column connection. 
They found that effective T -beam flange widths on either side of the beam depend on 
maximum beam strain at the column face, maximum available slab widths, the steel 
yielding and strain hardening property of the slab, and beam depth. They recommended 
that effective T -beam flange widths on either side of the beam are on the order of 1.5 
beam depths for up to steel yielding, but increased to approximately three times beam 
overall depths for deformations that can be reasonably expected during severe earthquake 
loading. 
A study conducted by Kebeyasawa et al [K2] reported that effective T-beam flange widths 
on either side of the beam were observed to progress with increased beam rotation and 
r(;'lached approximately four times beam overall depth during the test on the full-scale 
seven story reinforced concrete building specimen under pseudo-dynamic loading. This 
was about four times the values determined according to both current Japanese Design 
Standard and NZS3101: 1995 at a storey drift angle of 1175 rad. The reported test also 
showed that contribution of the slab to the beam positive flexural strength was small and 
can be neglected. 
The above review of existing methods for determining the effective T -beam flange width 
suggests that the current New Zealand design code tends to underestimate the real 
contribution of reinforced concrete slabs to beam negative moment capacities. Especially, 
when compared to the case with deformed bar reinforcement, much larger beam fixed-end 
rotational deformation occurred when plain bars are used for longitudinal reinforcement, 
as observed for the as-built beam-column joint tests conducted in this project. This means 
that the contribution of slab to the beam negative strength and stiffuess could be quite 
large, as reported by Kebeyasawa [K2]. 
However, for the non-linear static and non-linear dynamic analyses conducted here, the 
method ofNZS3101: 1995 is used to determine the effective widths ofT -beam flanges, 
similar to the method used by Hakuto et al. 
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Fig.9.3 Detennination of Effective Beam Widths 
The detennination of the effective widths of T - and L- beam flanges is illustrated in Fig. 
9.3. In this case, the area of the floor slab reinforcement, which contributes to the beam 
negative flexural strength. is 700 mm2 for the T-beams and 350 mm2 for the inverted L-
beam. A summary of the geometry of T - or L- beams and the reinforcing details is shown 
in Fig.9.4 for the longitudinal direction. 
With the beam geometry defined and using the probable material properties, the beam 
stiffness at different stages could be detennined. 
9.2.5.2 Columns 
A summary of the geometry and reinforcing details of the column cross sections for the 
subject building is also shown in Fig.9.4 for longitudinal direction analysis. 
9.3 NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT STRUCTURE 
9.3.1 General 
Apart from the structural modelling as discussed in section 9.2.2, the success of non-linear 
dynamic analysis of the analysed structure depends on two types of mathematical 
modeling: (a). modelling for the distribution of stiffness along the member; called 
"Member Models", and (b). modelling for the force-defonnation relationship under stress 
reversals within the regions where non-linear defonnation occurs, called "Hysteresis 
Models". Member modelling gives the infonnation on member defonnation (stiffness) 
distribution along the member and member hysteretic modelling gives the infonnation on 
the hysteretic behaviour in the regions where potential non-linear defonnation is expected. 
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Therefore, the member model and hysteretic model used in the seismic assessment of the 
subject structure should be able to capture the observed characteristics in this test series of 
member deformation distribution and hysteretic behaviour in the regions where non-linear 
deformation occurs. 
In this section, a short review of the existing member models and hysteresis models is 
presented and this background provides the necessary justification for selecting the 
member model and hysteresis models in this study. Finally, the member models and 
hysteresis models are proposed for the seismic assessment of the subject building, based 
on the outlined characteristics of the seismic behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete 
members with plain round longitudinal reinforcement. 
9.3.2 Member Modelling 
9.3.2.1 General 
A reinforced concrete member may undergo non-linear deformation in a major earthquake 
and the member post-elastic deformation can have different components. Different 
deformation components can be in different regions of the member or they can be in the 
same region of the member. Also different deformation components may interact with 
each other. 
Member modelling is to use subelements of different properties to represent different 
deformation components for a real structural member. 
For the non-linear dynamic analysis of a reinforced concrete structure, it is very important 
to use the sub elements to adequately represent the behaviour of the regions where non-
linear deformation occurs. This is simply because the non-linear deformation is usually 
many times larger than the elastic deformation. 
9.3.2.2 Outlines of Member Stiffness Distribution Characteristics 
As outlined in Chapter 8, when the as-built reinforced concrete structures contain plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement, the non-linear deformation of the system is mainly 
attributed to the non-linear flexural deformation of the members. Hence there is no need to 
consider the shear deformation within a member and a beam-column connection panel in 
this study. The non-linear flexural deformation of an as-built reinforced concrete member 
is concentrated at the fixed-end of the member, and it is not only dependent on the 
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member itself but also is dependent on the axial action and the cross sectional details of 
the members transversely framing into the same joint. As described in Chapter 8, the 
effect of the axial action on the transverse members is especially significant, when the 
members have plain round longitudinal reinforcement. This suggests the need for the use 
of a specific flexural spring at each member fixed end, which is capable of capturing the 
interaction between the members at the same joint. Such a flexural spring is different from 
an ordinary flexural spring and this will be clear after the review of existing member 
models. The ordinary flexural spring used for a member cannot ,reflect the interaction 
between the members framing into the same joint. 
9.3.2.3 Review of Existing Member Models 
Various member models have been proposed to represent the stiffuess distribution within 
a reinforced concrete member [02]. For reinforced concrete beam and column members, 
the commonly used member models are as follows: 
(1). One-component model [Gl, G2] 
One-component model idealises a reinforced concrete beam or column member as a 
perfectly elastic mass-less line element with two non-linear rotational springs at the two 
ends, and it is shown in Fig.9.5 [G2]. All inelastic deformations occur in these springs. 
The main features of the one-component model have (a). all inelastic deformation is 
lumped at member ends; (b). inelastic member-end deformation at one member end 
depends solely on the moment acting at that end. Due to the latter feature of this model, 
any moment versus rotation hysteresis model can be used for reproducing the non-linear 
behaviour of the member and this is a major advantage of the one-component model over 
the two-component model proposed by Clough et al in 1966 [C7]. Therefore, the one-
component Giberson model is very versatile [G2] and is used widely in general 
engineering practice. However, for the reinforced concrete members, the moment-end 
rotation is usually dependent on the curvature distribution along the member, hence it is 
dependent on moments at both member ends. This means that the latter feature of this 
model is also one major disadvantage. Despite various disagreements, the performance of 
the one-component model is frequently demonstrated to be accurate enough for a 
relatively low-rise frame structure in which the inflection point of a column locates 
reasonably close to the mid-height. 
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Apparently, the one-component member model can model the concentration of the 
member non-linear flexural deformation at the member end as observed for as-built 
reinforced concrete member, but cannot model the effect of the axial action and the cross 
sectional details of the transverse members framing into the same joint. Hence, should the 
Giberson's one-component member model be used, some modifications are needed. 
(2). Multi-component model [CI] 
Multi-component model is actually the development of the two-component model 
proposed by Clough in 1966 [C7] by Aoyama and Sugano. 
Originally, the two-component model proposed by Clough et al divided the member into 
two imaginary parallel elements: an elastic-plastic element to represent a yielding . 
phenomenon and a fully elastic element to represent strain hardening behaviour. Inelastic 
member-end deformation at one member end depends on the moments acting at both 
member ends and this seems to be more rational, in comparison with one-component 
model. However, the imaginary fully elastic element has the same stiffuess parameter 
along the whole length, as a result, this two-component model can deal with bilinear 
hysteresis model only, although the yield levels at two ends can be different. This is a 
major disadvantage for the two component model, compared with the one component 
model, as concluded in a discussion conducted by Giberson [G2]. 
Aoyama and Sugano adapted the two-component model proposed by Clough et aI, 
proposing the multi-component model. The multi-component model divided the member 
into four parallel members to allow for flexural cracking, different yield levels at two 
member ends and strain hardening. Basically, the multi-component model has the same 
features as the two-component model. The stiffuess of the multi-component model must 
be evaluated for a certain assumed moment distribution. This means that the stiffness 
parameters are only valid for a specific moment distribution. 
(3). An isolated sub element member model proposed by Filippou et al [F2] 
A new non-linear member model was proposed by Filippou et al in 1999 [F2]. This model 
isolates the basic mechanisms that control the hysteresis behaviour of reinforced concrete 
members into individual subelements. Currently, the subelemnts included elastic 
subelement, spread plastic subelement, interface bond-slip subelement and girder element. 
However, more subelements can be added into it if desired. All subelements are connected 
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in series. The proposed new model is shown in Fig.9.6. The flexibility matrix of each 
subelement is established and the flexibility matrixes of different subelements are added 
together to produce the flexibility matrix of the whole frame structure. 
The flexibility coefficients of the proposed spread plastic subelement model depend on the 
extend of the plastic zones at the member ends, hence the coupling between the two plastic 
end zones can be considered. 
Of particular interest is that this new model introduces the interface bond-slip subelement 
to account for the fixed-end rotation at the beam-column interfaces due to bond 
degradation and slip, which occurred within and adjacent to the joint core. 
The proposed interface bond-slip subelement of this new model is shown in Fig. 9.7, and 
it consists of concentrated rotational springs at the member ends that are connected by a 
rigid bar. The fixed-end rotation at one member end is only dependent on the imposed 
moment at that member end in Fig.9.7. 
It should be noted that the proposed interface bond slip subelement of this new model does 
not account for the effect of the transverse clamping actions from the members 
transversely framing into the joint. Therefore, this isolated subelement member model, 
which would be very useful when the member fixed-end rotation resulting from bond 
degradation and slip is significant, needs to be modified to capture the nature of the 
member fixed-end rotation due to severe bond degradation within the joint. 
(4). Other member models 
There are many other member models, for instance, connected two-cantilever model [01] 
and distributed flexibility model et al. However these models are only dealing with the 
issues over the location of member inflection point, the continuity of displacement and 
rotation, and more detailed division of different segments of the members according to 
their stiffness. 
9.3.2.4 Proposed Member Models 
Apparently, none of the currently existing member models can directly deal with the 
interaction between the members framing into the same joints and a proper member model 
capable of capturing the interaction between different members framing into the same 
joint needs be developed. As suggested in Chapter 8, such a member model could be a 
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joint model or the use of a particular flexural spring at the member end, which has the 
properties determined by the member but modified by the axial action and the cross 
sectional details of the transverse members at the same joint. Current study is still based 
on the existing member model. 
Among many existing member models, the one-component model could be the best 
approximation to represent the deformation lumping behaviour of as-built reinforced 
concrete beam and column members. Also the effect of column axial loads on the beam 
flexural behaviour at the fixed end, which is the most important effect from the transverse 
members at the same joint, can be approximately allowed for by estimating the beam 
flexural strength and the initial stiflhess at first yield based on the column axial loads 
induced by gravity load, as described in Chapter 8. Hence, the beam and column members 
of the subject building are treated as one-component members in this study and they are 
idealised as perfectly elastic mass-less line elements with two non-linear rotational springs 
at the two ends. 
For the flexural spring associated with one-component model, the plastic hinge length is 
specified and the hysteretic behaviour is in terms of moment and curvature relationship. 
F or the member fixed-end rotation, the plastic hinge length is no longer needed. However, 
a flexural spring representing member fixed-end rotation can be incorporated in exactly 
the same manner. Hence the information on the rotational ductility versus the force 
strength in member fixed-ends can be easily used for the flexural spring at member ends in 
one-component member model. 
9.3.3 Hysteretic Modelling 
9.3.3.1 General 
In conducting the non-linear dynamic analysis of the reinforced concrete structures, the 
information on the member cyclic force and deformation behaviour in the areas where the 
potential post-elastic deformation is expected to occur is required. Modelling of such 
information is referred to as hysteretic modelling. 
A number of hysteretic models have been developed for reinforced concrete members in 
the past, and they range from the simple elasto-plastic and bilinear rules to more 
complicated rules that require over thirty parameters to keep track of the current stiflhess. 
These hysteretic models are applicable to different circumstances due to different test 
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observations on which the development of the models was based. The hysteresis model 
used in this study should be capable of reproducing the observed hysteretic behaviour for 
the as-built reinforced concrete members. 
9.3.3.2 Outlines of Hysteretic Characteristics of As-built Members 
For a well-designed reinforced concrete member, the theoretical flexural moment capacity 
of the member can be attained and well maintained after the first yielding as the imposed 
post-elastic defonnation increases. Typical lateral force versus deflection hysteresis loops 
observed for a well-designed flexure-dominated reinforced concrete beam are shown in 
Fig. 9.8 [03]. In Fig.9.8, the flexural moment capacity after the first yielding was even 
larger than the theoretical flexural moment capacity due to the steel strain hardening, 
leading to the need for using a post-elastic stiffness larger than zero. When a deflection 
reversal is repeated, the attained flexural moment capacity in the second cycle at the same 
maximum defonnation amplitude was nearly the same as that in the first cycle. Regarding 
the envelope curve of the hysteresis loops, apparent stiffuess changes occur when the 
member flexural tensile reinforcement reaches yielding. 
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Fig.9.8 Typical Flexural Hysteresis Loops [03] 
Apart from flexure, many other factors can affect the load-deflection hysteresis loops of a 
reinforced concrete member subjected to large reversed inelastic defonnations, such as, 
the deterioration of bond between concrete and steel under high-intensity cyclic loading 
and high shear forces. 
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As a result of shear distress in plastic hinge zones of reinforced concrete members, the 
member hysteretic behaviour can exhibit pronounced pinching. Apart from the shear 
distress, the pinching behaviour is also observed in "flexural" reinforced concrete 
members where severe bond deterioration along the longitudinal bars occurs within and 
adjacent to the beam-column interfaces. Pinching hysteretic behaviour is typically 
characterised by rapid strength degradation with . load reversals and very low stiffness at a 
low stress level during reloading, such as shown in Fig.6.3. 
For the as-built tests units, no shear failure was observed in the members and the joint 
cores, and the beams and columns with plain bar reinforcement were flexure-dominated. 
As outlined in chapter 8, the characteristics of observed flexural behaviour of the as-built 
reinforced concrete members with plain bar reinforcement are the low flexural strength 
and stiffness, and significant slip-type of pinching. 
9.3.3.3 Review of Existing Hysteretic Models of Reinforced Concrete Members 
The tests, on which the developments of different hysteresis models for reinforced 
concrete components are based, vary a lot. Consequently, the application of different 
hysteresis models may have a tight limit. According to the application range, existing 
hysteretic models of reinforced concrete members can be classified into two categories, 
one for flexure-dominated hysteretic behaviour and the other for significantly pinched 
hysteretic behaviour. 
(1). Flexure-dominated hysteretic models 
Quite a few flexure-dominated hysteretic models are developed, for example, (a). the 
widely used elastic-plastic hysteresis model, (b). bi-linear hysteretic model, (c). Clough 
model, et al. 
The bi-linear hysteretic model is widely used in general engineering practice to simulate 
the flexure-dominate hysteretic behaviour, mainly because of its simplicity. However, the 
adequacy of this model is frequently questioned. For instance, the US-Japan Cooperative 
Research Program reported by Kabeyasawa [K2], which examined both full-scale 
pseudodynamic tests and scaled model shaking-table studies on a seven-story reinforced 
concrete frame wall structure of realistic size and complexity, concluded that the use of a 
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bilinear force-deformation relationship was incapable of reproducing true reinforced 
concrete frame component behaviour. 
Otani also studied the effect of hysteretic characteristics of flexure-dominated hysteretic 
models on the predicted seismic response of reinforced concrete structures [04]. He 
concluded (a). the stiffness properties of the used skeleton curve have very significant 
influences on earthquake response amplitude, especially, the stiffness at first yield, (b). the 
unloading stiffness degradation properties is also an important factor. 
(2). Pinched hysteretic models (or Stiffness degrading hysteretic models) 
The real hysteretic behaviour of a reinforced concrete member will be, to some extent, 
affected by shear or bond deterioration. Often, the influence of the shear or bond 
deterioration is so significant that the hysteretic behaviour of the reinforced concrete 
member will no longer be flexure-dominated. In this case, stiffness degrading hysteretic 
models should be used. 
Many stiffness degrading hysteretic models have been developed, base on the 
experimental observations, for instance, (a). Clough's Degrading Stiffness Model [C3], 
(b). Takeda's Degrading Stiffness Model [TI], (c). Takeda's Slip hysteresis Model [Kl], 
(d). Stewart's Pinching Model [SlO], (e). Pivot Hysteresis Model proposed by Dowell, 
Seible and Wilson [D2]. 
In Clough's degrading stiffness model, the loading stiffness degradation in the bilinear 
elastic-plastic model is incorporated. The unloading stiffness slope remained parallel to 
the initial elastic slope. In comparison, Takeda's degrading stiffness model is a more 
refined hysteresis model for the reinforced concrete members. This model included 
stiffness changes at flexural cracking and yielding and also strain-hardening 
characteristics. The unloading stiffness is reduced by an exponential function: of the 
previous maximum deflection. However the stiffness degradation simulated in both 
Clough's degrading stiffness model and Takeda's degrading stiffness model is the type of 
shear-induced stiffness degradation. The characteristics of stiffness degradation in 
association with bond degradation and bar slip are different from those associated with 
shear action. 
The hysteretic models, which are capable of allowing for bond slip type of stiffness 
degradation, include Takeda's slip hysteresis model and Stewart's pinching model. 
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Takeda's slip hysteresis model was originally developed by Takeda and Eto, and then 
modified by Kabeyasawa et al [K2] to model the pinching due to bar slip within beam-
column joint cores. The modified Takeda slip model is shown in Fig.9.9. This model, 
which is represented by a trilinear force-displacement envelope, is unsymmetrical in the 
positive and negative directions. The pinching occurrence is only in one direction where 
the yielding resistance is higher and the simulated pinching is due to bar slip within beam-
columnjoint cores, as observed in the current test series. Such pinching is characterised by 
apparent increases in the loading stiffness after the crack closes under comp~essive stress 
action. 
The Stewart's pinching model was originally developed based on test evidence of plywood 
sheathed shear walls where considerable pull out of the nails occurred. This model 
considers a symmetrical resistance envelope represented by a trilinear curve in both 
directions and pinching is mainly controlled by the force Vi at which the reloading curves 
intercept the axis of zero displacement. In this model, strength degradation and loading 
stiffness degradation as well as pinching behaviour due to bond degradation and bar slip 
can be represented. The considered pinching in this model is the initial slackness and 
subsequent degradation of the stiffness. The pinching occurs as the nails enlarge the holes 
and withdraw themselves from the framework. The characteristic stiffness change points 
are the yielding force point and ultimate force strength point, and strength hardening after 
the attainment of the theoretical flexural strength is allowed for. The Stewart's pinching 
model is shown in Fig.9.l0. 
Recently the original Stewart model was modified at the University of Canterbury [C4]. It 
is to be noted that the pinching in the original Stewart model was assumed to occur only 
after the yielding of the member and it is very common that reinforced concrete members 
exhibit significant pinching before the member yielding. The modified Stewart model is 
still symmetrical for positive and negative directions and is represented by a trilinear curve 
in both directions. However the three characteristic stiffness change points became the 
concrete cracking point, the. yielding force point and ultimate force strength point. The 
modified Stewart model is shown in Fig. 9.10(b). 
9.3.3.4 Proposed Hysteresis Models 
The Stewart model and the Takeda slip model, which are employed in RUAUMOKO . 
program [C4], can capture slip type pinching. The original or modified Stewart model has 
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a symmetrical trilinear skeleton curve and hence this model can only be used for the 
columns of the subject building, which are symmetrically reinforced concrete members. 
Unlike Stewart hysteresis model, the Takeda slip model has an unsymmetrical trilinear 
skeleton curve and hence it can be used for the beams of the subject building, which are 
unsymmetrically reinforced concrete members. 
The original Stewart model allowed for the strength hardening after the achievement of 
the theoretical flexural strength. For existing reinforced concrete members with plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement, the flexural strength is generally lower than the 
theoretical strength and hence the strength hardening is not possible. Furthermore the 
observed evidence for existing reinforced concrete members with plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement was that the pinching occurred prior to the member yielding. Therefore the 
modified Stewart model, rather than the original Stewart model, is used. 
The modified Stewart model has a symmetrical trilinear skeleton curve and the three 
stiffness changes represent the cracking, yielding and after the ultimate force strength 
stage. Similarly, Takeda slip model is also represented by a trilinear skeleton curve and the 
three stiffuess changes represent the cracking, yielding, and after yielding of the member. 
However the skeleton curve of Takeda slip model is unsymmetrical for positive and 
negative directions and the pinching occurs only when the deformation reloads in the 
member strong direction. 
The proposed tri-linear monotonic force strength and deformation skeleton curve for the 
as-built reinforced concrete members in chapter 8 includes the point at member first yield, 
the point at attainment of member ultimate strength and the strength degradation after 
attaining the ultimate force strength. In this study, strength degradation was considered 
externally, the tri-linear skeleton curve used for Takeda slip model and Wayne Stewart 
model need to introduce the cracking point. 
9.3.4 Determination ofthe Skeleton Curves for the Used Hysteresis Models 
9.3.4.1 Member Concrete Cracking Point 
Ordinary theory is used to obtain the member flexural strength and deformation at 
concrete cracking. 
According to NZS 3101: 1995, member flexural strength at concrete cracking Mer is 
(9-1) 
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Where: fr is the average concrete modulus of rupture, which is ff = 0.6 ..J fe' (MPa) 
for normal weight concrete; Z is the section modulus ofthe considered element. 
Member curvature at concrete cracking, tPer' is obtained using Equation 9-2. 
A. _ Mer 
'Yer - EI 
g 
9.3.4.2 
(9-2) 
Member Yield Point 
For the beams of the subject building, the yield points of the static flexural strength versus 
the flexural deformation skeleton curves are determined using the proposed method in 
Chapter 8. That is, the beam flexural strength at ftrst yield is taken as 85% of the 
theoretical prediction. The beam. initial stiffuesse~ at ftrst yield are respectively taken as 
50% and 75% of the theoretical predictions based on the sectional analysis, when the 
compressive column axial load due to gravity load at the same joint is zero and not less 
than 0.25Agfe'. Between the two limits, the interpolation method is used for determining 
the beam initial stiffness at the ftrst yield. For the columns of the subject building, the 
flexural strength at ftrst yield is taken as 85% of the theoretical prediction, and the initial 
stifInesses at flrst yield are taken as 75% of the theoretical predictions based on the 
sectional analysis. 
9.3.5 Determination of Hysteretic Parameters 
F or the selected hysteresis models used in this analysis, the hysteresis parameters for 
deflning the internal rules will be calibrated against the test results of as-built concrete 
components in this test series by conducting veriftcation using the program "HysteresisH 
[C8], which was developed at the University of Canterbury. 
Hysteresis models are used to represent the force and deformation relationship within the 
member regions where inelastic deformation is expected. Hence calibration was conducted 
for the columns of as-built Unit I, the beams of Units EB and EJ4. Unit I was expected to 
develop plastic hinges in columns, Units EB and EJ4 were expected to develop plastic 
binges in the beams. 
F or the calibration, the point at concrete cracking is determined using the method 
described in Section 9.3.4.1 and the point at the ftrst yield is determined using the method 
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Fig.9.13 Verification of the Takeda slip model against the beam of tested Unit EJ4. 
described in 9.3.4.2. Fig.9.11 shows the observed and analytical member force and 
deformation hysteresis curves for the columns of Unit 1. Figs.9.12 and 9.13 show the 
observed and analytical beam shear and beam lateral deformation hysteresis curves for the 
beam of Units EJ3 and EJ4, respectively. It is seen in Figs. 9.11, 9.12 and 9.13 that the 
member force and deformation hysteresis loops agree with the observed hysteresis loops 
reasonably well. 
For the verification for the column of Unit 1 to the Modified Stewart Model, the bilinear 
factor and trilinear factor were 0.135 and 0.04 respectively. For the verification for the 
beams of Units EJ3 and EJ4 to the Takeda slip Model, the trilinear factor was 0.048. 
Hence, the bilinear factor and trilinear factor of the modified Stewart model, which is to 
be used to represent the hysteretic behaviour of the as-built columns of the subject 
building, are taken as 0.135 and 0.04 respectively in this analysis. Similarly, the trilinear 
factor of the Takeda slip model, which is to be used for the as-built beams of the subject 
building, is taken as 0.048. 
9.4 NON-LINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS 
9.4.1 General 
A non-linear static analysis, also referred as a push-over analysis, is of particular 
significance in general engineering practice. Unlike the non-linear dynamic analysis, 
which studies the structural performance during a certain earthquake motion, a non-linear 
static analysis can give the information on the probable structural strength capacity and 
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defonnation capacity of the post-elastic failure mechanism. A non-linear static analysis is 
also conducted for the subject building. 
As stated in Section 9.2.2, for the non-linear static analysis, the subject building is 
considered to have non-integral brick masonry infills in the external frames, similar to the 
non-linear dynamic analysis, and the infills are non-structural elements. Therefore, the 
masonry infIlls contribute to the seismic weight but not the structural stiffness. For the 
sake of comparison, the non-linear static analysis also studies the case, which does not 
allow for the masonry infills in estimating the seismic weight. 
The difference between a non-linear static analysis and a dynamic analysis is that the 
studied building is subjected to a monotonic static loading history for a non-linear static 
analysis but is subjected to a dynamic cyclic loading history in a dynamic analysis. 
Basically, a non'-linear static analysis and a dynamic analysis require the same infonnation 
on individual member's behaviour, except that the non-linear static analysis does not 
require the infonnation on a member's cyclic hysteresis behaviour. 
In this study, the member model and the member's monotonic force versus defonnation 
relationship representing the behaviour in non-linear defonnation regions are the same as 
these proposed for the non-linear dynamic analysis, see section 9.3. 
9.4.2 Lateral Force Pattern 
The lateral force pattern used in a non-linear static analysis could influence the resulting 
...... strength and defonnation capacity of the structure. For a low to medium regular frame 
structure, NZS4203: 1992 assumes that the 1st mode of vibration dominates the structural 
response. In this case, the lateral force pattern can be approximated using a triangular 
distribution. A method referred as an "Adaptive Push-Over" has been developed at .the 
University of Canterbury [CI] and by using this method the results of any fonn of the 
initially assumed lateral force patterns can automatically converge to the ultimate 
displacement distribution. 
In this study, the initial load pattern for the non-linear static analysis uses the method 
recommended by NZS4203: 1992 in evaluating the seismic action by the equivalent static 
method. The lateral load applied at level i of the structure is obtained from the following 
equation: 
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(9-3) 
where: V = the total horizontal base shear 
Wi = seismic weight at level i 
hi = height of level i above the base of the structure 
Fi = the lateral load at level, i 
9.5 RESULTS OF NON-LINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
9.5.1 General 
On the basis of the structural modelling and mathematical modelling as described in 
section 9.3, dynamic analysis was conducted for the subject structure to investigate the 
non-linear response of the structure when subjected to the first ten seconds of the EI 
Centro 1940NS earthquake motion. For the dynamic analysis, the Rayleigh damping 
model was used, both the case with P-delta effect included and the case without P-delta 
effect included were conducted. The masonry inftlls were considered to be non-structural 
elements. Hence the inftlls contributed to the seismic weight but not to the structural 
stiffness. The fundamental period of the subject building is 1.85 (s), and this corresponds 
to a seismic acceleration coefficient of 0.17 for the 5% damping case from the acceleration 
spectra of the EI Centro 1940NS earthquake motion. The design spectra according to 
NZS4203: 1992 should be not less than 0.16, when the fundamental period is 1.85(s) and 
the site is intermediate soil site. Therefore, the scale factor is taken as unity in conducting 
the dynamic analysis in order to match the design seismic action. 
9.5.2 Maximum Base Shear Input 
The observed maximum base shear input for the subject structure was the same and it was 
1280 kN for both the case allowing for the P-A effect and the case without allowing for the 
P-delta effect. Theoretically, the inclusion ofP-delta effect leads to a greater increase in 
the storey shear demands for the lower stories than that for the upper stories. This is 
because the axial load imposed on the columns due to gravity load was more significant at 
the lower stories than that at the upper stories. For the subject structure, the induced storey 
drifts were generally lower than 1%. Hence the P-A effect is not obvious. 
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9.5.3 Maximum Roof Deflection and Inter-Storey Drifts 
The observed maximum roof displacements were basically the same for the case with 
allowance for P-6 effect and the case without allowance for P-6 effect and they were 184 
mm, which was about 0.8% in terms of the roof drift. 
Fig.9.14 shows the observed maximum inter-storey drifts when P-6 effect is considered or 
not. From Fig.9.14, it is found that the observed maximum inter-storey drifts after taking 
into account ofP-6 effect were also basically the same as for the case without allowing for 
the P-6 effect. For both cases, the maximum inter-storey drifts were within the deflection 
limit ofNZS4203: 1992, which is 1.73% inter-storey drift [N5]. 
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Fig.9.14 Observed maximum inter-storey drifts 
This observation suggests that the influence of P-delta effect on the structural deflection 
performance would not be significant and can be ignored, should the code specified inter-
storey drift limit be satisfied. 
9.5.4 Maximum Deformations in Frame Members 
Fig.9.l5 and Fig.9.16 shows the required maximum curvature ductility in the beam and 
column members when the subject structure is subjected to El Centro 1940NS earthquake 
motion. For the non-linear dynamic analysis, plastic hinge regions were assumed to have a 
length of half the member depth. 
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The curvature ductility demand for the beam members varies a lot for a certain floor and it 
was generally larger in the fIrst floor to the fIfth floor. The maximwn curvature ductility 
demand for the beams was 8.9 and it occurred in the fIfth floor and the fIrst floor. A 
curvature ductility of 8.9 for the beams corresponds to a rotational ductility of 5 when the 
member deformation capacity is evaluated using the equivalent rotational ductility in the 
beam. fIxed-ends, as stated in Chapters 6 and 7. Based on the tests in this project, the 
rotational ductility of 5 in the member fIxed-ends can be achieved without much strength 
degradation. 
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Fig.9.15 Maximwn curvature ductility in beam members 
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Fig.9 .16 Maximum curvature ductility in column members 
Only the two exterior columns in the sixth floor yielded. The column curvature ductility 
demand was small and the maximum column curvature demand was only 3.8. This is 
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equal to an equivalent rotational ductility less than 3 in the column fixed-end. Based on 
the test evidence the columns should be capable of achieving an equivalent rotational 
ductility in the fixed-end of 3 without causing much force strength degradation. 
9.5.5 Possible Failure Mechanism 
Fig.9.l7 illustrates the probable failure mechanism of the structure. Flexural yielding 
occurred mainly in the beams. Only the two exterior columns in the sixth floor of frame A 
developed flexural plastic hinges at both end due to absence of interior columns in the 
sixth floor of frame B, and the other columns at the sixth floor were generally well away 
from the yielding. When the structure contains plain round longitudinal reinforcement, 
premature shear failure in the plastic hinge regions is unlikely. Hence the non-linear 
behaviour of the structure would be dominated by beam flexural plastic hinging and the 
formation of undesirable soft-storey failure mechanism is very unlikely. 
• plastic hinge 
Frame A FrameB 
Fig.9.17 Probable mechanism of the structure in an earthquake similar to EI Centro 
1940NS earthquake motion 
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Therefore, the investigated subject structure should be able to survive when it is subjected 
to an earthquake with similar magnitude and similar vibration characteristics to 1940 El 
Centro North South earthquake motion. 
Results of the dynamic analysis of the subject structure are summarised in Table 9-4. 
Table 9-4 Summary of results of Dynamic Analysis of the Subject Structure 
study cases Demand 
Vmax ~r,max Rmax f-lrjJ,max 
with P-~ effect l280kN l84mm 1.73% 8.9 for beams 
3.8 for columns 
without P-L1 effect l280kN l84mm 1.73% 8.9 for beams 
3.8 for columns 
Note: V max is the maximum base shear demand 
~r,max is the maximum roof displacement in mm 
Rmax is the maximum storey drift in % 
overall 
capacity/demand 
satisfactory 
satisfactory 
f-lrjJ ,max is the maximum member curvature ductility demand 
It needs to be clarified that the effect of cycliC loading on the maintenance of force 
strength is more significant than that of the imposed displacement levels (see Chapters 6 
and 7). A number of cyclic loading at small displacement levels could lead to a great deal 
of reduction in the strength. The effect of cyclic loading on the structural response has 
been allowed for in this study by specifying the strength degradation dependent on the 
loading cycles. However, more study is needed to refine the information on the adverse 
effect of cyclic loading on the strength maintenance of the concrete members should the 
members contain plain round longitudinal reinforcement. 
9.6 RESULTS OF NON-LINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS 
For the non-linear static analysis of the subject building, two cases were analysed. One 
case was that the masonry infills were allowed for in estimating the seismic weight, as for 
the non-linear dynamic analysis. The other case was that the masonry infills were assumed 
not to exist and hence they were not allowed for in estimating the seismic weight, as was 
for the seismic assessment of the subject building conducted by Hakuto et al. Both cases 
did not allow for the contribution of masonry infills to the structural stiffness. 
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9.6.1 General Structural Strength and Deformation Capacity 
Fig.9.18 shows the roof displacement and the base shear force relationship for the subject 
building, obtained by the non-linear push-over analysis for both cases. 
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Fig.9.18 Estimated structural capacity curve in terms of base shear versus roof drift 
Fig.9.18 shows that the strength and deformation capacity curves had been nearly linear 
prior to the roof drift of 0.9% for both cases, so the structural displacement ductility at the 
roof drift of 0.9% was defined as IlA = 1. The roof drift is defined as the ratio of the roof 
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displacement to the total building height. At the roof drift of 0.9%, the force strength of 
the structure in terms of the base shear force was 1050 kN and this gave a basic seismic 
acceleration coefficient of 0.13 if the seismic weight did not allow for the masonry infills, 
and it gave a basic seismic acceleration coefficient of 0.06 if the seismic weight allowed 
for the contribution of the masonry infills. 
9.6.2 Strength and Deformation Capacity at Code-specified Deflection Limit 
The New Zealand loading code NZS4203: 1992 permits a maximum inter-storey drift of 
2.0% for hn:$; 15m and 1.5% for hn >30m, where hn is the total height of the building, with 
linear interpolation between, when equivalent static method or modal analysis is used; and 
a predicted drift of 2.5% is permitted regardless of height 2.5%, when inelastic time-
history analysis is used to check the drift. For this structure, hn = 23.01 metres, NZS4203: 
1992 gives the maximum storey drift of 1.73% when equivalent static method is used. 
So it was of significance to determine the stage when the maximum storey drift of 1.73% 
was reached. At the roof drift of 2%, the maximum storey drifts for all levels were shown 
in Fig. 9.19 for both the case with the masonry infills and the case without the masonry 
infills in estimating the seismic weight. Evidently, the inter-storey deformations for both 
cases were very similar. 
In Fig.9.19, the maximum inter-storey drift occurred in the 3rd storey and it was nearly 
3%, which was by far beyond the code limit. The maximum inter-story drift had been in 
the 3rd storey until the roof drift exceeded 4%. After that, the maximum inter-storey 
deformation shifted to level 6 where no interior columns existed for interior frame B. The 
occurrence of the largest inter-storey drift in the 3rd storey was due to the sudden column 
stiffness change in level 3 from levels 1 and 2. Apparently, the structural deflection 
performance was not be significantly affected by the absence of the interior column at 
level 6 in the practical deflection range. 
In fact, to comply with the code specified inter-storey limit of 1.73%, the maximum roof 
drift needs to be within 1.4%. Fig.9.20 shows the maximum inter-storey drift at the roof 
drift of 1.4% for both cases. At the roof drift of 1.4% where the code-specified deflection 
limit was reached, the member yielding occurred only in the beams. The flexural plastic 
hinges are shown in Fig.9.21 and the structure has not developed a collapse mechanism at 
this stage. Hence, the overall structural strength versus the deformation capacity of the 
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subject building is more dominated by the code-specified deflection limit, than the 
formation of the collapse mechanism. That is, the code-specified deflection limit was 
reached before the formation of the collapse mechanism for the subject building. 
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Fig.9.21 Member yielding at roof drift of 1.4% 
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9.6.3 Check Member Deformation Capacity at the Code-specified Deflection Limit 
At roof drift of 1.4%, the flexural yielding occurred only in the beams. The required 
maximum beam curvature ductility at the roof drift of 1.4% is shown in Fig. 9.22. 
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Fig.9.22 Maximum beam curvature ductility demand of each level 
Fig.9.22 shows that the beam curvature ductility factor demand in the positive bending 
direction is much larger than that in the negative bending direction. There is a bigger 
demand for beam curvature ductility factor in the levels 2,3 and 4. The maximum beam 
curvature ductility factor at this stage was 26 and 34 for frame A and Frame B 
respectively. For this analysis, it is assumed that the plastic hinge length is 50% of the 
member cross sectional depth. For the beams of exterior frame A, the curvature ductility 
factor demand of 24 is equal to a rotational ductility factor in the member fixed end of 
10.8, where the rotational ductility factor is defined in the same way as in Chapter 6 and 
chapter 7. For the beams of interior frame B, the curvature ductility factor of 34 is equal to 
a rotational ductility factor of 14.7 in the beam fixed-end. 
Based on the test results, the available strength for the interior beams showed a sudden 
drop when the rotational ductility factor is about 5 (see Fig.6.36). In. addition, cyclic 
effects would cause the force strength to reduce significantly, so the force strength at a 
rotational ductility factor of more than 10 would be much lower than the 80% of the 
maximum strength. Hence the deformation capacity of the beams would be reached before 
the code-specified deflection limit. 
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In fact, at the roof drift of 1 %, the beam curvature ductility factor demand in the positive 
bending direction in level 3 of Frame B was as high as 12 and this was equivalent to a 
rotational ductility factor at the fIxed-end of 6. Hence, should the structural displacement 
ductility JJA 1 be defIned to be at the roof drift of 0.9%, no structural displacement 
ductility factor could be relied on. 
9.6.4 Structural Seismic Force Demands 
According to NZS4203: 1992, the design horizontal seismic shear force for the ultimate 
limit state, acting at the base of the structure in the direction being consideration, can be 
calculated as follows: 
V=CWt (9-4) 
where the lateral force coefficient, C, is calculated from Eq. 9-5 as follows: 
(9-5) 
T bl 95 P a e - t arame ers use d' al lti th mc cua ng e seIsmIC eSlgn ase s ear . d . b h 
So 0.67 
R 1.0 for buildings of category IV 
Z 0.8 in Christchurch 
Lu 1.0 at ultimate limit state 
1.16(s) if the masonry inftlls are NOT considered in estimating the 
TI seismic weight. 
1.86 (s) if the masonry infills are considered in estimating the seismic 
weight. 
Ch (TI, JJ)l 0.34 for intermediate soil site and JJ = 1.25 for elastically responding 
reinforced concrete structure 
Ch(T}, JJh 0.22 for intermediate soil site and JJ = 1.25 for elastically responding 
reinforced concrete structure 
Cl 0.18 for elastically responding reinforced concrete structure 
C2 0.12 for elastically responding reinforced concrete structure 
Note: Ch (T" Jlh and C1 are the obtained parameters when the masonry infills were NOT 
allowed for in estimating the seismic weight. Ch (Tb Jl) 2 and C2 are the obtained 
parameters when the masonry inftlls were allowed for in estimating the seismic weight. 
In Table 9-5, 
Sp = the structural performance factor 
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R = the risk factor 
Z = the zone factor 
Lu = the ultimate limit state factor 
Ch (T h ~) = the basic seismic hazard acceleration coefficient 
T 1 = the fundamental period of vibration 
~ = the structural displacement ductility 
The total seismic weight of the study frame structure is: 
Wt = 8232 kN if the masonry infills were not considered in estimating the seismic weight; 
Wt = 18765 kN if the masonry infills were consi~ered in estimating the seismic weight. 
As a result, the total horizontal seismic shear force acting at the base of the structure, 
namely, the design base shear, obtained usingthe equivalent static method and assuming 
elastic response is: 
v = C Wt = 1482 kN 
v = C Wt = 2252 kN 
for the case without allowance for the contribution of the 
masonry infills to the seismic weight 
for the case with allowance for the contribution of the masonry 
infills to the seismic weight 
For the subject building, the deformation capacity of the individual members was reached 
before the code-specified deflection limit, and the code-specified deflection limit was 
reached before the formation of a collapse mechanism. Hence, the deformation capacity of 
the individual members dominated the overall structural performance. If the structural 
\ 
displacement ductility at the roof drift of 0.9% is defined as ~6 = 1, no structural 
displacement ductility can be relied on as discussed in Section 9.6.3. In this case, the 
subject building needs to elastically resist the design seismic force. At the roof drift of 
0.9%, Fig.9.l8 gives that the strength of the subject building in terms of the base shear 
force is 1050 kN and this is only 71 % of the seismic demand for the case without the 
masonry infills in estimating the seismic weight and it is only 47% of the seismic demand 
for the case with the masonry infills in estimating the seismic weight. Apparently, the 
studied subject structure is not satisfactory according to current design code NZS4203: 
1992. If the masonry infills are considered to contribute to the seismic weight, the 
available structural capacity is more inadequate, when compared to that without allowing 
for the infills in estimating the seismic weight. 
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9.7 CONCLUSIONS 
Seismic performance of an existing reinforced concrete frame structure constructed in 
New Zealand in the late 1950s was assessed in this chapter by conducting non-linear static 
and non-linear dynamic analysis for the subject structure. The information on the seismic 
behaviour of individual reinforced concrete members was based on the simulated seismic 
loading tests conducted in the current project. The post-elastic behaviour of the beams and 
columns was modelled by using Giberson's one-component member model. However, for 
the flexural spring representing the beam's non-linear behaviour, the non-linear static 
properties were determined by the cross sectional details of the beams and then modified 
according to the compressive column axial load at the same joint, based on the proposed 
method in Chapter 8. Seismic assessment of the existing reinforced concrete frame 
structure led to the following conclusions: 
1. Both non-linear dynamic and non-linear static analyses showed that the overall non-
linear behaviour of the frame structure was mainly dominated by the flexural non-linear 
behaviour of the beams. The frame building was very unlikely to develop a soft-storey 
column failure mechanism in a major earthquake. 
2. The P-.1. effect on the structural performance appeared to be insignificant, as long as 
the structure satisfied the deflection criteria specified by the code. 
3. A non-linear static (push-over) analysis showed that the structural post-yielding 
performance was more governed by the local member deformation capacity than the code-
specified deflection criteria. 
When the attained maximum inter-storey drift reached the limit of 1.73% required by 
NZS4203: 1992, only beam plastic hinges had formed and a failure mechanism had not 
been achieved. At this stage, the maximum beam curvature ductility factor reached 34, 
which is equivalent to a rotational ductility factor of 15 in the member fixed-end. Based on 
the test evidence observed for as-built beam-column joints, it was difficult to achieve a 
rotational ductility factor of 15 in the member fixed-end. Hence, the individual members 
of the structure would .reach their maximum deformation capacity before the maximum 
inter-storey drift reaches the code-specified limit. At the roof drift of 0.9%, the member 
curvature ductility factor had reached 12, and this was equivalent to a rotational ductility 
factor of about 6 in the member fixed-end, which was the maximum available member 
deformation capacity according to the tests. 
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No structural displacement ductility could be relied on at this stage. The available 
structural force strength in terms of base shear was only 71 % of the design seismic force 
when masonry infills were not considered to contribute to the seismic weight, but only 
47% of the design seismic force when the masonry infills were considered to contribute to 
the seismic weight. The design seismic force was determined according to current New 
Zealand design code NZS4203: 1992. This meant that the structure had a very inadequate 
performance according to the current seismic code. 
4. The non-linear dynamic analysis of the structure was conducted when subjected to 
the ftrst ten seconds of EI Centro 1940 North South earthquake record. The maximum 
beam curvature ductility factor was 8.9 and this was equal to a rotational ductility factor 
less than 5 in the member ftxed-ends, where the rotational ductility in the member ftxed-
end was deftned in the same way as in chapters 6 and 7 .. Test evidence illustrated that the 
individual reinforced concrete members of the subject structure would be capable of 
achieving such a rotational ductility. 
Hence it could be concluded that the subject structure would survive during a major 
earthquake of similar magnitude and similar vibration characteristics to the EI Centro 
1940NS earthquake motion. 
5. Allowance for the masonry inftlls in estimating the seismic weight could make a 
significant difference in the estimated structural earthquake-resistant capacity. In reality, 
the frame structure contains these masonry panels and the masonry infills. should be 
allowed for in calculating the seismic weight. Otherwise,' the results could significantly 
deviate from the correct answers. 
6. In establishing the analytical structural model, the realistic modelling of the 
transverse supports underneath the beams, where the interior columns in the 6th floor are 
absent, was very important. In reality, the beams of the interior frame B at the sixth floor 
are supported by a transverse force resisting system. Without introducing the transverse 
supports, which were represented by springs in Fig.9.2, the subject structure would 
collapse even under gravity load. 
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CHAPTER 10 
EFFECTS OF NON-INTEGRAL MASONRY INFILLS ON 
SEISMIC BERA VIOUR OF REINFORCED COCNRETE 
BUILDINGS 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
For the seismic assessment analysis conducted in Chapter 9, the masonry infills were 
treated as non-structural elements and the structural modelling did not allow for any 
masonry infills. The reality is that the building does contain masonry infills. 
Presence of masonry infills not only affects the available structural capacity but also alters 
the structural demand. Masonry infilled frame structures are composite structures. 
Masonry infill panels provide stiffness to reduce the deformation demand whereas the 
surrounding frames provide ductility for the structure. As a consequence, masonry infilled 
frame structures exhibit a complicated behaviour. In addition, masonry infills significantly 
alter the dynamic characteristics of the infilled frames. Due to the presence of the masonry 
infill panels, the lateral stiffness, the mass and the damping ratio change markedly. As a 
result, the fundamental period of vibration of an infilled frame building is smaller than that 
of the corresponding bare frame building, leading to an increase in the seismic actions. 
Hence there is a need for investigating the combined effect on the seismic performance of 
the structure in a major earthquake. 
Also of significance is that adding masonry infill walls (which usually have special 
connection between the frames and the infills, hence can be treated as integral masonry 
infill walls, rather than the non-integral infills) in the existing reinforced concrete frame 
structures is a common retrofit means, when the existing structures have inadequate 
stiffness and/or force strength behaviour. Adequate understanding of the seismic 
behaviour of the infilled frames is apparently very important in this case. 
This chapter aims at investigating the possible effects of masonry infills on the seismic 
performance of the existing reinforced concrete structures, especially the failure 
mechanism and the force strength and deformation capacity of the final failure 
mechanism. At first, a brief review on the behaviour of masonry in filled frames is 
described based on test evidence and analysis results. Then, existing procedures for 
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analysing the infilled frames are outlined. As a result, a proper model for studying the 
seismic behaviour of the subject building with masonry infills is identified. A non-linear 
static (push-over) analysis is conducted for the subject frame building after taking into 
account the presence of masonry panels, possible effects of the presence of masonry infills 
on the seismic assessment re~ults of the subject structure are summarised. 
10.2· BEHAVIOUR OF MASONRY INFILLED FRAMES 
10.2.1 General 
Masonry infilled frame structures have been generally recognised to exhibit poor seismic 
performance, since numerous masonry infilled frame buildings have failed in past 
earthquakes. However, experimental observations, analytical studies and the performance 
of infilled frames in real earthquakes frequently indicate that masonry infills may produce 
some beneficial effects on the response of the building. The contradictory conclusions 
result from the difference in the uses of masonry infills in the earthquake-resistant 
structures. 
Both non-linear dynamic analyses and experimental tests demonstrate that the strength of 
the composite structure is generally greater than the sum of the two components 
separately. This is due to the interaction between the infill panels and the surrounding 
frames. In addition, the initial stiffness of the composite structure is greater than that of the 
bare frame, due to the in-plane bracing action of the masonry panel. Tests on 1 / 2 scale 
single-storey infilled frame specimens, which was conducted by Schuller et al [SI1] to 
study the influence of the relative strengths of infill panels and the surrounding frames, 
demonstrated that an ihfill panel increased both the lateral stiffness and load resistance of 
a reinforced concrete frame by a substantial amount. 
However the presence of masonry infills also causes the degradation of stiffness, strength 
and energy dissipation capacity. This generalised degradation is mainly due to the 
progressive damage to the masonry panels and the gradual deterioration of the bond 
mechanism between the infill panels and the surrounding frames. As a consequence, 
infilled frame structures can only achieve low to medium displacement ductility. 
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10.2.2 Analysis of Masonry Infilled Frame Structures 
Masonry panels are very brittle due to the brittle behaviour of the masonry materials. In 
comparison, the surrounding reinforced concrete frames are more ductile. The seismic 
performance of masonry infilled frames is markedly non-linear. Fig.1 0.1 shows two 
typical force-displacement hysteresis responses observed for infilled reinforced concrete 
frames by Kato et al [K4]. 
Storey drift. a (%) 
·200 
(a) Specimen A (b) Specimen C 
Fig. 1O. t Typical force-storey drift curve under alternating forces, according to the test 
results by Kato et al 
In analysing the non-linear seismic behaviour of masonry infilled reinforced concrete 
frames, apart from modelling of the reinforced concrete frame members in the same way 
as for bare frames, the masonry panels and the interfaces of the surrounding frames and 
the masonry panels also need to be adequately modelled. 
10.2.3 Observed Failure Modes of Masonry Panels 
To adequately model the masonry panels in conducting the analysis of the masonry 
infilled frames, possible failure modes of masonry panels need to be thoroughly 
understood. 
Based on an extensive review of current research work into behaviour of infilled frames, 
Crisafulli et al [C5] summarised that there are two major failure mechanisms in masonry 
panels, shear associated failure and compression failure. 
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Fig.lO.2 Shear cracking along the mortar joints, stepped cracks 
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Fig.lO.3 Shear failure due to horizontal sliding shear failure 
(a) cracking due to diagonal tension (b) biaxial compression-tension stress state 
Fig.lOA Cracking due to diagonal tension when the principal tensile stress exceeds the 
tensile strength of the masonry panels 
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(1). Shear cracking in the masonry panels. 
This is a very common type of failure observed in experimental work and in the 
earthquake damage to infilled frame buildings during past earthquakes. This type of 
failure has different forms, depending on the shear strength of the mortar joints, the tensile 
strength of the masonry units and the relative values of the shear and normal stress. 
Figs. 1 0.2, 10.3 and 1004 illustrate some typical forms of shear failure, stepped cracking 
along the mortar joints (as illustrated in Fig.lO.2); horizontal sliding failure along the 
mortar joints (in Fig.lO.3); cracking due to diagonal tension (in Fig. lOA). 
(2). Compressive failure of the masonry panels 
Failure of the masonry panels due to compression is not so common as shear cracking 
failure. Compressive failure of the masonry panels is in the form of the crushing failure of 
the loaded corners and/or the compressive failure of the diagonal strut developed in the 
masonry panel. 
10.3 ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT STRUCTURE AFTER TAKING INTO 
ACCOUNT OF EFFECT OF MASONRY PANELS 
10.3.1 Possible Failure Modes of the Masonry Panels of the Subject Structure 
Failure modes of the masonry panels are closely related to the construction technique. The 
subject reinforced concrete frame structure was constructed in the late 1950s in New 
Zealand. A commonly used technique in constructing the masonry infilled frame 
structures in New Zealand is that the reinforced concrete frames are erected first then the 
masonry panels are constructed. In this case, unintentional gaps between the masonry 
panels and the surrounding frames can form and the infilled frames are typical noo-
integral infilled frames. Tests on non-integral infilled frames demonstrate that a most 
likely failure mode for non-integral masonry infills is the horizontal sliding shear failure 
[D3, P26]. Therefore, it is assumed in this study that the horizontal sliding shear failure 
dominates .the behaviour of the masonry panel. 
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10.3.2 Review of Methods for Modelling Masonry Panels 
10.3.2.1 General 
There are different methods for modelling the masonry panels in conducting the non-1inear 
analysis of masonry infilled frames and they can be classified into two major categories, 
namely, micro-models and macro-models. Micro-models divide the masonry infills into 
numerous elements to allow for the local effects in details. Macro-models use a few 
elements to represent the effect of masonry infills as a whole. 
10.3.2.2 Micro-Model Methods 
A major representative of micro-model methods is finite element method. The finite 
element method has been extensively used for modelling infilled frames and it has major 
advantages for describing the structural local behaviour. In addition, finite element 
analysis also can give some information useful for macro-models methods, for instance, 
compression strut orientations and so on. 
Crisafulli [C5] conducted the analysis of an infilled frame using a finite element model to 
study the possible effects of horizontal sliding shear failure in masonry panels. Fig.tO.5 
shows the deformed shape of the infilled frame after the formation of the horizontal 
sliding shear crack, which is located approximately at the middle height of the panel. In 
Fig. 10.5, the masonry panel is divided into two parts by the horizontal crack and the 
masonry panel is in contact with the columns at each side. Consequently, the behaviour of 
the infilled frame can be approximately represented by a multi-braced frame, as suggested 
in Fig.} 0.6. 
In addition, the actions induced in the surrounding frame are modified after the formation 
ofthe horizontal crack, as the comparison of Fig. 10.7 and Fig. 10.8 indicates. The variation 
of the shear and axial forces of the columns at mid height reflect the resulting effect due to 
the· frame-panel interaction. The change in the column shear forces is much more 
pronounced than that in axial forces, indicating that the induced resultant force in the 
columns is mainly horizontal. The flexural demand in the columns at mid-height is 
significantly increased and could lead to plastic hinges in these regions. 
One disadvantage of the finite element method is that it involves a much greater effort in 
preparing the input data and analysing the output results. More important is the difficulty 
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associated with adequate modelling of the masonry panels, which means that the results 
could be sometimes misleading. 
Fig. 10.5 Deformed shape of an infilled frame with horizontal sliding shear failure in the 
masonry panel 
Fig.lO.6 Approximate mechanism for describing the response of the infilled frame 
sUbjected to the horizontal sliding shear failure 
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(a) Bending moment, shear and axial force diagrams 
for a typical infilled frame. 
(b) Bending moment diagrams for flexible and rlgld frame 
Fig.l 0.7 Typical bending moments, shear and axial force diagrams obtained for the 
surrounding frame members, after separation occurs 
] 
----
-----
Fig.IO.8 Typical bending moments, shear and axial force diagrams obtained for the 
surrounding frame members, after the formation of horizontal sliding shear crack 
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10.3.2.3 Macro-Model Methods 
There are many macro-models available to model the masonry infilled frames and they 
can be classified into two categories, strut models, and strut and spring models. 
Strut models aim at modelling the behaviour of masonry panels acting as compressive 
struts and they cannot deal with the shear failure in the masonry panels. Hence strut 
models cannot be used to study the effects of the horizontal sliding shear failure in 
masonry panels, which is supposed to be the case in this study, and they are not discussed 
in detail here. 
Shear failure is more common when compared with the compressive failure in the 
masonry panels according to the discussion in section 10.3.1. A refined model, which aims 
at representing specifically the shear failure of the masonry panels, was proposed by 
Craisafulli et al [C5] and it is shown in Fig.1O.9. This refined model consists of two struts 
and a shear spring in each direction and hence it can represent the shear behaviour and the 
compression behaviour of the masonry panels separately. The refined model has apparent 
improvement over the strut models. 
Fig.} 0.9 Refined mode for particular case of horizontal sliding shear failure [C5] 
Crisafulli et al [C5] conducted the analysis on infilled reinforced concrete panels using the 
model illustrated in Fig.10.9. The study concluded that the response in the initial stage is 
primarily controlled by the shear spring. After the maximum shear strength in the masonry 
panels is reached, horizontal sliding shear failure starts and the mechanism changes, 
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resulting in significant increases in the actions induced in the frames. Therefore, the non-
integral masonry infills of the subject structure can be represented by a shear spring to 
capture the effects of the horizontal sliding shear failure in masonry panels. 
10.3.3 Modelling of the Subject Infilled Frame Structure 
10.3.3.1 Assumptions 
To model the subject structure after taking into account of masonry panels, the following 
two assumptions are made, apart from the assumptions made in chapter 9. 
1. Modelling of the surrounding reinforced concrete frame members is exactly the 
same as that for the analysis of the bare frame in Chapter 9. 
Beams and columns are treated as Giberson's one-component members. The 
determination of the skeleton curves for the beams and columns allows for the low 
attainment of the member flexural strength and the initial flexural stiffness due to severe 
bond degradation along the member longitudinal reinforcement. 
~ 
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/////////////////////////////////////////////////~/ 
Frame A FrameB 
Fig.10.10 Structural Model for Analysis ofInfilled Frame 
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2. The brick masonry panels in the external frame (frame A) are solid and the 
horizontal sliding shear failure in the masonry panels is assumed to be the dominant 
failure mode. This is because masonry panels are believed to be non-integral masonry 
panels and non-integral masonry panels are most likely to fail in a horizontal sliding shear 
failure. The seismic response is primarily controlled by the shear spring in the initial stage. 
After the shear strength is reached in the masonry panels, the horizontal sliding shear 
failure starts and the rapid strength degradation will occur due to the quick formation of 
the failure mechanism for the weak frame-strong infill system. Therefore, a shear spring, 
rather than the strut and spring model as shown in Fig. 10.9 , is used to represent the shear 
behaviour of the masonry panels. 
Based on the above assumptions, the analytical model of the subject infilled frame is as 
shown in FigJ 0.1 O. 
10.3.3.2 Determination of Parameters for the Shear Spring 
The shear spring is to represent the shear behaviour of non-integral brick masonry panels 
where the horizontal sliding shear failure is expected. 
1. Force-deformation skeleton curve shape 
Tests frequently demonstrate that the envelope of the hysteresis loops obtained from a 
cyclic test is very similar to the force-deformation relationship measured under a 
monotonic loading. Hence the force-deformation curve obtained from monotonic loading 
tests can be used as the skeleton curve of the hysteresis behaviour of the masonry panels. 
Dawe and Seah [D3] tested an infilled non-integral steel frame and the horizontal sliding 
shear failure was observed. The monotonic response obtained for the infilled steel frame is 
illustrated in Fig.IO.II. 
Apparently, there are three stages, the initial uncracked stage (line O-A), the following 
behaviour with a slight decrease in stiffness until the peak force strength (line A' -B) and 
the final stage which leads to the collapse of the structural system (line B-C). The sudden 
drop from A to A' is a consequence of the relocation of the masonry panels after the first 
crack occurs and this effect is more significant for non-integral masonry infilled frames. 
Hence Klingner and Bertero [K7] concluded that the behaviour of the non-integral infilled 
frames until failure can be approximately assumed to be linear (O-A-A' -B). 
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Fig.lO.lI A typical force-displacement relationship for an non-integral infilled frame [D3] 
In this study, the shear behaviour of non-integral masonry infills is assumed to be linear 
and the shear strength in the masonry infills is assumed to degrade rapidly after it reaches 
the maximum shear strength corresponding to the horizontal sliding shear failure. Hence, 
the skeleton curve for the shear spring is assumed to be as shown in Fig.lO.12. 
Shear force strength 
Storey drift, R 
Fig.lO.12 Skeleton curve for the shear spring of masonry infills 
2. Determination of Characteristic Points of the Skeleton Curve for the Shear Spring 
The characteristic points of the skeleton curve are the maximum shear force strength 
corresponding to the horizontal sliding shear failure in the masonry panels, Vs; the 
displacement level at developing the maximum shear force strength, R.; the displacement 
level when the strength degradation finishes, R2; and the residual strength Vo. 
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• Dimensions of masonry infills 
For the subject structure,· the masonry infills are two-layer brick masonry infills with 100 
mm gap between two layers and the thickness of each masonry panel is 200 mm. 
• Method for determining maximum shear force strength of the shear spring 
Several methods have been developed to estimate the shear force strength when horizontal 
sliding shear failure initiates. 
Assuming that the horizontal shear sliding failure initiates at the centre of the panel when 
the shear strength of the mortar joints is exceeded, Stafford Smith and Riddington [S 12] 
found that the shear force to initiate the sliding shear cracking, Vs, is 
Am Vs = ----=-:----
1.43 p(0.8 hm - 0.2) 
Lm 
(10-1) 
where Am is the area of the masonry panel in the horizontal plane, 'to is the bond shear 
strength, !l is a coefficient of friction, is the aspect ratio of the masonry paneL 
Lm 
Paulay and Priestley [PI1] also proposed a method for estimating the shear strength at 
initiation of the horizontal sliding shear failure in the masonry panels as follows: 
(10-2) 
This approach allows for the clamping action of .the vertical component of the diagonal 
compressive force in the strut and hence it is more rational. 
Crisafulli [CS] also suggested a method for estimating the stiffness of the shear spring in 
the refined strut and spring model. 
A E 2 K s = rs ms m cos () 
dm 
(10-3) 
However the principle Equation 10-3 is based on is that the stiffness of the shear spring, 
K s ' is assumed to be a fraction rs of the total stiffness of the masonry strut and it does not 
reflect the actual shear behaviour of the masonry panels. 
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Therefore, the method proposed by Paulay and Priestley is used for estimating the ultimate 
shear force strength of the shear spring. 
• Determination of bond shear strength 'to and the coefficient of friction Jl 
In using equation 10-2 to calculate the maximum shear strength of masonry panels, the 
bond shear strength, 'to, and the coefficient of friction, Jl, need to be determined first. 
The mechanism of bond is incompletely understood although much research has been 
carried out on this aspect. According to Henrry's tests, this parameter can vary from 0.3 to 
0.6MPa. Paulay and Priestley [P11] indicate that typical values of the bond shear strength 
range from 0.1 to 1.S MPa. In this study, the bond shear strength is taken as O.SMPa. 
Similarly, the measured coefficient of friction, Jl, varies widely and the factors affecting 
the coefficient of friction have not been clearly understood. The measured values of this 
coefficient range from 0.10 to 1.2 [CS]. Paulay and Priestley proposed the use of a value 
of Jl =0.3 for design purposes. 
In this study, Jl = O.S is used because the values used for seismic design tend to be very 
conservative. 
• Force strength reduction factors to allow for the effects of openings and non-integral . 
interfaces between the masonry panels and frames 
When using the approach proposed by Paulay and Priestley for estimating the maximum 
force strength of the shear spring, a strength reduction factor needs to be introduced to 
allow for the lower strength due to the openings and to the non-integral masonry panels. 
Many tests have been conducted on integral and non-integral infilled reinforced concrete 
frames around the world and Crisafulli [CS] summarised the test results from different 
sources. The summarised test results are shown in Table 10-1. 
From Table 10-1, it can be found that the maximum strength for non-integral infilled 
franies is 80% to 86% of that of integral masonry panels. Hence, a strength reduction 
factor of 0.8 is introduced to allow for the lower force strength attainment by the non-
integral infilled frames. 
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Table 10-1 Statistical evaluation of test results for non-integral infilled frames 
¢ ¢res au f.lll Type of infilled frame MV CV MV CV MY CV MV CV 
No local damage in frame 
Integral masony infills 3.34 0.43 3.92 0.21 1.14 1.25 5.80 0.52 
Non-integral masonry in fills 3.80 0.40 2.01 0.15 3.66 0.59 4.88 0.35 
Local damage in frame 
Integral masony infills 1.44 0.10 1.44 0.10 2.55 0.55 4.66 0.27 
Non-integral masonry infills 1.79 0.26 11.49 0.05 .0.88 0.98 7.07 0.71 
I 
¢ ratio of the shear resistance of the in filled frame to the shear resistance of the bare frame 
¢res ratio of the residual resistance of the infilled frame, at a =2-3%, to the residual 
resistance of the bare frame. 
o u storey drift corresponding to the maximum force, V u' 
f.lll displacement ductility defined at V = 0.85 V u. 
MY mean value 
CV coefficient of variation 
Openings in masonry panels affect the force transfer across the panels and hence affect the 
force strength of the masonry panels. Studies show that the dimensions and the positions 
of the openings in the panels are the most important factors in evaluating the influences of 
the openings on the masonry panels' behaviour. Study conducted by Durrani and Luo 
[D4] shows that the transfer of the shear force is possible with a diagonal strut mechanism 
for relative small openings. However, for large openings, the strut mechanism could not 
develop. Mallick and Garg [M8] studied the effect of opening position and concluded that 
stiffness and especially the lateral strength reduce when the opening is located along the 
loaded diagonal. They found that, in the most unfavourable case where the opening was 
provided in one of the loaded corners, the lateral strength was about 50% of that of a solid 
panel. 
For the subject building, the openings in the masonry panels of the exterior frame are 
relatively small and located away from the corners. Hence the shear strength of the 
masonry panels in this study are taken as 80% of the corresponding shear strength for 
solid masonry panels. 
In summary, the combined effect of openings in the masonry panels and the non-integral 
interfaces between the frames and masonry panels gives a force strength reduction factor 
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of 0.64. The maximum force strength of the shear spring is 64% of that given by Equation 
10-2. 
• Storey drift level at attainment of maximum shear force strength 
Table 10-1 shows that the surrounding frame markedly influences the storey drift at 
failure, and the storey drift at failure can vary significantly, depending on whether there is 
damage to the surrounding frame and whether the masonry panels are integral or non-
integral infills. For the subject frame structure, the frame structure is relatively weak and 
the confinement provided by the frame for the masonry infills is not expected to be very 
strong, therefore, the local damage to the frame is expected. In this case, the storey drift at 
the maximum shear strength of the masonry panels can be assumed to be Rl = 0.9%. 
• Stiffness and strength degradation after attainment of the shear force strength in 
masonry panels 
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Fig.10.13 Stiffness degradation as a function of storey drift 
As a consequence of the damage to the masonry infills and the deterioration of infills and 
frame interfaces, the attained stiffness significantly decreases as the lateral displacement 
increases. Fig.10.13 shows the variation of the secant stiffness as a function of the storey 
drift, O. The test results for plotting Fig.10.13 are cited by Crisafulli [CS] from the tests 
on masonry infilled reinforced concrete frames, reported by Sanchez etal, Valiasis and 
Stylianidis and Zarnic and Tomazevic. The secant stiffness was calculated from peak to 
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peak on the hysteresis plots and normalised with a reference stiffness Ko defined at a 8 = 
0.05%, which is corresponding to the separation of the infill panel from the surrounding 
frames. Rapid stiffness reduction shown in Fig.1O.13 after the separation of the infill 
panels from the surrounding frames suggests rapid strength degradation after the 
attainment of the maximum shear strength and hence it is assumed that, at a storey drift of 
1.5%, the attained force strength drops to the 20% of the maximum force strength, namely, 
Rz = 1.5%. 
Detailed information on the parameters of the shear springs is summarised in Table 10-2. 
Slight difference in the maximum shear force strength of each panel, Vs, is either due to 
the slight difference in the net span lengths or due to the slight difference in the storey 
height. 
Table 10-2 Parameters for the shear springs 
Storey No h'j{ Am 'to Jl ·R Lm (m 2 ) (MPa) 
1 • Interior panel 0.878 0.740 
Exterior panel 0.898 0.724 0.5 0.3 0.64 
2 to 7 Interior panel 0.730 0.740 
Exterior panel 0.746 0.724 
the maXImum shear force strength of one panel and 
the total shear force strength of the whole storey 
Vs 2: Vs 
(kN) (kN) 
321.5 
1599 
317.1 
1303.0 
1506 
298.5 
10.3.4 Results of Non-Linear Static Analysis of Masonry Infilled Frames 
10.3.4.1 Structural Force Strength and Deformation Capacities 
A non-linear static analysis was conducted for the subject infilled frame structure. 
Fig.10.14 shows the structural strength and deformation capacity curve for the infilled 
frame structure, in terms of base shear and roof drift. Fig.10.14 also shows the force 
strength and deformation capacity curve under monotonic loading for the corresponding 
bare frame structure, which allowed for the contribution of masonry infills to the seismic 
weight but not to the stiffness and was reported in Chapter 9. 
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The maximum strength of the infilled frame, in terms of base shear, was 2452kN, which 
was equal to a basic seismic acceleration coefficient of 0.13. At the maximum strength of 
the infilled frame, the roof drift was 0.7%. 
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Fig.1O.14 Structural Monotonic Force Strength and Deformation Capacity 
In Fig.1 0.14 it is evident that the structural stiffness and strength performance was 
significantly improved when the masonry infills were considered to not only contribute to 
the seismic weight but also to the structural stiffness. When compared with the available 
strength of the bare frame, the maximum strength of the infilled frame, in terms of base 
shear, was doubled within the practical deflection range, and the initial structural stiffness 
in terms of base shear versus roof displacement, was nearly tripled. The code-specified 
deflection limit is about 1.5% in terms of roof drift, as discussed in Chapter 9. 
It is very common in conventional structural analysis that masonry infills are treated as 
non-structural elements, and therefore masonry infills are not allowed for in estimating the 
structural stiffness. Apparently this could lead to significant errors in predicted structural 
stiffness and strength performance, especially the stiffness. 
Another pronounced characteristic observed for the infilled frame is that, unlike the 
performance for the correspondent bare frame where the structural deformation capacity 
was large, the infilled frame demonstrated much smaller deformation capacity and it 
performed in a very brittle manner. This was due to the combined effect of the relatively 
weak frame and the non-integral construction technique for the masonry infills. Due to the 
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relatively weak frame, the confinement by the surrounding frame was not sufficient to 
maintain the integrity of the masonry infills after the horizontal sliding shear failure 
occurred. Due to the non-integral characteristic of the masonry infills, the performance of 
the masonry panels degrades significantly after the horizontal sliding shear failure starts in 
the masonry infills. 
10.3.4.2 Structural Demands 
The modal analysis of the infilled frame gives the fundamental period of vibration of T I 
=1.16 (s). This is much shorter than TI = 1.86 (s) for the corresponding bare frame. The 
analysis of the corresponding bare frame only allowed for the contribution of masonry 
panels to the seismic weight. 
The design horizontal seismic shear force for the ultimate limit state, acting at the base of 
the structnre in the direction being consideration, can be calculated using equation 9-4, 
according to NZS4203: 1992. 
For the infilled frame, this gives a seismic design shear force of 6380 kN in terms of base 
shear for an intermediate soil site and J.1A = 1.25 which is for elastically responding 
reinforced concrete structures, and a seismic design shear force of 4128 kN in terms of 
base shear for an intermediate soil site and IlA = 2. 
In Fig.1O.14, it can be seen that no structural ductility can be relied on. The available 
strength is 2452 kN in terms of the horizontal base shear and the design seismic force is 
6380 kN in terms of required horizontal base shear force for an intermediate soil site and 
assuming an elastic structural response. Hence the ratio of the available structural force 
strength to the seismic force demand is only 38% for the infilled frame. For the bare frame 
analysis, which only allows for the contribution of masonry infills to the seismic weight 
but not to the stiffness, the available structural strength assuming elastic response of the 
structure is 47% of the seismic force demand. Hence, allowance for the masonry infills in 
estimating the structural stiffness and strength behaviour, although leading to much 
increased structural stiffness and strength, results in less inadequate structural seismic 
performance, when compared with the case where the masonry infills are only considered 
to contribute to the seismic weight but not to the stiffness. This was a consequence of 
much enhanced structural stiffness and therefore much increased seismic design force. 
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10.3.4.3 Maximum Inter-storey Drift 
Fig. 1 0.15 shows the maximum inter-storey drifts when the roof drift was 0.7% where the 
strength in tenus of base shear dropped suddenly (see Fig.10.14). In Fig.10.1S, the 
maximum inter-storey drift, which occurred in the 1st storey, is 0.9% and this corresponds 
to the specified stage where the shear strength of the masonry infills is attained and then 
starts to degrade significantly. Therefore, the rapid drop in the observed structural strength 
of the infilled frame at a roof drift of 0.7% was because of the horizontal sliding shear 
failure in the masonry panels of the first storey. 
Although the infilled frame has no interior columns for the interior frame B at the level 6, 
the inter-storey drift in level 6 had been relatively very small, compared to the 1st and 2nd 
levels. For the bare frame analysis, the maximum inter-story drift was in the 3rd storey at 
the beginning and it then shifted to level 6 where no interior columns exist for interior 
frame B. This indicates that the critical part of the infilled frame is most likely in the first 
level. Once the sliding shear failure in the masonry panels occurs at the first level, a soft-
storey mechanism fonus and the frame building is effectively base-isolated. 
Level No. 
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Fig.10.IS Inter-storey drift at roof drift of 0.7%, obtained for the Infilled Frame 
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10.3.4.4 Failure Mechanism 
From Fig. 1 0.14, it is seen that the infilled frame behaved linearly until the failure of 
masonry infills in the first level. After the horizontal sliding failure of masonry infills in 
the 1st level at the roof drift of 0.7%, the available force strength dropped significantly. 
Therefore, the stage at the roof drift of 0.7% can be defined as the structural failure stage . 
>< sliding shear failure 
Frame A 
• plastie hinge 
FrameB 
(a) at the attainment of maximum force strength 
Frame A 
• plastic hinge 
FrameB 
(b) after horizontal sliding shear failure 
Fig.1 0.16 Failure mechanism of the infilled frame 
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The mechanism formed after the horizontal sliding shear failure at roof drift of 0.7% is 
shown in Fig.10.16, and it is a soft-storey column failure mechanism. Hence, unlike the 
bare subject frame structure where the structural response was terminated by the local 
member deformation capacity and a failure mechanism is very unlikely to form before the 
code-specified deflection criteria is reached, the structural response of the subject infilled 
frame structure was terminated by the formation of a soft storey failure mechanism. 
level 7:=- == :;:I 
Frame A FrameB 
....... before horizontal sliding failUre 
---after horizontal sliding failure 
Fig. 1 0.17 Bending moments of the beams before and after horizontal sliding shear failure 
10.3.4.5 Bending Moment Profiles of Frame Members 
Fig.1O.17 shows the changes of induced bending moments in the beams of the infilled 
frame, just before and immediately after horizontal sliding shear failure in the masonry 
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panels. Fig.lO.lS shows the changes of induced bending moments in the column members 
of the infilled frame due to the horizontal sliding shear failure in the masonry panels. 
(a) Frame A 
(b) Frame B 
Fig. 1 0.18 Bending moments of frame columns prior to and after horizontal 
sliding shear failure 
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From Fig. 10.17 and 10.18, it is clear that the increase in the induced bending moment, due 
to the horizontal sliding shear failure in the masonry panels, concentrated in the frame 
members of the first storey. Meanwhile the frame members in other stories experienced a 
reduction in the induced bending moments, after the horizontal sliding shear failure 
occurred. This phenomenon is similar to the base isolation mechanism aimed at reducing 
the structural seismic responses. 
Evidently, the most critical failure mechanism for the infilled frame structure is the soft-
story column mechanism in the first storey when non-integral masonry infills exist. For a 
soft-story mechanism, no ductility can be relied on and the elastic performance has to be 
assumed. 
10.4 CONCLUSIONS 
A non-linear static analysis was conducted for the infilled frame structure. The infilled 
frame structure was otherwise identical to the subject structure except that the infilled 
frame allowed for the contribution of the masonry infills to the structural stiffness. The 
masonry infills were non-integral brick masonry panels and were of two-layers thick. 
Masonry infills were only present in the exterior frames. A brief review of the observed 
seismic behaviour of masonry infilled frame structures and the masonry panels clarified 
that the non-integral masonry infills are most likely to fail in horizontal sliding shear 
failure. Following a review of existing analytical approaches of the infilled frames, a shear 
spring was used to represent the shear behaviour of the masonry infills. A non-linear static 
analysis of the infilled frame led to the following conclusions: 
1. When the infilled frame structure contained non-integral masonry infills, the most 
critical failure mechanism was the soft-storey column failure mechanism. The. formation 
of the soft-storey column failure mechanism was due to the horizontal sliding shear failure 
in the masonry infills, which led to significant increase in the induced bending moments of 
the frame columns at that specific floor level. This suggests that the non-integral masonry 
infilled frame has a small deformation capacity and it is not expected to behave in a 
ductile way in a major earthquake. The available structural displacement ductility cannot 
be greater than 1.25. 
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2. Consideration of the contributions of masonry infills to the seismic weight and the 
stiffness resulted in an increased seismic demand and also the enhanced structural seismic 
capacity. The combined effect for this studied infilled frame was that the inclusion of 
masonry infills in estimating the structural stiffness gave a degraded structural capacity, in 
terms of the ratio of the available structural capacity to the design seismic demand. This 
indicated that the consideration of non-integral masonry infills as non-structural elements, 
therefore no allowance for the masonry infills in estimating the structural stiffness and the 
seismic weight, would be non-conservative. 
3. In conducting a non-linear static analysis for an existing reinforced concrete infilled 
frame, it is adequate to use a shears spring to represent the shear behaviour of the non-
integral masonry panels, which are most likely to fail in horizontal sliding shear failure. 
Prior to the horizontal sliding shear failure in the masonry panels, the behaviour of the 
masonry infills is dominated by the shear behaviour and this can be adequately 
represented by a shear spring. After the horizontal sliding shear failure occurs in the non-
integral infills, the soft storey column failure mechanism will form and the structural 
analysis after this point is of little interest. 
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CHAPTER 11 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 
FUTURE RESEARCH 
11.1 GENERAL 
In a major earthquake, the structural deformation is usually well beyond the elastic range. 
Hence, the seismic assessment of an existing reinforced concrete structure focuses on 
examining the global post-elastic responses of the structure. The global post-elastic 
response of a structure is determined by the local post-elastic behaviour of the reinforced 
concrete components. 
In this study, simulated seismic loading tests were conducted on as-built beam-column 
joint sub assemblages in order to study the characteristics of the post-elastic behaviour of 
existing reinforced concrete members and obtain the information on modelling the local 
post-elastic behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete members. After employing the 
information on the post-elastic behaviour of individual reinforced concrete members 
obtained from this experimental programme, the seismic assessment of existing reinforced 
concrete structures designed to pre-1970s seismic design codes was carried out by 
conducting the non-linear analysis on an existing reinforced concrete frame structure 
constructed in the late 1950s in New Zealand. The emphasis of this study was placed on 
the effect of the plain round longitudinal bars used on the seismic performance of existing 
reinforced concrete structures. 
Simulated seismic loading tests included two as-built full-scale interior beam-column joint 
units, four as-built full-scale exterior beam-column joint units and one retrofitted as-built 
exterior beam-column joint unit. The as-built test units contained the plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement and had the reinforcing details typical of an existing reinforced 
concrete structure .constructed in the late 1950s in New Zealand. The two as-built interior 
beam-column joint units, Unit 1 and Unit 2, were identical, Unit 1 was tested with zero 
column axial load and Unit 2 was tested with a compressive column axial load' of 
O.l2Agfc'. The four as-built exterior beam-column joint units, Units EJl to EJ4, were 
identical except for the beam bar hook details in the exterior columns. Units Ell and EJ3 
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were identical and had the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint cores. They were 
tested respectively with zero column axial load and a compressive column axial load of 
O.25Agfc ' present. Units EJ2 and EJ4 were also identical and had the beam bar hooks bent 
into the joint cores. They were tested with zero column axial load and a compressive 
column axial load of O.23Agfc ' respectively. The retrofitted unit was the original as-built 
exterior beam-column joint unit with the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core, 
and the retrofit was achieved by wrapping the column areas immediately above and below 
the joint core with fibre-glass to verify an alternative force path across the joint core. From 
the simulated seismic loading tests on as-built units, the characteristic of the local non-
linear behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete components was investigated and the 
proper method for assessing the seismic behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete 
components was proposed. From the test on the retrofitted unit, the effectiveness of 
wrapping the columns adjacent to the joint core with fibre glass in actuating the alternative 
j oint force path was studied. 
For the non-linear analysis of the existing reinforced concrete frame building, the 
analytical models used were developed on the basis of the information on the post-elastic 
behaviour of existing reinforced concrete members obtained from the current test 
programme, and both non-linear static and dynamic analyses were conducted using the 
inelastic structural analysis program "RUAUMOKO" developed at the University of 
Canterbury [C4]. As a result, the likely seismic performance of pre-1970s reinforced 
concrete structures was evaluated. In addition, the non-linear static analysis of the 
corresponding infilled frame was conducted and the possible effects of non-integral brick 
masonry infills were studied. 
Conclusions from this study and recommendations for future research are presented 
below. 
11.2 CONCLUSIONS FROM SIMULATED SEISMIC LOADING TESTS 
11.2.1 As-Built Interior Beam - Column Joint Units 
1. The tests on Units 1 and 2 showed that the overall performance of the units 
was very poor, and it was dominated by the degrading flexural behaviour at the fixed-ends 
of the members, rather than by the premature shear failure as predicted by the code 
method. Due to the occurrence of severe bond degradation along the plain longitudinal 
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reinforcement and only small amount of column transverse reinforcement provided within 
and adjacent to the joint core, the compressive column axial load of 0.12Agfc' for Unit 2 
caused significant column bar buckling within and adjacent to the joint core. As a result, 
the compressive column axial load for Unit 2 did not improve the system's stiffness 
pedormance and caused the strength to be reduced if it is expressed as the percentage of 
the theoretical strength. 
The measured initial stiffness was about 40% of the theoretical predictions at first yield for 
both Unit 1 and Unit 2. The measured storey shear strength was about 90% and 67% of 
the theoretical predictions for Unit 1 and Unit 2 respectively. The theoretical stiffness and 
strength were determined based on the plane section assumption. Due to the very low 
measured initial stiffness, a storey drift index, rather than ordinary displacement ductility, 
becomes a proper index for the overall deformation capacity. 
2. In respect to the seismic performance of as-built reinforced concrete members 
containing plain round longitudinal reinforcement, both tests showed that the post-elastic 
pedormance of the members was governed by the degrading flexural behaviour at the 
fixed-ends, rather than by the premature shear failure as indicated by the code method. 
Severe bond degradation along the plain round longitudinal reinforcement suppressed the 
premature shear failure but led to significant degradation of the flexural behaviour at the 
fixed-ends of the as-built members. Hence, the modelling of the post-elastic behaviour of 
existing reinforced concrete components focuses on the degradation of the flexural 
'behaviour at the member fixed-ends. 
Due to severe bond degradation along the longitudinal reinforcement, the plane section 
assumption was significantly violated. As a result, conventional flexural theory based on 
the plane section assumption overestimates the attained member flexural strength by 10% 
to 20% and underestimates the member flexural deformation at first yield by about 60%. 
Hence, the flexural stiffness and strength behaviour of existing reinforced concrete 
members with plain round longitudinal reinforcement would be less than the theoretical 
prediction based on the plane section assumption 
However, bond degradation and bar slip along the longitudinal reinforcement greatly 
enhanced the shear force capacities associated with the compressive concrete strut 
mechanism in resisting shear for both the linear reinforced concrete members and the 
joints, resulting in much enhanced shear performance in the members and the joints. 
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Although the code method and/or the method recommended in Reference 6 predicted a 
very inadequate shear performance for the beams of Unit 2, the columns of Unit 1 and the 
joints of both units, no shear distresses were observed for both units. Hence, the shear 
behaviour of the existing reinforced concrete members with plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement would be much better than the theoretical prediction. The current code 
method and the method suggested in the current seismic assessment procedures could not 
give adequate result when used for predicting the shear performance. 
3. One characteristic of the observed flexural behaviour for the existing 
reinforced concrete members was that the member deformation was concentrated at its 
fixed-ends at the beam-column interfaces due to severe bond degradation along the 
member longitudinal reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint core. 
Therefore, in modelling the post-elastic flexural behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete 
members, which was limited to the fixed-ends of the members, the rotational ductility at 
the fixed-ends, rather than the curvature ductility associated with a certain plastic hinge 
length, becomes a proper index for the member non-linear deformation. 
4. When plain round reinforcing bars are used, the transverse reinforcement 
requirements for preventing the bars from buckling and for confining the compressed 
concrete are very critical, rather than the requirement for resisting shear. 
5. The test on Unit 1 was compared with the otherwise identical test but with 
deformed longitudinal bars, Hakuto's Unit 01, showed that the use of plain round 
longitudinal reinforcement suppressed the shear failure in the joint core, but led to lower 
attainment and poor maintenance of the flexural strength and the stiffness, especially the 
stiffness. The measured initial stiffness for Unit 1 was equivalent to 60% of that for 
Hakuto's 01 and the strength measured for Unit 1 reduced by about 10% when compared 
to that with deformed bars. 
6. Compressive column axial load would not have beneficial effect on the joint 
shear performance if there is very small amount of column transverse reinforcement 
within and adjacent to the joint cores and the plain round longitudinal reinforcement is 
used, as was observed in the comparison between the results of Unit 2 and Unit 1. 
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11.2.2 As-Built and Retrofitted Exterior Beam - Column Joint Units 
1. Seismic assessment of the as-built exterior beamNcolumn joint units En to EJ4 
using the current code method and the capacity design based assessment method showed 
that the beam and column transverse reinforcement was inadequate for all of the tests, 
according to the requirement for preventing the longitudinal reinforcement from buckling 
and confining the compressed concrete, and/or the requirement for providing shear force 
strengths. The beam shear force capacity for all the units was only 20% of the shear 
demand at the stage of developing the theoretical flexural strength of the systems, 
according to the New Zealand code NZS3101: 1995. The shear resisting capacity of the 
beam-column joint core of Unit En was only 38% of the shear demand at developing the 
theoretical flexural strength of the unit, which had the beam bar hooks bent away from the 
joint core and was tested with zero axial column load. 
The examination of the member force transfer across the joint core showed that, when 
plain round longitudinal reinforcement was used and the beam bar hooks were bent away 
from the joint cores as for Units EJl and EJ3, it was very critical to transfer the member 
forces across the joint core if the amount of the column transverse reinforcement adjacent 
to the joint core was small as for Units En and EJ3. Concrete tension cracking failure 
initiated by the opening of the beam bar hooks could occur due to insufficient column 
transverse reinforcement within the beam bar hook ranges and the utilisation of plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement. Different beam bar hook details would actuate different 
joint force transfer paths and therefore emphasise the need for column transverse 
reinforcement at different locations. 
Simulated seismic loading tests on Units EJ1 and EJ2, which were conducted with 
zero axial column load present 
2. When the units were tested with zero column axial load, the overall seismic 
performance of the aSNbuilt exterior beam-column joint sub assemblages was very poor. In 
this case, the final failures of the systems were dominated by premature concrete tension 
cracking along the beam bar hooks, which was initiated by the interaction between the 
column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam bar hooks, irrespective of the 
beam bar hook details. Different arrangements of the beam bar hooks in the exterior 
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columns had a significant influence on the structural strength and stiffness performance 
when the axial column compressive load was low. 
The storey shear strength attained by the unit with the beam bar hooks bent away from the 
joint core was only 55% of the theoretical storey shear strength of the unit. In contrast, the 
storey shear strength attained by the as-built exterior beam-column joint unit with the 
beam bar hooks bent into the joint core was about 75% of the theoretical storey shear 
strength of the unit. The enhancement in the available strength due to more adequate beam 
bar hook configuration was as high as 20% of the theoretical storey shear strength when 
the axial column load was very low. The stiffness in the elastic loading range for Unit EJ2, 
which had the beam bar hooks bent into the joint core, was about 1.4 times the stiffness 
for Unit EJ1, which had the beam bar hooks bent away from the joint core. 
3. When the column axial load was low, the transfer of the beam steel force 
across the joints was mainly at the beam bar bend. Different beam bar hook details in the 
exterior columns actuated different force paths across the joint cores and enhanced the 
need for column transverse reinforcement at different locations. When the beam bar hooks 
were bent away from the joint core, the transfer of the member forces across the joint core 
was mainly by a steeper concrete strut and the column stirrups immediately above and 
below the joint core played an important role in controlling the opening of the beam bar 
hooks and actuating the proposed alternative force path across the joint core. When the 
beam bar hooks were bent into the joint core, the transfer of the member forces across the 
joint core was mainly by the comer to comer concrete strut and the shear reinforcement at 
the joint centre was more effective in controlling the opening of the beam bar hooks and 
actuating the comer to comer concrete strut mechanism. 
4. Compared with similar tests but reinforced by deformed bars, the use of plain 
round longitudinal reinforcement totally suppressed the shear failure in the beam and the 
joint core, but enhanced the premature failure of concrete tension cracking along the beam 
bar hooks when the column axial load is low. As a result, the attainment and maintenance 
of the strength and the stiffness were poor, especially the stiffness. 
When compared with the case with deformed longitudinal bars, the decrease in the 
attained storey shear strength due to the use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement was 
20 to 25% of the theoretical strength of the units, when the units were tested with zero 
axial column load. The decrease in the initial stiffness due to the plain round longitudinal 
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reinforcement used was about 70% for the exterior beam-column joint unit with the beam 
bar hooks bent into the joint core. Apparently, the plain round reinforcement used caused a 
much more significant decrease in the initial stiffness, in comparison to the adverse effect 
on the storey shear strength of the unit. The adverse effect of plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement used on the initial stiffness was more significant for the as-built exterior 
beam-column joint units than was for the as-built interior beam-column joint units. 
Simulated seismic loading tests on Units EJ3 and EJ4, which were conducted with 
the compressive column axial load of 0.23 to 0.25Ag fe'present 
5. The presence of compressive axial column load for Units EJ3 and EJ4 greatly 
improved the seismic performance of the as-built exterior beam-column joint units, and 
the post-elastic behaviour of the units in this case was governed by the degrading beam 
flexural behaviour at the fixed-end, rather than by the premature concrete tension cracking 
along the beam bar hooks as for the tests on Units En and EJ2. Different beam bar hook 
details made no apparent difference in the seismic performance of the systems. 
The compressive axial column load of about 0.25 Ag fe' enhanced the force transfer by 
bond ahead of the bend from the beam tension steel to the surrounding concrete. As a 
result, the beam steel tension force needed to be transferred at the bend reduced, the 
premature concrete tension cracking failure along the beam bar hook was entirely 
precluded. Degrading beam flexural behaviour at the fixed-end occurred due to severe 
bond degradation along the beam longitudinal reinforcement within and adjacent to the 
joint core. 
The strengths achieved by Units EJ3 and Unit EJ4 were of similar magnitude in terms of 
their theoretical storey shear strengths and they were approximately 10 to 12% less than 
the theoretical strengths. 
The strengths of Units EJ3 and Unit EJ4 were attained at similar storey drift levels. The 
storey shear strengths for clockwise loading direction were attained at a storey drift of 
about 1.1 to 1.5% but the storey shear strengths for anti-clockwise loading were attained at 
a storey drift of about 0.6%. The initial stiffnesses measured for Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4 
were also similar, and they were equivalent to a storey drift of about 0.6% at first yield. 
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6. In comparison with the tests on the identical units but with zero axial column 
load, the presence of compressive axial column load of 0.23 to 0.25 Ag Ie' caused the initial 
stiffness to increase by 180% and caused the available storey shear strength to increase by 
about 20 to 33% of the theoretical storey shear strengths. 
7. With respect to the seismic behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete members, 
the observed post-elastic behaviour of the members for Units EJ3 and EJ4 has similar 
characteristics to that observed for Units 1 and 2. 
The beam post-elastic behaviour dominated the overall seismic performance for the tests 
on both Units EJ3 and EJ4, and the beam non-linear behaviour was determined by the 
flexural behaviour at the fixed-end for both Units EJ3 and EJ4. No beam shear distresses 
were observed although the code method predicted that the 'beam shear capacity for both 
units EJ3 and EJ4 was only 20% of the shear demand at the stage of developing the 
flexural strength. Due to severe bond degradation along the beam longitudinal 
reinforcement adjacent to the joint core, the plane section assumption was significantly 
violated. As a result, the beam flexural strength was slightly lower than the theoretical 
strength based on, the plane section assumption, and the beam flexural stiffness at first 
yield was significantly lower than the theoretical prediction based on sectional analysis. 
A rotational ductility in the beam fixed-end became a proper index for beam non-linear 
deformation. The beam non-linear property in terms of the flexural strength and rotational 
capacity at the fixed-end was found to be very strongly dependent on the axial load 
imposed on the columns transversely framing into the same joint. When compared with 
the cases with no column axial load, a column axial load of about 0.25A.gfc ' could lead to 
the increase of about 15% in the flexural strength and the increase of 50% to 80% in the 
initial stiffness for the beams. 
This means that the conventional flexure theory, which assumes the member's flexural 
behaviour to be completely determined by the member itself, needs to be modified when 
used for assessing the flexural behaviour at the fixed-ends of as-built reinforced concrete 
members with plain round longitudinal reiriforcement, or a model allowing for the 
deformation within the joint needs to be developed. 
8. The danger of the colunm bar buckling for as-built columns only occurred 
when the columns were near the flexural yielding and this may be related to the steel's 
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Bauschinger effect. For the test of Unit 2, the compressive column axial load was only 
about 0.12 Ag fe' but apparent column bar buckling was observed. For the tests of Units 
EJ3 and EJ4, the compressive column axial load was about 0.25 Ag fe' but no evident 
column bar buckling was observed. The difference between Unit 2 and Units EJ3 and EJ4 
was that, at the stage of developing the flexural strength of the test unit, the columns of 
Unit 2 approached the yielding stage, but the columns of Units EJ3 and EJ4 were still well 
in elastic range. 
Simulated seismic loading test on the retrofitted as-built exterior beam-column joint 
unitREJ1 
9. When the beam bar hooks are bent away from the joint core in the exterior 
columns, the theoretical examination of the force transfer mechanism across the joint core 
shows that an alternative force path across the joint core, which is a concrete stmt mnning 
from the midway of the beam bar hook to the opposite joint corner, needs be actuated and 
this requires sufficient column transverse reinforcement above and below the joint core to 
control the opening of the beam bar hooks in the exterior columns. 
The test on REJ1 showed that fibre-glass jacketing in the column areas above and below 
the joint core controlled the premature concrete tension cracking failure along the beam 
bar hooks and actuated the postulated force transfer path across the joint. The performance 
of Unit REH was comparable to that of Unit EJ2, which had the beam bar hooks bent into 
the joint and was also tested with zero axial column load, suggesting that performance of 
the as-built exterior beam-column joint assemblies with inadequate beam bar hook 
configurations in the exterior columns would be similar to that with the beam bar hooks 
bent into the joint core, should sufficient confinement be provided for the column areas 
immediately above and below the joint cores. 
The overall performance of Unit REB was governed by the degrading beam flexural 
behaviour. 
11.3 MODELLING OF SEISMIC BEHAVIOUR OF AS-BUILT CONCRETE 
MEMBERS WITH PLAIN ROUND LONGITUDINAL BARS 
With adequate analytical model capable of reproducing the inelastic response of individual 
reinforced concrete components, the global post-elastic behaviour of a complete structure 
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can be adequately estimated by integrating the local behaviour of individual structural 
components. The conclusions below are associated with the modelling of the post-elastic 
behaviour of as-built reinforced concrete members with plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement and they are generalised based on the evidence of both the interior and 
exterior beam-column joint tests. 
1. When an as-built reinforced concrete member has plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement, modelling of the post-elastic behaviour of the member should focus on the 
flexural behaviour at the member fixed-ends. A proper index to the member's non-linear 
deformation is the rotational ductility at the fixed-end, rather than the curvature ductility 
associated with Ii given plastic hinge length. 
2. The member non-linear property, in terms of the flexural strength and 
rotational deformation at the fixed-end, was not only dependent on the member itself, but 
also strongly dependent on the member force transfer across the joint, especially 
dependent on the axial actions of the members transversely framing into the same joint. 
The compressive axial load imposed on the transverse members at the same joint would 
enhance the bond mechanism along the member longitudinal reinforcement within the 
joint region, leading to enhanced flexural strength and stiffness at the member fixed-end. 
3. A method for determining the non-linear static flexural behaviour at the fixed-
end of an as-built reinforced concrete member with plain round longitudinal reinforcement 
was proposed and the effect of the compressive column axial load on the beam flexural 
behaviour at the fixed-end was tentatively allowed for. 
The non-linear static flexural behaviour at the fixed-end of an as-built reinforced concrete 
member was represented by a tri-linear monotonic skeleton curve. The three characteristic 
points were the point at the first yield, the point at the attainment of the member ultimate 
flexural strength, and the points at the finish ofthe flexural strength degradation. 
The flexural strengths of as-built reinforced concrete members at first yield and at ultimate 
stage were suggested to be obtained using 85% of the steel yield strength, irrespective of 
the axial action on the transverse members at the same joint. For the beams, the initial 
stiffness at first yield was taken as 50% of the theoretical prediction based on the sectional 
analysis when the columns at the same joint had no axial load present, but it was taken as 
75% of the theoretical predictions when the columns at the same joint were subjected to a 
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compressive column axial load of not less than 0.25Agfc'. The deformation at developing 
the beam ultimate strength was suggested to be twice the yield deformation, based on the 
test evidence. The deformation and the available flexural strength at the finish of the 
degradation were also defined based on the test evidence, and the observed faster beam 
strength degradation due to the compressive column axial action had also been considered 
in the proposed model. When the compressive column axial load was zero, the beam 
flexural strength degraded to 65% of the theoretical flexural strength when the flexural 
deformation was 16 times the theoretical yield deformation. When the compressive 
column axial load was not less than O.25Agfc' , the beam flexural strength degraded to 50% 
of the theoretical flexural strength at the flexural deformation equal to 8 times the 
theoretical yield deformation. For situations between these limits, an interpolation method 
was used. For the columns, the initial stiffness was suggested to be 75% of the theoretical 
prediction without allowing for the effect of the axial load in the beams at the same joint. 
The deformation at developing the column ultimate flexural strength was also suggested to 
be twice the deformation at first yield as for the beams. Regarding the column strength 
degradation, it was suggested that the column flexural strengths degraded to 50% of the 
theoretical strengths when the flexural deformation was 8 times the theoretical yield 
deformation and the beams at the same joint were assumed to have no effect on column 
strength degradation. 
11.4 CONCLUSIONS FROM GLOBAL NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS OF THE SUBJECT BUILDING ........................... _ ..................... _-_._. -~~ --~. 
11.4.1 Seismic Assessment of The Subject Frame Building 
Based on the information on the seismic behaviour of individual reinforced concrete 
members obtained from the simulated seismic loading tests, the seismic assessment of the 
subject reinforced concrete frame structure represented by the as-built test units was 
carried out by conducting the global non-linear static and dynamic analyses using the 
inelastic structural analysis program "RUAUMOKO". In estimating the seismic weight, 
two cases were considered. One case was that the external frame of the subject frame 
building had brick masonry infills, and the other case was that the subject frame building 
had no masonry infills. For both cases, it was assumed that the masonry infills were non-
structural elements and thus they did not contribute to the structural stiffness. Seismic 
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assessment of the subject reinforced concrete frame structure led to the following 
conclusions: 
1. The overall non-linear behaviour of the frame structure was dominated by 
flexure. The subject frame structure would be very unlikely to develop a soft-storey 
column failure mechanism in a major earthquake. 
2. A non-linear static (push-over) analysis showed that the structural post-
yielding performance was governed by the local member deformation capacity and the 
code specified deflection criteria. Before the code specified maximum deflection criteria 
was reached, the member fixed-end rotations were very likely to exceed their capacities. 
3. The P-Ll effect on the structural performance was insignificant, as long as the 
structural deformation satisfied the deflection criteria specified by the code. 
4. No level of structural ductility could be relied on and the structural assessment 
had to be based on an elastic response. In this case, the available structural strength in 
terms of base shear was only 71% of the design seismic force when masonry infills were 
not considered to contribute to the seismic weight, and only 47% of the design seismic 
force when the masomy infills were considered to contribute to the seismic weight. The 
design seismic force was determined according to the current New Zealand design code 
NZS4203: 1992. Inclusion of the contribution of masonry infills in estimating the seismic 
weight could make a significant difference in the estimated structural seismic 
performance. For this case, allowance for the masonry infills in estimating the seismic 
weight, although led to longer fundamental period thus a smaller seismic design force· 
coefficient, gave a much larger seismic weight, resulting in much more inadequate seismic 
performance. 
5. The non-linear dynamic analysis of the subject frame structure, which allowed 
for the contribution of masomy infills to the seismic weight but not for the structural 
stiffness, concluded that the investigated structure would survive during a major 
earthquake of similar magnitude and similar vibration characteristics to the EI Centro 1940 
North-South earthquake motion. 
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11.4.2 Seismic Assessment of The Subject Infilled Frame Building 
A non-linear static analysis of the infilled frame was conducted. The subject building was 
considered to have non-integral brick masonry infills in the external frame and the infills 
not only contributed to the seismic weight but also contributed to the structural stiffness. 
Seismic assessment of the subject infilled frame building came to the following 
conclusions: 
1. The non-integral masonry infills were most likely to fail in horizontal sliding 
shear failure and the masonry infills in this case could be adequately modelled as a shear 
spring. 
2. The infilled frame building would immediately develop a soft story column 
failure mechanism in the first floor, following the horizontal sliding shear failure in the 
masonry panels. After that, the structural performance was similar to a base-isolated 
structure. No level of ductility could be relied on and the structural design had to be based 
on elastic response. 
3. The analysis demonstrated that the earthquake-resistant capacity of the infilled 
frame structure was only 38% of the seismic design demand according to NZS4203: 1992, 
leading to the conclusion that the allowance for the masonry infills caused the structural 
seismic performance to degrade. Due to the presence of the masonry infills, the structural 
dynamic properties changed significantly, leading to a large increase in the seismic design 
force demand. The increase in the structural capacity due to the non-integral masonry 
infills did not match the increase in the seismic demand, resulting in the observed 
degradation in the earthquake resistant capacity of the infilled frame structure. 
11.5 
11.5.1 
L 
MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OBTAINED FORM THIS REASEARCH 
Tests on As-Built Interior Beam-Column Joint Units 
When the interior beam-column joint units with plain round longitudinal bars 
is a marginal weak beam-strong column system, the compressive column axia~ load won't 
improve the system's stiffness performance but causes the strength to be reduced if it is 
expressed as the percentage of the theoretical strength, as was observed for the tests on 
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Units 1 and 2. This is different from the case with deformed longitudinal bars where the 
compressive axial load could improve the system's stiffness performance, 
2. When deformed longitudinal reinforcement is used, the compressive column 
axial load not higher than about O.3Agfc' would improve the joint shear capacity. 
However, when the plain round longitudinal reinforcement is used, the compressive 
column axial load would not have a beneficial effect on the joint shear performance and 
performance could degrade greatly, if there is very small amount of column transverse 
reinforcement within and adjacent to the joint cores and the columns are only marginally 
stronger than the beams at the joint, as was observed for Units 1 and 2. 
This is because the compressive column axial load could enhance the column bar buckling 
for this marginal weak beam-strong column system, resulting in extensive concrete 
spalling within and adjacent to the joint core and significantly reducing the joint shear 
resiting area. As a result, the joint shear performance could greatly degrade. 
3. Compared with the otherwise identical test on as-built interior beam-column 
joint but with deformed longitudinal bars, the use of plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement suppressed the shear failure in the joint core, but led to less satisfactory 
flexural performance, especially the flexural stiffness. 
The code methods do not give adequate results when used for assessing the seismic 
performance of the as-built reinforced concrete components. This is especially true when 
the code methods are used for assessing the shear performance. 
11.5.2 Tests on As-Built and Retrofitted Exterior Beam· Column Joint Units 
1. For the as-built exterior beam-column joint units, when plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement is used and the amount of the column transverse reinforcement is small, the 
premature concrete tension cracking failure along the beam bar hooks, which is initiated 
by the interaction between the column bar buckling and the opening action of the beam 
bar hooks, is the most critical aspect, irrespective of the beam bar hook details, when the 
column axial load was zero. 
2. At an exterior beam-column joint, the columns are usually much stronger in 
flexure than the beam. The compressive column axial load can greatly improve the seismic 
performance of the as-built exterior beam-column joint units. When the compressive 
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column axial is about O.25Agfc', the concrete tension cracking along the beam bar hooks 
can be precluded, consequently, causing the effect of different beam bar hook details on 
the seismic performance of the systems to become very insignificant. This can be seen by 
comparing the test results of Units E11 and EJ2 with the test results of Unit EJ3 and EJ4. 
3. Whereas, in the case of as-built exterior beam-column joints with deformed 
bars, the shear failure in the beam and the joint core initiated the failure of the system, the 
use of plain round longitudinal reinforcement totally suppressed the shear failure in the 
beam and the joint core, but enhanced the premature concrete tension cracking along the 
beam bar hooks when the column axial load is low. The attainment and maintenance of the 
strength and the stiffness of the units were poor, especially the stiffness. 
4. When the beam bar hooks are bent away from the joint core in the exterior 
columns and the compressive column axial load is low, the force transfer mechanism 
across the joint core will be an alternative force path across the joint core, which is a 
concrete strut running from the midway of the beam bar hook to the opposite joint comer. 
In this case, sufficient column lateral reinforcement above and below the joint core needs 
be provided, such as by wrapping the columns, in order to control the opening of the beam 
bar hooks in the exterior columns and actuate the alternative force path across the joint 
core. When the compressive axial load is high, external jacketing of the columns won't 
apparently improve the seismic performance because the member force transfer across the 
joint core in this case has changed. 
11.5.3 
1. 
Generalised Seismic Behaviour of As-Built Concrete Members with Plain 
Round Longitudinal Bars 
When an as-built reinforced concrete member contains plain round longitudinal 
reinforcement, the post-elastic behaviour of the member is dominated by the flexural 
behaviour at the fixed-end of the member, rather than by the premature shear failure as 
was observed for the as-built member with deformed longitudinal reinforcement. Hence, 
the modelling of the post-elastic behaviour of existing reinforced concrete members 
focuses on the flexural behaviour at the member fixed-end. 
A proper index for the non-linear deformation of the member is the rotational ductility at 
the fixed-end, rather than the curvature ductility associated with a given plastic hinge 
length. 
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The member flexural behaviour in terms of the flexural strength and the rotational 
deformation at the fixed-end is closely related to the bond mechanism along the member 
longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region and thus is related to the compressive 
axial load of transverse members at the same joint. 
2. A method for determining the non-linear static flexural behaviour at the fixed-
end of an as-built reinforced concrete member with plain round longitudinal reinforcement 
is proposed and the effect of the compressive column axial load at the same joint on the 
enhancement of the beam flexural behaviour at the fixed-end is tentatively allowed for. 
The non-linear static flexural behaviour at the fixed-end of the member is suggested to be 
a tri-linear monotonic skeleton curve. The three characteristic points are the point at the 
first yield, the point at the attainment of the member ultimate flexural strength, and the 
points at the finish of the flexural strength degradation. 
In determining the point at the first yield and the point at the attainment of the member 
ultimate flexural strength, the adverse effect of severe bond degradation along the member 
longitudinal reinforcement on the flexural strength and stiffness is allowed for. The 
enhancement of the beam flexural stiffness due to the compressive column axial load at 
the same joint is also allowed for. In determining the point at the finish of the strength 
degradation, the effect of the compressive column axial action on the beam flexural 
strength degradation is also incorporated in the proposed model. 
11.5.4 Seismic Assessment of The Subject Reinforced Concrete Building 
1. When a building has the plain round longitudinal reinforcement, the potential 
problem areas are the concrete tension cracking failure along the beam bar hooks in the 
exterior columns and the poor flexural behaviour at the member fixed-ends, rather than the 
premature shear failure in the beams and the joints as is the case with deformed 
longitudinal reinforcement. 
2. When the as-built reinforced concrete frame structure has no masonry infills, 
which acts as structural elements, the structure is very unlikely to develop a soft-storey 
column failure mechanism in a major earthquake. The overall non-linear behaviour of the 
structure is dominated by flexure. The structure can have a large deformation capacity but 
it does not perform in a ductile manner. In this case, the use of a displacement ductility is 
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no longer meaningful and a inter-storey drift becomes a better index to the whole 
structure's deformation capacity, as revealed by the tests. No level of structural ductility 
can be relied on and the seismic assessment has to be based on the elastic response. The 
earthquake resisting capacity of the structure is not adequate, according to the current code 
demand. 
3. When the frame building had non-integral masonry infills as structural 
elements, the building would develop a soft story column failure mechanism in the first 
floor, immediately after the attainment of the maximum shear strength in the infills. After 
that, the structure would perform in a similar way to a base-isolated structure. Unlike the 
bare frame, the structural deformation capacity of the infilled frame was small. No level of 
ductility could be relied on and the analysis has to be based on elastic response. The 
allowance for the non-integral masonry panels means that the structural earthquake-
resisting capacity was more inadequate, compared to that without allowance for the 
masonry panels. However, if the masonry panels exist in a structure, they should be 
included in the analytical model in order that the assessment can have any validity for the 
real structure. 
11.6 RECOMMENDATIONS AND SUGGETSIONS FOR FUTURE 
RESEARCH 
1. It is suggested that degrading flexural behaviour of the as-built reinforced 
concrete members can be upgraded by using external passive or active jacketing adjacent 
to the member areas adjacent to the joint core. A quantitative study on the enhancement of 
the member flexural strength and the stiffness needs to be studied. 
2. A proper member model capable of relating the non-linear flexural behaviour 
of the members with other members framing into the same joint should be developed. 
Such a member model would be very useful when the member fixed-end rotational 
deformation is significant. 
3. Enhancement of the beam flexural behaviour in terms of the beam flexural 
strength versus the rotational deformation at the beam fixed-end due to the compressive 
column axial load varying over a broader range needs to be studied by conducting tests on 
both as-built and well-designed reinforced concrete members. 
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4. Influences of the column cross sectional details, including the column overall 
depth, the column bar arrangement etc, on the beam flexural behaviour at the fixed-end 
should be studied, when the deformed longitudinal bars are used (see Section 8.2.2.3). 
Member deformation in the form of the rotation at the fixed-end is mainly associated with 
bond mechanism along the member longitudinal reinforcement within the joint region, 
therefore the member deformation at the fixed end is also affected by the other members at 
the same joint. For example, the bond mechanism along the beam deformed longitudinal 
reinforcement within the joint core would be enhanced should the columns have 
intermediate longitudinal bars going through the joint. As a result, the beam fixed-end 
rotational deformation would reduce and the beam flexural behaviour at the fixed-end 
would be enhanced. 
5. For ~he seismic assessment of the subject structure conducted by Hakuto et aI, 
the code equation was used for assessing the flexural and shear behaviour of the members 
and the joints. Hakuto's tests showed that the code equation was too conservative for 
predicting the shear performance. Hence, a non-linear two-dimensional analysis needs to 
be conducted for the subject structure, where the defonned longitudinal reinforcement is 
assumed and the information revealed by Hakuto et al on the post-elastic behaviour of the 
members is employed. Such an analysis could reveal the difference in the structural 
responses due to the effect of the steel type used. 
6. A three-dimensional non-linear analysis should be conducted for this 
reinforced concrete structure to study the possible torsional effect on the global behaviour 
of the structure. Also ~ three-dimensional analysis would more properly model the 
peculiar geometry of the sixth floor of the prototype building. 
7. The behaviour of masonry infills in these older structures needs more 
elaborate investigation under both push-over and time history analyses, with an emphasis 
on using a more appropriate model for the masonry infills. 
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APPENDIX A: 
SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OF TEST UNITS 
1. . FLEXURAL STRENGTH CALCULATION OF BEAMS AND COLUMNS 
Calculation Rules: 
• Equilibrium equation using New Zealand Code Approach NZS3101:1995 was 
(1.1) 
where: N* is the applied axial load, N* is positive if in compression and negative if in tension, see 
Fig.A-1; a is the depth of equivalent rectangular concrete compressive zone, a ::: f3 c, and c is the 
depth of concrete compressive zone in calculating the strains using plane section assumption; 
A~ and fs' are the flexural compressive steel area and the compressive steel stress in flexural 
compression steel respectively; As and fy are the flexural tension steel area and the steel tension 
stress in flexural tension steel; b is the width of the member. 
• fJ is 0.85 if fe' s 30 MPa, however, if fe' > 30 MPa, f3 = 0.85 - 0.008 (fe' -30) 
but fJ 2: 0.65 has to be satisfied. 
• a 1 = 0.85 for fe's 55 MPa, and a 1 = 0.85 -O.004( fe' -55) for fe' >55MPa, but a1 must be 
not less than 0.75. 
• Compressive flexural steel strain is found by using plane section theory and assuming the 
extreme concrete compressive strain is 0.003 as follows: 
£~ = c-d' 0.003 (1.2) 
c 
(1.3) 
c 
• Flexural strength can be found using the following equation: 
M b = As fy (d - d) + a1 fc'a b (d'-a/2) (1.4) 
h ., h ,h a 
Me = As fy (d - ) + As fs ( d - - ) + a 1 fe a b ( - - ) (1.5) 2 2 2 2 
The diagrams for beam and column flexural strength calculation are illustrated in Fig. A-1. 
The dimensions and reinforcing amounts used in beam and column strength calculation is listed in 
Table 1.1(a) and Table 1.1(b) for the interior beam column joint units and the exterior beam-
column joint units respectively. It is noted that the two interior beam column joint units had the 
same dimensions and the same amount of reinforcing bars, and the four exterior beam-column 
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joint units had the same dimensions and the same amount of reinforcing bars except the beam bar 
hook details in exterior columns. 
Table 1.1( a) Dimensions and Reinforcing Detail Parameters of Units 1 and 2 
For beam positive bending For beam negative bending For column bending 
As (mm2) 905 1809.6 1357 
As' (mm2) 1809.6 905 1357 
p(%) 0.656 1.31 1.13 
p' (%) 1.31 0.656 1.13 
d(mm) 460 460 260 
d'(mm) 40 40 40 
b(mm) 300 300 460 
EsCMPa ) 2xlO~MPa 
Table 1.1(b) Dimensions and Reinforcing Detail Parameters of Units EJl through EJ4 
For beam positive bending For beam negative bending For column bending 
As (mm2) 905 1357 905 
As' (mm2) 1357 905 905 
p(%) 0.656 0.983 
p' (%) 0.983 0.656 0.468 
d(mm) 460 460 420 
d'(mm) 40 40 40 
b(mm) 300 300 460 
Es(MPa/ 2xlO j MPa 
Table 1.2 Parameters fe', fy, fyt N* ,a1 and f3 for all units 
Unit fe' (MPa) fy(MPa) fyt(MPa) N*(N) a 1 f3 
Unit 1 43.8 321 318 0.0 0.85 0.74 
Unit 2 48.9 321 318 800,000 0.85 0.70 
UnitEJl 34.0 321 318 0.0 0.85 0.82 
UnitEJ2 29.2 321 318 0.0 0.85 0.85 
Unit EJ3 34.0 321 318 1,800,000 0.85 0.82 
UnitEJ4 365 321 318 1,800,000 0.85 0.80 
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To simplify the calculation of the member flexural strength, the parameters fe', f y , N* ,a1 
and p are summarised in Table 1.2 for all units, and the calculated member flexural strengths is 
summarised in Table 1.3 for all the units. 
Tablel.3 Member Flexural Strength of Test Units 
Unit Beam Negative Bending Beam Positive Bending Column 
Unit 1 c=53.6mm c=39mm c = 38 mm 
a =39mm a = 29mm a= 28mm 
M;=250kN-m M;=129 kN-m M =108 kN-m c 
Unit 2 c = 51.8 mm c=38mm c = 67rnm 
a = 36 rnm a=27mm a = 47rnm 
I u- 251 kN-m M; = 129 kN-m Me=': 198kN-m HJ.b 
Unit Ell c=48.2mm c=40.2mm c=34.5mm 
a=40mm a::: 33 mm a::: 28.3 mm 
M; = 190 kN-m M; = 129 kN-m M =120kN-m c 
Unit EJ2 c::: 56.7mm c= 41,4mm c = 36.1 rnm 
a=43mm a=35.2mm a::: 30.6 mm 
M;=189 kN-m M;=128kN-m M =119kN-m e 
Unit EJ3 c=48.2mm c=40.2mm c= 154.8mm 
a=40mm a = 33 mm a::: 127mm 
fs' =600 c - 40 >321 
c 
fs'=321MPa 
M;=190kN-m M:=129 kN-m M =392kN-m c 
Unit EJ4 c=47.3mm c=39.8mm c= 148.3 mm 
a = 37.8 mm a = 31.8 mm a= 118.7mm 
fs' =600 c - 40 >321 
c 
fs'=321MPa 
M; = 19'0 kN-m M;=129 kN-m Me = 400.0 kN-m 
The ratio of the sum of column moment capacity to the sum of beam moment capacity, calculated 
at the centre-line of the joint core, is listed in Table 1,4 for all test units. 
Table 1.4 Ratio of Column Flexural Strength to Beam Flexural Strength at a Joint 
Units Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit EJl Unit EJ2 Unit EB Unit EJ4 
"iM e / "iM b 0.63 1.16 2.07 (+) 2.07 (+) 6.76 (+) 6.90 (+) 
1,40 (-) 1,40 (-) 4.59(-) 4.68 (-) 
( +) means that the value is associated with the positive beam bending direction and (-) means that 
the value is associated with the beam negative bending direction. 
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From Table 1.4, it is clear that Unit 1 would develop plastic hinges in columns, but Unit 2 would 
develop plastic hinges in beams. For all the four exterior beam-column joint units En through 
EJ4, the beam would develop plastic hinge. 
2. CALCUIATION OF MEMBER YIELD CURVATURES 
(1). Depth of Concrete Compressive Zone at First Yield: 
• For Beams and Columns without Axial Load 
Members should be still in the elastic range at first yield stage. In this case, the depth of the 
concrete compressive zone can be found by assuming a triangular distribution of concrete 
compressive stress. Under this assumption, k can be found as follows for the member with zero 
axial load [Pl]: 
'd' ! 
k = [(p + p')2n2 + 2(p + ~)n]2 - (p + p')n 
d 
(1.6) 
where k is the coefficient of the concrete compressive zone, kd is the depth of the concrete 
compressive zone, and n is the ratio of steel elastic modulus to concrete elastic modulus. 
5 ~ Es = 2xlO MPafor all units, and Ee = 3320" Ie + 6900(MPa) = 28872, 30116, 26259, 
24840, 26259 and 20958 MPa, according to NZS3101:1995, for Units 1, 2, En, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 
respectively. When ACI equation Ee = 4730Jt: (MPa) is used, Ee = 31303, 33076, 27580, 
25560, 27580 and 28576 MPa, for Units 1, 2, En, EJ2, EJ3 and EJ4 respectively. Using the 
second set of concrete elastic modulus, the ratio of steel elastic modulus to concrete elastic 
modulus is calculated and listed in Table 1.5. 
Table 1.5 Ratio of Steel Elastic Modulus to Concrete Elastic Modulus 
Unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit En Unit EJ2 Unit EJ3 Unit EJ4 
n=Es/Ec 6.4 6.0 7.3 7.8 7.3 7.0 
• For Columns with Compressive Axial Load 
Say the compressive axial load is N' , assuming that concrete compressive stress be in elastic 
range, so use the following equation to find k at the first yield stage (see Fig.A-2), 
B~ = (kd-d')/ (d-kd) By 
Be = kd/(d -kd)XBy 
(1.7) 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
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(2). Member Curvature and Moment Capacity at First Yield 
<I> = Iy 
y E
s
d(1-k) (1.10) 
1 .. 1 . 
My=As l y(d- 3 kd)+ As IS(3 kd-d) if N* =0.0 (1.11) 
1 .. 1 
My = As I y ( d - "2 h ) + As x Is ( d - 2 h ) 
1 1 1 
+ - kd f. b (-h-- kd) 2 c 2 3 if N* ¢ 0.0 (1.11)' 
Calculated member curvatures at first yield using the method described above are summarised in 
Table 1.6 for all the units. 
Calculation of yield curvatures of columns with axial load, such as, for Unit 2, Units EB and EJ4, 
are described in detail below, because of its complexity. 
Table 1.6 Member Curvatures at First Yield 
Unit Beam Negative Bending Beam Positive Be luron 
k <I>y (x 10-6) k I <I> y (x 10-6 ) k <I>y (x 10-6) 
Unit 1 0.311 5.0 0.213 4.4 0.288 8.6 
Unit 2 0.304 5.0 0.209 4.4 0.43 10.7 
Unit EH 0.288 4.9 0.23 4.5 0.21 4.8 
Unit EJ2 0.30 5.0 0.24 4.6 0.22 4.9 
Unit 9 4.9 0.23 4.5 0.52 7.9 
8 4.9 0.23 4.5 0.50 7.7 
(3). Detailed Calculation of Yield Curvature of Columns with Axial Load 
The calculation of yield curvature of columns with axial load, such as the columns for Unit 2, 
Units EJ3 and EJ4 is described in detail as follows due to the complexity caused by the presence of 
column axial load. 
• Column Yield Curvature of Unit 2 
Iy =321MPa, As A~ =1357 mm2 , I;::: 48.9MPa, b ::: 460mm, d ::: 300-40 ::: 260 (mm) 
p = p! == 0.0113, Ec==4730 fi: MPa =33076 MPa, Es= 200000 MPa, n::: 6 
Substituting the parameters above into Eqs.(l.7), (1.8) and (1.9) leads to 
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260k - 40 260k 
1357 x 321 + 800000 =1357 x x & Es + O.5k x -- & y Ee x 460 
260(1- k) y 1- k 
This gives k = 0.43 
k , 
Check, fe = fy In = 40.35 MPa < fe =43.8 MPa, Approximately "ok" 1-k . 
€l> y = 10.7E-06 
• Column Yield Curvature of Unit EJ3 
substituting the relevant parameters of Unit EJ3in Table 1.1(b), Table 1.2 and Table 1.5 into 
equations 1.7, 1.8 and 1.9 leads to 
42k-4 
905 x 321 + 1800000 =905 x x & yEs + O.5k x 
42(1- k) 
420k &yEc x460 
l-k 
This gives k = 0.48, fe = k fy In = 40.87 MPa > fe' =34MPa, so concrete is in non-linear state 
l-k 
and linear concrete stress distribution is obviously not true. Hence using the following equation 
[Cl]: 
A; Is' + a1 Ie' fJ c b = As Iy + N * 
where: &; = (c-d')1 (d-c)&y 
(1.12) 
c - 40 I d fJ . . f C1' y' a1 an are lIsted for different concrete stress states 1ll Re erence , usmg 420 -c . 
trial method to find the "c". 
For concrete of t;, & ~ =0.00215 (Concrete Peak Strain) 
(1). Try &t / &>0.75, a 1 =0.762, fJ =0.691 
'" c-40 
so: As Is + a1 Ie fJ c b = 905 x321 + 0.691 xO.762x 34 xcx 460=2090505 420-c 
905(c-40) 321+8235.112 c(420-c) =2090505(420-c) 
c
2 
-709.3c+108061 =0, c =221.6 mm 
d -c 3 Check: & s = -- &/ =1.44368 x 10- ,so below yield, try again 
c 
(2) Try &/ / &~ =1, a1 =0.884 fJ =0.728 
'" c-40 
so: As Is + a1 fe fJ c b = 905 x 321 + 0.884 x 0.728 x 34 x c x 460=2090505 420-c 
c
2 
-656.7c+88414 =0, so c=189 mm 
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d -c 
Check: 8 s = -- 8( =2.6266 X 10-3 , so much bigger than first yield strain. Use interpolation 
c 
method to find a good c, 
189 - 221.6 
c = 221.6 + 3 3 (1.60S-1.44368)x10-3 =217 mm 
2.6266x10- -1.44368xlO-
, 0.884 - 0.762 
In that case, fs =280 MPa, a l =0.762+ (217-221.6)=0.779 189 - 221.6 
f3 =0.691+ 0.728 - 0.691 (217-221.6)=0.696 
189 - 221.6 
+ _ 1.605 X 10-3 -6 
<I>ye = <P ye =8yl(d-c) = =7.91x10 420 - 217 
M:e = M;e =90S x 321 x (230-40) + A~ fs' (230-40) + a l fe' f3 C b ( 230 - o.S f3 c) 
= 387609107 N-mm = 388 kN-m 
• Column Yield Curvature of Unit EJ4 
fy =321MPa, As = A~ = 90S mm2 , fe' =36.S MPa, b= 460mm, d=460-40 =420 (mm) 
p = p' = 0.468%, Ee = 4730 Jt: MPa =28S76 MPa, Es = 200000 MPa, n = 7 
Substituting the parameters above into Eqs.(1.7), (1.8) and (1.9) leads to: 
42k-4 420k 
90S x 321 + 1800000 =90S x x 8 yEs + O.5k x -- 8 y Ee x 460 
42(1-k) 1-k 
This gives k = 0.473 
Check: fe = ~ f y In = 41MPa > f; =34 MPa, so concrete is in non-linear state and Equation 
1-k 
(1.12) should be sued, similar to that for Unit EJ3. 
Using trial method to find the "c". 
For concrete of f; = 36.S MPa, 8 ~ =0.0021S (Concrete Peak Strain), use the values. associated 
with fe' = 34 MPa due to unavailable data for fe' = 36.S MPa in Reference C1. 
(1). Try 8( / 8~ =0.7S, a l =0.762, f3 =0.691 
'" c-40 
so: As fs + a l fe f3 c b = 90S x321 + 0.691xO.762x36.Sxcx460=2090S0S 420-c 
c
2 
-689.Sc+l006S8.6 =0 so c =210 mm 
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Check: = d - C 6 t =1.6125 xlO-
3
, and it is close to steel yield strain of 6 y =1.605 X 10-3 • 
C 
, c-40 fs = fy =260 MPa 
420-c 
1.605 xlO-3 
---- = 7.66 X 10-6 
420-210 
M;e = M yc =905 x 321 x (230-40) + A; fs' (230-40) + a 1 fe' f3 C b ( 230 - 0.5 f3 c) 
;;:;; 392205015 N-mm = 392 kN-m 
3. CALCULATION OF MEMBER ULTIMATE CURVATURE OF TEST UNITS 
Member ultimate curvatures are calculated using the measured material strengths and assuming 
that the ultimate concrete compressive strain is 0.004. Similar to the flexural strength calculation, 
find the distance form the extreme compression fibre to the neutral axis, c, which satisfies the 
equilibrium equation (1.1). 
(1.1) 
The previous equations 1.2 and 1.3, in the case of using the ultimate concrete compressive strain 
of 0.004, become: 
6~ = c-d' 0.004 (1.2)' 
c 
(1.3)' 
<I> = 0.004 
" 
(1.13) 
c 
The calculated member ultimate curvature is listed in Tables 1.7 for tests on Units 1, 2, En 
through EJ4. 
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Table 1.7 Calculated Member Ultimate Curvature 
• Unit Beam Negative Bending Beam Positive Bending Column 
c(mm) cI> u (x 10-5 ) c(mm) cI> u (x 10-5 ) c(mm) cI>,,(x10-5 ) 
Unit 1 50 8.0 39 10.3 37.8 10.6 
Unit 2 50 8.0 37 10.8 62.8 6.4 
Unit En 46.7 8.6 40.2 9.9 35.3 11.3 
UnitEJ2 48.6 8.2 41 9.8 36.7 10.9 
~nitEJ3 46.2 8.7 40 10 165.1 2.4 
itEJ4 46 8.7 40 10 157.7 2.5 
Table 1.8 Calculated Member Curvature Ductility Factor /-l¢> 
f Bending cI> y (x 1.0E-06) ~ /-l¢> 
-" direction 
Negative 5.0 180 16 
Unit 1 Beams bending 
Positive 4.4 103 23 
Bending 
Columns 8.6 106 12 
Negative 5.0 80 16 
Unit 2 Beams bending 
Positive 4.4 108 25 
bending 
Columns 10.7 64 6 
Negative 4.9 86 18 
Unit En Beam bending 
Positive 4.5 99 22 
bending 
Columns 4.8 113 24 
Negative 5.0 82 16 
Unit EJ2 Beam Bending 
Positive 4.6 98 21 
Bending 
Columns 4.9 109 22 
Negative 4.9 87 18 
Unit EJ3 Beam Bending 
Positive 4.5 100 22 
Bending 
Columns 7.9 24 3 
Negative 4.9 87 18 
UnitEJ4 Beam Bending 
Positive 4.5 100 22 
Bending 
7.7 25 3 
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4. Member Curvature Ductility Factor 
Based on the calculated member curvature at first yield (Table 1.6) and at ultimate stage (Table 
1.7), the curvature ductility factors of members are computed and listed in Table 1.8 for all the test 
units. 
5. THE IMPOSED SHEAR FORCES ON THE MEMBERS: 
5.1 Storey Shear Strength and Imposed Column Shear For.ces 
The storey shear strength, Vc of each unit is developed at the attainment of the theoretical flexural 
strengths of the critical members. For all the six tests, except the test on Unit 1, the theoretical 
storey shear force strength of the unit is dominated by the flexural strengths of the beams (beam). 
Vc is calculated as follows: 
For interior beam-column joint units, 
V M; +Mb 1905 - x (N) 
C - (1905 -150) 3200 for weak beam-strong column systems, such as, Unit 2 
V Me () 
c= 1600 _ 250 N for weak column-strong beam systems, such as, Unit 1 
For exterior beam-column joint units, the storey shear force strength of the unit is dominated by 
the beam flexural strength, 
V
c
+ = M; xI905/3200(N) 
1905 -230 
for positive beam bending 
V
e
-= M; xI905/3200(N) 
1905 -230 
for negative beam bending 
Note that the flexural moment capacity has a unit N-mm in above equations. 
The theoretical storey shear force strength is summarised in Table 1.9 for all the units. 
Table 1.9 Storey Shear Force Strength of Test Units 
Unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit En 
+ + 
Vc (kN) 80 128 46 67 46 
vn c (MPa) 0,10 ·0.15 0,06E 0.06 
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The imposed shear forces on members should be calculated at the development of the theoretical 
storey shear strength of the unit. Therefore, the imposed column shear force is actually the storey 
shear strengths of the unit, Vc' 
The maximum nominal column shear stress at the theoretical flexural strength of the unit is given 
by 
Vc 
v =--
n,c b d 
c c 
(1.14) 
Hence the nominal column shear stress at the theoretical flexural strength of the unit is 0.10 K ' 
0.15 K, 0.06 K, 0.064 K, 0.06 K and 0.06 Jt: MPa for Units 1, 2, EJl to EJ4 
respectivel y. 
5.2 Imposed Beam Shear Force 
The imposed beam shear force should be calculated according to the storey shear force strength of 
the unit. 
For a weak beam-strong column system, the maximum imposed beam shear forces are usually 
obtained at the development of beam negative flexural strength because beam negative flexural 
strengths are larger than beam positive flexural strengths. For a weak column-strong beam system, 
the imposed beam shear forces are obtained at the development of the system's storey shear force 
strength using force equilibrium condition. 
Vb = Vc x 3200/3810 = 67 kN 
_ 1 
Vb = M b (kN-mm) /(1905- - hb )(mm) =143 kN 
2 
Vb = M; (kN-mm) /(1905- 1:. hb )(mm) =113 kN 
2 
for Unit 1 
for Unit 2 
for Unit EJl through EJ4 
The imposed beam shear forces for all test units are listed in Table 1.10. 
Table 1.10 Imposed Beam Shear Force (kN) 
Unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit EJl Unit EJ2 Unit EB Unit EJ4 
Vb (kN) 67 143 113 113 113 113 
vn b (MPa) 0.073K 0.15K 0.14K 0.15K 0.14K 0.14Jt: 
The maximum nominal beam shear stress at the theoretical flexural strength of the units is given 
by 
Vb 
V ---
lI,b- b d 
w 
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(1.15) 
Hence the nominal beam shear stress at the theoretical flexural strength of the units is 0.073 fi: ' 
respectively. 
5.3 Imposed Maximum Horizontal Joint Shear Force 
The imposed horizontal joint shear force is 
Vjh == Tl + Tz - Vc for interior beam-column joints 
for exterior beam-column joint 
(1.16) 
(1.17) 
where: Tl and Tz are the tensile forces in tension reinforcement of the left and right beams 
respectively for interior beam-column joints, when the storey shear strength is developed; Tb is 
the tensile forces in beam tension reinforcement for exterior beam-column joints, when the storey 
shear strength is developed. 
For Unit 1, which was a weak column-strong beam system, the imposed horizontal joint shear 
force is estimated by assuming that the two beams share equally the imposed bending moment 
because the beams still in the elastic range. In elastic range, the beam steel tension stress, Is, can 
be found by getting k using equation 1.6. With the known k and the known external bending 
moment, using equation 1.11 can give the correspondent beam steel tension stress. Beam steel 
tension forces, Tl and Tz then can be calculated based on beam steel tension stress. 
Typically, external bending moment is 118 kN-m for the beams of Unit 1, the k is found to be k == 
0.311 for beam negative bending of Unit 1 and k= 0.213 for beam positive bending of Unit 1. As a 
result, Bs = 7.88 X 10-4 and Bs =1.S2E-03 for beam negative bending and positive bending 
respectively. 
Therefore, Vjh = T;. + Tz - Vc = 483 kN for Unit 1 
For the rest five tests, including tests on Unit 2, Unit EH through Unit EJ4, the storey shear force 
strength of the unit is governed by the beam flexural strength, so the beam steel tension forces are 
the steel forces at yield level. 
for Unit 2 
Vj/J As I y Vc = 1357 x 321 - 67500 (N) = 368 kN for Units EH through EJ4 
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Table 1.11 Imposed horizontal joint shear force (leN) 
Unit Unit 1 Unit 2 UnitEJl UnitEJ2 UnitEJ3 UnitEJ4 
Vjh (leN) 483 744 368 368 368 
vjh(MPa) o.sfi 0.8fi .3fi 0.3fi 0.3fi 
Similarly, the nominal horizontal joint shear stress at the development of the flexural strengths of 
the test units can be calculated using 
V jh 
v jh =--bjhc 
(1.18) 
It gives 0.5 fi ' 0.8 It: ' 0.3 fi ' 0.3 fi ' 0.3 fi and 0.3 fi MPa for Units 1, 2 EJl to 
EJ4 respectively. Alternatively, the nominal horizontal joint shear stress at the development of the 
flexural strengths of the test units is 0.08 fe', 0.11 f;, 0.05 fe', 0.06 fe', 0.05 f;, 0.05 fe'MPa for 
Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit EJl, Unit EJ2, Unit EJ3 and Unit EJ4 respectively. 
The imposed joint horizontal shear forces and the nominal horizontal joint shear stress are 
summarised in Table 1.11 for all test units. 
6. ESTIMATION OF SHEAR CAPACITY OF MEMBERS AND BEAM· COLUMN 
JOINTS 
Estimation of the shear capacity was carried out using both the NZS3101 Method and the current 
seismic assessment procedures recommended by Park. Measured material strengths and a strength 
reduction factor of unity are used here. 
6.1 NZS3101: 1995 Method 
The probable shear force strengths of the plastic hinge regions are calculated using NZS3101: 
1995 design provisions for structures designed for ductility. The shear strengths of other regions 
are calculated using the non-s~ismic design provisions of NZS3101: 1995. It is noted that 
NZS3101 does not have a method for calculating the shear strength of existing beam-column 
joints. 
(1). Beam Shear Force Capacity 
According to NZS3101:1995, the beam shear force capacity is calculated as follows: 
(1.19) 
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where: Ve =nominal shear stress carried by the concrete mechanism, fe' = probable concrete 
compressive strength, bw = width of beam web, d= effective depth of beam, Av ==area of transverse 
shear reinforcement, Pw = As / bw d and As is area of tension reinforcement. 
In the non-seismic provisions of NZS3101: 1995, 
Vc =(0.07+lOpw)Vfc' (fc' is in unit of MPa) (1.20) 
In plastic hinge regions, 
Vc =0.0 (1.21) 
For the beams of Unit 1, non-seismic provision is applied because the beams were not expected to 
form plastic hinges. For other test units, including Unit 2 and Units EJl through EJ4, v c is taken as 
zero in calculating the beam shear force capacity. The calculated beam shear force capacity for 
Unit 1, Unit 2, Unit Ell through EJ4 using the method of NZS3101: 1995 are respectively 146 kN, 
22 kN, 22 kN, 22 kN, 22kN and 22 kN. 
(2). Column Shear Force Capacity 
According to NZS3101:1995, the column shear capacities are calculated as follows: 
Avfytd 
Vpc = v cbwd + s = Vpc,c + Vpc,s (1.22) 
(1.23) 
where: Ag == column gross sectional area, Pw == column tensile reinforcement ratio, bw = column 
width, d= effective depth of column section, Av = area of transverse reinforcement, fYI = yield 
strength of transverse reinforcement. 
In non-seismic provisions of NZS3101: 1995, 
vb=kfi: =(0.07+lOPw)fi: (1.24) 
In plastic hinge regions where the axial load is less than 0.1 fe', 
(1.25) 
Hence, 
Vpc,c = 0.0 for Unit 1 
for Unit 2 
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= 132 kN for Unit EJ1 
= 122 kN for Unit EJ2 
== 230kN for Unit E13 
== 232 kN for Unit EJ4 
The contribution of column transverse reinforcement to the total column shear force capacities is: 
Avfytd 
Vpcs = ==56.6x2x318x260/230==41kN 
, s 
for Units 1 and 2 
Afd 
Vpc S = v yt == 56.6 x 318 x 420/305 = 25 kN 
, s 
for Units EJl to EJ4 
Column shear force strength is the sum of the contribution of concrete to the shear strength and the 
contribution of column transverse reinforcement to the shear strength. 
6.2 Method Proposed by Park in Reference P6 
Detailed description of the method proposed by Park for estimating the shear force strength of 
members and beam-column joints can be seen in Chapter 2. For the members where plastic hinges 
were expected, the member shear strength will be estimated by taking into account of the imposed 
member curvature ductility. Generally, the method proposed by Park in Reference P6 will give 
less conservative estimations of the shear force capacity of the members and beam-column joints 
in existing reinforced concrete structures. 
(1). Beam Shear Force Capacity 
The beam shear capacities are estimated as follows, according to the method proposed by Park 
[P6]: 
(1.26) 
For the beams of Unit 1 where plastic hinges were not expected, k is taken as 0.2 (see Chapter 2). 
For the beams of Unit 2 and Units En through EJ4 where plastic hinges were expected, k is found 
according to the imposed ductility factor of the members (see Table 1.12 for all units). 
Using the values of parameters summarised in Table 1.1(a) and Table 1.1(b) and the coefficient k 
in Table 1.12, the beam shear force capacity is estimated for all the units (see Table 1.12). 
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Table 1.12 Coefficient k for Estimating Beam Shear Force Capacity 
Units Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit Ell Unit EJ2 Unit EJ3 Unit EJ4 
fc'(MPa) 43.8 48.9 34 29.2 34 36.5 
k 0.2 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Vpb(leN) 204 70 62 59 62 63 
(2). Column Shear Force Capacity 
Using the proposed method for estimating the column shear force capacities by Priestley, rather 
than the method by Park, the column shear force capacities are estimated as follows (see Chapter 
2): 
Table 1.13 Estimation of Column Shear Force Capacity Using Method in P6 
Units Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit Ell Unit EJ2 Unit EJ3 Unit EJ4 
fc'(MPa) 43.8 48.9 34 29.2 34 36.5 
N* (leN) 0.0 800 0.0 0.0 1800 1800 
a (mm) 28 47 28 31 127 119 
tana NA NA NA NA 0.104 0.107 
k 0.1 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 0.29 
Vc,c (leN) 73 224 286 265 286.2 296.9 
I 
Vn (leN) 0 72 I 0 0 187.2 192.6 
Vc,s(leN) 61 61 38.8 38.8 38.8 38.8 
Vpc(leN) 134 358 325 304 512 528 
(1.27) 
(1.28) 
(1.29) 
V
Il 
= N* tan a (1.30) 
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where: a is the equivalent depth of the rectangular compressive concrete block at ultimate state. 
Detailed calculation of column shear force capacity is listed in Table 1.13 for all the units, based 
on the expected curvature ductility imposed as listed in Table 1.8. 
(3). Horizontal Shear Force Capacity of Beam-Column Joints 
The maximum horizontal shear capacity of beam-column joints is calculated using only the current 
seismic assessment procedures proposed by Park. NZS3101: 1995 gives no indication for 
estimating the shear force capacities of existing beam-column joint cores. 
For both interior and exterior beam-column joints, the probable horizontal shear force capacity is 
obtained by the following equation [P6]. 
(1.31) 
, N* 
where: v c == k fi 1 + . fi and k is the coefficient associated with the imposed ductility 
Agk Ie 
factor, bj and h j are the effective joint width and depth respectively, and they are determined based 
on NZS3101: 1995. 
According to NZS3101:1995, h j is taken as he' which is the overall depth of column in the 
direction of the horizontal joint shear to be considered, bj is taken as: 
I. where be > bw : either bi = be , or bi = bw +0.5 he' whichever is the smaller; 
II. where be < bw : either bj ::: b w or bj = be + 0.5 he' whichever is the smaller. 
As a result, bj :::: 450 mm and h j ::: 300 mm for two interior beam-column joints, but bi ::: 460 mm 
and h j:::: 460 mm for the four exterior beam-column joint units. 
VPjh,s::: contribution of horizontal joint shear reinforcement, and it is zero for two interior beam-
column joints and VPjh,s ::::56.6 x 318 =18 kN for the four exterior beam-column joint units. 
Detailed calculation is seen in Table 1.14. 
Table 1.14, Estimated Horizontal Joint Shear Capacity 
Unit Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit EJl Unit EJ2 Unit EJ3 UnitEJ4 
N' (kN) 0.0 800.0 0.0 0.0 1800.0 1800.0 
Ic'(MPa) 43.8 48.9 34 29.2 34 36.5 
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I k 0.3 0.3 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.3 
• 
Vc 1.99 4.07 0.583 1.621 2.302 4.325 
VPih (kN) 268 550 141 361 505 9 
The estimated shear force capacity of beams, columns and beam-column joints, for all the units, is 
listed in Table 1.15. The investigation of the amount of transverse reinforcement for resisting the 
shear force is seen in Chapter 4. 
Table 1.15 Shear Force Capacity of Beams, Columns and Beam-Column Joints (kN) 
I Part of Units Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit En Unit EJ2 Unit EJ3 Unit EJ4 
Beams, Vpb (kN) 146 22 22 22 22 22 
(204) (70) (62) (59) (62) (63) 
Columns, Vpc (kN) 41 250 157 147 255 257 
(134) (358) (325) (304) (512) (528) 
Beam-Column (268) (550) (141) (361) (505) (933) 
Joints, VPih (kN) 
Note: Values without bracket are given by NZS3101: 1995, and the values with brackets are 
given by the method proposed by Park [P6]. 
7. Requirement of Transverse Reinforcement Quantities for Anti-buckling 
For all the tests, the axial load ratios on the columns are low. In tbis case (N*< O.3Ag t;), the 
transverse reinforcement is more required for preventing buckling of longitudinal bars than that for 
confining the compressed concrete. Hence, apart from the investigation of the amount of 
transverse reinforcement according to the shear requirement as conducted before, the amount of 
transverse reinforcement is also investigated according to the requirement for preventing bar 
buckling using NZS3101: 1995. The procedure proposed in Reference P6 does not have a method 
in this regard. 
7.1 Beams 
• Code Specification on Spacing Limit of Beam Transverse Reinforcement 
According to NZS3101: 1995, centre-to-centre spacing of stirrups or ties along the beam members 
shall not exceed the smaller of the least lateral dimension of the cross section or 16 times 
longitudinal bar diameter; centre-to-centre spacing of stirrups or ties in potential plastic hinge 
regions shall not exceed either d/4 or 6 times the diameter of any longitudinal compression bar to 
be restrained in the outer layers. 
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For Unit 1 where beams were not expected to form plastic hinges, bw =300 mm< 16db =384 mm. 
Hence, s :::::300 mm governs. 
For Unit 2 and Unit En through EJ4, beams were expected to develop plastic hinges, d/4 = 460/4 
=115 mm < 6 db =144 mm. Hence, s = 115 mm governs. 
• Code Specification on Size Limit of Beam Transverse Reinforcement 
According to NZS3101: 1995, the diameter of the stirrup-ties in beams shall not be less than 5 
mm. In addition, the area of one leg of a stirrup-tie placed in potential plastic hinge regions in the 
direction of potential buckling of the longitudinal bar shall not be less than: 
At = 2: Abiy S 
e 96iyt db 
(1.32) 
where 2: Ab is the sum of the area of the longitudinal bars reliant on the tie. 
For Unit 1 where beams were not expected to form plastic hinges, Ate = Area of D5 =19.6(mm2). 
Area of per set shall not be less than 40 mm2 for Unit 1. 
For Unit 2 and Units EH through EJ4, beams were expected to develop plastic hinges, the limit on 
area of one leg of a stirrup-tie shall be calculated by Equation 1.32. 
_ 2D24 x 321 115 _ 45 ( 2) 
- X -.5 mm 
96x318 24 
for Unit 2 
= 1.5D24 x 321 x 115 = 34.2 (mm2) 
96x318 24 
for Units En to EJ4 
Area of per set shall not be less than 91 mm2 for Unit 2 and 68 mm2 for Units EJl to EJ4. 
7.2 Columns 
• Code Specification on Spacing Limit of Column Transverse Reinforcement 
According to NZS3101: 1995, centre-to-centre spacing of stirrups or ties along the column 
members shall not exceed the smaller of 1/3 of the least lateral dimension of the cross section or 
10 times longitudinal bar diameter; centre-to-centre spacing of stirrups or ties in potential plastic 
hinge regions shall not exceed either 1/4 of the least lateral dimension of the cross section or 6 
times the diameter of any longitudinal compression bar to be restrained. 
For Unit 1 where columns were expected to develop plastic hinges, bc /4 75 mm < 6db =144 mm. 
Hence, s =75 mm governs. 
For Unit 2 and Unit En through EJ4, columns were not expected to develop plastic hinges, bc /3 = 
100 mm < lOdb =240 mm, so s = 100 mm govern~ for Unit 2 
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bc /3 = 153 mm < 10db =240 mm, so s = 153 mm governs for Unit En to EJ4 
• Code Specification on Size Limit of Column Transverse Reinforcement 
According to NZS3101: 1995, the diameter of the stirrup-ties in columns shall not be less than 10 
mm for the column longitudinal bars with diameter 20 mm to 32 mm. The area of one leg of a 
stirrup-tie, when governed by the requirement for anti-buckling, shall not be less than: 
A = LAbfy ~ 
Ie 135 fYI db (1.33) 
In potential plastic hinge regions of columns, the area of one leg of a stirrup-tie, when governed by 
the requirement for anti-buckling, shall not be less than: 
(1.32) 
where 2: Ab is the sum of the area of the longitudinal bars reliant on the tie. 
For Unit 1 where columns were expected to develop plastic hinges, the limit on area of one leg of 
a stirrup-tie is calculated using Equation 1.32. 
A = LAb fy ~ = D24 x 321 x 75 =14.9(mm2) 
Ie 96fYI db 96x318 24 for Unit 1 
For Unit 2 and Unit En through EJ4, columns were not expected to develop plastic hinges, the 
limit on area of one leg of a stirrup-tie shall be calculated by Equation 1.33. 
_ D24 x 321 100 _ 14 1 ( 2) f U' 2 
- x - - . mm or mt 
135x318 24 
= D24 x 321 x 153 = 21.5 (mm2) for Units En to EJ4 
135x318 24 . 
In this case, area of per set shall not be less than 60 mm2 for Unit 1, and shall not be less than 57 
mm
2 for Unit 2, and shall not be less than 43 mm2 for Units En to EJ4. 
7.3 Beam-Column Joints 
NZS3101: 1995 also has specification to limit the spacing and size of column transverse 
reinforcement within beam-column joints. 
According to Clause 11.4.4.5 of NZS3101: 1995, the spacing of sets of column ties or hoops 
within a joint shall not exceed 10 times the column bar diameter or 200 mm, whichever is less. 
10db =10*24 = 240 mm 
Hence, so s = 200 mm governs. 
• Area Limit 
for all the units 
According to Clause 11.4.4.5 of NZS3101: 1995, the quantities of horizontal joint reinforcement 
shall conform to that required by Eq.1.34. 
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The area of one leg of horizontal joint reinforcement shall not be less than: 
AI = ..I Ab fy s· = 452 x 321 ~OO = 39.6 (mm2) 
e 96fy, db 96x318 24 for all the units 
Hence, area of per set of horizontal transverse reinforcement within the joints shall not be less than 
79mm2 
Summary of the results obtained from this theoretical consideration is seen in Chapter 4 of the 
thesis. 
7. Development of the Longitudinal Reinforcement within Joints 
NZS3101: 1995 has the specifications on the maximum diameter of beam bars passing through the 
joints. Note that NZS3101: 1995 specifies the use of deformed longitudinal reinforcement. 
According to NZS3101: 1995, the maximum diameter of beam bars passing through the interior 
joints should satisfy the following requirement by equation 1.34: 
(1.34) 
where, a f =1.0 for one-way frames and a o is 1.0 when the plastic hinges are not expected in the 
beams, and a 0 =1.25 when plastic hinges are expected to develop at column faces. 
This gives :s 14.7 for Unit 1 and :s 17.4 for Unit 2. 
. he he 
NZS3101: 1995 also has the specifications on the maximum diameter of deformed column bars 
passing through the joints. According to NZS3101: 1995, when columns are designed to develop 
plastic hinges in the end regions, equation 1.34 needs to be satisfied; but when columns are not 
intended to develop plastic hinges in the end regions, the maximum diameter of column bars may 
exceed that given by equation 1.34 by 25%. 
(1.35) 
. d 
For Unit 1, columns are expected to develop plastic hinges, _b :s 15.1, and for Unit 2 and Units 
hb 
d 
EJl to EJ4, columns are not expected to develop plastic hinges, _b :s 11.5, 13.8, 14.9, 13.8, 13.3 
hb 
respectively. 
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APPENDIXB 
MODELLING OF RESTRAINTS BY TRANSVERSE BEAMS AT THE SIXTH 
FLOOR 
This appendix describes in details for determining the properties of the vertical shear springs 
representing the restraints from the transverse beams at the sixth floor, when conducting the 
structural analysis in the longitudinal direction. 
I- 730 'I' 305 'I' 730 "I 
I 
Fig.B.1 Overall Cross Sectional Dimensions of Transverse Beams at Sixth Floor 
= 
Fig.B.2 Analytical Model For Determining the Properties of Shear Springs 
The cross section of the transverse beams of frame B at the sixth floor is a T beam as shown in 
Fig. B.1 and it is determined by allowing for the contribution of the floor slabs. The equivalent 
width of the T beam flange is taken as 1.2 times the beam overall depth, namely, 730 mm. The 
gross sectional moment of inertia of the transverse beam is 1.092E11 mm4. 
The shear spring stiffness is obtained by conducting elastic analysis of the structural model in 
Fig.B.2, where the two ends of the beam are fixed. A unit load is applied at location 1, where the 
longitudinal beam intersects with the transverse beam, then the stiffness of the shear spring is 
equal to 1/ All, where All is the induced deflection at the location 1 due to the unit load. This gives 
that the vertical shear spring stiffness is 30240 kN/m. 
